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Praise For The Carnivore Code

“Dr. Paul Saladino is driving an incredibly compelling carnivore diet movement,
with a thoughtful and measured presentation that compels everyone to pay close
attention. With Paul’s broad experience in both traditional and functional medicine,
he is able to embrace the big picture of healing and achieve breakthrough results.”

Mark Sisson

NYT Bestselling Author of The Primal Blueprint and The Keto Reset
Diet, Founder of MarksDailyApple.com

“Paul Saladino is, by far, one of the most brilliant new minds in the health and
nutrition sector. This guy is the real deal. He is well researched, practices what he
preaches, and has a passion for digging for the ultimate truth. I can’t recommend
him or his work highly enough.”

Ben Greenfield

NYT Bestselling Author, Voted America’s Top Personal Trainer

“Paul is an extraordinary out-of-the-box thinker. He has deeply researched the
science and provides some compelling arguments that challenge conventional
nutritional wisdom regarding the need for eating plants to achieve optimal health.”

Dr. Mercola

Multiple Time NYT Bestselling Author, Founder of Mercola.com

“Paul extols the benefits of carnivorous eating and backs it up fully with science.
He’s done the hard work and fact-finding so you don’t have to. As a functional
medicine physician, he looks at human health from all angles. He’s got this one
covered in The Carnivore Code: Unlocking the Secrets to Optimal Health by
Returning to Our Ancestral Diet.”

Dave Asprey

CEO of Bulletproof, Leading Biohacker

“Paul Saladino is a bright thinker who has a unique ability to present the complex
science surrounding diet and nutrition in an understandable way. In The Carnivore
Code and his work, he does just that, showing us the compelling research
supporting the many benefits of a carnivore diet. If you are looking to optimize
your health, you need to read this book. You won’t be disappointed!”

Robb Wolf



Two-Times NYT Bestselling Author of The Paleo Solution and Wired to
Eat
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To my mother, father, and sister. You have shown me
unwavering love and support throughout all of my adventures.

I owe the best parts of who I am to you all.

And to my patients, you are my inspiration and my greatest
teachers. I am so much richer from hearing your stories,

and what you have taught me is immeasurable.



FOREWORD

THE CARNIVORE DIET has suddenly arrived into a
prominent position in the world of ancestral health. Over the
years, I’ve come across the occasional fringe character touting
a carnivore-style diet and never paid it a second thought. Back
in the 1970s, Venice Beach bodybuilders were known to eat
only steak and eggs for a few weeks to get cut up for contests.
In 2017, when fitness expert Danny Vega told me that his
prolonged carnivore experiment generated dramatic
improvements in blood values, as well as increased energy and
peak performance, I shrugged off the story because it didn’t
align with my personal belief system. As a guy who prides
himself on being able to think critically, remain open-minded,
and always willing to revise his positions when new
information arises, I humbly apologize for my resistance.

In recent years, the carnivore message has evolved from
fringe to legit. In 2019, when Dr. Paul started making the
rounds of podcast interviews, his carnivore message caught
my attention and held it. Truth be told, I was captivated by the
way Dr. Paul gracefully addressed the most controversial
aspects of carnivore with reasonable, precise, and scientifically
validated responses. For example, we know that most plants,
including the vegetables beloved by all the diet experts,
contain anti-nutrients that are difficult to digest and even toxic.
That’s why we must elaborately soak, sprout, ferment, and
cook our plant foods to render them edible. Even then, many
of us experience side effects like gas, bloating, and digestive
pain that are so commonplace we have come to view them as
normal. As Paul will detail in this book, it’s not normal to
suffer when consuming meals that are supposed to be healthy!



Carnivore is an area where I am doing some deep thinking,
research, and personal experimentation. Placing sustainably
raised nose-to-tail animal foods at the center of your diet and
minimizing exposure to inflammatory foods (not just grains,
but even vegetables in sensitive people) is simply too
compelling to ignore or dismiss with a stylized reaction.
Carnivore seems extreme at first glance, but researchers
confirm that human evolution was driven by a nutrient-dense
diet where calories came predominantly from nose-to-tail
animals and secondarily from the plant kingdom. We most
certainly evolved as omnivores—don’t let any whole food,
plant-based zealot or carnivore stalwart tell you differently—
but when Dr. Paul proposes that plants were merely the
“survival foods” of evolution, we must carefully consider this
premise. After all, as you will learn in the book, our ancestors’
increasing consumption of nutrient-rich animal foods was
strongly correlated with an increase in brain size. This was the
primary catalyst for us to branch away from our leaf-chewing
ape cousins and ascend to the top of the food chain.

Granted, the carnivore argument advanced so clearly and
comprehensively in this book is just one point of view. Today,
there are many loud and passionate voices in the health and
diet scene dispensing so much information that it’s easy to get
overwhelmed, confused, and frustrated. What I appreciate
about Paul’s message is his measured and respectful tone and
his ability to thoughtfully weigh opposing points of view. That
said, Paul wastes no time and pulls no punches in attacking
what he believes to be misinformation, flawed science, or
conventional wisdom propaganda. When even my beloved
Bigass Salad is taken to task, it leaves a lasting impression.
I’m confident that this book will do the same, and I encourage
you to absorb the information in the same good spirit with
which Paul wrote it: with an open mind, a willingness to learn
and grow, and a desire to discover the most satisfying and
nutritionally optimal diet for you.

Mark Sisson

October, 2019



Miami Beach, FL



INTRODUCTION

I LIKE PUZZLES, and the puzzle of what humans should eat
in order to kick as much butt as possible is absolutely the most
fascinating one I’ve ever found.

If you were going to construct the ideal diet for humans,
what sort of metrics would you use to define this selection of
foods? I would want this diet to include (1) all of the nutrients
that we need to function optimally (2) in the most bio-
available forms (3) with the smallest amount of toxins. It
should have all of the vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and
other building blocks we need to thrive but none of the stuff
that messes up our biochemistry or causes inflammation and
cellular damage. Sounds reasonable, right? I call this the
optimal diet riddle. It’s really the holy grail of nutrition and
medicine, and I believe that a nose-to-tail carnivore diet is the
best solution to it. But don’t just take my word for it; that’s
what this book is all about. It’s my shot at convincing you that
animal foods are the best foods on the planet and that plant
foods are sub-optimal, containing smaller amounts of nutrients
that are much less bio-available and a myriad of toxins that do
nothing but harm us.

This book is going to ruffle some feathers. It’s going to be
controversial, it’s going to have a lot of critics, and it’s going
to challenge many long-held beliefs that have wrongly been
accepted as canon. But I’m okay with the push-back, because
it’s also going to help a whole lot of people.

So now I ask you, Do you want to be radically healthy?
Do you want to have endless energy, mental clarity, a rocking
libido, a sexy physique, and emotional resilience? Of course



you do. We all want to be the best versions of ourselves and
show up as powerfully as we can.

This book is the story of how we can all reach our radical
potential. These goals are attainable for every single one of us,
and I believe that the biggest factor in achieving them is what
we consume in our diet. The food we eat is the key
determinant in whether we take the path towards obesity, brain
fog, and fatigue, or the path towards optimization.

There’s just one tiny problem … we’ve forgotten what we
are supposed to be eating. Okay, let’s be honest, this is actually
a really big problem, and it shows! As a whole, our health
today as humans is pretty abysmal, and it’s not getting any
better. Estimates are that an overwhelming 87.8 percent of
Western populations have some degree of insulin resistance
and metabolic dysfunction. Let’s let that sink in for a second
… 87.8 percent! That’s a staggeringly large number and a
vicious indictment of how unhealthy we are today.

As a physician, I have seen the evidence of this firsthand,
and it’s not pretty. So many people that I have encountered
during my medical career have suffered with illness that
Western medicine was powerless to correct. Sure, we could
offer medications that might ameliorate symptoms for a short
amount of time, but often, the side effects of these are worse
than the diseases that are being treated. Inevitably, the
underlying inflammation also continues undetected and
ultimately leads to even more issues down the road.

Throughout my medical training and practice within
mainstream allopathic medicine, I’ve come to one very
disappointing conclusion: the system that I was trained in isn’t
helping people lead better lives. Sure, it can correct acute
problems like a ruptured appendix or a broken leg, but when it
comes to chronic disease and correcting the root cause of
illness, it’s failing miserably.

This isn’t a book about what’s wrong with the medical
system, however. Those books have been written, and that’s
not my goal here. This is a book about how to take back your
own health with careful attention to what you are eating and,
in the process, manifesting your inner superhero who can kick



more butt than you’ve ever thought possible. All I will say
about the current medical system is that it will never be able to
treat the root cause of illness until the fundamental paradigm
of treating disease changes. Physicians need to realize and
accept that food has everything to do with whether we become
deeply sick or vitally healthy.

The Lost User Manual

If you’re still reading this book and you think there’s some
truth to what I’ve said thus far, you are almost certainly asking
a very important question: how do we figure out what we
should eat? Which foods will make us into the demigods we
all deserve to be and which will only serve as roadblocks on
this quest? I’ve been obsessed with this question for the better
part of two decades, and the pages you are holding are the
result of my own personal quest to find the answer.

I believe that the solution to the riddle of what we should
be eating lies in our “user manual,” the template that we
should follow for proper fuel and nutrition. Sadly, this user
manual isn’t an actual book that is delivered to our ecstatic
families along with our slippery bodies when we enter the
world. That would be amazing and would make this question a
lot easier to answer. Alas, the universe doesn’t work this way.
Our user manual is really a code written into our genes. It’s in
our DNA and it’s been there since we became “human” about
3–4 million years ago.

So how are we supposed to rediscover this code in order to
become the superhuman beings we are meant to be? We’ve
clearly lost the user manual somewhere along the way, as our
previously discussed declining health would indicate, and we
are now suffering the consequences. Growing up, whenever I
would lose my Transformers or GI Joes, my mom would
always ask me where I last saw them. There’s a lot of wisdom
in this. I think we should begin our search for the user manual
where we last saw it. Our ancestors knew the answer to this
puzzle, and this special set of knowledge was passed down
between generations, woven into our being from before we
were even born.



Ultimately, this book is an adventure story. It’s the
narrative of my own personal search to rediscover the code
that will allow all of us to thrive in ways few of us thought
possible. I’ve been looking for this piece of treasure for many
years, and I think I’ve finally found it. It’s been an incredible
experience that I can’t wait to share with you, but before we
dive in, I think it’s important to display a bit of my past and
where I’ve been on my own personal journey.

Beginnings

My father is a physician and my mother is a nurse practitioner,
so I was exposed to medicine a lot while growing up. Dinner
table conversations were about things like atrial fibrillation,
hypertension, and cholesterol. When I would go with my dad
to the hospital, I saw illness firsthand at a young age, and this
created a fascination within me. I wanted to know what was
wrong with my father’s patients and how they could return to
health. I had to know why a patient suffered from heart failure
or a stroke, why they struggled to breathe, or why their bones
had become so brittle. I wanted to know why certain people
were healthy with bodies that functioned well and why others
experienced sickness and disease. The underlying factors
causing these disparate outcomes have always been fascinating
to me.

Even though my parents were healthcare professionals,
there wasn’t much emphasis on healthy eating in our home.
We ate a pretty standard American diet that included TV
dinners, fast food, bread, pasta, and processed carbohydrates. I
also grew up in a time period when fat was the enemy, having
been wrongly demonized by the cereal and processed food
industries since the 1950s. After school I remember
ravenously devouring multiple bowls of cereal, never feeling
full. I also experienced irritability, childhood obesity, asthma,
and eczema. I was a child of the low-fat era, and it showed.

My health got a little better in college, but it certainly
wasn’t ideal. I studied chemistry at the College of William and
Mary with the original intention of going to medical school.
During my four years of college, I had numerous severe



eczema flares and often required oral steroids like prednisone.
Those drugs quelled the raging autoimmune process that was
going on, but they also caused horrible insomnia, mood
swings, and weight gain. Things were still way out of balance,
but I had no idea that these symptoms could be caused by the
foods I was eating. That notion wasn’t even on my radar,
because it’s not something that is taught in pre-medical
courses nor in the formal medical training of my family or any
of the doctors I saw.
I studied really hard in high school and college, and by the end
of my time at William and Mary, I was a bit burned out. I’d
been successful at gathering a number of accolades while
there, graduating suma cum laude and being elected to Phi
Beta Kappa, but I knew that medical school wasn’t the right
next step.

Instead, I became a vagabond and had a fantastic time
doing it. At that time in my life, I had no idea how long my
gallivanting would last, but the freedom was intoxicating. I
spent a summer in Maine teaching outdoor education to
middle school students and then headed West to the wilderness
lands I had seen only on calendars. Many adventures followed:
a thru hike of the 2,700-mile Pacific Crest Trail, multiple
explorations of the New Zealand backcountry (highlights
included swimming a flooded river and nearly falling off a
mountain while lost), and years as a ski bum in such hallowed
locales as Telluride, Alta, and Jackson Hole.

After six years of personal exploration and adventuring
around the American West, my scientific curiosity was
reawakened, and I again began to crave academic learning.
The thought of medical school crossed my mind at that time,
but I was dissuaded by the brutal lifestyle I had seen my father
assume as an internist. I opted instead to become a physician
assistant (PA) and hoped that this would provide me with some
balance between seeing patients and maintaining a healthy
personal life outside of work.

Working as a PA in cardiology provided me with my first
real taste of what being in the trenches of Western medicine
was like. It stunk. I was immediately disillusioned and
disappointed with what I encountered, but this wasn’t due to



lack of intelligent or kind and well-intentioned physicians. I
was fortunate to have the opportunity to be mentored by many
incredibly talented individuals who taught me a lot about how
medicine is practiced. My greatest disappointment was in the
overall medical paradigm and the medical system itself.
Neither in the hospital nor in the clinic were patients getting
better, and the progression toward worsening disease was
constant. At times, their decline was slowed by medications,
but the march toward morbidity was relentless.

I began to question my role in all of this. Was I really
helping people lead fuller, higher quality lives with statins,
blood pressure medications, insulin, and blood thinners, or was
I just delaying the inevitable? Was there really no way to
reverse conditions like heart disease, high blood pressure, or
diabetes by addressing them at their root? Did our ancestors
suffer the same cruel chronic illnesses that we face today? Or
had there been some sort of fundamental shift in the way that
we are living that could be behind these observed departures
from mental clarity, strength, healthy body composition, and
vitality?

I didn’t have the answers to these questions at that time,
but I knew in my core that these were the questions I should be
asking. I realized that seeking these answers would be a
worthwhile endeavor and perhaps the most worthwhile venture
that I could possibly embark on. After spending a few years as
a PA, I realized that I couldn’t go on working within a system
that I didn’t believe in when such fundamental questions as
these remained unanswered.

The Second Time Around

Not many people get to go to medical school twice, but in
many ways, I did. During my four years of medical school at
the University of Arizona and my following four years of
residency in psychiatry at the University of Washington, I saw
everything from a different perspective than during PA school.
The six years I had already spent in medicine (two in PA
school and four practicing as a PA in cardiology) allowed me
to have a different approach the second time around. I asked a



lot of questions. I think I pissed off more than a few
professors, attending physicians, and residents with my
incessant entreaties for deeper knowledge regarding the cause
behind diseases we encountered. The same was true in
residency. Since the days of following my father in the
hospital, I always wanted to know “why,” and I hoped these
would be my opportunities.

You can probably guess what I’m going to say next—they
weren’t. There were a few glimmers of hope and “ah-ha!”
moments during those eight years, but for the most part it was
more of the same. As my good friend Dr. Ken Berry likes to
say, medical school and residency are about teaching you
which pill to give. They are not about understanding what is
causing illness. So I did what I was supposed to and learned
over and over again which pill to give. I crushed my board
exams at the end of it all but still didn’t feel like I knew how to
help my patients get well, and that was profoundly
disappointing. I had studied as hard as I possibly could and
learned all the answers to the standard questions, but still my
patients were suffering. It wasn’t supposed to be that way.

To add insult to injury, I also hadn’t been able to heal
myself. During my time as a physician assistant, I had
discovered the paleo diet and the concept resonated with me.
For the decade that followed, I shunned grains, beans, and
dairy and ate a strictly organic diet based around animal and
plant foods. With this change, I definitely noticed some
improvements in body composition and mental clarity, but my
stubborn eczema persisted and became very severe at times.
During medical school, I began learning Jiu-Jitsu, and
practicing this marital art humbled me in ways I had not
experienced previously in my life. It proved to be both the
source of great suffering and deep satisfaction. Unfortunately,
all of the time on the mats with elbows and knees exposed
caused my eczema to flare severely, and eventually it became
infected with a strain of Streptococcal bacteria. As a result, I
developed impetigo, followed by cellulitis, and then an
episode of sepsis. I was plagued with fever and chills and had
to get IV antibiotics. It was not exactly the ideal scenario for a



third-year medical student in the midst of the most grueling
portion of his education.

Somehow, I survived. Trust me, it wasn’t the salads that
got me through, but we’ll get to that soon enough. In
residency, the ezcema continued to flare intermittently, and at
times, it was so severe that most of my lower back was a
weeping, infected, mess. By this point, I knew that food was a
huge factor in health and disease. I had tried cutting out things
in the past: high histamine foods, high oxalate foods, high
lectin foods, nuts, seeds, and chocolate. Eventually, I tried
cutting out everything I could think of for several months. I
was basically eating avocados, salads, and grass-fed meat,
along with a few supplements that I thought I needed based on
my genetics. Still, my body attacked itself and the eczema
continued to besiege me.

I’ll never forget the day I was listening to Jordan Peterson
on Joe Rogan’s podcast while driving to the Washington coast
to go surfing. I’m sure the weather was rainy and cold and the
waves were mediocre, but that trip was entirely worth it. At
the end of the podcast, I heard Jordan talk about his meat-
based diet. He related how it had helped his daughter,
Mikhaila, overcome a lifetime of severe autoimmune disease
and how it had helped him lose weight and resolve his own
sleep apnea and similar autoimmune issues. Suddenly, I had a
paradigm-shifting thought that changed the course of my life
from that moment forward. What if my own autoimmune issues
and so many of the inflammatory problems we see manifested
as chronic disease today could be triggered by the plants we
are eating?

Immediately, I dismissed the idea, burying it beneath a
mountain of decades of indoctrination that plants, flber, and
phytonutrients were essential for human health. How would I
poop without fiber? What about all the benefits of these so
called polyphenolic compounds? What about my microbiome?
Wouldn’t all the good bugs living in my gut starve without
pre-biotic starches? All of the Jiu-Jitsu I had studied during
medical school could not prepare me for the grappling match
between everything I had been taught and this new, radical
notion that was about to take root in my brain. A royal rumble



of epic proportions did indeed occur, but after months of
studying the literature and a careful consideration of the ideas
behind the carnivore diet, I decided to give it a try. I knew that
if I didn’t change something, my eczema wasn’t likely to get
any better, and I wasn’t satisfied with using medication to treat
it long term.

Within the first three days, I knew there was something
special about this way of eating. I began to feel a level of
emotional calm and an increasingly positive outlook on life
unlike anything I had experienced before. I wasn’t expecting
this feeling, but it was a pleasant surprise. It felt like some sort
of sand paper had been wrapped around my brain but was
slowly being removed. Suddenly, things were softer and
smoother in my psyche. I now believe that this was due to
gradual resolution of low-level inflammation in my body that
began in my gut and was translated to my brain. Some have
described similar improvements in mental clarity with states of
ketosis, and this no doubt played a role later in my carnivore
journey, but when I first began to explore this way of eating, I
included honey in my diet and was getting plenty of glucose. It
was the removal of plants that had resulted in this profound
change in my experience of life, and I was deeply intrigued at
what other benefits a carnivore diet might have.

Since then, I have been eating only animal foods and am
thriving like never before. My outlook on life remains
extremely positive, my emotions are stable, my sleep is restful,
and my body is strong. My energy is full, my libido robust,
and yes, I poop every day and it is beautiful.

Bloodwork, you ask? Remember that I am a physician
obsessed with understanding how all of these things work. I’ve
literally done hundreds of assays on myself, all of which have
looked great. My kidneys and liver are healthy, and I definitely
don’t have scurvy. Nor do I have indications of inflammation
or insulin resistance. In fact, my inflammatory markers are
nearly undetectable and my blood sugars are in the ideal
range throughout the day without any significant change after
I eat. What about my autoimmune disease? Since going
carnivore, I haven’t had a single eczema flare. Prior to making



this change, I had been suffering from eczema every month
with many periods of persistent rash and itching.

My story is not unique. There are now thousands of people
with experiences similar to mine demonstrating improvement
and resolution of a variety of diseases such as ulcerative
colitis, Crohn’s, lupus, thyroid disease, psoriasis, multiple
sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and psychiatric illnesses like
depression, bipolar, and anxiety. This is in addition to the
thousands of others who have used the carnivore diet to lose
weight, reverse diabetes and insulin resistance, or to improve
libido and mental performance. Many of their incredible
stories are catalogued at the website MeatHeals.com, which is
indexed by condition.

Sound too good to be true? It did to me, too! It sounded
totally crazy when I first heard about it, so if you are having
those thoughts, you are in good company. The experience that
I had with this way of eating was so impactful that I dove head
first deeper into the research in an effort to understand the
benefits, the mechanisms behind the benefits, and the potential
pitfalls. This book is the story of what I learned along the way
and how I came to believe that so many of our long-held
nutritional beliefs are flat out wrong and often prevent us from
achieving our true potential. The majority of the disease and
illness we experience today is autoimmune and inflammatory
in nature, and I believe that by focusing on nutrient-rich
animal foods while avoiding the toxins found in plants that
trigger these processes, we will swiftly return to our ancestral
birthright of radical health and vitality.

The Goal of This Book

My goal is to share with you why I thoroughly believe in the
carnivore diet, and why it makes sense from an evolutionary,
medical, nutritional, and biochemical perspective.

In Section I, we will begin at the beginning, a time when
we knew how to eat, and a time when we thrived as humans
because we were hunting and eating animals … lots of them!
We’ll then talk about the time in human history when I believe



we lost the user manual. Seduced by “the cult of the seed,” we
stopped hunting and began farming. As you’ll see, the
resulting impact on our health was strikingly detrimental.

In Section II, we will explore why our decision to increase
the consumption of plants was a bad idea. Ultimately, neither
plants nor animals want to get eaten. But while animals have
their legs, fins, teeth, and horns as defense mechanisms, plants
are stuck in the ground and have been for 450 million years.
During this time, in order to survive, they had to evolve
complex chemical defense mechanisms that can wreak havoc
in our bodies if we don’t pay attention to them.

In Section III, we will compare the nutritional quality of
animal foods to plants and will illustrate how animal foods are
the clear winner in this duel. One of the things I find most
egregious is when animal foods are unjustly vilified, so we’ll
then debunk many of the myths we’ve been told about animal
foods, including notions that meat will cause cancer and heart
disease or shorten our lives.

Section IV is devoted to the nuts and bolts of how to eat a
nose-to-tail carnivore diet. I’ll break it all down for you in
great detail and will do my best to leave no question
unanswered. We’ll cover several areas of the carnivore diet:
what to eat, different styles of eating carnivore, and how to
include organ meats. Based on your goals, we will also include
when to eat and how much should be eaten.

If you are most interested in learning about how to
construct a carnivore diet and want to jump into this way
of life ASAP, you may want to skip to this final section of
the book and read Chapters Twelve and Thirteen first. In
Chapter Twelve, you’ll also find some personal stories
shared by others in the carnivore community who have
found incredible improvements with this way eating.

We’re almost ready to jump into the “meat” of it all, but
before we do, I want to talk about one more key concept that
will help frame all of our further discussions of the carnivore
way of life.



The Quality of Life Equation

I’m well aware that many of the concepts I’ll talk about in
this book depart abruptly from societal norms and that many
of you may be asking yourselves, “Is he really suggesting that
I should only eat meat for the rest of my life? I could never do
that!”

This book isn’t meant to limit but, rather, to empower you
with knowledge to make choices that will positively affect
your quality of life. It is also intended to help you along your
own personal journey to have the most optimal experience of
life each and every day. Ultimately, this is YOUR adventure.
By sharing with you what I’ve learned, I hope to give you the
tools needed to embark on your own quest, rather than to
simply mimic mine.

One of these tools is the Quality of Life equation. Simply
put, when following this equation, the goal is to always solve
for your highest quality of life, and in order to do this, we’ll
need to know what our goals are. Each person has unique
experiences and different goals depending on where they
currently are in their journey, and these factors will translate
into a different highest quality of life for each person at any
given moment. For some, the highest quality of life will
always be optimal performance, both mentally and physically.
In this situation, deviating from an intentional way of eating,
be it carnivore, keto, or paleo, would result in a lower quality
of life because their performance might decline. I myself fall
into this category. The good news is that this book isn’t written
only for people like me, but also for the men and women who
are better at moderation than I am.

I know that for the majority of these individuals,
performance is the main goal most of the time. At other times,
community or relaxation takes priority and participating in
activities aimed at fostering these needs leads to the highest
quality of life. This is totally okay. It’s okay not to want to be a
carnivore or even carnivore-ish all of the time. As long as we
are solving for the highest quality of life as much as possible,
we’ll be living amazing lives, full of rich experiences, personal
growth, and profound health.



Let’s consider an example to illustrate how the quality of
life equation works. Meet Joe, a forty-five-year-old man who’s
happily married with two healthy and energetic children. Joe
has noticed that he’s gained about 20 pounds over the last few
years, feels less energetic, has a waning libido, and some
aching joints. A friend told Joe about this crazy “carnivore
diet” that he’s been on for the last few months and delights in
sharing with him tales of weight loss, improved sleep,
increased energy and sex-drive, a better mood, and less joint
pain. Joe’s friend hands him a copy of this very book and
encourages him to read it. Intrigued by the idea, Joe reads the
book intently and decides to give the carnivore diet a try.

This is where the quality of life equation comes into play.
Joe decides that his main goal is improving his health and
gaining improvements in many of the things that have been
nagging him recently. If I could give Joe advice, here’s what I
would say to him:

“High five, Joe! I really think you are going to feel
amazing on this diet. It’s going to be a change from what you
are used to, but in exchange for the hard work of making this
lifestyle change, I’m willing to bet more than a few ribeyes
that many of the things you’ve noticed becoming sub-optimal
over the last few years will quickly begin to improve. It’s not
going to happen over night. Give it at least a month or two, but
by the end of those thirty to sixty days, you’re going to feel
amazing. Here’s one more thing to think about as well: the
closer you can adhere to the diet, the better your results will
be, but if you slip up, it’s definitely not the end of the world.
There are also likely going to be special occasions when your
highest quality of life is not performance and optimizing your
health, and that’s totally okay. If you want to have a dessert
with your wife on your anniversary or a bite of cake on your
son’s birthday because that shared experience is meaningful,
realize that may be your highest quality of life in the moment.
You’re not going to torpedo the whole endeavor when you do
something like that from time to time. Do these things
intentionally and then return to your original goals by again
asking yourself what your highest quality of life is. It will
probably be back to optimizing your own health, and with that



shift, you can return to a focused effort on the carnivore diet.
Always seek your highest quality of life.”

The quality of life equation isn’t meant to be a “get-out-of-
jail-free card” or an excuse to eat cake. It’s a gentle nudge to
always be aware of what nourishes your soul most in the
moment. It gives you the freedom to pause any effort to
change your lifestyle if your highest quality of life temporarily
changes. As I mentioned earlier, for some people, the highest
quality of life will always be improving their personal health.
Those with autoimmune disease or significant evidence of
inflammation might fall into this category. For those who are
generally well and looking to optimize, however, there might
be a bit more flexibility.

This is your life. This is your adventure. You decide what
your goals are. I’m just here to share with you the amazing
things I’ve discovered so that you can go on your own Rambo
adventure mission. With that said, the time has now come,
brave adventurers! Let’s begin our quest to find the lost user
manual, crack the code, and become radically healthy humans!



Section I



CHAPTER 1: OUR BEGINNINGS

I STILL REMEMBER my mom’s recommendation when I
lost my GI Joes and Transformers. She was spot on with her
suggestion to look for them where I last saw them, and I think
we should do the same in our search for the lost user manual.
So where did we last see the precious tome that holds the key
to our optimal health and performance? Within our history.

There is a caveat along any theoretical journey back in
time: anthropology isn’t perfect, and we don’t have a time
machine to go back and witness past events. I’m working on
building one, but I’m having trouble finding a source of the
1.21 gigawatts needed to power it. Until I figure that puzzle
out, we can use the evidence that is available to reconstruct
our history as best we can—and that’s what we’ll do in this
chapter. Onward! An incredible adventure awaits us!

Indiana Jones Stuff

Eating animals has been an integral part of our existence as
humans and pre-humans for a very long time, probably for at
least 5–6 million years. Primate evolution preceded ours by
about 60 million years, and during that time period, the size of
the primate brain stayed essentially constant at around 350
cubic centimeters (cc), with some variation among species
depending on body size. This research means that 60 million
years of eating fruit and leaves didn’t result in a bigger brain
for our primate predecessors.

It is thought that the hominid lineage diverged from
chimpanzees about 6 million years ago when our distant
ancestors came down from the trees and entered the open



grasslands of North Eastern Africa after the shifting of tectonic
plates caused changes to their environment. The oldest fossils
from our lineage are dated to about 4.2 million years ago and
were discovered in Northern Kenya. This genus, known as
Australopithecus, includes fossilized female remains
affectionately named “Lucy” after the well-known Beatles
song that was played nightly in camp during the arduous
process of excavation. Lucy appears to have walked upright,
like a human, but the size of her brain is estimated to be only
slightly larger than her chimpanzee ancestors. By looking at
skeletons like Lucy’s and others from more recent times, we
are able to track the brain size of our distant relatives along the
timeline of our history and see a fascinating story unfold.

The size of our predecessors’ brains gradually increased
after Lucy’s time, and then, about 2 million years ago,
something incredible happened: they suddenly began to grow
much more rapidly. They continued to increase in size,
attaining an apex volume of 1600cc about 40,000 years ago.
This increase in brain size correlated with a growing
complexity in the neocortex (the outer portion of our brains)
and upgraded intelligence—both of which allowed for better
communication and more sophisticated group behaviors, like
organized hunting. Bigger brains equaled smarter people and
smarter people figured out how to hunt animals in groups
more successfully.

This dramatic change in brain size raises a foundational
question: what was the magical event that occurred 2 million
years ago that allowed our brains to grow and our ancestors to
become more intelligent? No one knows for sure, but there are
a couple of key clues in the archeological record. 2.5 million
years ago, with the appearance of Homo habilis, is also when
we begin to see the first evidence of stone tools and the
hunting of animals. Fossilized animal skeletons from this time
period show damage from weapons and cut marks on bones
from the earliest butchering practices.1,2,3 There’s evidence that
our ancestors were eating some animal foods prior to this point
in history during Lucy’s time, 4–5 million years ago, but 2
million years ago, we appear to have evolved from scavengers
to hunters.



As scavengers, we could access only a few parts of the
animal, like bone marrow and brain, that were encased by
skeletal tissue other animals couldn’t break through.4,5

However, when we could hunt animals in organized groups
with stone tools, we suddenly had first dibs on all parts of our
kill. That meant we had access to the visceral (abdominal)
organs and fat as well as the muscle meat. I believe it was the
eating of these parts of the animal, with all of their unique
micronutrients and caloric abundance, that allowed our brains
to grow beyond the initial increase in Homo habilis and made
us into the humans we are today. Eating animals nose to tail is
what made us human! Transitioning from scavengers to
hunters appears to have been the defining moment in our
evolution as humans.

Some would argue that it was cooking that resulted in the
sudden increase in the size of the human brain, but many
scientists agree that our torrid love affair with fire did not
begin until about 500,000 years ago, 1.5 million years after our
brains began to grow exponentially.6

In the following graphic, you’ll see a representation of the
size of our ancestors’ brains over millions of years. At
approximately 4 million years ago, you’ll see Lucy and her
Australopithecus lineage. Her brain was the size of a small
grapefruit. Between Lucy and Homo habilis, however, the
brain increased to the size of a medium grapefruit: about
500cc. Then, 2.5 million years ago, with the advent of stone
tools and hunting, our ancestors’ brains began to grow even
more rapidly. In fact, they doubled in size over the next 1
million years. Based on the fossil record, it appears we
reached a maximum brain size of 1600cc about 40,000 years
ago, and that our brains have shrunk slightly since then. The
takeaway message from this graphic is that a significant
change in the rate of growth of our ancestors’ brains coincided
with stone tools and hunting. We are the humans we are today
because we began eating animals.

Human Evolution Increase in Brain Size



As we’ll see in the next chapter, there was a colossal shift
in the way we ate that coincided with a gradual shrinking of
our brains. It was when we began eating less animals and more
plants. Clearly, eating animal foods has been a vital part of our
evolution from the beginning. Katherine Milton, a researcher
from UC Berkeley, came to the same conclusion in her paper
“The Critical Role Played by Animal Source Foods in Human
Evolution,” which states:

“Without routine access to animal source foods, it is
highly unlikely that evolving humans could have
achieved their unusually large and complex brain
while simultaneously continuing their evolutionary
trajectory as large, active and highly social primates.
As human evolution progressed, young children in
particular, with their rapidly expanding large brain
and high metabolic and nutritional demands relative
to adults would have benefited from volumetrically
concentrated, high quality foods such as meat.”7

How Much Meat Were We Eating?



But weren’t our ancestors eating both plants and animals?
Weren’t we gatherers as well as hunters? Great question! As I
began digging into the anthropological literature, I asked
myself the same thing. Thankfully, we do have a sort of “time
machine” here that helps us answer this question.

In order to determine the proportion of animal foods in the
diets of our predecessors, we can examine the amount of δ15
nitrogen in their fossilized bones. By looking at levels of this
isotope, researchers are able to infer where in the food chain
animals reside by identifying their protein sources. Herbivores
generally have δ15N levels of 3–7 percent, carnivores show
levels of 6–12 percent, and omnivores display levels between
these two. When samples from Neanderthal and early modern
humans were analyzed, they demonstrated levels of 12 percent
and 13.5 percent, respectively, even higher than that of other
known carnivorous animals like hyena and wolves.

What can we make of this? These extremely high levels of
δ15N isotopes suggest that 40,000 years ago, Homo sapiens
and concurrent Neanderthal were high-level trophic
carnivores. They were consuming the vast majority of their
protein from large mammals like mammoths rather than from
plant sources. Who wants to share a woolly mammoth ribeye
with me?

Similar patterns are seen further back in the fossil record
as well. At the time of Australopithecus, there appears to have
been a separation into two different lineages of hominids, one
of which became Homo habilis and the other, known as
Paranthropus, which went extinct.

Like δ15N in bones, levels of strontium, barium, and
calcium in fossilized teeth can also be used to indicate the
dietary patterns of our ancestors. Studies comparing ratios of
these elements suggest that while Australopithecus ate a mix
of plants and animal foods, the diet of Homo habilis consisted
of significantly more animal foods,8 a shift that coincides with
the rapid growth of the brain observed at this time in our
history. Paranthropus, on the other hand, appears to have
relied more heavily on plant foods, a preference that was likely
its undoing.



Humans As Fat-Hunters

The data here is very clear and has been replicated repeatedly
when looking at nitrogen levels in preserved fossils. And from
an energy efficiency standpoint, hunting large animals makes
more sense. Gathering plants and stalking small animals
deliver much less of a caloric and nutrient bounty relative to
the energy that is invested. Across more recently studied
indigenous peoples, we observe a similar pattern that clearly
indicates preference for animals over plant food.9,10 For
example, in his studies of the Eskimo, Vilhjalmur Stefansson
writes:

“The Eskimo situation varies from ours still more
when it comes to vegetables. In the Mackenzie
district these were eaten under three conditions: The
chief occasion for vegetables here, as with most
Eskimos, was famine…”11

But our ancestors weren’t just looking for any animals.
They were looking for the animals with the most fat on them.
Larger animals have more fat by weight, and fat appears to be
the macronutrient we sought most for survival. There are
many sources of protein in the animal world, but the sources
of fat are more scarce.

Many anthropologists studying disparate indigenous
peoples have noted a predilection for fat and fattier animals. In
his book, The Paleoanthropology of and Archaeology of Big
Game Hunting, Speth states:

“ …fat, not protein, seemed to play a very prominent
role in the hunters’ decisions about what animals
(male vs. female) to kill and which body parts to
discard or take away.”12

In the !Kung of the Kalahari:

“Fat animals are keenly desired, and all !Kung
express a constant craving for animal fat.”13

And of the James Bay Cree, it is stated:



“The Cree considered fat the most important part of
any animal. One reason they valued bears above
other animals was because of their body fat.”14

Among the Yolngu of Arnhem, Australia, a similar sentiment
is noted:

“Animals without fat may indeed be rejected as
food.”15

Why were our ancestors and more recent indigenous
peoples so intent on finding fat? At a very basic level, it was
probably about sheer calories. By weight, fat provides more
than twice as many calories than do protein or carbohydrates.
In addition, the human metabolism makes fat a uniquely
valuable and necessary food. If we think of ourselves as
automobiles that need fuel for our metabolic engines, we
shouldn’t put protein into our gas tank. For best results, our
metabolic engine runs more efficiently on fat or carbohydrates,
and our bodies seek to use protein first for building blocks
rather than for energy. Although we can use protein for energy
in a pinch through a process called gluconeogenesis, it doesn’t
work well as our primary energy source.

Historical accounts of arctic explorers tell us of the
dangers of “rabbit starvation,” a condition that occurs when
we eat too much lean protein without carbohydrates or fat.16

Our liver has a limited capacity to turn the nitrogen from
amino acids into urea, a water soluble compound that we
excrete in our urine.17 Once the liver’s capacity to turn the
nitrogen from protein into urea is exceeded, the excess can
cause ammonia levels to increase, leading to all sorts stress on
the body. You may have seen the term “BUN” on your labs.
This stands for blood urea nitrogen, and is an indication of
how much nitrogen you are converting into urea before it is
filtered out in the urine through your kidneys.

The upper limit for protein in our diets seems to be about
40 percent of our total calorie intake, beyond which point we
might exceed the liver’s ability to process this macronutrient.
This means that 60 percent of our caloric needs must be met
by either fat or carbohydrates. Have you ever tried to look for
digestible carbohydrates in the wilderness? They are pretty



darn rare! Depending on the latitude, fruit might be available a
few times a year for a very short period of time, but we also
would have to compete with other animals, insects, and mold.
In addition, although some plants have root portions that might
be edible and contain some carbohydrates, they are rare, and
many are toxic. As we shall see in future chapters, aside from
occasional fruit and tubers, the stems and leaves of plants
don’t contain much in the way of carbohydrates, and they are
often riddled with plant-defense chemicals as well. The vast
array of carbohydrate-rich plant foods we see in grocery stores
today is nothing like the selection of plants in the wilderness
or the plants our ancestors would have had to choose from.

Let’s pretend I did get the time machine working and we
were able to go back in time. Set the dial to 50,000 years ago
and off we go for a ride to the period when both Homo sapiens
(our relatives) and Neanderthals were around. I hope you
brought your loin cloth so we don’t stick out too much, and I
hope you know how to make a spear because pretty soon, we
are going to get hungry. Should we set off in search of some
bitter leaves that will probably give us diarrhea, or would you
prefer to dig up some roots that are incredibly fibrous and taste
horrible? On the other hand, how about hunting for some big
game? It will give us a lot more energy as well as provide us
with food that will last for the next several days or even
weeks.

This choice seems like a no brainer, and it would have
been for our ancestors as well. Forget the leaves and fibrous
tubers, we’re going hunting! And we’re going to feast on
mammoth or buffalo for days when we get one. As we saw
from the stable isotope studies, this approach appears to be
exactly what our ancestors did. I’m glad they chose wisely and
figured this out, because I don’t think humans would have
survived as a species if they hadn’t.

At this point in the book, I want to share with you my
Carnivore Code Hypothesis: I believe that throughout our
evolution, our ancestors have hunted animals preferentially,
and have eaten plant foods only during times of scarcity or
starvation. I base my hypothesis on the following factors:



Anthropological data including brain size, stable isotope
data from bones and teeth, and examples from
indigenous peoples as we have just discussed.

The significantly higher availability of energy from
animals relative to plant foods per energy invested.

The vastly superior nutrient content of animal foods (we’ll
talk all about this later in the book, Chapter Eight)

I’m not suggesting that our ancestors never ate plant foods
but that they favored animal foods based on caloric and
nutritional superiority. If we couldn’t find animal foods, we
might have eaten plants as a backup plan, but they do not
appear to have composed any significant part of our ancestors’
diets.

Take a moment to let the notions I am advancing in the last
paragraph sink in. It’s basically canon at this point to consider
humans as omnivores, but what does this really mean? If we
dig into this characterization a bit and examine ourselves in
comparison to other omnivorous and carnivorous animals,
some enlightening realizations will occur.

Evolutionary Adaptations to Eating Meat

Since we’re about to chow down on woolly mammoth, let’s
start with the digestive system and begin in the mouth. Critics
of the carnivore diet love to point out that our teeth don’t look
like the teeth of other carnivores like lions or tigers. However,
this isn’t really a fair comparison, because our evolutionary
lineage is completely separate from felids and appears to have
diverged about 90 million years ago. Our primate ancestors ate
mostly plant foods, so it makes sense that we have molars for
chewing these foods. On the other hand, it’s interesting to note
that our molars are ridged like a dog’s rather than flat like a
sheep’s or other strict herbivore’s. From an evolutionary
perspective, even though we have been eating mostly meat, it



probably benefited us to retain molars for times of starvation
when we might have chewed more fibrous plant material.

In addition to molars, human smiles quickly reveal the
incisors and canine teeth best suited for biting into animal
flesh—an indication that we have been eating meat for some
time. It’s also interesting to note that humans have jaws that
are better adapted for vertical rather than rotary chewing, an
adaptation that likely assisted us in gnawing on sinewy animal
tissues. Thus, depending on the availability of food sources,
our mouths appear to be adapted to eating both plant and
animal foods. As we move down the digestive tract, however,
we begin to see stronger inclinations toward eating animal
foods.

The Cauldron of Fire in Your Belly

As you take that first bite of mammoth meat and it passes to
your stomach, let’s pause and notice something very striking
about this upper region of the human digestive tract. Our
stomachs are basically cauldrons of acid, eagerly waiting for
food to arrive from the esophagus to then digest it into more
basic components. It is in the stomach that we break down the
complex protein, fats, and carbohydrates that compose our
food. By the time that bite of mammoth steak leaves your
stomach, it looks nothing like it did going down the hatch. The
pH of a healthy human stomach is around 1.5, which is very
acidic on the pH scale that spans from 0 to 14 (lower is more
acidic and higher is more alkaline). If your stomach contents
with a pH of 1.5 were to leak out into the rest of your
abdomen, you would literally melt yourself from the inside
out.

So how does the human stomach’s acidity compare to the
chimpanzee’s? Our distant primate ancestors have a stomach
pH of 4–5, which is much less acidic.18 pH is a logarithmic
scale, and every increase of 1 translates to a 10x less acidic
solution. Our stomachs are about 1000x more acidic than a
chimpanzee’s. 1000x is no joke, and it certainly wasn’t an
accident. Our stomach became much more acidic because 3–4
million years ago, our diets changed from predominantly plant



foods to including many animal foods—and then 2 million
years ago to mostly animal foods.

Remember Lucy and her brain size? The first “pre-
humans” (generally considered to be Australopithecus) are
thought to have been primarily scavengers, going after meat
that was less than fresh. An extremely acidic stomach would
have been very helpful for such an endeavor. Even today, the
low pH in our stomach protects us from pathogens in the
environment and breaks down food so intensely that it’s not
seen as foreign by the immune system that resides in the walls
of our intestinal tract. Pharmaceutical medications like proton
pump inhibitors raise pH levels and thereby increase the risk
of contracting pneumonia, infections, and numerous
allergies.19,20 In addition, with less acidity in the stomach,
undigested food particles could pass into the small intestine
and interact with the armies of immune cells that reside a
single cell layer away from the lumen in the gut wall. Clearly,
maintaining a low stomach pH was, and continues to be,
critical for optimal human health. The fact that it’s much lower
than our primate ancestors’ is no accident. It points directly to
a radical change in diet early in our evolution as hominids and
indicates selective pressures for those best adapted to eating
fresh and not-so-fresh animal meats.

Expensive Tissue

Once that amazing bite of mammoth steak has been partially
digested in the stomach, it passes into the duodenum, the first
portion of the small intestine. It is here that the stomach
contents mix with bile from the gallbladder and digestive
enzymes from the pancreas before they embark on a serpentine
journey through the remainder of the small intestine and then
into the colon. Comparing the structure of our digestive tract
to a primate’s reveals significant divergence, likely driven by
shifting dietary preferences 2–3 million years ago. We possess
a small intestine of much greater length, while our colons have
shrunk substantially.

Primates must spend the majority of their days chewing on
leaves and other vegetable matter to obtain enough calories,



mostly in the form of plant-based carbohydrates. These pass
through their shorter small intestines quickly before arriving at
a voluminous cecum (the first portion of the large bowel) and
colon. In primates, plant matter hangs out in the massive large
bowel where it undergoes fermentation and results in the
production of large amounts of short-chain fatty acids, which
are then used as the main source of their calories. Even though
primates are eating mountains of carbohydrate-based plant
matter, they are actually running on fat! They need such large
colons to house the bacteria that ferment all of the plant fiber
they eat into these fats for energy. If you’ve seen monkeys or
apes, you’ll notice that their rib cage angles outward with
protuberant bellies to accommodate their commodious colons.

Beginning with Lucy and progressing to Homo erectus and
beyond, the layout of our guts began to change as we ate more
and more animal foods. Remember how our brains were
beginning to grow during this time as well? A compelling
theory called the “expensive tissue hypothesis” elegantly ties
all of this together.21 Both brain and intestine are very
metabolically active tissues that require a lot of energy to
function properly relative to their mass. A gram of brain tissue
requires 22 times the amount of energy to function as a gram
of muscle tissue. Our intestines are similarly greedy.

According to the expensive tissue hypothesis, in order for
our brains to grow in size without significantly increasing our
overall caloric needs (increasing caloric needs would have
been highly selected against in the evolutionary context),
another tissue in the body would have needed to shrink in size
and energy demands. Disparate organ systems needed to make
an energetic trade off, and this is exactly what appears to have
happened with the brain and the intestines. It appears that our
small intestine expanded slightly to be able to better absorb the
new protein and fats in our animal-based diets, allowing the
colon and the overall size of the gastrointestinal tract to shrink
substantially. As the gut shrank in size and in energy needs,
the brain was free to gradually expand over generations into
the stellar instrument we possess today. With shrinking guts
also came straighter rib cages and flatter bellies. Not only can
you thank the animal foods our ancestors ate for your big



brain, you owe your six pack abs to them too! If you’ve lost
your six-pack, I promise you that a carnivore diet will be an
amazing first step to getting it back.

Amylase Gene Duplications

Some have argued that the striking increase in brain size
observed in our ancestors might have been due to heavy
consumption of starch-rich tubers, but there are two major
problems with this theory. The first of these is that our
ancestors don’t appear to have begun using fire until 1.5
million years after the sharp change in cranial vault size, and
in order for tubers to provide accessible carbohydrates and
calories, they must be cooked. The timing here appears to be
off.

The second major problem with the notion that humans
have been eating significant amounts of tubers throughout our
evolution comes from evidence regarding observed
duplications of the salivary amylase gene. This gene codes for
an enzyme present in our saliva that helps break down



complex carbohydrates in the mouth, beginning the process of
digestion before they reach the stomach and making the
calories within them more accessible. It’s widely accepted that
these duplications likely occurred as an adaptation in response
to increased consumption of starchy foods. Multiple copies of
the salivary amylase gene are found in 99 percent of living
humans today, suggesting that we are all descendants of a
population that was eating tubers.

What’s most interesting about this story, however, is the
fact that Neanderthals and Denisovans do not possess amylase
gene duplications like our Homo sapien ancestors did.22,23

These separate lineages of humans are believed to have
branched off from our common ancestor, Homo
heidelbergensis, approximately 600,000 years ago.24 At that
time, some early humans are believed to have left Africa and
migrated into Europe and Asia, resulting in the Neanderthal
and Denisovan lineages, respectively. Members of the Homo
heidelbergensis species that stayed in Africa appear to have
evolved into our direct predecessors, Homo sapiens, who left
Africa much later, around 70,000 years ago.

We don’t know why our more recent Homo sapien
ancestors left Africa at this time, but upon arriving in Northern
Europe, they encountered Neanderthals—and stable isotope
levels found in the bones of both of these species suggest that
the majority of their diet consisted of animal products, as
we’ve discussed previously. We also don’t know exactly when
the amylase gene duplication phenomenon occurred in our
history, but the fact that neither Neanderthal nor Denisovans
possess these duplications strongly suggests that up until at
least 600,000 years ago, our ancestors were probably not
eating many starchy foods. If they had been, we would likely
have observed this gene duplication much earlier in human
history.

Thus, for the majority of our evolution as humans, we
were probably not eating many starchy foods like tubers, and
the consumption of these types of foods is likely a recent
adaptation due to the shifting of food availability. Many have
hypothesized that our migration out of Africa 80,000 years ago
was related to declining populations of megafaunal animals



due to overhunting,25 a predicament that certainly could have
spurred our ancestors to obtain more calories from starchy
foods and favored duplications of the amylase gene.

With what we’ve learned so far, we can now add to my
earlier premise: eating animals made us human by providing
higher quality, nutrient-rich foods. Those foods required less
of an energy-intensive, fermentation-focused digestive tract
and, as a result, opened the energetic gates for an increase in
brain size and complexity. Furthermore, access to nutrients
like omega-3 fatty acids in highly bio-available forms
probably played a role here as well. We know from studies of
developing infant brains that a lot of DHA and EPA are
needed to make a human brain.26,27 The more of these nutrients
that pregnant mothers and infants can get, the better. Indeed,
DHA has been said to have a “unique and indispensable role in
the neural signaling essential for higher intelligence.”28 We’ll
talk much more about DHA in future chapters, but here’s a bit
of foreshadowing: DHA doesn’t occur in plants, and humans
are horrible at converting the precursor form of omega-3 into
this precious brain-building block.

Intriguingly, the expensive tissue hypothesis appears to be
valid for animals other than humans. There’s a critter known
as the elephantnose fish that inhabits African freshwater
streams and displays features suggesting similar trade-offs
between the brain and the intestines. These nasally robust fish
have the largest ratio of brain-to-body oxygen use of all
known vertebrates. Relative to the size of its body, the brain of
an elephantnose fish is three times the size of other fish brains
and uses 60 percent of its total body oxygen consumption.

Where’s the tradeoff? Just like we have seen in humans, it
appears that in order for elephantnose fish to get such big
brains, their guts had to shrink. They have a very small gut
compared to other fish and they are carnivorous. It appears to
be a dietary strategy that has allowed this trade off to occur.
Across the species, we observe that consuming foods with
higher nutrient quality allow for smaller intestines, ultimately
freeing the brain to grow in an energetic trade-off throughout
evolution. Pretty cool, right? If I can get that time machine
working, I’m also going to use it to go forward in time to



check in on this little guy’s evolutionary progress. With that
big brain, I wouldn’t be surprised if he’s evolved into some
sort of super-fish in a few million years.

The Apex Predator

“Wow, that chimpanzee has a wicked fastball!” Said no one
ever!

Have you ever seen a chimpanzee throw a rock? How
about a spear? I didn’t think so. Another significant difference
between humans and our distant primate relatives is the design
of our shoulder joint.29 It’s truly a masterpiece of evolution.
The human shoulder allows us to throw objects like baseballs,
rocks, or stone-tipped spears at speeds high enough to kill the
targeted animal. No other species on the planet can do this,
and we certainly don’t need to throw rocks at plants to harvest
them. Our shoulders evolved this way as a hunting adaptation,
and a darn good one at that. Being able to kill at a distance
allowed groups of our ancestors to hunt larger and more
dangerous animals that provided them with richer sources of
nutrients and calories necessary for fertility and survival.

During our evolutionary journey from Lucy to Homo
habilis and then to Homo sapiens, we also developed changes
in our pelvis that resulted in bi-pedalism,30 a fancy term
describing the structure that allows us to walk in a more
upright position and makes us especially well-suited for
distance running. Relative to other animals, humans aren’t
great at sprinting, but we are very good at the walking and
running of long distances that would have been needed to
track down and hunt animals.

Our feet also changed during this time to assist in long
distance running and walking.31 The big toe became more
aligned with the rest of the foot, and our heel pad grew to
provide cushion as we walked more upright. There were also
changes in our knees and spine to optimize posture and upright
mobility. Taken together, all of these skeletal changes allowed
our ancestors to move and interact with their environment in
new ways that facilitated our growing ability to procure



animals as food, a key turning point in our evolutionary past.
Running upright and hurling spears and rocks at prey, our
ancestors quickly became the apex predator on the ancient
landscape and eventually expanded across the globe,
dominating every species they encountered.

Another human adaptation to hunting is found in our eyes.
Humans have a white portion of the eye outside of the iris,
known as the sclera, but primates’ sclera are darkly colored to
help disguise the direction they are looking. Primate society is
intrinsically competitive, and chimpanzees battle each other
for food and other resources. Within such a culture, it’s
advantageous for animals to disguise the direction they are
looking—be it at food, a potential mate, or the direction of a
planned escape/attack. But somewhere along our evolutionary
journey, these patterns shifted, and our ancestors realized they
were better off cooperating in endeavors like hunting or
fighting off attackers. In these situations, knowing where our
compatriots were looking was a very good thing. The whites
of our eyes are thus believed to have been one of the key
adaptations that evolved over the last 6 million years and that
allowed us to communicate with tribe members in silence. By
showing them where our attention was directed without
speaking aloud, we could communicate more quickly and with
greater stealth.32 This enhanced communication allowed
groups of ancestral humans to hunt together with greater
success and cooperate more efficiently in communal projects.
At our core, we are cooperative beings, and shifting to this
type of interaction was a key part in our evolution as humans.

Our Destiny

Lest you think my claim of humans as the ultimate hunters is
far fetched, or that lions and tigers might take this crown
rather than us, I’ll ask you: What other animal on the planet is
capable of hunting as many species as us? What else can hunt
whales, seals, mammoths, buffalo, birds, and a host of other
potential food sources? Sure, lions and tiger are well adapted
to chasing down a gazelle or wildebeest on the open plains,
but they are specialized for only that type of prey. On the other



hand, over the last five million years, humans have evolved to
acquire elegant shoulder joints, upright postures, and pelvic
girdles that have allowed more fluid running, as well as more
acidic stomachs, smaller guts, white sclera, and bigger brains.
These adaptations have all propelled our species toward one
destiny: becoming the best hunters this planet has ever seen.

We didn’t evolve to be the best gatherers or the best
farmers—we evolved to be the best hunters. And it was this
hunting that provided us with the best food available: animal
foods. Having access to animals meant receiving more calories
with less energetic input, in addition to providing a complete
array of nutrients. Not only did hunting and eating animals
make us human, it also allowed us to thrive as a species. In
essence, that is the reason that we are who we are today. To
reflect how important this concept is, I’ll note that the title for
this book was almost “Apex Predator.”

“But wait!” you ask, “what about agriculture? Isn’t that
why we are who we are today?” As we’ll see in the next
chapter, the advent of agriculture happened only about 12,000
years ago. This is the blink of an eye in evolutionary terms,
and as I’ll describe, our health as a human species took a nose-
dive with that change. I’d say that’s exactly where we lost the
user manual, foolishly discarding it for the empty promises of
farming and a non-nomadic existence—a move some have
called “the worst mistake in human history.”



CHAPTER 2: OUR WORST MISTAKE

I KNOW WHAT you’re thinking right now: isn’t that
statement about farming being “the worst mistake in human
history” a bit of a hyperbole? To be certain, it’s a neck-and-
neck race between farming, the mullet, and pop-tarts, but the
way I see it, farming is the leading contender for this dubious
honor right now. Let me explain why.

I’ll begin by asking you a question. What is the most
valuable thing you possess? Some people might think of their
home or their car. Others might think of their families. But I’d
be willing to bet that after some careful consideration, most of
you will come to the same conclusion that I have: the most
value thing that each of us posses is our health. When we are
well, we don’t think about how incredibly lucky we are to
possess health and are easily preoccupied with the day-to-day
stressors in our lives. This is normal, and it’s a trap I fall into
as well. It is only when we suddenly lose our health that its
value becomes clear. When that happens, we recognize that
nothing matters more than regaining and recovering our
vitality. It is only then that we will be able to resume our lives
and enjoy the natural world around us as we care for our
families and share our time with others.

My own personal experience has taught me this lesson.
When I was in medical school, my eczema flared to such an
extent that I was hospitalized and eventually developed
cellulitis (an infection of the deeper layers of the skin). Right
in the middle of the most grueling time of my medical
education, I was sidelined with fevers, fatigue, and an
aggressive skin infection. I couldn’t sleep, my energy was
gone, and it was hard to think clearly because my body was so



inflamed. As a result, instead of thinking about my current
internal medicine rotation, my upcoming exam, my patients,
and what I was going to do that weekend, all I could think
about was how to get rid of my current illness. I became solely
focused on how to get well. More importantly, I wanted to
know what was causing my eczema in the first place. The only
thing that mattered to me at that point was being healthy and
being able to do all of the cool stuff I was previously doing in
my life. What if I were to tell you that at one point in our
evolutionary history, our health went from appearing pretty
good to being basically abysmal almost overnight? Well, this
is exactly what happened about 12,000 years ago during the
Neolithic Revolution when we began farming and joined “the
cult of the seed.” This colorful moniker was given to the
advent of agriculture by Jared Diamond, author of numerous
works examining our human journey through time. He stated:

“Archaeology is demolishing another sacred belief:
that human history over the past million years has
been a long tale of progress. In particular, recent
discoveries suggest that the adoption of agriculture,
supposedly our most decisive step toward a better
life, was in many ways a catastrophe from which we
have never recovered. With agriculture came the
gross social and sexual inequality, the disease and
despotism, that curse our existence.”1

He goes on to note that this revisionist interpretation may
strike some as incongruous. After all, aren’t we better off now
than our Paleolithic ancestors were? These sorts of arguments
quickly lead us into speculative quagmires often riddled with
inaccurate comparisons. Although we live longer today than at
any other point in our past, our overall health is inferior, and
chronic disease is rampant despite the mountain of technology
and other “advancements” we’ve created. Claiming that the
advent of agriculture is responsible for many of the
pleasantries we enjoy today is an overly bold intellectual leap
reliant on many unexamined assumptions.

How Healthy Are We Really Today?



Perhaps the most prominent of these assumptions is the notion
that prior to farming, our lives were nasty, brutish, and short.
The way of life observed in current indigenous groups
indicates otherwise. Hunter-gatherers of today, like the
previously mentioned !Kung, Hadza, Inuit, and Maasai, enjoy
profound vigor late into their lives and are generally free from
the chronic disease epidemics that now plague modern
Western society.

Haven’t we been told that the life expectancy of these
groups is pale in comparison to ours? It is important to note
that this statement fails to mention the mortality hazard factor
in hunter-gatherer societies. During the first fifteen years of
their lives, they are seventy-five to one hundred and ninety
times more likely to die than individuals in Western societies.2

That is, from birth to age fifteen, you’d be much more likely to
die as a hunter-gatherer than as a Westerner. The factors that
contribute to this mortality hazard include less access to clean
water, lack of sanitary waste facilities, infectious illnesses, and
traumatic wounds.

Comparisons of life expectancy between these groups are
confounded by these inflated childhood mortality rates. When
we compare the health, vitality, and quality of life in elderly
indigenous groups to that of Westerners, the former are clearly
superior in all aspects.

I imagine that you’re thinking, Isn’t sanitation the result of
our progression from farming? Kudos to you, astute reader—
this is a great question. My point with this portion of the book
is not to say that our societal progression away from our
previous days as hunter-gatherers (emphasis on hunter) has
been all bad, but rather, to point out that while some beneficial
things have been gained along this journey, many negative
things, like rampant chronic disease, have as well.3 Current
estimates indicate that 88 percent of the westernized
population have some form of metabolic disease, pre-diabetes,
and insulin resistance. I’ll discuss insulin resistance much
more in Chapter Eleven, but for now, suffice it to say that this
condition is behind the majority of chronic illnesses that
cripple our society today, including diabetes, heart disease,
hypertension, and infertility.



In today’s mental health sphere, depression and anxiety
affect a combined 600 million people worldwide and have
increased 17 percent in the last ten years. Depression also
takes the dubious honor of being the number one cause of
disability in the world.4 Dementia affects 50 million people in
the westernized world today and is expected to triple by 2050.
Sure, we’ve had some brilliant minds in Western society, but
as a whole, hunter-gatherers have healthier brains and bodies.
Despite our apparent longer life expectancies, we are sadly a
very unhealthy population. Don’t be fooled by estimates of life
expectancy that are confounded by childhood mortality rates.
Hunter-gatherers demonstrate superhuman health and vitality
compared to us, and the aforementioned chronic illnesses of
insulin resistance, depression, and dementia are virtually
unheard of in these groups.

Hunter-Gatherer Life

What were our day-to-day lives like before the advent of
agriculture (also known as the Neolithic Revolution)? No one
knows for sure, but we take some indication from the study of
present-day hunter-gatherers. Diamond notes:

“Scattered throughout the world, several dozen
groups of so-called primitive people, like the
Kalahari bushmen, continue to support themselves
that way. It turns out that these people have plenty of
leisure time, sleep a good deal, and work less hard
than their farming neighbors. For instance, the
average time devoted each week to obtaining food is
only 12 to 19 hours for one group of Bushmen, and
14 hours or less for the Hadza nomads of
Tanzania.”1

Does this sound “nasty and brutish” to you? I wouldn’t
mind only working fourteen hours a week, especially if I had
the rest of the time to do self-care, catch up on sleep, spend
time in the ocean chasing waves, and be with friends and
family.



Studies of present-day hunter-gatherer tribes invariably
reveal robust health and freedom from chronic disease like
diabetes, depression, and dementia.5,6,7,8 But what do we know
about the health of our more distant pre and post Neolithic
Revolution ancestors? Once I get the time machine fully
operational, we’ll be able to answer these questions. Until
then, we again must rely on fossil records, which in this case
suggests some pretty striking contrasts between these two
groups.

The Return of Indiana Jones

In western Illinois, perched atop a bluff near the confluence of
the Spoon River and Illinois River, lie thirteen earthen mounds
that hold treasure. It is not the type of golden treasure our good
friend Indy would have been after, but historical treasure.
These are burial mounds that provide evidence of the lifestyle
of the hunter-gatherers who lived in this area from around 950
AD to 1200 AD—a time period in which a very interesting
thing happened. For reasons unknown, the population appears
to have undergone a massive shift in the way that they were
eating. They went from a hunter-gatherer lifestyle to a lifestyle
based primarily on maize (ancient corn) agriculture. Multiple
theories exist as to why this may have happened. It may have
been out of necessity due to increasing population numbers or
perhaps the development of a new technology that allowed
tilling of the soil. Other possible reasons include overhunting
and the decline of large animal populations. There are still
others who point to the hypothetical Younger Dryas meteor
impact that caused climate changes and mass faunal
extinctions.

For whatever reason, these groups shifted their practices,
and the population increased ten times in the span of the 250
years after they adopted agriculture. But there was a dark side
to this growth. Comparison of bones from these pre- and post-
agriculture groups reveal striking differences indicative of a
marked decline in health with the introduction of
agriculture.9,10 Dickson Mounds researchers noted a clear
decrease in both femur length and tibia diameter in children



from the post agricultural period. Adult skeletons from this
area displayed the same pattern as well as a significant
reduction in stature after farming was introduced.

Similar discrepancies in height have been found in other
ancient civilizations. Skeletons from Greece and Turkey reveal
that 12,000 years ago, the average height of hunter-gatherers
was five feet, nine inches for men and five feet, five inches for
women. But with the adoption of agriculture, adult height
plummeted—dashing any hopes these poor pastoralists would
have had of dunking a basketball or playing competitive
volleyball, if those sports had existed at the time. By 3,000
BC, men in this region of the world stood only five feet, three
inches tall, and women a diminutive five feet, reflecting a
massive decline in their overall nutritional status. Many
studies across varied populations show a strong correlation
between adult height and nutritional quality. One study
looking at male height across 105 countries came to the
following conclusion:

“In taller nations…the consumption of plant proteins
markedly decreases at the expense of animal
proteins, especially those from dairy. Their highest
consumption rates can be found in Northern and
Central Europe, with the global peak of male height
in the Netherlands (184 cm).”11

In this large study of nutritional quality, it is intriguing to
note that the intake of animal foods directly correlated with
greater height in males. The authors point out that even under
conditions of caloric equivalency in plant-heavy versus
animal-heavy cultures, height levels were higher in the latter
societies. Other studies have come to similar conclusions
regarding the key role that nutritional quality plays in
determining adult height:

“Evidence across studies indicates that short adult
height (reflecting growth retardation) in low- and
middle-income countries is driven by environmental
conditions, especially net nutrition during early
years… This review suggests that adult height is a
useful marker of variation in cumulative net



nutrition, biological deprivation, and standard of
living between and within populations and should be
routinely measured.”12

In addition to declining height, there is also evidence that
the Native Americans buried at the Dickson Mounds suffered
increased bacterial infections. Such infections leave marks on
the outer surface of the bone, known as the periosteum, with
the tibia being especially susceptible to such damage due to its
limited blood flow. Examination of tibias from skeletons found
in the mounds shows that post agriculture, the number of such
periosteal lesions increased threefold, with a whopping eighty-
four percent of bones from this period demonstrating this
pathology. The lesions also tended to be more severe and to
show up earlier in life in the bones from the post agriculture
peoples.

Another type of bone lesion, known as porotic
hyperostosis, occurs in the skull and thinner bones of the body
and is suggestive of nutrient deficiencies such as zinc and iron.
These striking lesions cause the thin bones to have a
“spongiform” appearance as the marrow expands and the other
layers erode. At the Dickson Mounds, eye sockets and skulls
demonstrated porotic hyperostosis, again with markings that
display an increase in occurrence and severity after hunting
practices were deemphasized in favor of farming. The
incidence of joint and spine arthritic degeneration also appears
to have doubled between these two periods. Defects in tooth
enamel, suggestive of inadequate intake of the fat soluble
vitamins unique to animal foods, increased across this time
span as well. Clearly, eating less animals and more farmed
plants was a disaster for the health of these peoples. Despite an
increase in the population, their overall health took a serious
nose dive.



These types of negative health shifts weren’t occurring
only among the hunter-gatherers of Illinois, however. In
Paleopathology at the Origins of Agriculture, the authors
describe this trend in nineteen out of twenty-one cultures
undergoing the agricultural transformation.13 Similarly, in
Nutrition and Physical Degeneration, Weston A. Price
observed a stark contrast in the physical and dental health of
populations around the globe when they were eating
traditional diets versus processed westernized food.14 Price
observed that animal foods were favored above plants among
people living traditional lifestyles, and further, that animal
foods always constituted a significant portion of the diet, with
special emphasis on organ meats and fat.

Good old Weston was way ahead of his time. He traveled
all over the world to study these indigenous groups at the edge
of civilization, learning from peoples as disparate as Northern
European, Swiss, Gaelic, Polynesian islanders, African tribes,
and Australian Aborigines. What did he learn from all of this
adventuring? Dr. Price noticed a number of trends, including
the fact that not one culture was thriving eating a plant-based
diet.



“It is significant that I have as yet found no group
that was building and maintaining good bodies
exclusively on plant foods.”14

He also observed that in similar regions of Africa, tribes
consuming more animal foods were healthier and dominant
over the tribes that relied more heavily on plants. Comparing
the Maasai, who eat an almost entirely animal-based diet, to
the Kikuyu with their agricultural emphasis, he stated:

“In the Maasai tribe, a study of 2,516 teeth in eighty-
eight individuals…showed only four individuals with
caries. These had a total of ten carious teeth, or only
0.4 percent of the teeth attacked by tooth decay…In
contrast with the Maasai, the Kikuyu tribe are
characterized by being primarily agricultural people.
Their chief articles of diet are sweet potatoes, corn,
beans and some bananas, millet, and Kafir corn, a
variety of indian millet…The Kikuyus are not as tall
as the Maasai and physically they are much less
rugged…A Study of 1,041 teeth in thirty-three
individuals showed fifty-seven teeth with caries, or
5.5 percent. These were 36.4 percent of the
individuals affected.”14

This is a huge difference in dental health with noted
inferior height and robustness in the agricultural Kikuyu, and
it mimics the contrasts we’ve seen between hunter-gatherers
and farming peoples at the Dickson Mounds and other
locations throughout the world.

In addition to the Maasai, Eskimos demonstrate exemplary
overall health and pristine dentition with an almost entirely
animal-based diet. Price was particularly impressed with this
group of people, stating:

“The Eskimo race has remained true to ancestral
type to give us a living demonstration of what Nature
can do in the building of a race competent to
withstand for thousands of years the rigors of an
Arctic climate. Like the Indian, the Eskimo thrived as
long as he was not blighted by the touch of modern
civilization, but with it, like all primitives, he withers



and dies. In his primitive state he has provided an
example of physical excellence and dental perfection
such as has seldom been excelled by any race in the
past or present.” 14

Our other explorer friend, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, left his
position as an anthropologist at Harvard to live with the
Eskimo people of northern Alaska, whom he noted ate an
almost entirely animal-based diet for much of the year. He
remarked on the profound health that resulted from such a
diet:

“It seemed to me that, mentally and physically, I had
never been in better health in my life….During the
first few months of my first year in the Arctic, I
acquired…the munitions of fact and experience
which have within my own mind defeated those views
of dietetics reviewed at the beginning of this article. I
could be healthy on a diet of fish and water. The
longer I followed it the better I liked it, which meant,
at least inferentially and provisionally, that you never
become tired of your food if you have only one thing
to eat. I did not get scurvy on the fish diet nor learn
that any of my fish-eating friends ever had it…There
were certainly no signs of hardening of the arteries
and high blood pressure, of breakdown of the kidneys
or of rheumatism…These months on fish were the
beginning of several years during which I lived on an
exclusive meat diet…To the best of my estimate then,
I have lived in the Arctic for more than five years
exclusively on meat and water.”15

When Stefansson returned from his time with the hunters
of the great white North, he made bold claims like these and
described his findings to physicians of the 1900s—but they
were certain he was off his rocker. Vilhjalmur was determined,
however, to prove that a meat based diet was not only safe, but
health promoting. In what became one of the most amazing
studies of human nutrition, he spent the next year cloistered in
Bellevue Hospital in New York City eating an entirely animal-
based diet under the close scrutiny of skeptical physicians.



“The broad results of the experiment were…so far as
the supervising physicians could tell, that we were in
at least as good average health during the year
[eating a meat-only diet] as we had been during the
three mixed-diet weeks at the start. We thought our
health had been a little better than average. We
enjoyed and prospered as well on the meat in
midsummer as in midwinter, and felt no more
discomfort from the heat than our fellow New Yorkers
did.” 15

I can only imagine the cognitive dissonance the previously
skeptical physicians must have had when they observed these
results. We’ll talk all about how eating a carnivore diet won’t
lead to scurvy or other nutritional deficiencies in later
chapters, but Vilhjalmur displayed this conclusion over ninety
years ago.

Hunter-Gatherers or Just Hunters?

I know what you might be thinking at this point. The Native
Americans of the Dickson Mounds and many of the other
peoples studied by Weston Price were both hunters and
gatherers. This is true. In fact, most recently studied
indigenous populations are observed to consume both animals
and plants. However, it is important to remember the carnivore
code hypothesis here and to think about the animals that are
available for more modern hunter-gatherers to hunt versus the
animals that were available to our more distant ancestors 70
thousand years ago or even 2 million years ago. Based on
energetic and nutrient superiority, our ancestors have always
favored animal foods over plant foods when animal foods were
available. Current estimates of the plant-to-animal
consumption ratio in present-day hunter-gatherers suggest an
approximate fifty-fifty split.5 But, as many have pointed out,
these populations no longer have access to large game and are
forced to adapt to their changing environment by gathering
more plant foods. Thus, currently living populations of hunter-
gatherers are a poor indication of the relative amounts of
animal and plant foods consumed by more distant
predecessors.



The groups studied by Weston Price were trying to survive,
just like today’s indigenous cultures are trying to survive. But
we are trying to thrive. Calories are no longer a limiting factor
as they have been throughout much of human history. None of
the 87.8 percent of our population who are metabolically
broken are suffering from a caloric deficiency. As the apex
predators on this planet, we can now access the most optimal
foods for humans all of the time. Whether or not we should do
this becomes an ethical and environmental question that I will
address in Chapter Fourteen, but here’s a hint that may
surprise you: properly raised ruminant animals are actually
good for the environment.

We know that our predecessors ate some plant foods, but
these were eaten as survival foods rather than as components
of the diet that provided unique nutrients. It’s also revealing to
discover that indigenous groups have unique ways of
preparing many plant foods to help render them less toxic, like
fermentation. Oh yes, plants are full of toxins! They are
cunning little critters that have co-evolved with insects and
animals that want nothing more than to munch on them, so
they had to adapt—and they found some ingenious ways to do
so. In the next few chapters, we’ll dive into all of these
phenomena as we talk about the chemical weapons that plants
have been developing for the last 400 million years. It’s scary
stuff!



Section II



CHAPTER 3: CHEMICAL WARFARE

REMEMBER WHEN YOUR siblings buried you in the sand at the
beach with only your head sticking out? Imagine that happening to
you again, except this time you are buried so well that you can’t
escape. You are stuck in the ground and can’t run away. Now we’re
going to paint your face like a soccer ball as the entire six-year-old
pee-wee soccer team arrives at the beach full of energy. How are you
going to feel? Vulnerable! You are going to hope and pray that there
are some adults around so these irascible six year olds don’t decide
to start playing soccer with your head. That would really stink.

Welcome to the world of plants. When insects and animals
decide to go munching on our green neighbors, plants can’t run
away, bite, or verbally threaten them to defend themselves. Just like
you would be defenseless against the inclinations of the pee-wee
soccer team players, so too are plants vulnerable to the appetite-
driven whims of everything around them. They have faced this
quandary since the beginning of their evolutionary history, about 470
million years ago, and over that time span, they’ve come up with a
solution: creating extensive defense mechanisms, both physically
and chemically.

Turns out, plants are pretty darn crafty. For a long time, they’ve
been in a constant “arms race” with everything that wants to eat
them. In order to protect themselves, they have managed to produce
a variety of defense mechanisms as they evolved—many of which
we are familiar with. Ever go hiking in the desert and accidentally
bump into a cactus? Ever play in the woods and stumble into a patch
of brambles? Ouch and double ouch! We are much less aware of the
molecular mechanisms plants have evolved to defend themselves,
however, and these chemical “spikes” can cause just as much harm
as the spines on a cactus or the thorns on a rosebush.

A Case of Mistaken Identity



I’m not exactly sure why we’ve come to believe that plants are
fundamentally benevolent and that anything that comes from a plant
should be good for us. Maybe it’s because there are a lot of beautiful
plants out there, full of colors and smells, that delight the senses and
curry romantic favor on anniversaries, holidays, and birthdays. On
the surface, most plants look friendly enough, but if we look closer
—it’s an entirely different story. Most of the compounds we think of
as “phytonutrients” are in fact “phytoweapons,” meticulously
designed by plants to discourage insects, animals, and fungi from
consuming them for breakfast. Plants do not want to be eaten (sure,
fruit is a different story and we’ll talk about that later, but it’s still
not that good for you). They have the same agenda as the rest of the
living things on this planet: to proliferate and pass their DNA on to
future generations. Being chewed up by a moose doesn’t exactly
make it onto a plant’s to-do list.

I have some heartbreaking news to tell you, but I’m your friend
and know you need to hear this. Kale doesn’t love you back.
Broccoli is just not that into you. Spinach isn’t a real friend. Feel
free to break out the tissues if you need to wipe the tears from your
eyes. Trust me, you’re better off without these bad relationships in
your life—they are only going to break your heart in the end.

The statement “plants don’t want to be eaten” is often countered
with the assertion that animals don’t want to be eaten either, and I
couldn’t agree with this more. However, remember that animals
have evolved different sorts of defense mechanisms to combat
predators. Usually, this is simply getting the heck out of Dodge
when a hungry predator shows up and bears its sharp teeth. Other
times, when push comes to shove, prey animals fight back with
talons, claws, and teeth of their own. This isn’t the case with plants,
and as we vividly displayed earlier, they’re rooted in the ground, so
the arms race between plants and animals continues. Let’s examine
the various types of weapons plants have devised and what we know
about them.

Swords, Spears, and Axes

The plant armamentarium is vast, like James Bond’s weapon
collection on steroids. There are literally hundreds of thousands of
chemicals produced in the plant kingdom that can harm us. Broadly
speaking, we can divide these toxic compounds into a few
categories. The largest category is the phytoalexins—chemicals
directly produced by plants to ward off attack from insects, fungi,



and animals. This category includes many of the compounds that we
have been told are good for us, including glucosinolates and many
polyphenols. Glucosinolates might sound like an alien term, but
you’re likely familiar with one of the by-products of this family of
compounds called sulforaphane, which is formed in large amounts
when we eat broccoli sprouts. In the next chapter, we’ll go into great
detail about why this compound is not all it’s cracked up to be, and
how it could actually be harming you in many ways.

The colloquial term “polyphenol” has been used to refer to many
plant compounds, though technically it identifies a family of carbon-
based organic plant molecules with multiple phenol-like rings. Some
well-known examples are pictured below. These compounds are
often also formed as phytoalexins or as plant pigments. The most
well-known polyphenols are probably resveratrol and curcumin, and
if you believe the hype, by taking these you’ll live forever, cleanse
yourself of inflammation, and maybe even grow wings. In Chapter
Five, I’ll debunk the many myths surrounding the purported benefits
of polyphenols and show you evidence that polyphenols are
potentially damaging our bodies.



Does it sound like I’m going to turn mainstream nutritional ideas
on their head? Good, because that’s exactly what this book is
intended to do. As I said in the introduction, I’m not here to parrot
nutritional dogma that has been accepted as canon for decades. In
reality, it has always been based on shaky science. I’m here to ruffle
some feathers, kick a whole lot of butt, and take names along the
way, while challenging you to think outside of the box.

Plant Pesticides

Phytoalexins can also be thought of as plant pesticides, but not the
type of pesticides we are used to thinking about that are sprayed on
plants, like Roundup (glyphosate). The plant pesticides I am
speaking about here are produced by the plants as defense
chemicals.1 In his comprehensive scientific article titled “Dietary
Pesticides: 99.9% All Natural,” researcher Bruce Ames highlights
the fact that humans consume 99.99 percent of their pesticide load
from plants themselves and only 0.1 percent as pesticides sprayed on
food. Glyphosate and other synthetic pesticides are certainly
harming people, but the amount of these consumed pales in
comparison to the quantity of plant-produced pesticides in our diet.
Ames states:

“We estimate that Americans eat about 1.5 g of natural
pesticides per person per day, which is about 10,000 times
more than they eat of synthetic pesticide residues… there is
a very large literature on natural toxins in plants and their
role in plant defenses. The human intake of these toxins
varies markedly with diet and would be higher in
vegetarians. Our estimate of 1.5 g of natural pesticides per
person per day is based on the content of toxins in the
major plant foods.”2

Ames goes on to note that plant pesticides are pervasive, with at
least forty-two compounds known to occur in a seemingly benign
food such as cabbage. Furthermore, many of these compounds have



been shown to be damaging to DNA in humans and animals, a
process known as clastogenesis.

“Thus, it is probable that almost every fruit and vegetable
in the supermarket contains natural plant pesticides that
are rodent carcinogens.”

We’ll talk much more about this concept in Chapter Four and
Chapter Five. Brace yourself!

The butt-kicking doesn’t stop with polyphenols. Lectins are
another category of toxic substances in plants that you need to know
about and avoid if you’re in search of optimal health. Dr. Steven
Gundry has raised awareness of these carbohydrate-binding proteins
with his book, The Plant Paradox, which many of you may be
familiar with. In Chapter Seven, I’ll talk about lectins and build on
many of the ideas he has advanced in order to demonstrate how
these pervasive molecules in plants may damage our gut and lead to
autoimmunity and inflammation.

Oxalates are another chemical spike found in plants. Plants use
these organic molecules to bind minerals in their own unique
biochemistry. But oxalates aren’t used in human biochemistry and
instead are a byproduct that results when the human body
metabolizes amino acids. This small amount of oxalates is treated as
a waste product and is excreted daily in the urine. In plants,
however, very large amounts of these compounds occur and are
known to contribute to significant pathology in humans. Calcium
oxalate kidney stones are a well-known effect of oxalate
consumption, and in Chapter Six, we’ll dive into research suggesting
that breast cancer, thyroid disease, vulvodynia (pelvic pain in
women), and skin rashes are also connected with oxalates in our
diet. Don’t believe me? When you see the picture of the vicious
microscopic needles, called raphides, that oxalate crystals form, you
might never look at spinach or sweet potatoes the same way again.
All I can say is, ouchie!

Disparate Operating Systems

Before we dive headlong into the tumultuous sea of plant toxins,
there’s a key concept I’d like to introduce. As we sail across the
rough waters ahead, it will become very clear that plant molecules
don’t work very well with our biochemistry and usually just end up
throwing a big fat monkey wrench into the elegant workings of the
human machine. This shouldn’t come across as a surprise, however.



It’s believed that plants and animals diverged from a single-celled
precursor more than 1.5 billion years ago, and in that time, these two
disparate kingdoms of life have evolved in very unique ways.

Let’s try to place the overall timeline of life on earth into context
here. The earth is thought to be about 4.5 billion years old, and the
first evidence of life dates back to around 3.5 billion years ago.
Some scientists say life may have originated even earlier than this,
but we can’t say for sure. We’re not sure exactly how life started, but
most hypothesize that it began with the coalescence of atoms into
more complex molecules, and then into structures resembling DNA,
before the first single-celled organisms arose.3,4

For now, I’ll focus on the split between plants, animals, and
fungi, which happened 1.5 billion years ago. At that time, we looked
like a blob, a single-celled blob to be more exact. We were nothing
like the animals, plants, or fungi that appear today. Since that fateful
day billions of years ago, these three main lineages of life have been
humming along doing their own things in very different ways. Each
kingdom has evolved its own ways of getting nutrients from the
environment and transforming them into the energy needed to power
their internal “engines.”

We might think of these families of life as three different
“operating systems,” like Mac, Android, and Linux. Because I’m
partial to Macs, I think of humans as these, with plants as Android,
and fungi as Linux. Each operating system has been programmed in
a different code and has different internal processes that allow it to
run smoothly. If you try to take a program from Android and run it
on your iPhone or your MacBook, it’s not going to work, and it
might even cause other programs to crash. You’re going to need
special software to convert the program to an operable format, and
in reality it’s best to just run Mac programs on a Mac because they
were specifically designed for that operating system.

You might also think of the three different kingdoms of life as
three different types of cars, let’s say Tesla, Ferrari, and Porsche.
You’re not going to be able to use Tesla parts in your Ferrari or your
Porsche. If you want your car to perform the way it’s supposed to,
it’s wisest to use parts that were specifically designed for it.

Plant molecules like phytoalexins, polyphenols, oxalates, and
lectins are like computer programs from a different operating system
than ours. They are Android and we are Mac; the programs are not
very compatible. When we try to use plant programs in our human
operating system, they generally just mess things up, sometimes



causing massive problems akin to the “blue screen of death” on your
computer. Plants have evolved these molecules for their own
personal biochemistry and metabolism, not for ours!

Those Porsche parts don’t work in your Tesla. Contrary to
popular belief, plant molecules do not play a role in human
biochemistry or metabolism. As you’ll see in future chapters, so
called “antioxidants” from plants don’t directly serve an antioxidant
role in your body. In fact, they are often doing the opposite—acting
as “pro-oxidants.” Our body has its own intrinsic antioxidants, like
glutathione, that are part of our programming and that manage the
balance of oxidation and reduction just fine on their own. In fact,
multiple studies have shown that supplementation with plant
“antioxidant” molecules do nothing to improve antioxidant status in
humans and are often associated with worse outcomes.5,6,7-10

When we eat animal foods, we are eating foods from the same
operating system as humans. The biochemistry and metabolism of
animals look a whole lot more like ours than those of plants or fungi.
Plants use photosynthesis to generate energy as they inhale carbon
dioxide and expire oxygen. Animals do the opposite, breathing in
oxygen and producing carbon dioxide as a by-product of cellular
respiration. Similarly, the plant-based forms of many vitamins and
nutrients look very differently from the corresponding animal-based
forms. Beta-carotene vs. retinol (vitamin A), alpha-linolenic acid
(ALA) vs. DHA (omega-3 fatty acids), and vitamins K1 vs. K2 are
all examples of this and will be discussed in much greater detail in
Chapter Eight. In that chapter, we’ll also discuss the many nutrients
key to optimal human function that don’t occur in appreciable
amounts in plants or fungi, like vitamin B12, choline, taurine,
carnitine, carnosine, vitamin K2, and others.

The “operating systems” concept is meant to serve as a
framework for many of the discussions that will follow in this book.
We’ll see that when humans consume plants and fungi, problems
result because their foreign molecular programs often aren’t
compatible with our physiology. In the following chapters, I’ll
discuss the many types of plant toxins in detail. I’ll also explain the
inferior ability of plants to provide us with vitamins and minerals
due to their less usable forms and their decreased bioavailability.
Animals, on the other hand, provide a much more compatible
framework for human nutrition based on their similar design.

Brace Yourself for a Chemistry Lesson



The concepts of antioxidants, oxidation, and reduction are going
to be spoken about frequently in this book, and I want to make sure
that we have some sense of what these really mean. At a
biochemical level, life can be distilled to the exchange of electrons
between molecules and the harvesting of energy stored in bonds
between atoms. We eat food in order to gather energy stored in the
bonds of its molecules, translating this energy through the movement
of electrons into other storage forms of energy, namely into a
molecule called ATP, or adenosine triphosphate. Oxidation and
reduction refer to the molecular loss and gain of electrons,
respectively. When a molecule is oxidized, it loses an electron to
another molecule, which is simultaneously reduced as it gains that
electron. When I was in college studying chemistry, we used the
mnemonic “LEO the lion says GER” to remember that Loss of
Electrons is Oxidation (LEO), and Gain of Electrons represents
Reduction (GER).

Free radicals are molecules with an unpaired electron, and they
are an unruly sort of character. They are highly reactive and have a
predilection for stealing electrons from proteins, lipids, and nucleic
acids—which results in oxidation of these molecules. Free radicals
aren’t entirely bad, however, and they do serve important signaling
roles in the human body—but if overproduced, they can cause
oxidative stress, a condition in which the delicate balance of
oxidation and reduction is thrown off, resulting in cellular damage
and aging.11 However, our body has an amazing system to manage
this balance that generally works pretty well as long as we are
providing the nutrients needed for it to function. Minerals like zinc,
copper, selenium, and magnesium help power the reactions that keep
our redox system in balance, and the amino acids glycine, cysteine,
and glutamine form glutathione, which is part of our body’s major
antioxidant police force. What are the best sources of these
nutrients? Without a doubt, animal foods provide the richest array of
bioavailable vitamins and minerals used in our biochemistry. We
don’t need plant molecules to achieve optimal redox balance or
overall function. On the contrary, optimal redox balance can be
achieved by consuming just the nutrient-rich animal foods that our
ancestors favored for millions of years.

Animals Eating Plants

If animals and plants are from different operating systems, how
do herbivorous animals eat plants and thrive? The answer hearkens



back to the disparate paths that humans and herbivores have traveled
in their respective co-evolutions with plants. As we discussed in the
first two chapters of this book, it appears that when we broke away
from our plant-focused ancestors in the evolutionary chain, the
source of our food changed dramatically. This allowed for much
bigger brains and fundamental changes in many aspects of our
bodies, like a more acidic stomach, a smaller GI tract, and structural
changes of feet, pelvis, shoulder, and jaw.

In other words, our environment changed dramatically and we
evolved with it, becoming well adapted to eating animal foods. The
evolution of herbivorous animals parallels ours, but with plants as
the main dietary driving factor. Just as we adapted to eating an
animal-based diet, herbivores similarly adapted to consuming plants
in high quantities while mitigating the plant defense molecules that
come with this way of eating. With our shifting dietary preferences
and needs, we didn’t evolve the same adaptations, however. We can
detoxify some of the harmful chemicals in plants, but herbivores are
much more suited to this. While humans have been feasting
primarily on animal foods for the last 2 million years, similar
selective pressures from plant toxins have not been present for us,
and we appear to be much less adapted to eating significant amounts
of plants for long periods of time.

Moose and many other grazing animals have evolved proteins in
their saliva to deactivate tannins present in leaves, which act as
digestive enzyme inhibitors.12 Ruminants also possess multiple
stomachs, which accomplish the task of digesting plants and
breaking down plant toxins much differently than monogastric
(single stomach) animals like humans do. Rabbits and other small
animals often chew plants like sage brush excessively, allowing for
many of the volatile plant toxins to be off gassed in the
process.13,14,15,16 In what is thought to be a detoxification behavior,
herbivores have also been observed eating clay or dirt along with
more toxic plants when these are all that is available.

Herbivores aren’t often considered the brainiacs of the animal
world, but examination of their grazing practices reveals a keen
sense of the relative toxicity of various plants.17,18 They appear to
know how much of any particular plant they can eat without it
making them sick, and then they move on to selectively eat other
plants before over-consuming any one source of a particular toxin.
When populations of herbivorous animals like deer and buffalo are
overcrowded and forced to abandon their innate feedings and
grazing patterns, mass deaths occur as a result of over-consumption



of only a small variety of plants. If cows could laugh, they would
surely have a good chuckle at our expense if they saw us shoveling
loads of kale, spinach, and other toxin-ladened leafy greens into a
blender, imagining that this was good for us without any regard to
the boatloads of plant toxins contained within them.

In the next chapter, we’ll begin our deeper examinations of the
multiple types of plant toxins as we explore the broad family of
isothiocyanates, like sulforaphane. I hope the concept of disparate
operating systems will help you understand why these molecules
aren’t actually beneficial for humans at all. They’re produced by
plants for their own cellular processes, not other animals’. Like
programs from a foreign operating system that aren’t compatible
with ours, they don’t help us, and often they get in the way of
optimal functionality. As we’ll see in the case of isothiocyanates,
this involves interfering with proper thyroid functionality and
damaging our DNA. The next few chapters are definitely a journey
through some rugged territory, so lace up your boots, and let’s
continue our adventure.



CHAPTER 4: BROCCOLI —
SUPERHERO OR SUPERVILLAIN?

PERHAPS MORE THAN any other single plant food,
broccoli has been uniquely hailed as a magical vegetable. Is
there any truth behind this praise or was George H. W. Bush
right when he famously declared in 1990, “I’ve never liked it.
I’m the President of the United States, and I’m not going to eat
my broccoli!”?

As the subject of our detective work, broccoli belongs to
the Brassica family of vegetables, all of which are derived
from an ancient type of mustard plant. The many faces of this
family, also known as crucifers, include kale, collard greens,
Brussels sprouts, cabbage, kohlrabi, horseradish, wasabi,
Swiss chard, cauliflower, rutabaga, bok choy, watercress,
radishes, mustard, and turnip. A unique feature of this family
is the presence of the sulfur-containing compounds known as
glucosinolates—which are transformed into isothiocyanates
and related compounds when acted on by the enzyme
myrosinase.

I know I’m handing you a lot of esoteric chemical names,
but bear with me. I’m going to break it all down and it’s
important to understand this for the broader discussion.
Perhaps you’ve heard of the compound sulforaphane
associated with all sorts of fancy health claims from “cancer
fighter” to “antioxidant hero.” This molecule is an
isothiocyanate derived from the glucosinolate molecule,
glucoraphanin. In this case, sulforaphane is formed when
myrosinase does its enzymatic work on glucoraphanin, and out
of this process come magical rainbow unicorns. While that’s
the popular narrative that supplement manufacturers and many



in the health space want you to believe, I’m not buying it and
you shouldn’t either. Allow me to show you the dark side of
sulforaphane and the whole family of these isothiocyanate
molecules.

Although it is true that when myrosinase acts on
glucoraphanin the end result is sulforaphane, this happens only
when plants are under attack and are being chewed to pieces
by predatory insects and animals. Sulforaphane does not exist
in a healthy, living broccoli plant. It only shows up as a
defense chemical in response to damage being done to the
plant cell walls. When everything is hunky-dory in broccoli’s
world, glucoraphanin and myrosinase never get together to
make sulforaphane. They are separated into different cellular
compartments that mix only when the plant’s cell walls are
destroyed as Bambi eats it for breakfast. Sulforaphane is a
plant weapon. It’s a phytoalexin, a plant toxin that does not
play a role in plant biochemistry, and is only employed to do
its dirty work when helpless broccoli is being turned into a
snack. Like a booby trap waiting to be sprung, or a highly
dangerous covert operative, it’s deployed only when things get
really bad. Sulforaphane is so toxic that it can’t be present in a
healthy broccoli plant, or it would cause massive damage due
to it’s strong capacity as a pro-oxidant.

So how does sulforaphane do its dirty work? In animals,
including humans, it has two main mechanisms of toxicity, a
slow one and a fast one. The fast mechanism of harm is
accomplished by acting as a vicious pro-oxidant, causing the
formation of free radicals that damage the delicate lipids in
cell membranes, proteins, and DNA. In human cell culture,
sulforaphane and many other related isothiocyanates have



been shown to damage DNA in the process of clastogenesis,
causing chromosomal breaks.1,2,3-5 Trust me, damaging these
cellular components is not a good thing.

Damaging DNA

In mouse trials for toxicity, sulforaphane has been found to
cause sedation, hypothermia, loss of motor coordination,
leukopenia (low white blood cell count), and even death.6 It’s
important to note that animal studies aren’t always a great
proxy for human effects and that doses used in this study were
high, but there are also multiple animal studies that
demonstrate toxicity of broccoli and broccoli extracts in
animals at much lower doses. Research has shown that feeding
good old broccoli to mice and rats resulted in DNA damage,
and the same results occurred when raw broccoli was fed to
pigs and freeze-dried broccoli extract was given to fruit
flies.7,8,9-11 Though no one has looked at the potential for this to
occur in vivo in humans (in the body), isothiocyanates have
repeatedly been shown to have these adverse effects in human
cell culture. Damaging DNA can lead to a number of problems
in our body and is generally accepted as the main precursor
event in most types of cancers.12 To make matters worse,
sulforaphane is only one of seventeen isothiocyanate
compounds known to be present in broccoli. Other cruciferous
vegetables have even more. Cabbage, for instance,
demonstrates forty-two known plant toxins.

Slow Damage

Acting as a pro-oxidant and causing damage to DNA,
membranes, and proteins through the formation of free
radicals is just the “fast” way that sulforaphane and this family
of compounds seek to fight back against the animals eating
Brassica plants.13 There’s also a “slow” mechanism, which
earns this family of plants the ignominious moniker of
“goitrogens,” signifying their ability to produce enlargement
of the thyroid gland known as goiter. If you’ve seen photos of
people with very large necks related to iodine deficiency,



you’ll be familiar with what this condition looks like. These
extreme examples are from regions of the world where iodine-
rich foods are often scarce and people eat many goitrogenic
foods like cassava and cruciferous plants out of necessity, but
similar mechanisms are at work whenever we consume
isothiocyanates.

When we eat broccoli, or any plant from the Brassica
family, some of the absorbed sulforaphane is immediately
detoxified because our body knows it’s a toxin and doesn’t
want it. Whatever is not broken down circulates in the
bloodstream and competes with iodine for absorption at the
thyroid—preventing this gland from getting one of the
minerals it needs to make thyroid hormones. Cases of
hypothyroidism induced by over-consumption of crucifers
have been reported even in westernized populations but are
extremely common in underdeveloped regions of the
world.14,15,16,17 Consumption of cruciferous vegetables has also
been linked to increased rates of thyroid cancer in Melanesian
women who had low intakes of iodine.18 Does that broccoli-
sprout-and-kale smoothie still seem like a good idea? As we’ll
see in the next chapter, many polyphenols, such as green tea
catechins, have also been shown to interfere with proper
thyroid function.19,20

Within the plant kingdom, there are multiple examples of
this type of chemical booby trap system whereby toxins are
released only upon the mechanical destruction of cell walls by
predators. Cassava is a plant native to South America, the
roots of which are widely consumed as a source of
carbohydrates in poor regions of the continent where there is
limited access to more nutrient-rich food. In all parts of the
plant, but concentrated in the roots, is the molecule linamarin,
which is a cyanogenic glycoside.21,22 These compounds are
also found in the pits of stone fruits like peaches, apricots, and
plums, and they are highly toxic. Linamarin itself isn’t toxic,
but when combined with the enzyme linamarase, it’s broken
down into hydrocyanic acid,23 which is exactly as toxic as it
sounds.

When ingested, hydrocyanic acid quickly breaks down into
cyanide—an extremely potent mitochondrial poison. This is



the stuff of real secret agents and even small quantities can be
a swift path to the grave. Cyanogenic glycosides in other
foods, like the aforementioned pits of stone fruits, can
similarly break down into cyanide, and poisonings have been
reported with overconsumption. In order to be eaten, cassava
must either be fermented for three days or ground up and left
to dry in the sun while the majority of the hydrocyanic acid is
released into the air. As if this wasn’t bad enough, cassava also
contains isothiocyanates, just like the Brassica vegetables, and
has been associated with the development of endemic
goiter.24,25,26

How We’ve Been Led Astray

With all of these strikes against broccoli and its cousins, why
would anyone want to consume these foods? Surely, there
must be another side to this story. There definitely is, and we’ll
explore that before I share with you why I think the purported
benefits of these foods are overblown and myopic.

Many of the laurels thrown toward sulforaphane come
from researchers touting its potential as a cancer
chemoprotective agent and claiming that it acts as an
antioxidant.27,28 I’m all for plant compounds as potential
therapeutic agents in cancer, and many of the chemotherapies
we use in medicine today are derived from plants. But just
because a compound has shown benefits against cancer does
not mean it’s good for the general population.

Would you take chemotherapy like a multivitamin every
day? Of course not! Chemotherapy agents are vicious
chemicals that kill both cancer and native cells, often leading
cancer patients to the brink of death. Sulforaphane has been
shown to have potential benefit in cancer-fighting models
because it damages cells and can induce programmed cell
death, or apoptosis. But when introduced into our bodies, it’s
going to target our healthy cells too. In studies with human
tissue, sulforaphane has been shown to alter the way genes are
turned on and off in both cancerous and healthy cells.29 No
chemotherapy yet developed can perfectly target cancer cells
while leaving the rest of our body unscathed. We’re getting



closer to this with some targeted cancer therapeutics, but we’re
still not perfect. A molecule like sulforaphane is certainly not
going to be specific, and as you’ll see in the next chapter,
neither are many of the touted polyphenolic molecules, like
curcumin, that have also been shown to be toxic to both
cancerous and native human tissues.30

Remember when I said earlier that sulforaphane had a fast
mechanism of toxicity? This is part of the chemical karate it
uses to attack cancer cells, but it also harms our healthy cells
in the process. Sulforaphane can create so many reactive
oxygen species in both cancerous and non-cancerous cells that
programmed cell death is initiated.31 In this process of
oxidative-stress-induced apoptosis, the hyperdrive engines in
our cellular spaceships become overloaded and can explode,
potentially damaging many surrounding healthy cells. In a
valiant act of selflessness, our cells sense this happening and
initiate a controlled self-destruct sequence so as not to harm
other cells around them.

The study of plant molecules as possible cancer
chemotherapies can reveal valuable adjunctive treatments for
this tragic set of ailments, but the ability of a molecule to harm
malignant cells reveals very little about its usefulness for a
healthy population. Chemotherapeutic compounds do not work
well as chemopreventive agents. They’re just too toxic. If we
are interested in preventing the genesis of cancer within our
bodies, the answer isn’t to take toxic plant molecules like
sulforaphane. On the contrary, our goal is to live in as
healthful a manner as possible and allow our immune system’s
natural surveillance mechanisms to act as they are designed. I
believe we can best achieve this through our diet, and in the
next chapter, I’ll go into detail about the other health behaviors
that can complement our food choices and enable us to truly
reclaim our health, all of which contribute to what I call
“living a radical life.”

Hormesis Re-Examined

The other claim about potential benefits of sulforaphane
champion its role as an antioxidant. Throughout this chapter,



I’ve repeatedly stated that these isothiocyanate molecules act
as pro-oxidants. Am I lying to you? No way! We’ve been
badly misled on this point. Let’s take a very close look at what
happens when sulforaphane or other isothiocyanates are
ingested to clear up this confusion.

When we eat cruciferous vegetables, glucosinolates like
glucoraphanin combine with myrosinase during the chewing
process, forming isothiocyanates like sulforaphane. This is the
booby trap pattern of plant toxins we discussed earlier. A small
fraction of this sulforaphane is absorbed and rapidly detoxified
in the liver through a process of conjugation to glutathione. It
is then excreted in the urine.

We will see this same pattern with all of the plant
compounds examined in this book: our body does not want
these foreign molecules. They are not actively absorbed, and
the small fraction that makes it into our body is rapidly
detoxified in the liver before being excreted in the urine and
the stool. This process can be contrasted with the active
absorption and biochemical utilization of the vitamins and
minerals found in our food. Plant compounds like
glucosinolates and polyphenols do not participate directly in
our biochemistry. Instead, they often trigger defensive
reactions in our body.

Due to its pro-oxidant tendencies, sulforaphane triggers a
cellular cascade designed to sense oxidative stress. One of the
key components of this system is a transcription factor known
as NRF2. Let’s pause for one moment and describe what a
transcription factor is. In molecular biology terms, when genes
encoded in DNA are turned on, they are transcribed into
RNA, which is then translated into that gene’s protein product.
In a simplistic model, your genetic code is written in the
alphabet of DNA, which ultimately is transformed into the
proteins that make up your body. All of your DNA isn’t turned
on at once. It’s a tightly regulated dance, and transcription
factors, like NRF2, control which genes get turned on. In this
case, when NRF2 senses oxidative stress caused by
sulforaphane, it turns on a host of genes involved in combating
this damage. Included in this group are enzymes that



participate in the production and utilization of glutathione, like
glutamate cysteine ligase and glutathione s-transferase.

Glutathione is a simple molecule, consisting of just three
amino acids, but it’s a real superhero that is tasked with
donating electrons to the irascible free radicals formed when
molecules like sulforaphane go running around our body. To
further suggest what sort of characters sulforaphane and
isothiocyanates are, let’s think about the other types of things
that can turn the NRF2 antioxidant response cascade on.
Generally speaking, any type of molecule that causes oxidative
stress in our body activates this pathway so we can ramp up
our defenses. This includes tobacco smoke, heavy metals like
lead, mercury, and arsenic, alcohol, oxidized vegetable oils,
and hyperglycemia.32,33,34-36 That’s a pretty rough crowd,
basically the “Bad News Gang” riding around on motorcycles
and wearing leather jackets that say “Born To Be Bad.” It’s not
exactly the type of folks you’d want your son or daughter to be
hanging out with.

But this isn’t the story we are told about broccoli and
sulforaphane at all, is it? While it is true that sulforaphane
does act as a pro-oxidant, by activating the NRF2 system it
induces the formation of our own endogenous antioxidants,
like glutathione. There are studies showing that administration
of sulforaphane improves antioxidant status in the short term,
but this is related to increased production of glutathione, not to
any direct antioxidant capacity of sulforaphane. None of the
other plant molecules like polyphenols act directly as
antioxidants either—they also act as pro-oxidants and turn on
the NRF2 system.

At first glance, this may seem like a good thing, but there’s
much more to this story that will unfold as we go deeper down
this rabbit hole. For now, remember that these molecules are
toxins that create oxidative stress, just like all of the other
things that also induce the NRF2 cascade. No one would
suggest that we might achieve better health by taking a small
dose of lead every day or smoking a few cigarettes daily, but
this is essentially what is happening when we ingest
sulforaphane and other isothiocyanates. These are chemical



weapons used by plants to discourage predation, not molecules
that create health in humans.

Because we’ve been exposed to lots of toxic substances
throughout our evolution, like heavy metals, plant defense
molecules, and smoke from fire, we’ve benefited from the
activity of the NRF2 system as it participates in the
detoxification of our bodies after these exposures, but we
shouldn’t be purposefully exposing ourselves to pro-oxidants
of any type if we can avoid it.

“But wait!” you say. “Isn’t this the process of hormesis, by
which a small amount of a toxin can be good for us?” To
which I’d offer the following: do we consider cigarettes
hormetic? Lead? Mercury? Alcohol? Why do we believe that
because sulforaphane comes from a plant, it must somehow be
a magical molecule with unique chemical properties that
couldn’t possibly be bad for us, when in actuality, it acts
precisely the same way that these other oxidizing toxins do?

I believe we’ve got the notion of hormesis all wrong, and
there are two main issues I have with relying on this idea as a
justification for consuming broccoli and its coterie or any
other plant compounds described as “xenohormetic”—
hormetic molecules of foreign origin.

First problem with xenohormesis: If we accept that
sulforaphane and related isothiocyanates are
hormetics, then we must also accept that tobacco
smoke and the rest of the “Bad News Gang” are
hormetics. If you still want to believe that broccoli is
really healthy for you, then you can make it even
healthier by drenching it in oxidized canola oil while
smoking a cigarette and inhaling diesel exhaust. That
sounds absurd, doesn’t it? But all of these
compounds turn the NRF2 pathway on, just like
sulforaphane. They are all part of the same gang, but
I’ll leave it up to you to decide whether they are all
heroes or villains.

Second problem with xenohormesis: The concept
of xenohormesis assumes that we need the
compounds found within vegetables to achieve



optimal antioxidant status and that eating crucifers
somehow elevates our glutathione above baseline
levels long-term, thus, making us super-human.
Sadly, these assumptions are not the case. There have
been multiple interventional studies comparing diets
rich in fruits and vegetables, including crucifers, to
diets with low or zero amounts of these plant foods—
and the results have shown zero benefit to eating
such foods.37,38,39

The length of these studies ranged from twenty-four to
twenty-eight days and each had two groups of people. One
group ate around one-and-a-half pounds (ten servings!) of
fruits and vegetables daily, and the other group ate either a
much lower amount or NO fruits and vegetables. Other than
this variable, participants followed their normal diet, which
generally consisted of meat, bread, and some dairy products.
At the end of these studies, investigators ran both groups
through a battery of tests to examine inflammation, oxidative
stress, and DNA damage—and across the board, they found no
differences between the two groups! Overall, the results
measured absolutely zero benefits from the massive amount of
fruits and vegetables consumed. Though short term studies
with sulforaphane show a temporary bump in glutathione
production, this doesn’t appear to last longer than a few days,
and as shown in these studies, there is no appreciable hormetic
benefit from plant compounds four weeks after consumption.

For the icing on this cake, there is even a ten-week study
of this sort that showed improvements in markers of oxidative
stress and inflammation in the group without fruits and
vegetables, concluding that:

“The overall effect of the 10-week period without
dietary fruits and vegetables was a decrease in the
oxidative damage to DNA, blood, proteins, and
plasma lipids, concomitantly with marked changes in
antioxidative defense.”40

While we are bombarded with mainstream messaging in
the health space that tells us fruits and vegetables are good for
us and that we benefit from “antioxidants” and



“phytochemicals,” scientific literature repeatedly states
otherwise. We don’t need fruits and vegetables to achieve
robust antioxidant defenses, and there isn’t any evidence that
consuming these plant foods makes us healthier. As we
discussed earlier in this chapter, however, there is significant
evidence that these plant compounds are harmful, damaging
DNA, and interfering with hormonal signaling throughout the
body. Still think kale is a super food?

Living a Radical Life Is Good Enough

My critique of xenohormesis does not mean that I don’t
believe hormesis exists in humans, only that consuming plant-
defense chemicals is not the best way to leverage this process.
Of hormesis, it is often said that the dose makes the poison. I
believe this is true with environmental hormetics but not
molecular hormetics like isothiocyanates, polyphenols,
smoking, etc. Because of the often ignored side effects of these
molecules on the body as a whole, they are toxic from the get
go, even in small doses. Environmental hormetics and
molecular hormetics do not operate the same way and should
not be confused.

There are multiple examples of environmental hormetics—
heat, cold, sunlight, exercise—and if we experience these in
the setting of a nutrient-rich diet, they are all we need to obtain
robust levels of antioxidant defense. Too much exposure to
any of these will certainly be damaging to our body, but small
amounts act as stressors that temporarily cause oxidative stress
with glutathione depletion, followed shortly thereafter by a
rebound to levels higher than baseline.41,42

A study in Berlin of cold water winter swimmers illustrates
this well. Researchers measured glutathione levels in
swimmers before and after they spent an hour in frigid waters,
and they observed a post-swim drop in glutathione but a
rebound to above baseline levels by the next day.43 Heat, cold,
and sunlight are known to create a small increase in reactive
oxygen species, triggering the NRF2 pathway and increasing
our endogenous antioxidant defenses. We don’t need plant
molecules to obtain a robust supply of glutathione or other



endogenous antioxidants. We can accomplish the same result
by eating animal foods and living a “radical life”: exercising,
spending time in the sauna, being in the sun, and jumping in
cold water.

I’ll mention one more study just to really drive this point
home. In this randomized controlled trial, participants who
reported low fruit and vegetable intake (<3 servings daily)
continued their normal diet or increased these foods to 480
grams per day and drank an additional 300ml of fruit juice
daily for 12 weeks.44 At the end of the study, despite increased
blood levels of vitamin C, the researchers found the following:

“There were no significant changes in antioxidant
capacity, DNA damage and markers of vascular
health…[Thus] a 12-week intervention was not
associated with effects on antioxidant status or
lymphocyte DNA damage.”

That pitches some cold water onto the xenohormesis
campfire, doesn’t it?

Much of the confusion here arises because the concept of
environmental hormesis is incorrectly extended to molecules
as xenohormesis. These are two fundamentally different
entities. Though both create small amounts of oxidative stress,
plant molecules also have collaterally damaging effects in the
body that environmental hormetics do not. In the case of
isothiocyanates, these molecules compete with iodine at the
level of the thyroid and damage DNA in a similar fashion as
compounds in tobacco smoke, heavy metals, and other known
toxins. Why would we ingest Brassica plants or other
vegetables with no clear benefit (as demonstrated in the
aforementioned vegetable intervention trials)—and when they
may be harming us—when we can achieve robust antioxidant
levels without them?

We will see a similar pattern as we continue to examine
claims of health benefits from polyphenols in the next chapter.
Researchers appear much too eager to myopically focus on
one aspect of a plant molecule’s potential benefit, seldom
pausing to consider the totality of that molecule’s effect on the
human body. Because these molecules are not from our



operating system, there always seems to be a catch.
Investigators may be able to show an apparent beneficial effect
on one cellular process, but when more in depth studies are
done, collaterally damaging effects appear elsewhere. The
programs just aren’t that compatible.

At a basic level, these plant compounds are only
molecules, and just like synthetic pharmaceuticals, they should
be viewed as such. Clinicians and patients alike both know
that every pharmaceutical has side effects. Why then do we so
easily forget this about plant molecules? Every molecule that
is foreign to our operating system is going to have side effects,
but with plant compounds, this concept isn’t often taken into
consideration. We’ve been told that plant molecules are
intrinsically benevolent, can’t harm us, and exist to improve
our health—and we’ve blindly accepted these notions. In
reality, nothing could be further from the truth. As we
discussed in the previous chapter, plants have their own
agenda, and it’s definitely not getting eaten. The molecules
they make do not have unique benefits in humans. They don’t
make us super-human. They just end up decreasing our health
slowly or swiftly, but inevitably, nonetheless.

Types of Studies

As we continue on our adventure and begin to dig into
increasingly technical scientific literature, I’d like to take a
moment to explain a bit about the different types of studies we
may encounter. The most valuable type of study that we’ll
examine will be those that are interventional, which are studies
that have multiple groups of humans or animals exposed to
specific interventions like dietary change or the introduction of
specific compounds. These groups are then observed for a set
amount of time and monitored for changes in parameters like
inflammation or DNA damage.

Interventional studies usually have a control group, also
known as the placebo group, and both researchers and subjects
may be “blinded” to which group is receiving the placebo or
the active compound. In human trials, subjects are also
randomly assigned to either the control or interventional



groups. This process is known as “randomization,” and is
responsible for the nomenclature used in human trials like
“randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled.” Clearly,
human studies are more valuable than animal studies, but in
circumstances where animal studies are all we have to go on,
we do the best we can.

The other major category of scientific literature we’ll
discuss is colloquially known as epidemiology. Epidemiology
studios are completely different from interventional studies. In
this type of research, there are no control or placebo groups
and there’s no actual intervention. These are population based
studies in which researchers administer questionnaires to
participants regarding various lifestyle factors like diet and
exercise and then look either prospectively (forward) or
retrospectively (backward) in an attempt to correlate dietary or
behavioral patterns with health outcomes.

The limitations of this type of study quickly become
apparent. As the website SpuriousCorrelations.com hilariously
points out, correlation does not equal causation. Take a look at
the graphic below for an illustration of this point.

As you can see, the divorce rate in Maine from 2000–2009
was highly correlated (99.26%) with the per capita
consumption of margarine. As rates of margarine consumption
fell in those years, so too did the divorce rate in this northern
state. Does this mean that eating margarine caused people in
Maine to get divorced? Of course not, that would be an absurd
assumption! Just because these two phenomena are highly
correlated does not mean that we can draw causal conclusions.



See how misleading epidemiology can be? In later
chapters of this book, we’ll debunk the myths suggesting that
meat is bad for humans and will refer back to this idea many
times. As we’ll soon see, just because those eating more meat
appear to have worse health, it does not mean that it was the
meat that caused the problem. It’s much more likely to have
been the things most of the population eats with meat: refined
grains, bread, sugars, and other junk foods. Epidemiology
simply can’t distinguish between all of those possibilities—it
can only show correlations, but cannot describe causal
connections. That’s what interventional studies are for, and
when we look at this type of research with meat, we find that it
is clearly not bad for humans in ways that those misled by
epidemiology might believe.

Avoiding the Booby Traps

Throughout human history, when animals have been scarce or
our hunts unsuccessful, we’ve needed to consume plants like
those from the Brassica family in order to survive. It’s quite
interesting to note, however, that when indigenous cultures
consume mostly plants, they employ special methods of
preparation to detoxify them. Though cooking doesn’t degrade
glucosinolates, fermentation does. This is likely the origin of
foods like Kim-chi and sauerkraut. When faced with the need
to consume cruciferous vegetables, like cabbage, our ancestors
discovered that they could detoxify many of the harmful
compounds through fermentation.45 Maybe they didn’t know
about toxic molecules in these foods, but surely they had a
sense of feeling better overall when eating them fermented. As
we’ll see in future chapters, fermentation of foods like grains
and beans also helps break down some (but not all) of the
toxins, making them more suitable for consumption.

Fermentation also degrades most of the polyphenols
present in plant foods.46 Like sulforaphane and
isothiocyanates, we’ve been told that these compounds are
good for us, but as we’ll see on our continued journey deeper
into the wild lands of plant toxins in the next chapter, this
narrative is also incorrect and these compounds can cause us



significant harm. It should also be noted that cooking Brassica
vegetables degrades myrosinase, but sulforaphane can still be
formed by myrosinase from gut bacteria, so even with cooked
broccoli, you’ll be getting a dose of this isothiocyanate.

Our ancestors were a lot smarter than we often give them
credit for, and they were clearly very resourceful in times of
animal food scarcity. There’s a huge amount of wisdom in the
way that they sought out and consumed foods, and I believe
that returning to ways of eating that mimic theirs will quickly
bring us closer to optimal health. Let’s move on to talk about
polyphenols and how the mainstream story of these
compounds is also very wrong!



CHAPTER 5: OF UNICORNS AND
FAIRY TALES

PERHAPS MORE THAN any other plant molecule,
polyphenols have become associated with the term
“superfoods.” They are often dubbed “antioxidants,” and we
are told to consume as much of them as possible. It seems that
every day, another company comes out with a supposedly
magical supplement, juice, or powder with bold claims of
decreased inflammation and longevity as it touts its robust
polyphenol content. Let’s talk about what polyphenols actually
are and why we’ve been told they are good for us. Then we’ll
discuss why I’m going to take the radically contrary viewpoint
that their purported benefits are nothing more than the stuff of
imagination, just like unicorn fairy tales. To put the icing on
the cake (or steak?), I’ll then go further and show you how
these molecules may actually be bad for us. If your head
wasn’t spinning after the last chapter, it surely will be after this
one, so buckle up!

How about a quick chemistry lesson to start? I promise to
make it as painless as possible! The field of chemistry is
generally divided into two flavors: organic, which involves
carbon-based molecules, and inorganic, which deals with all of
the other elements. Most of the molecules we see in human
biochemistry are of the organic sort. The term “polyphenol”
refers to the molecular structure of a class of organic
compounds. “Poly” means many, and “phenol” refers to the
aromatic (multiple double-bonds between carbons) ring
structure with an OH group attached. Examples of a few
molecules we’ll talk about in this chapter are noted below to



help illustrate this. If you look closely, you’ll be able to see the
many aromatic phenol rings that comprise these compounds.

In the plant kingdom, polyphenols serve unique roles as
phytoalexins and as plant pigments. You’ll recall from the last
chapter that phytoalexins are weapons that plants marshal
against attacking organisms like fungi, insects, or animals.
Resveratrol, for instance, is produced as a defense molecule in
the skin of grapes and other plants when they are attacked by
pesky fungi. Intriguingly, but not surprisingly, humans and
animals do not make molecules that are polyphenolic in
structure within their biochemistry. Remember the concept of
disparate operating systems? This is another illustration of the
differences in the way that plants and humans work at a
biochemical level. Polyphenols are like Porsche parts, which
don’t work in our human Tesla bodies, and the Tesla factory
surely doesn’t make Porsche parts.

As an aside, the whole premise that molecules that
independently evolved in plants would somehow be beneficial



in humans sounds a bit far-fetched to me. It would be highly
unlikely for one molecule, let alone thousands of molecules,
produced during plant evolution to truly be beneficial in
humans after our evolutionary path diverged from theirs 1.5
billion years ago when we were little more than a single-celled
blob. Imagine the odds against this!

If polyphenols are made by plants, for plants, why are we
inundated with the notion of them as such magical
compounds? The vast majority of the data suggesting benefits
from polyphenols is derived from epidemiological research.
But epidemiology doesn’t actually involve any sort of
intervention. The studies are no more than population diet
surveys followed by observations of health outcomes.
Although there are many epidemiology studies that show some
degree of correlation between consumption of fruits and
vegetables containing polyphenols and improved health
outcomes,1 many interventional studies don’t reveal any iota of
benefit.2,3,4 We must not make the mistake of confusing
correlation with causation. Epidemiology studies don’t tell us
anything about causation but instead leave us to hypothesize
regarding possible causal connections. In a perfect world,
epidemiology studies would be used to generate hypotheses
about how diet and health outcomes might be related, which
would then be tested with interventional studies.

Unfortunately, interventional studies in the world of
nutrition are seldom done. They are quite expensive and work
intensive, and who’s going to profit from telling people to eat
differently? Most of the interventional research that is done
within medicine today is funded by the pharmaceutical
companies who stand to profit handsomely if their molecule
du jour generates compelling data. If an interventional study
shows that meat is good for you, cattle farmers aren’t exactly
going to get rich. They might sell a few more ribeyes here and
there, but their profits won’t be anything like the billions
garnered by pharma when it strikes molecular gold.

The good news is that there have been some interventional
trials done with polyphenol-rich fruits and vegetables. I spoke
about them in detail in the last chapter. As we saw, many of
these trials have failed to show benefits—in terms of



inflammation, DNA damage, or immunologic markers—from
the inclusion of lots of fruits and vegetables in a diet, and in
one case, this intervention was harmful.5

How can this be the case? How can many epidemiological
studies show correlation between fruit and vegetable
consumption and improved health outcomes, but the
interventional trials clearly suggest the opposite? This scenario
is actually quite common. When they are put to the test in
interventional studies, hypotheses generated from
epidemiological studies are wrong more often than they are
right. In the case of fruits and vegetables and health outcomes,
there’s a big problem called “confounding” that invalidates
much of this data. Confounders come in many forms, but in
this case, the most likely confounders are healthy user bias and
unhealthy user bias.

The Problem of Healthy User Bias

Think about the narrative surrounding plant and animal foods
in the Western World over the last seventy years during which
these epidemiology studies have been conducted. During the
1930s and 1940s, meat, fat, and other animal foods were
viewed as healthy dietary choices that would make you strong
and vital. Then suddenly, around the 1950’s, that narrative
began to change dramatically. We were told that butter was
bad for us, saturated fat from animals would give us heart
attacks, and that we should be consuming more plant foods
and vegetable oils. As a whole, this has been the overarching
narrative since that time.

For decades, the American Heart Association and other
organizations have been telling us to eat a low-fat diet and to
favor carbohydrate-rich plant foods over animal foods.
Meanwhile, rates of obesity, diabetes, and heart disease have
soared. Oops! This story is described in great detail by Nina
Teicholz in her amazing book, The Big Fat Surprise. Nina
pulls back the curtain on the shoddy science, corporate gain,
and political interest that were all in play during this time and
were responsible for driving these anti-fat policies. Thankfully,
much of this delusion is beginning to be washed away within



the broader populace, but these ideas have pinned us down
ideologically and physically for the last seven decades.

Over the last seventy years, what type of people were
eating lots of vegetables? It was those who were listening to
mainstream nutritional advice and trying to lead healthy lives!
These people were also much more likely to have been
practicing other types of healthy behaviors like meditation,
stress-reduction, paying attention to sleep, exercising, and
avoiding junk food. Because fruits and vegetables aren’t
cheap, they were also much more likely to be consumed by
those of higher socioeconomic status with access to good
medical care.

What if it were these healthy behaviors that resulted in
better health outcomes rather than the fruits and vegetables
suggested by these epidemiology studies? What if we could
find a place in the world where the narrative for the last
seventy years hasn’t been that fruits and vegetables are
salvation and that animal foods are damnation? What would
we find if we did epidemiology studies on such a mythical
population? Take heart, dear reader, because such a place does
exist and epidemiology studies have been done looking at
correlations between diet and health outcomes. The sad fact is
that these studies are often ignored because they don’t fit the
story advanced by mainstream media in the Western world.

In Asia, the narrative around plant and animal foods over
the last seven decades has been very different from the
Western perspective. In Eastern cultures, meat and animal
foods have been consistently valued as vital components of the
diet and are ideologically associated with affluence and vigor.
Not surprisingly, epidemiology studies done on Asian
populations paint a very different picture from those done on
Western populations. In one study, 112,310 men and 184,411
women from Bangladesh, China, Japan, and Korea were
followed for an average of eleven years while researchers
examined all causes of mortality, including cardiovascular
disease (CVD) and cancer. The authors summed up the
findings of this very large study as follows:



“Our pooled analysis did not provide evidence of a
higher risk of mortality for total meat intake and
provided evidence of an inverse association with red
meat, poultry, and fish/seafood. Red meat intake was
inversely associated with CVD mortality in men and
with cancer mortality in women in Asian
countries.”6

In the Asian countries studied, intake of red meat was
associated with less cardiovascular disease related death in
men and a lower risk of cancer mortality in women. That
throws a big fat monkey wrench into the notion that red meat
is causing heart disease or cancer, and that only plants can
save us from these ills, doesn’t it?

Another study done on 3,731 men and women in Japan
from 1984 to 2001 looked at rates of stroke and surveyed
participants’ diets over this time. It found that “a high
consumption of animal fat and cholesterol was associated with
a reduced risk of cerebral infarction death.”7

Hmmmm….

Again we see that in an Asian population, consumption of
animal foods was associated with better health outcomes, in
this case with respect to stroke. Both of these studies are
epidemiological, which always comes with limitations, but
they and many other investigations paint a very different
picture from those done in the West. This contrast calls into
question the validity of the latter’s findings and strongly
suggests healthy user bias as a confounder.

The problem with healthy user bias is that despite the best
efforts of super smart, number-crunching statisticians doing
epidemiological research, these healthy behaviors cannot
possibly all be accounted for, even in the most sophisticated
statistical models.8 Perhaps the best illustration of this
phenomenon and how it can make interpreting
epidemiological studies challenging is derived from a study of
21,000 citizens of the UK who were characterized as “health-
conscious.” Of this group, 8,000 were vegetarian, and the
remaining 13,000 were eating both animal and plant foods.
While British vegetarians in this study were found to have a



low mortality rate relative to the general population, their
death rates were similar to those of the non-vegetarians who
were also participating in other healthy behaviors. This study
found that:

“British vegetarians have a low mortality rate
compared with the general population. Their death
rates are similar to those of comparable non-
vegetarians, suggesting that much of this benefit
may be attributed to non-dietary lifestyle factors
such as a low prevalence of smoking and a
generally high socio-economic status, or to other
aspects of the diet rather than the avoidance of
meat and fish.”9

Thus, the authors of this study came to the conclusion that
it was probably the healthy behaviors in both groups of people
that led to improved mortality rates, rather than the avoidance
of meat and fish by the vegetarian group. If the investigators
had only compared this vegetarian group to the general British
population, it might have looked like it was their dietary
choices that improved longevity, and this is exactly how
healthy user bias can be misleading. It’s quite common now
for this type of study to be shared in the media without a clear
explanation of the experimental methods used and without any
explanation of potentially confounding factors or limitations in
its research. This is not only a disservice to the general public
but is also incredibly misleading, causing much unneeded
confusion and widespread frustration when it comes to health
advice.

The James Dean Type

The other side of the proverbial coin is the unhealthy user bias.
After our discussion of healthy user bias, I bet you can guess
what this one means. It’s the confounding fact that because
meat has been associated with the potential for ill-health in
Western culture for the last seventy years, those people who
are eating more meat are the rebels. These are the James Dean
type who don’t care what they are told. They are going to eat
meat even if they are told it’s bad for them, and they are also



probably going to smoke, ride motorcycles, not exercise, and
eat a bunch of junk food with their meat. These are the folks
doing very few of the healthy behaviors that we’ve previously
seen as important contributors to health and longevity.

The premise of this book is that diet is the most important
factor in determining whether we are healthy or sick, but
independent of the food we eat, other healthy behaviors also
play a significant role. Epidemiology studies done in the East
and in the UK suggest that these behaviors are the beneficial
factor for vegetarians rather than their diet. Furthermore, many
epidemiology studies that suggest correlation between meat
consumption and poor health probably reflect the absence of
healthy behaviors and the presence of unhealthy behaviors
rather than the negative effects of meat consumption. In other
words, we must not blame the meat for what the soda, bread,
junk food, smoking, and a sedentary lifestyle have done! This
is the unhealthy user bias at play.

Now that we understand some of the nuances of
epidemiology and its limitations with regard to the possible
benefits of plant compounds like polyphenols, let’s explore the
research surrounding a few of the most widely touted
molecules. We’ll discuss resveratrol and the claim that it will
help us live longer, as well as curcumin and the promise that
this molecule will banish inflammation from our bodies. We’ll
also discuss a few other molecules, like the flavonoids found
in soy, quercetin, tannins, and the polyphenols found in coffee,
and illustrate why they aren’t the fairy dust we’ve been told
they are. There are too many polyphenolic plant molecules to
discuss them all, but an examination of these will provide key
themes that will prove illuminating.

Turmeric Has a Dark Side

You know those alien-looking roots in the grocery store that
are bright orange inside? Yes, I’m referring to turmeric, a
cousin of ginger containing the polyphenolic compound
curcumin, which has been studied extensively for its biological
activities. It is claimed to be valuable as an anti-inflammatory
agent and in treating everything from Alzheimer’s disease to



erectile dysfunction—and basically everything else under the
sun. But is there any validity to these claims? What does the
research really show? In reviews of the therapeutic potential
and the risks of curcumin, researchers have noted that most of
the perceived benefits of this molecule are from test-tube
studies that use doses much higher than what is found in the
human body with normal turmeric ingestion.10,11 These
investigators also point to the large amount of evidence
suggesting that curcumin also has harmful effects:

“A relatively high number of reports suggests that
curcumin may cause toxicity under specific
conditions…turmeric caused a dose and time-
dependent induction of chromosome aberrations in
several mammalian cell lines… Accumulating data
have demonstrated since then that curcumin can
induce DNA damage and chromosomal alterations
both in vitro and in vivo at concentrations similar to
those reported to exert beneficial effect. For instance,
curcumin [was] shown to induce DNA damage to
both the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes in cells.
These reports raise concern about curcumin safety,
as the induction of DNA alterations is a common
event in carcinogenesis.”10,11

As we’ve discussed previously, damaging DNA is a very
bad thing. Curcumin appears to do this, as well as harming
other cellular structures, by creating reactive oxygen species
(free radicals) that result in oxidative stress. See a pattern
here? In a horrid case of mistaken identity, the molecules that
are marketed as being antioxidants are, yet again, actually pro-
oxidants. With curcumin, part of the oxidative stress may
occur because of its actions to irreversibly modify enzymes,
like thioredoxin reductase, involved in our antioxidant defense
system.12 Curcumin has also been shown to induce DNA
damage through inhibition of an enzyme called topoisomerase
II, which helps unwind and repair DNA. Relevant to cancer,
it’s also been shown to inactivate p53, a very powerful tumor
suppressor gene.13,14

Whoa! How could something so potentially dangerous be a
part of the diets of some cultures for hundreds of years? Well,



our body is actually pretty smart when it comes to plant
compounds like curcumin, and under normal circumstances, it
hardly absorbs them at all. Curcumin’s bioavailability is
vanishingly small, and what is absorbed is quickly detoxified
in the liver and excreted. The amount of this molecule our
body absorbs from eating turmeric is likely going to be pretty
small, and our body gets rid of it quickly to avoid toxicity.

With all of the promises that curcumin would turn out to
be a panacea, researchers and supplement manufacturers have
gone to great lengths to try and circumvent our body’s natural
defense mechanisms. Most curcumin preparations now use
piperine, a compound derived from black pepper, to highly
increase absorption. Piperine works by inhibiting an enzyme
called UDP glucuronosyltransferase, which is involved in the
phase II detoxification of curcumin, thus increasing levels of
this molecule.15 With what we’ve now learned about curcumin,
do we really want 2000 times more of it in our bodies to cause
extensive oxidative stress, damage DNA, and turn off our
tumor suppressor genes?

Detoxification Pathways in the Liver

Before we move on, let’s discuss some of the detoxification
systems for foreign molecules in our liver, which can be
divided into two main groups of chemical reactions known as
the phase I and phase II pathways. The phase I pathways are a
large group of enzymes, known as the cytochrome p450
family, which generally convert lipid-soluble molecules into
water-soluble forms through oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis,
and cyclization (formation of ring structures). Once modified,
foreign molecules and breakdown products from our body
then undergo phase II detoxification in which they are
conjugated with glucuronic acid, glutathione, sulfate, or
glycine. Through this two-step process, our body transforms
waste and toxins into forms that are ready to be excreted in the
feces or urine—processes sometimes referred to as phase III
detox.

As an aside, the astute reader may notice here that,
contrary to popular belief, the liver does not store toxins but



instead functions as the epicenter of toxin modification and
excretion. Liver is an incredibly nutritious food that belongs in
any diet and nothing like the “filter” it’s so often made out to
be. It is certainly not full of a lifetime of toxins, but you can
thank this amazing organ for helping you get rid of them on a
daily basis.

The liver is more accurately thought of as our “master
detox control center” with dials and levers of the phase I and
phase II detoxification pathways. A delicate balance is needed
between all three phases of detoxification. If one isn’t working
well, we won’t be able to excrete the harmful substances our
body is trying to get rid of. Recall that the plant compound
piperine inhibits the phase II detoxification process of
glucuronidation. When you eat black pepper or take a
curcumin supplement with piperine in it, the UDP
glucuronosyltransferase enzyme is inhibited and can’t detoxify
curcumin by conjugating it to glucuronic acid. It also can’t
detoxify anything else that our liver wants to add a glucuronic
acid molecule to. To add insult to injury, curcumin itself is also
known to inhibit the CYP 450 enzymes that are part of phase
I.15 It’s a double-whammy monkey wrench thrown into the
delicate workings of our detoxification system.

But curcumin and piperine aren’t the only plant molecules
that mess with our liver’s ability to detoxify. There are tens of
thousands of plant and pharmaceutical compounds that do this.
When these xenobiotic (foreign) molecules are suddenly given
the key to the control room, they run amok, turning dials and
pulling levers haphazardly, potentially causing some major
metabolic chaos. No bueno!

Treating the Root Cause Rather Than Symptoms

You’ve probably gathered by now that I don’t think we should
allow plant molecules like curcumin or piperine into the
control room, but aren’t there at least some studies which
show benefits for curcumin? To be sure, there is some
evidence of possible anti-inflammatory properties, but I have
two big issues with the use of curcumin for this purpose. The
first is that both plant compounds and pharmaceuticals are



just molecules, and all foreign molecules have the potential for
negative side effects in the human body. This concept is
common knowledge when it comes to medications, but we
seem to forget this when it comes to plant molecules. Even if
curcumin does have some anti-inflammatory benefit, it also
appears to have some nasty side effects. We wouldn’t take
ibuprofen (Motrin) or naproxen (Aleve) for inflammation
under the delusion that these molecules have no side effects
and we shouldn’t make the same mistake with curcumin or
other plant molecules. As you’ll see throughout this section of
the book, plant molecules can definitely harm us!

The second and even bigger issue I have is with how
quickly we turn to curcumin or other “anti-inflammatory”
plant compounds as the primary way to treat inflammation.
Though inflammation isn’t usually a good thing to have
happening in our bodies, it’s a valuable signal that things are
out of balance. Rather than reflexively seeking to throw heaps
of anti-inflammatory molecules at it, whether they be plant
derived or synthetic, we should first seek to understand where
it’s coming from. Too often, I see clinicians of both
mainstream and alternative sorts treating inflammation with
anti-inflammatory molecules without first looking for its roots.

During a recent talk, I asked a room full of physicians and
medical students for a definition of inflammation. Not one
could come up with a good answer. In medical school, we’re
taught the word “inflammation” without ever being challenged
to think deeply about what this actually means. It’s pretty clear
that inflammation is at the root of most chronic illnesses, but
most of us don’t really understand what this actually is.

At a biological level, inflammation is activation of the
immune system, which is incredibly complex and made up of
many types of cells. When activated, these various cells signal
to each other that something is awry with molecules called
cytokines that travel throughout the body and cross the
blood/brain barrier. Simply put, inflammation occurs when our
immune system is activated and pissed off. Rather than
chilling on a beach with a Topo-Chico in hand watching the
waves, our immune system is in a stinky gym, with heavy
metal music blaring, hitting a punching bag as hard as it can.



Just like oxidative stress, inflammation isn’t always bad.
It’s been an essential part of our human physiology for our
entire existence. When you cut yourself, get sick, or break a
bone, the immune system must be involved to repair these
injuries and fight off invaders. That’s what it’s built for. But
these aren’t usually the things that kill us or decrease our
quality of life any more. In recent history, humans have
become increasingly afflicted by chronic diseases driven by
inflammation. I strongly believe that most, if not all, chronic
disease we suffer from today is inflammatory and autoimmune
in nature. Autoimmunity occurs when the immune system
begins to see our own body as foreign and attacks it as it
would an invader. In both of these conditions, the immune
system is the central player. In fact, I would suggest that in the
setting of chronic disease, inflammation and autoimmunity are
essentially describing the same process of inappropriate
immune system activation.

Chronic diseases that plague Western civilization are
inflammatory in nature, and in order to correct these, we must
understand what is triggering the immune system rather than
using supplements and medications to mask its activation.
Using curcumin to “decrease inflammation” will only mask
our body’s natural response to an imbalance and is a
misguided intervention until we know the original roots of the
problem. Furthermore, reactive oxygen species serve
invaluable signaling roles in the human body, and efforts to
extinguish every last free radical invariably result in harm
rather than good. The state of optimal health includes a
balance between the processes of oxidation and reduction, not
a complete abolition of these reactions in our body. Not
surprisingly, many studies using antioxidant interventions
reveal an increase in mortality outcomes.16,17

The Roots of Inflammation

At this point, I bet you’ve already begun to ask the next logical
question. You’ve followed my explanations of inflammation
and autoimmunity and are willing to accept that these may
indeed be at the root of chronic illness, but what is at the root



of inflammation and autoimmunity? Kudos to you, dear reader.
You’ve just discovered the most important question that this
book seeks to answer. In fact, I believe this is the most
important question that Western medicine should be seeking to
answer as well, and what it was originally designed to do.
Sadly, it appears that our medical system has been seduced by
the promises of pharmaceuticals and technology, and it is too
busy being distracted by the shiny new pill, supplement, or
scanner to remember its original mission.

There are many things that can cause inflammation, but the
food we put into our bodies is the greatest contributor of them
all. Things like stress, inadequate sleep, and environmental
toxins can contribute, but the impact of what we eat far
outweighs these. Our physiology can be significantly impacted
by quantities as low as a milligram (one-thousandth of a gram)
or even a microgram (one-millionth of a gram) of a
pharmaceutical molecule. How profoundly then could our
physiology be affected by kilogram-quantities of food, which
are over a million times more than these? This is why our
search for the human user manual is so important.

Understanding what humans should be eating to thrive and
avoid inflammation is the goal of my search, and the treasure
we seek on our shared adventures within this book.

When food causes inflammation, the main pathway by
which it does so is by damaging the gut with the subsequent
activation of our immune system army that resides on the
other side of the delicate intestinal epithelial cell layer.
Antigens from food aren’t supposed to get across the gut
lining—but when they do, they look like invaders and cause
the immune system to go into high alert. What results is the
loss of gastrointestinal barrier function as well as subsequent
immune activation, which colloquially is known as “leaky gut”
and appears to be at the root of the majority of the chronic
illnesses that we experience today.

So, which foods damage the gastrointestinal epithelium
and cause “leaky gut” with its potential for downstream
kindling of the immune system? Which foods are full of
toxins, chemical weapons, and anti-nutrients designed to do



exactly this? You guessed it: plant foods! Do animal foods
have similar sorts of toxins and weapons in them? Nope.
Animals don’t need these because they can flee or fight. Sure,
there are a few very rare exceptions like poisonous frogs and
the puffer fish, but no one is eating those as a major portion of
their diet. In the animal foods that compose our diets, there are
no chemical toxins intrinsically present—end of story.

Surprised? I’ll bet that even at this early point in the book,
this conclusion might not come as a huge shocker. We’ll talk
much more about this as we continue on our journey, but for
now, let’s return to our scheduled program and examine a few
other types of polyphenolic molecules as we continue to
discover that they might not live up to all the hype.

Avoid the Flavonoids

Within the family of plant molecules with a polyphenolic
structure, there’s a group known as the flavonoids that garners
the adulation of the masses. The flavonoid family is large and
includes molecules like anthocyanins (found in the skin of
berries as pigments), isoflavones (found in soy), catechins
(compounds in tea), and flavan-3-ols (molecules present in
cocoa). The mainstream narrative is that these compounds are
“antioxidants” and are beneficial for health. As we’ve learned,
however, these claims can be quite misleading. Invariably,
plant molecules do not act directly as antioxidants in the
human body, nor would this sort of disruption of our redox
balance be advantageous. The story of flavonoids is similar to
that of sulforaphane. When these molecules demonstrate
improvements in oxidative stress parameters, they do so
through the NRF2 system by first acting as pro-oxidants. They
have also been shown to have other collaterally damaging
effects throughout our body that are too often ignored. They
should come with a package insert to warn us of these, but
sadly, they don’t.

One of the biggest problems with the flavonoids is their
ability to act as endocrine disruptors.



Because their structure mimics that of estrogen, this entire
family of molecules has been found to activate the 17B
estradiol receptor.18,19 In the pictures below, you can see the
similarities between an estrogen molecule and the flavonoid
molecules quercetin (from onions) and genistein (from soy)
and understand how our body might get confused.

In a study of estrogen receptor-binding by flavonoid
molecules, the authors state:

“Numerous reports have implicated flavonoid
phytochemicals as possessing hormone-disrupting
activity, in particular acting as environmental
estrogens. The endocrine-disrupting effects of
flavonoids are seen in examples of sheep grazing on
flavonoid-rich clover, and cheetahs fed soy-rich diets
have presented with infertility, reproductive
abnormalities, and tumors.”19



Yikes!

The isoflavones in soy are also well-known endocrine
disruptors in both humans and animals.20,21,22,23 In men,
consumption of soy is associated with increased rates of
infertility and poor sperm quality.24 The authors of a review
paper examining the potential risks of polyphenols note:

“High intakes [of isoflavones] have been
associated with reduced fertility in animals and
with anti-luteinizing hormone effects among
premenopausal women. Furthermore, concerns
have been expressed regarding sexual maturation of
infants receiving very high levels of isoflavones in
soy-based infant formula. This is of particular
importance for baby boys, who normally exhibit
luteinizing hormone secretion between birth and 6
mo of age.”25

For both males and females, disruption of hormonal
signaling by plant compounds is clearly a very bad thing! In
both sexes, proper balance between estrogen and testosterone
is crucial for libido and the health of hormonally responsive
tissues in the breasts, prostate, ovaries, and testicles. Even
small doses of endocrine disrupting compounds from plants or
the environment can cause things to go awry. As we’ll see
later in this chapter, resveratrol has also been found to have
hormone-disrupting effects by activating the estrogen receptor.
Do we really want to be ingesting plant compounds that can
mess with our precious nether regions?

Soy is a really bad actor here, and isoflavones like
genistein contained in it also affect hormonal processes
negatively at the level of the thyroid:

“Furthermore, a reduction of thyroid peroxidase
activity was observed in rats fed a diet supplemented
with genistein. These effects of genistein on thyroid
function are more pronounced in cases of iodine
deficiency. This is of particular concern for babies
exposed to particularly high doses of isoflavones
through soy feeding.”25



Thyroid peroxidase is one of the enzymes needed to make
active thyroid hormones. Reducing or inhibiting its activity
leads to a drop in these hormones and other negative effects
throughout the body. Catechins in tea have also been
connected with thyroid abnormalities as well as decreasing
levels of thyroid peroxidase and other enzymes needed for
thyroid hormone synthesis in animal models.26 Inadequate
levels of thyroid hormones cause fatigue, depression, weight
gain, cold intolerance, brain fog, and many other symptoms
that make it impossible to lead a radical life.

Soy and the flavonoid compounds within it also appear to
worsen our inflammatory response to pathogens. In a recent
study, 250 individuals were given a bacterial cell-wall
component known to trigger the immune system. The resulting
inflammatory markers, including IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-alpha
were all higher in those eating the most soy-containing foods.27

More research is needed here, but studies like this suggest that
flavonoids and other compounds in soy are not playing nice
with our immune system.

The flavonoid madness doesn’t stop there, however.
Quercetin, a molecule found in onions, berries, grapes, and
peppers, is also known to trigger estrogenic signaling and act
as an endocrine disrupter. It accomplishes this both by binding
to the estrogen receptor and interfering with the breakdown of
estrogen through inhibition of the enzyme catecholamine-O-
methyltransferase, also known as COMT.28 The authors of a
review paper examining the estrogenic effects of quercetin
with regard to possible promotion of cancer point out:

“Quercetin inhibits O-methylation of
catecholestrogens and increases kidney
concentrations of 2- and 4-hydroxyestradiol by 60-
80%. This may result in enhanced redox cycling of
catecholestrogens and estradiol-induced
tumorigenesis.”29

Guess what else are endocrine disruptors? Those shady
characters from the last chapter, the “Born To Be Bad”
isothiocyanate gang, also mess with our hormones. Extracts
from raw cabbage, fermented cabbage, and Brussels sprouts



stimulate estrogenic signaling in cell-culture breast cancer
models.30 When a compound stimulates estrogen signaling in
cell-culture models, it’s going to behave similarly in our
bodies and will usually be damaging for both men and women.
Hide your private parts from phytoestrogens of all shapes and
sizes.

I’d also like to emphasize that the purported benefits of
flavonoids are far from proven. The most studied flavonoid
compounds are the flavanols from cocoa. These have shown
benefits in some studies on arterial health but also failed to
show benefit in this regard in many others.

“Although in one study cocoa flavanols (990/520
mg/d) reduced insulin resistance, blood pressure, and
lipid peroxidation and improved performance on 2 of
3 cognitive tasks, several studies failed to elicit any
improvements in cognitive function. For instance,
there were no cognitive improvements reported after
administration of chocolate products containing 750
mg/d flavanols for 6 wk in participants (43) and no
improvement on a working memory task after 30-d
administration of 250 or 500 mg cocoa flavanols to
middle aged volunteers… Finally, a recently reported
study also assessed the effects of both single doses
and 30-d administration of 250/500 mg/d cocoa
flavanols in healthy middle-aged participants and
failed to demonstrate any substantial cognitive
effects.”31

If you’re still on the fence about flavonoids due to
mainstream claims of health benefits, remember that we
previously discussed a striking study in which the removal of
all flavonoids from the diet resulted in improvements in
markers of oxidative stress and inflammation.5

So if curcumin can be damaging to our DNA, and
flavonoids are messing with our hormones, are there any other
ways that the supposedly magical unicorn polyphenols can
harm us? You betcha! We are in some rough country right
now, but let’s continue our important examination of the
dangers of this class of compounds.



Messing with Our Digestion

Tannins are another class of polyphenolic molecules that are
widely distributed in plant foods. They are defense molecules
produced to inhibit digestive enzymes of animals trying to eat
them, making them harder to digest. I previously mentioned
that many herbivorous ruminant animals, like moose and
sheep, have developed proteins in their saliva that bind to
tannins and inactivate them. Animals that have consistently
evolved eating plants as their main source of food appear to
have developed multiple mechanisms like this to help them
deal with plant toxins, but humans are lacking in this
department. Without such protection, these molecules inhibit
our digestive enzymes when ingested and impair the digestive
process.32,33 The authors of a review on the topic of polyphenol
and tannin studies state:

“The ability of polyphenolic compounds to form
insoluble complexes with other macro-molecules
such as proteins has long been associated with the
observed reduction in nutritive value resulting from
their inclusion in animal diets. Naturally occurring
polyphenols, and in particular condensed tannins
isolated from various plant sources, have been shown
to inhibit in vitro a number of digestive enzymes
including trypsin, a-amylase and lipase. In addition,
the results of various feeding trials suggest that
similar reductions in intestinal digestive enzyme
activity may result from the feeding of high
polyphenolic diets.”

Flavonoids can also act as digestive inhibitors, impairing
the absorption of vitamin C and resulting in a significant
decrease in net protein utilization.34,35 If we want to absorb all
of the nutrients from our food, we have to be able to properly
digest it, and polyphenols inhibit this process.

As I’ll talk about in Chapter Eight, not only are the
nutrients in plant foods less bioavailable, but the presence of
these digestive enzyme inhibitors, like tannins and other



polyphenols, further contributes to the lower nutritive value of
plant foods.

Cell Division And Chromosomes

I’ve used some technical terms in this chapter that I want to be
sure to explain. At the most basic level, our genetic code is
written into our DNA with an alphabet of nucleic acid bases.
Your “book of life” is written in A, T, C, G bases: adenine,
thymine, cytosine, and guanine. Since DNA is a double-
stranded molecule, bases on one strand pair with their
complimentary partner on the other strand through hydrogen
bonds. Generally speaking, A pairs with T, and C with G to
create what might be imagined as a ladder, in which the rungs
are the bonded base pairs. DNA molecules are huge, and in
order to pack them neatly into cells, they are wound around
proteins called histones, which are then neatly packed into
chromosomes.

In order for DNA to be turned on and transcribed, portions
of our chromosomes must be “unwound” to expose the DNA.
Our DNA sequence constitutes our genetics, and the way
genes are turned on and off through unwinding of
chromosomes is known as epigenetics, a process controlled by
the addition or subtraction of methyl groups and other
molecules to histone proteins. We can’t change our genes, but
we absolutely can change the way they are turned on and off.
How? Through diet and lifestyle! These are the most powerful
tools we have to create health in our lives.

In this chapter, when I’ve discussed damage to our DNA,
I’m referring to breaking the DNA strands that make up our
chromosomes. Cellular structures known as micronuclei arise
from chromosome fragments as a result of chromosomal
breaks. When cells go to divide, these damaged fragments fail
to be incorporated into daughter cell nuclei, and form
micronuclei. All agents that cause double-stranded
chromosomal breaks induce micronuclei, and as we’ll see,
there are lots of plant molecules in this group!



Salicylates—Even Asparagus And Coconut Can Harm Us

Though salicylates are not technically polyphenols, these
molecules do contain one aromatic ring and are used as plants
as defense hormones in response to attack.36 They don’t get as
much spotlight as many of the other plant toxins, but they are
common and can definitely trigger reactions in many people,
especially those who have polymorphisms in the phase II
detoxification enzyme used to break them down, known as
phenol sulfur transferase (PST).37 These molecules do not
occur in animal foods, and blood levels are known to be higher
in vegetarians.38 Common symptoms related to salicylate
sensitivity are headaches, asthma, rashes and ringing in the
ears, and elimination of these toxins from the diet has been
shown to benefit those with asthma and other allergic
conditions who are sensitive.39

Foods high in salicylates include asparagus, almonds,
avocados, cherries, nectarines, dates, blackberries, coconuts
and coconut oil, honey, tomatoes, potatoes and eggplants,
though this is not an exhaustive list. We shouldn’t forget about
this class of compounds if symptoms persist on a carnivore-ish
diet (discussed in detail in Chapter Twelve) when foods
containing them remain in our diet.

The Promise Of Supermodel Vampire Status

After curcumin, resveratrol is probably the most talked about
plant compound these days. We must remember, however, that
this molecule, and most polyphenols, are plant defense
chemicals produced in response to attack. Just like the
isothiocyanates and cyanogenic glycosides discussed in the
previous chapter, this should be our first clue that these
compounds are probably not going to be good for us. The
media would have us believe otherwise, however, touting
resveratrol as a “fountain of youth” that will promote vitality
and longevity. By taking resveratrol, they claim, you can
become a supermodel vampire—forever young and vital.
Sadly, these claims were made prematurely and based entirely
on animal studies. To be fair, the results in worms, fruit flies,
and mice were impressive. They showed improvements in



models of diabetes and increased longevity. The mechanism of
resveratrol, which appears to turn on a family of genes called
sirtuins involved in longevity, is intriguing. Be that as it may,
in human trials, resveratrol has been a massive failure and also
shown many potentially damaging side effects.

When studied in a randomized, placebo-controlled fashion
in patients with metabolic syndrome, resveratrol failed to show
any benefit and actually worsened markers of glycemic
control.40 In a trial of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD), the results with resveratrol were similarly
disappointing, showing no clinical or histopathological
(microscopic) benefits.41 Another four-month interventional
study in middle-aged men with metabolic syndrome again
showed no benefit and revealed a decrease in the testosterone
precursors androstenedione, DHEA, and DHEA-S.42 Doesn’t
sound so magical to me.

Like all of the plant molecules touted as “antioxidants,”
resveratrol has also demonstrated pro-oxidant activity, with its
capacity to oxidize membrane lipids, and to damage DNA.43,44

Remember our friend NRF2 from the previous conversation in
Chapter Four about induction of this transcription factor by
isothiocyanates as pro-oxidants? Resveratrol also activates this
pathway. My point here is not to say that activation of NRF2 is
always a bad thing, but to highlight the following fact:
isothiocyanates, smoking, alcohol, exercise, heat/cold, and
polyphenolic molecules are pro-oxidants rather than
antioxidants. As we touched on previously, molecular pro-
oxidants, at even small doses, possess damaging side effects
like endocrine disruption, and inhibition of detoxification
systems, whereas the environmental inputs do not. This is the
key difference between hormetic plant compounds and
environmental hormetics.

So what do we have here with regard to resveratrol? A
highly praised molecule that has repeatedly failed to show
benefit in human studies, has repeatedly demonstrated
negative effects in terms of glucose control and male sex
hormone production, and that acts as a pro-oxidant with
potential to cause DNA damage. Does that sound like
something you want to put in your body?



Another interesting wrinkle to the resveratrol story is that
we don’t need this molecule to activate the sirtuins, which
potentially improve longevity. Guess what else activates these
genes? Ketosis! Ketones, like beta-hydroxy butyrate, turn on
the sirtuins and many other genes associated with longevity.
Remember at the end of the previous chapter when I said that
we don’t need plant molecules to activate the cellular
mechanisms that help us achieve optimal health? In that
chapter, I gave the example of glutathione formation and
optimal antioxidant status, and now I’m describing the
epigenetic control of longevity genes—and both of these can
be achieved without plant molecules just by living a radical
life.

We don’t need the empty promises of plant molecules
to be optimal. Jumping in cold water, exercising, and
fasting or eating a ketogenic diet like the carnivore diet
allow us to achieve optimal health and avoid the negative
side effects that come with plant molecules not compatible
with our human “operating system.”

We’ve been told that plant molecules can help us live
better lives because of the magical “phytonutrients” they
contain. Not only is this statement factually incorrect, it’s
short-sighted and ignores the fact that these compounds also
cause us harm when we consider their overall effects
systemically in our body. We can have these better lives by
eliminating plants, consuming nutrient-rich animal foods, and
“living radically.” So many of the claimed benefits of plant
molecules are available to us alternatively by fasting,
ketogenic diets, and playing in the natural world—just like our
ancestors did!

I’m certainly not suggesting here that plant molecules
don’t have therapeutic value or that we shouldn’t study them
as possible agents for cancer or other diseases, but there’s a
difference in using plants and plant compounds as food versus
medicine. The former application suggests that we somehow
need these molecules to function optimally, a premise I
disagree with strongly.



There is a subtle message advanced by supplement
manufacturers selling these molecules that claims they can
make us super-human but that clearly ignores the well-
documented potential downsides to ingesting these molecules
on a routine basis. Why would we take foreign molecules with
known toxicities in order to achieve unproven benefits when
we know that we can attain optimal health just by eating and
living well? Avoiding inflammation, turning on longevity
genes, and achieving healthy hormonal balance are all
things that are easily discovered with a nose-to-tail
carnivore diet—and all of which can be attained without
harmful plant compounds.

In the case of illness, I remain open to the possibility that
both naturally and synthetically derived pharmaceuticals could
offer efficacious therapies, but as I noted earlier, we must
remain vigilant in our search for the root cause of diseases and
not be too quick to ameliorate or mask symptoms with
molecular interventions.

In the next chapter, we’ll continue to explore the sordid
world of plant molecules and how they negatively affect our
health as we journey into the dangerous land of oxalates. It’s a
scary place, so please keep your arms and legs inside the
vehicle, and do not feed the wildlife. They bite!



CHAPTER 6: ATTACK OF THE
OXALATES

IN THE PREVIOUS two chapters, we talked about plant
defense chemicals that can have damaging effects in our
bodies because they’re not compatible with our human
operating system. In this chapter, we’re going to talk about a
molecule that is produced in small quantities as a waste
product of human metabolism but occurs in very large
amounts in some plants, and can cause serious pain, kidney
stones, and other issues when it accumulates in our body.

I speak of oxalates, the colloquial term for a combination
of oxalic acid and a mineral such as calcium or magnesium. In
general chemistry terms, when a molecule or an atom with a
positive charge connects to another molecule or atom with a
negative charge through an ionic bond, a “salt” is formed.
Technically, calcium plus oxalic acid is a calcium oxalate salt,
but for the purposes of this discussion, I’ll use the term oxalate
to refer to both oxalic acid and its salts.

So what is oxalic acid? Hearkening back to our previous
discussions of chemistry, oxalic acid is a two-carbon molecule
with two carboxylic acid groups, which are made of carbon
double-bonded to an oxygen and an OH group (the graphic
below will help you visualize this). You may remember the
OH group from the phenol molecule. You didn’t know you
were going to learn some organic chemistry in this book, did
you? Go ahead, spin that propeller on your nerd hat, you’ve
earned it.



In humans, oxalic acid is produced as a waste product and
excreted in the urine. It occurs as the result of the breakdown
of the amino acids glycine and hydroxyproline and of a
molecule called glyoxalate in a process termed the glyoxalate
pathway. In a small number of individuals with a rare genetic
disorder known as primary hyperoxaluria, or PH, mutations in
this pathway lead to much larger endogenous formation and
excretion of oxalates (100mg to 600mg per day). People with
primary hyperoxaluria suffer from the formation of frequent
and severe calcium oxalate kidney stones, often leading to
permanent kidney damage or renal failure as well as oxalate
deposition in bones, joints, bone marrow, and other tissues
outside of the kidneys. This is a condition known as systemic
oxalosis.1

Plants make and use oxalic acid in very different ways
than humans, yet another illustration of the concept of
different operating systems. In plant biochemistry, oxalic acid
is actively formed during the process of photosynthesis and
has many roles, for example, chelating (“biting”) minerals
such as calcium, magnesium, and zinc to regulate their
concentrations within cells. Plants also use oxalic acid as a
defense weapon against predators.2,3 Oxalic acid crystalizes
into multiple shapes in both plants and humans. One of these
is the raphide form depicted in the graphic below that shows
the foods with the highest concentrations of oxalates. Raphides
are basically microscopic needles, not exactly the type of thing
insects, animals, or humans want to be biting into.



As you can see in the graphic above, some plants widely
considered to be healthy contain huge amounts of oxalates
relative to what we might naturally find in our bodies.
Normally, humans produce 10–30 mg of oxalates per day
through the glyoxalate pathway and amino acid breakdown.
By simply downing one “healthy” green smoothie in the
morning, we could be exposing ourselves to more than two
hundred times this amount! Can we please stop the green
smoothie madness? These things should really be called green
sludge oxalate bombs.

Oxalate Toxicity

What do most people put into their green smoothies? A
concoction of spinach, almond milk, and blackberries, with a
scoop of turmeric thrown in for good measure, could easily
create a drink with over one thousand milligrams of highly
absorbable oxalates. Is that a lot? You bet it is! There have
been documented cases of deaths related to consumption of as
little as five thousand milligrams of oxalates,4,5,6,7 a dose that is



attainable in one day from something like a “green smoothie
cleanse.”

“No,” you say, “you’re crazy! A green smoothie cleanse
couldn’t hurt someone!” Oh yes it could, and there are case
reports documenting exactly this occurrence with such a
misguided endeavor, resulting in permanent kidney damage:

“We report a case of acute oxalate nephropathy in a
65-year-old woman, temporally associated with the
consumption of an oxalate-rich green smoothie juice
“cleanse” prepared from juicing oxalate-rich green
leafy vegetables and fruits…Consumption of such
juice cleanses increases oxalate absorption, causing
hyperoxaluria and acute oxalate nephropathy in
patients with predisposing risk factors. Given the
increasing popularity of juice cleanses, it is
important that both patients and physicians have
greater awareness of the potential for acute oxalate
nephropathy in susceptible individuals with risk
factors such as chronic kidney disease, gastric
bypass, and antibiotic use.” 8

The patient discussed in this case had the predisposing risk
factors of gastric bypass surgery and recent antibiotic use, but
prior to this “cleanse,” her kidney function was normal. She
consumed an average of 1300mg of oxalates daily, leading to
acute renal failure and eventually leaving her with permanent
kidney damage requiring ongoing dialysis.

In extreme cases, kidney damage due to oxalates has also
been reported due to excess consumption of peanuts.9 Oxalate
toxicity is well known in the medical literature, and the
nephrologists who authored the green smoothie case report go
on to state:

“Diet-induced hyperoxaluria has been reported with
star fruit, nuts (peanuts and almonds), rhubarb, iced
tea, chaga mushroom, juicing from fruits and
vegetables, and vitamin C.”

Furthermore, in children with genitourinary problems
ranging from bloody urine to kidney stones, removal of



almond milk has been shown to resolve these issues.10 I’ll talk
more about dairy in Chapter Twelve, but alternative “nut
milks” do not belong in any sort of healthy diet for children or
adults.

Oxalate toxicity isn’t a new thing, however. Reports of
serious complications and even death related to excess
consumption of oxalates have appeared in medical literature
for over 100 years. In 1919, physician H.F Robb reported a
case of death related to consumption of rhubarb leaves and
roots.4 Going back even further, oxalic acid has been known to
be an extremely toxic agent since the early 1800s when
experiments with it were done on dogs, who sadly suffered
painful deaths as well.11

One of the foods I get asked about frequently as a possible
inclusion in the carnivore diet is mushrooms. Technically,
mushrooms are a different family from plants, but they do
appear to have frequently evolved defense mechanisms that
might give us pause in consuming them. I talk more about
mushrooms in the frequently asked questions section, but here
it’s relevant to point out a case study showing renal failure
requiring dialysis with frequent consumption of chaga
mushroom powder:

“A 72-year-old Japanese female had been diagnosed
with liver cancer one year prior to presenting at our
department… Chaga mushroom powder (four–five
teaspoons per day) had been ingested for the past six
months for liver cancer. Renal function decreased
and hemodialysis was initiated. Renal biopsy
specimens showed diffuse tubular atrophy and
interstitial fibrosis. Oxalate crystals were detected in
the tubular lumina and urinary sediment and
oxalate nephropathy was diagnosed. Chaga
mushrooms contain extremely high oxalate
concentrations.”12

Very specific methods are required to accurately measure
the oxalate content of foods. In the case of chaga and other
mushrooms, reliable numbers do not exist. Consequently, I
have left them off the chart of foods with the highest amounts



of oxalates depicted a few pages back. Case studies such as
this remind us that medicinal mushrooms can be harmful in
high doses as well. On a personal note, I’ll point out that prior
to discovering the carnivore diet and changing my own pattern
of eating, consumption of mushroom powders including
chaga, reishi, and lion’s mane appeared to cause severe
eczema flares.

Star fruit is another food that packs a whopping oxalate
punch. It’s not that common in the U.S., but in countries where
it grows, there have been numerous reports of death and
serious medical complications related to its consumption,
especially among patients with impaired kidney function at
baseline:

“Star fruit has been reported as containing
neurotoxins that often cause severe neurological
complications in patients with chronic renal disease.
We report two patients with chronic renal failure at a
pre-dialyzed stage who developed refractory status
epilepticus after ingestion of star fruit. In addition,
we review fifty-one cases in the literature. Among
fifty-three patients, sixteen patients presented with
epileptic seizures (30%). The mortality rate was as
high as 75% in patients with seizures.”13

The neurotoxins mentioned in this article are most likely
oxalates, which may also be able to affect our brain in negative
ways.

Needles Everywhere!

So far, we’ve looked at some extreme examples of the toxicity
of oxalates, and I bet you are asking if oxalates at lower doses
are really a big deal or if our bodies can handle them.
Remember that oxalates don’t have any role in the human
body, so any amount we take in via diet must be excreted in
addition to what we produce. With this in mind, let’s continue
our oxalate safari and look at the harm lower doses of this
carboxylic acid-containing critter might be causing.



Earlier, I mentioned primary hyperoxaluria and the fact
that people with this genetic mutation make and secrete large
amounts of oxalate in their urine, invariably leading to severe
kidney stones and renal damage. In this condition, deposition
of oxalate crystals outside of the kidneys is also observed,
suggesting that when large amounts of oxalates are present in
the body, they can become lodged in our tissues. Strikingly,
systemic deposition of oxalates has been observed even in
those without primary hyperoxaluria in cases of excess oxalate
absorption or intake.

In healthy individuals, microscopic and macroscopic
(large) oxalate crystals have been observed pathologically in
the thymus, kidney, blood vessels, testicles, brain, eyes,
thyroid, and breasts.14 Oxalates do not serve a purpose in these
tissues but appear to be deposited in them over our lifetime,
which is likely connected with increased levels in the blood
from consumption of high oxalate-containing foods. When
examined at autopsy, a survey of 103 thyroid glands showed
that 79 percent contained oxalate crystals. A toxic compound
is found in the vast majority of thyroid glands? People must be
eating tons of this stuff throughout their lives. Oh wait, that’s
exactly what’s happening! After all, we are told that many
high oxalate foods are healthy, and we are encouraged to
consume as many of them as possible. Maybe it’s time to
reconsider the mainstream health advice that spinach,
almonds, beets, and chocolate are good for us?

This autopsy study and others have shown that oxalate
levels in people with thyroid diseases, such as Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis or Grave’s disease, were lower than those with
normal thyroids. One compelling hypothesis for this trend is
that these autoimmune illnesses may have been triggered in
response to oxalate deposition in an effort to remove these
crystals. There are probably many things that trigger
autoimmune injury to the thyroid leading to hypothyroid and
hyperthyroid conditions, but oxalates certainly might be a
factor for some people. Not surprisingly, patients with primary
hyperoxaluria also often develop hypothyroidism during the
course of their illness, as described in numerous case studies:



“We describe four patients, aged three months to
twenty-three years, with end-stage renal disease and
severe, symptomatic hypothyroidism. All four had
primary hyperoxaluria with diffuse tissue (kidneys,
skeleton, eyes, heart) calcium-oxalate deposition, a
condition known as oxalosis…Clinical
hypothyroidism within the framework of primary
hyperoxaluria oxalosis was probably caused by
thyroid tissue damage from an abundance of
calcium oxalate.”15

Is it possible that oxalates are depositing in many tissues in
our bodies and causing damage or physical symptoms like
pain? Though it’s not recognized by the formal medical
establishment as being connected with oxalates, many women
with vulvovaginal pain syndrome, or vulvodynia, find
significant relief when oxalates are removed from their diet.
Women who suffer with this condition have pain with sex,
urination, and prolonged sitting, resulting in significantly
decreased overall quality of life. Data gathered by the Vulvar
Pain Foundation suggests that a low oxalate diet is the most
effective intervention for women who suffer from these issues.

Oxalates may also be involved in neurological diseases,
including autism, though the pathogenesis of this condition is
far from fully understood. A 2011 study found that children
with autism displayed three-times greater levels of oxalate in
their blood and two-and-a-half-times greater levels in their
urine.16 These researchers concluded:

“Hyperoxalemia and hyperoxaluria may be
involved in the pathogenesis of Autism spectrum
disorder in children. Whether this is a result of
impaired renal excretion or an extensive intestinal
absorption, or both, or whether oxalates may cross
the blood brain barrier and disturb central nervous
system function in the autistic children remains
unclear.”

More research is clearly needed to elucidate the role of
oxalate in autistic children, but it appears that there’s



something important going on here and that avoidance of
oxalate-containing foods might be a reasonable strategy for the
management of this disorder.

Deposition of oxalate crystals in breast tissue has also been
documented in multiple studies and is associated with
precancerous lesions known as lobular carcinoma in-situ, or
LCIS.17 Unhealthy breast tissue has consistently been found to
contain higher levels of oxalate than healthy regions, and
oxalates induce cancerous proliferation of breast cells in
culture, turning on the cancer promoting gene c-fos. When
injected into the mammary fat pads of mice, oxalates induced
the formation of tumors:

“We found that the chronic exposure of breast
epithelial cells to oxalate promotes the
transformation of breast cells from normal to tumor
cells, inducing the expression of a proto-oncogen as
c-fos and proliferation in breast cancer cells.
Furthermore, oxalate has a carcinogenic effect when
injected into the mammary fatpad in mice,
generating highly malignant and undifferentiated
tumors with the characteristics of fibrosarcomas of
the breast. As oxalates seem to promote these
differences, it is expected that a significant reduction
in the incidence of breast cancer tumors could be
reached if it were possible to control oxalate
production or its carcinogenic activity.”18

What’s the best way to control the amounts of oxalates in
our bodies? Since we make only a very small amount per day,
the vast majority of our oxalate burden comes from the foods
we eat. There’s no need for a multimillion dollar trial to tell us
that the best way to decrease our levels of oxalates is to not
consume them in our diets!

Oxalate Kidney Stones

Oxalates clearly get deposited into many tissues in our bodies
in a pathological way, but the major burden of suffering
related to them comes from calcium oxalate kidney stones.



The mechanisms surrounding formation of these in the kidney
aren’t totally understood, but more oxalate in urine appears to
be a major risk-factor. Oxalate also appears to cause damage to
the tubules of the kidneys by creating free radicals that
activate cascades of inflammatory genes, like the NLRP3
inflammasome, within the kidney and other tissues.19,20

If you or someone you know has had a kidney stone, you’ll
understand the enormous amount of suffering these little
buggers cause. Imagine trying to pee out a piece of glass the
size of a gravel pebble. Ouch! And guess what? Over 75
percent of kidney stones are made from calcium oxalate. This
means that around three-fourths of all kidney stones could
possibly be prevented by avoiding oxalate-containing foods.

I mentioned my Dad in the introduction of this book. He’s
an amazing guy and one of my greatest heroes. Sadly, he’s also
struggled with kidney stones throughout his life and recently
had a stent placed in his ureter, which is the tube that connects
the kidney to the bladder. When I asked him if he had changed
anything in his diet, he admitted that just before the stone
formed, he’d begun eating large amounts of spinach again,
forgetting how high this nasty leaf is in oxalates. I’ve since
cautioned him against consuming too much of the foods
highest in oxalates, since he appears to have a propensity for
forming oxalate kidney stones.

When we eat food that is high in oxalates, how much can it
raise the levels in our body? Urinary levels are the best proxy
we have for levels of oxalate in the blood, and there have been
some revealing studies examining how much oxalate is
excreted after we consume certain high-oxalate foods. Recall
that urinary excretion of oxalate in healthy individuals from
endogenous production alone is around 30 milligrams per day.
In other words, if we are fasting or not eating any foods with
significant amounts of oxalates, we will produce and excrete
about this amount on a daily basis in the urine.

On the other hand, someone with primary hyperoxaluria
may excrete between 100–500 milligrams of oxalate in their
urine per day—quite a bit more than a healthy individual. As
observed in PH patients, we know that these levels of oxalate



in the urine and corresponding levels in the blood significantly
increase the risk of stone formation in the kidneys and oxalate
deposition in tissues. High-oxalate foods cause an increase in
urinary oxalate excretion observed two to four hours after they
are eaten, and in studies with chocolate and turmeric,
postprandial levels of urinary oxalate jumped substantially to
levels that mirrored those found in PH patients:

“In six male subjects…the ingestion of chocolate
caused a striking but transient increase in urinary
oxalic acid excretion due to its absorption in the
upper gastrointestinal tract. The peak excretion rates
occurred 2–4 h after the intake of the chocolate. The
peak values were 235% of the fasting excretion rate
in the trial with 50 g chocolate and 289% in the trial
with 100 g chocolate and reached the amounts
found in cases with primary hyperoxaluria. The
transient hyperoxaluria observed seems to be an
important factor for the formation of calcium oxalate
calculi in patients at risk for stone disorders.”21

Fifty to one hundred grams of chocolate is a moderate
amount, but it’s completely doable. As this study illustrates, by
consuming an ordinary amount of only one food that is high in
oxalate, we can create levels of oxalate in our bodies that are
comparable to someone with primary hyperoxaluria.

Other studies have shown that increasing the amount of
oxalate in the diet from 10 milligrams to 250 milligrams per
day caused a doubling in the urinary oxalate excretion.22

There’s going to be some variation from person to person in
terms of the degree of absorption and excretion of oxalates.
Some people seem to be more prone to forming oxalate kidney
stones than others, but generally speaking, it’s pretty easy to
bump the amount of oxalate in your body to potentially
damaging levels by eating normal quantities of common foods.

Remember our old frenemy, turmeric? It is very high in
oxalates and has also been shown to significantly raise urinary
excretion to potentially harmful levels:

“The consumption of supplemental doses of
turmeric… can significantly increase urinary oxalate



levels, thereby increasing risk of kidney stone
formation in susceptible individuals.”23

As you can see from the oxalates chart, turmeric, spinach,
and almonds are major contributors of this molecule, but
potatoes, beans, beets, and chocolate also contain significant
amounts. Those with a history of kidney stones are widely
advised to avoid these food items. Many studies have also
shown that green tea and black tea contain significant amounts
of oxalates, and tea is further problematic due to its high-
tannin content, which acts as a digestive enzyme inhibitor and
could potentially cause damage to the lining of our gut.24

Danger lies around every corner in the plant kingdom!

Oxalate Detoxification

Well, that was a wild little safari through the land of oxalates.
They do indeed have sharp teeth, don’t they! Let’s recap all
that we’ve learned in this chapter.

Oxalates are produced in very small amounts as a part of
normal human metabolism and the breakdown of amino acids
like hydroxyproline. They aren’t used in our biochemistry and
are excreted after they are produced. Plants, on the other hand,
make lots of oxalates. They are used by plants for various
cellular processes, as well as in a defensive function to
discourage predation. Oxalates can cause issues for animals
and humans eating them and are known to be involved in the
formation of calcium oxalate kidney stones. We have also seen
that oxalates can be deposited in tissues such as the breast and
thyroid, causing severe damage, and excessive amounts can
potentially contribute to the development of inflammation or
even cancers. Remind me again why you would ever want to
eat spinach or make a green smoothie?

Despite all of this evidence, we still really don’t know as
much as we need to about oxalates and how to detoxify them.
The best strategy is to completely avoid them or to educate
ourselves and avoid the foods that contain the highest
amounts. Once we stop ingesting oxalates, our bodies appear
to be able to start removing them from tissues, though this an



area that requires much more research. At times when
individuals stop eating oxalates, they may experience a
“dumping” phenomenon with various symptoms. It’s been
suggested that citrate minerals like calcium citrate in
supplemental form may aid with the process of “oxalate
dumping.” Since oxalates don’t have any role in our bodies,
the sudden onset of unusual symptoms after stopping
consumption of them could be a dumping process occurring,
and in such a case, a visit to your primary physician may be
advisable.

There is research suggesting that a species of bacteria
called oxalobacter formigenes might help break down oxalate
in our gut.25 The problem is that not everyone is colonized
with this bacteria, and the over-abundance of antibiotic
exposure that we’ve all suffered throughout our lives might
have eliminated this guy from our microbiome. Perhaps in the
future we’ll discover a way to successfully reintroduce
oxalobacter back into the populations of our gut flora, but for
now, I wouldn’t bet on this microbe to protect us from
oxalates.

It’s pretty darn clear that oxalates don’t do good things in
our body and that consuming them is only going to be
damaging. But also remember that oxalates are just one form
of plant toxins among many. So far, we’ve talked about
multiple plant toxins including isothiocyanates, polyphenols,
salicylates, and now oxalates, but that’s not the end of the
plant mayhem story. In the next chapter, we’ll talk about
carbohydrate-binding proteins, known as lectins, which may
also cause inflammation and trigger the immune system in
negative ways. Plants are crafty little fellows who have truly
evolved multiple systems of defense to discourage us from
eating them. Onward!



CHAPTER 7: OF KIDNEY BEANS AND
PARKINSON’S DISEASE

ON A CHILLY fall day in November of 2003, a letter
addressed to the White House arrived at the off-site processing
facility. On the outside, this letter looked like thousands of
others sent to the president, though the handwriting was a bit
messy. Upon opening it, however, workers at the mail facility
quickly discovered the letter was anything but ordinary. It
contained a vial full of white powder, and a typewritten note
that read:

Department of Transportation,

If you change the hours of service on

January 4, 2004, I will turn D.C. into a ghost town.

The powder on the letter is RICIN.

Have a nice day,

Fallen Angel

Subsequent tests confirmed the contents of the vial were,
in fact, the potent lectin toxin known as ricin. Other letters
with similar white powders followed in what came to be
known as the 2003 Ricin Letters. Because I know you must be
curious about the rest of the story, the “Fallen Angel” turned
out to be the owner of a cross-country trucking company who
feared that his profits would dwindle if the Department of
Transportation changed the law to limit the number of hours
drivers were allowed to work each day. Though the sender of
these letters was never captured, he never succeeded in turning



Washington, D.C. into a ghost town, nor was anyone harmed
by his attempts at intimidation.

Ricin is a poison derived from castor beans and is the most
deadly lectin known. A dose the size of a few grains of salt
can kill an adult human. During WWI, the U.S. military
considered coating bullets with ricin, and it has been used for
many covert assassinations within the last seventy years. A
famous example of this was the death of Bulgarian dissident
Georgi Markov in 1978 after he was struck by a ricin pellet
fired from a modified umbrella air gun by the Bulgarian secret
police. Perhaps the most colorful incident involving ricin
occurred in 2013 when another ricin letter was sent to
President Obama. This one didn’t contain well-purified ricin,
and it never reached the president; but the story behind it is
entertaining, to say the least. In the interest of brevity, I won’t
detail the whole backstory here, but it involved a plot to frame
an Elvis impersonator by a Tae Kwon Do instructor in Tupelo,
Mississippi. The incident also included a dog named “Moo
Cow” and an illegal human-organ-selling operation. You can
read the whole story in GQ magazine in an article titled, “The
Elvis Impersonator, the Karate Instructor, a Fridge Full of
Severed Heads, and the Plot 2 Kill the President.”1 Reality is
truly stranger than fiction.

Whether it’s inhaled from a letter in a powdered form or
injected as a pellet by a devious secret police agent, ricin kills
victims over the course of a few painful hours by inhibiting the
function of ribosomes—cellular organelles where RNA
fragments are made into proteins.2 It basically gums-up our
cellular factories, grinding them to a screeching halt and
slowly ending the life of any organism unlucky enough to
ingest it. Not surprisingly, castor beans do not make good
food, and the consumption of five to twenty castor beans has
proven fatal to humans.3

The concept of lectins can be a bit confusing, but simply
put, they are a special type of protein that binds to
glycoproteins on the surface of or within our cells. In the case
of ricin, this lectin binds to a carbohydrate portion of the
ribosome and prevents it from doing the crucial work of
protein formation.



Lectins occur across all kingdoms of life, but lectins from
plants often do not behave well in humans. This is yet another
example of the disparate operating systems that exist between
these two kingdoms of life. Generally speaking, lectins tend to
be highest in the roots and seeds of plants, and foods with the
highest content of these disruptive proteins are usually
legumes, grains, seeds, nuts, and tubers.

The Toxic Lectin in Beans

The history and chemistry of ricin illustrates just how toxic
lectins can be in animals and humans. Though usually not as
potent, many other plant lectins can also be toxic and have
caused poisonings. Acute nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea have
occurred in humans who have consumed undercooked kidney
beans, which contain a lectin known as phytohemagglutinin,
or PHA. There are hundreds of recorded food poisoning
outbreaks related to this seemingly innocuous bean and its
powerful lectin. Between 1976 and 1989, there were fifty
incidents of poisoning related to red kidney beans recorded in
the United Kingdom:

“These and subsequent incidents in the UK have
followed the consumption of raw or incompletely
cooked red kidney beans. Symptoms develop after a
1-3 h incubation period and include nausea and
vomiting, followed by diarrhea and sometimes
abdominal pain… Outbreaks have also been reported
in Canada and Australia.”4

Consumption of raw kidney beans and many other types of
legumes will similarly lead to the rapid onset of severe
gastrointestinal distress and will result in a horrible day for
whatever hapless animal decides to nibble on them. In
experiments with rats fed PHA, researchers observed damage
to the intestines, pancreas, liver, and the thymus. A loss of
muscle mass in direct proportion to the amount of lectins
ingested was also observed.5 Further experiments across
multiple animal species that include mice, quail, and chickens
have shown similar negative effects:



“PHA, the lectin derived from red kidney beans
(Phaseolus vulgaris) causes reduced growth rates
in several animal species, when incorporated at
0.5-5% of dietary protein. Lectin feeding results in
diarrhea, impaired nutrient absorption, growth rate
inhibition, and can even lead to the eventual death
of PHA-fed animals.”6

Clearly, this stuff is highly toxic to both animals and
unsuspecting humans that consume undercooked beans.

One of the ways in which PHA appears to be causing these
severe effects is by negatively affecting the balance of
microbes in the gut, and animals raised without gut flora
(known as gnotobiotic animals) do not experience the same
issues when exposed to this lectin:

“It is established that these adverse effects are the
result of PHA-induced changes in the normal
endogenous [bacterial] flora and are not due to
lectin selection of specific pathogenic bacteria. The
major change appears in the levels of facultative
aerobes, which increase in PHA-fed animals without
an increase in obligate anaerobes.”6

Among the bacteria living within us, broad divisions can
be constructed based on whether these organisms use oxygen
for respiration or not. Those that use oxygen are known as
aerobic organisms, while those that do not are considered
anaerobic. Facultative aerobes, like those observed to
proliferate in these lectin studies, are organisms that don’t
have to use oxygen but can use it when it’s around.

Bacteria are also divided into groups based on the structure
of their cell wall. Gram-positive organisms possess a thick
outer cell wall that is made of sugars and amino acids known
as peptidoglycans. During the process of gram staining, these
peptidoglycans hold onto the dye used, coloring these bacteria
purple. Gram-negative bacteria, on the other hand, do not
retain this dye, because the peptidoglycans within their cell
wall are hidden between two cell membranes. This type of
bacteria possesses a unique coating of glycolipids known as



lipopolysaccharide, or endotoxin. This fragment of gram-
negative bacterial cell walls can be quite inflammatory in our
body if it enters through a damaged gut lining, and we’ll hear
more about it later in this book.

Having a diverse array of microbes within our
gastrointestinal microbiome is crucial for optimal health, and
low diversity has been associated with a variety of chronic
diseases, including diabetes and inflammatory bowel illnesses.
PHA and many other plant lectins appear to be damaging to
our gastrointestinal tract by decreasing the diversity of
organisms there through interacting with our gastrointestinal
epithelial cells.7,8

In these experiments with PHA, the damaging effects to
the animals appeared to be due to selective overgrowth of
facultative aerobes like E. coli, resulting in a loss of diversity
within the gastrointestinal tract.9 The researchers astutely
asked: How exactly did this lectin cause such a damaging shift
in the microbiome to occur? This is where things really get
interesting!

Researchers knew from previous experiments that this
lectin could bind directly to gastrointestinal epithelial cells in a
region known as the brush border, the outermost membrane of
the cells where they come into contact with the contents of the
gut. In their experiments, they discovered that PHA did not
interact with organisms like E. coli directly, but rather
appeared to induce changes in cells of the intestine, leading to
lessening of the mucus layer that coats these cells. This
depleted mucus layer then allowed pathogenic bacteria to
proliferate and cause damage:

“These findings would suggest that PHA does not
function as a direct ligand for bacterial adhesion to
the mucosal surface, but may induce changes to the
intestine that facilitate bacterial colonization.
Scanning electron microscopy of the mucosal
surfaces of PHA-fed rat intestines suggested that
bacteria found on the mucosal surface may gain
access through windows in the mucous blanket.”10



When a molecule binds to a receptor on the surface of a
cell, we call that molecule a “ligand” for the receptor. PHA
doesn’t bind to bacteria but instead appears to bind to the
surface of the gut, inducing pathological changes that allow
certain bacteria to breach the protective mucus layer. To fully
understand the significance of these findings, let’s take a brief
detour and explore how our gut works and interact with the
microbiome within them.

The Workings of Our Gastrointestinal Tract

Let’s use a shrinking machine to become the size of a particle
of swallowed food that passes through our stomach and winds
up in the small bowel. Eventually, we pass through the
ileocecal valve and into the first portion of the large bowel
known as the cecum—a large, low-pressure portion of the
colon that can expand to hold food waste as it arrives via the
ileum.

Most of the organisms of the gastrointestinal microbiome
hang out on the surface of the gut atop a protective layer of
mucus, beneath which there’s a single layer of cells known as
the gastrointestinal epithelium. This layer separates the food
molecules and organisms that are outside of us, but inside our
gut, from the majority of our immune cells. Those cells reside
in the lamina propria, a layer just beyond the lining of our gut
contained deeper within the intestinal wall.

Isn’t that a little mind bending to think about? Everything
we eat, and the trillions of organisms that live inside of us
throughout our life, are separated from armies of our immune
cells and the inside of our body by one cell layer. This is a very
important layer of cells!

This gastrointestinal epithelium has the critical job of
absorbing the nutrients we need to grow and thrive while
simultaneously keeping pathogens out. It is composed of a
variety of unique cell types that all originate from progenitor
stem cells found in the base of folds within the membrane of
the small intestine as can be seen in the following image.11



The main cells within the epithelium are known as
enterocytes and possess tiny finger like projections called
microvilli, which exponentially increases the surface area of
the small bowel. They are crucial for the proper absorption of
nutrients from your food. In autoimmune conditions like celiac
disease, regression of these microvilli is observed and the
surface of the small intestine becomes pathologically smooth,
causing malabsorption of nutrients and leading to profound
nutritional deficiencies.

Other cell types of the gastrointestinal epithelium include
mucus-secreting goblet cells, hormone-secreting
enteroendocrine cells, and those with immunologic functions
like paneth, tuft, and microfold cells. As they reside shoulder
to shoulder to form the lining of the gut, these various cell
types are connected to each other in multiple ways. The most
important of these are called tight junctions, which bind
adjacent cells together. They selectively allow certain
molecules to pass between them and into the immune-cell-
containing lamina propria. The cells that make up our gut
lining must be very particular about the things they let in and
keep out in order to maintain a healthy, peaceful environment
at this intersection between the interior and exterior worlds.



How Lectins Damage the Gut

Now that we understand the lay of the land within the gut, let’s
return to our discussion of the lectin PHA from red kidney
beans and the damage it causes. As mentioned, researchers
observed changes in populations of aerobic bacteria, like E.
coli, due to alterations in the mucus layer that allowed these
organisms to thrive. They also noted that PHA is able to bind
directly to the gastrointestinal epithelium in a manner that
induces these changes. It appears that PHA is binding directly
to the gut lining and damaging the cells there, including the
goblet cells that help create and maintain a healthy mucus
layer. As this mucus layer is eroded by the actions of PHA,
bacteria come into direct contact with the gut epithelium,
which causes our body to sound the alarm to mount an
immune response.

One of the ways that our body does this is by releasing a
protein known as zonulin, which triggers an opening of the
tight junctions between the epithelial cells.12 This allows
immune cells from the lamina propria to move into the gut and
fight off invaders so that the mucus layer can be reestablished
and peace can be restored to the lands of our gastrointestinal
tract. In animals and humans, lectins like PHA appear to be
causing harm by damaging the integrity of our gastrointestinal
epithelia and creating leaky gut. The researcher who
discovered zonulin, Dr. Alessio Fasano notes that elevated
levels of this molecule have been found to correlate strongly
with autoimmune disease:

“Zonulin expression is augmented in autoimmune
conditions associated with tight junction
dysfunction, including celiac disease and Type 1
diabetes. Both animal studies and human trials using
the zonulin synthetic peptide inhibitor established
that zonulin is integrally involved in the pathogenesis
of autoimmune diseases.”13

Celiac disease is an illness in which autoimmune injury to
the small intestinal microvilli is triggered by the lectin called
gluten. In type 1 diabetes, an autoimmune attack on the



pancreas destroys the insulin secreting cells. The trigger for
this is not known, but as Dr. Fasano suggests, leaky gut
appears to play a powerful role in both of these conditions. He
goes on to describe common triggers of zonulin release, and
his comments recapitulate our previous discussions of lectins
and how they lead to the exposure of bacteria to the
gastrointestinal epithelium—thereby initiating an immune
response.

“Among the several potential intestinal luminal
stimuli that can trigger zonulin release, we identified
small intestinal exposure to bacteria and gluten as
the two more powerful triggers. Enteric infections
have been implicated in the pathogenesis of several
pathological conditions, including allergic,
autoimmune, and inflammatory diseases, by causing
impairment of the intestinal barrier. We have
generated evidence that small intestines exposed to
enteric bacteria secrete zonulin.”

Let’s summarize what we’ve discussed so far to emphasize
a few points. A single layer of cells composing the
gastrointestinal epithelium serves the invaluable role of
keeping bad stuff out and bringing good stuff in. Specialized
cells within it create the mucus layer that serves as a buffer
between microorganisms inside our gut and the epithelial
surface, beyond which a large amount of our immune system
resides. When the mucus layer breaks down, bacteria can
come into contact with cells of the gut epithelium, which
triggers an inflammatory response that involves the release of
zonulin and the opening of tight junctions. This allows the
immune system to step in and fix things when they have gone
awry. Lectins like PHA and gluten appear to trigger this
inflammatory state of leaky gut by interfering with our body’s
ability to produce a healthy mucus layer as they bind to goblet
cells and inhibit their functioning.

Not surprisingly, “Western diets” are associated with a
dysfunctional mucus layer in humans, an association often
blamed on the fact that they are relatively low in fiber.13 But is
it really the lack of fiber that is causing a lackluster mucus
layer in those eating the standard American diet? Or might it



be something else, like the hefty doses of lectins and processed
sugars inherent in this way of eating? The findings we’ve just
discussed with PHA, and from Dr. Fasano, argue that lectins
are playing a significant role in gut barrier and mucus layer
dysfunction, and we’ll see later in Chapter Ten that fiber is
definitely not the magical substance it’s been made out to be,
either!

Gluten and Other Lectins

PHA isn’t the only lectin from plant foods that is known to
cause damage. The aforementioned luten is another lectin
found in wheat, rye, and barley that is responsible for a huge
amount of suffering. It causes celiac disease and lesser know
illnesses such as non-celiac gluten sensitivity. Wheat is full of
lectins and also possesses wheat germ agglutinin (WGA). A
substantial amount of research has been done on the negative
effects that both of these lectins can have on animals and
humans.

In a cell culture model mimicking the small intestinal
epithelium, studies with WGA have shown that it induces both
leaky gut and an inflammatory response when very low
concentrations are administered:

“In the micromolar (10-6) range of concentrations
WGA could alter the integrity of the epithelium layer
and increase its permeability…We show that at
nanomolar [10-9] concentrations WGA is
unexpectedly bioactive on immune cells…At
nanomolar concentrations WGA stimulates the
synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines and thus
the biological activity of WGA should be
reconsidered by taking into account the effects of
WGA on the immune system at the gastrointestinal
interface. These results shed new light onto the
molecular mechanisms underlying the onset of
gastrointestinal disorders observed in vivo upon
dietary intake of wheat-based foods.”15



Gliadin, a fragment of the gluten molecule, also stimulates
the release of zonulin in small intestinal epithelial cell culture
models. It causes damage to the cytoskeleton, DNA/RNA and
increased oxidative stress, often resulting in programmed cell
death16,17

“Gliadin induces zonulin release in intestinal
epithelial cells in vitro. Activation of the zonulin
pathway by… cytoskeleton reorganisation and tight
junction opening leads to a rapid increase in
intestinal permeability.” 18

Whether by inducing the release of zonulin or by directly
damaging cellular components and inducing oxidative stress,
the gliadin molecule is clearly quite toxic to intestinal cells.
This toxicity appears to occur in all humans, not just those
with celiac disease, and Dr. Fasano and many other gluten
researchers now believe that gluten invariably damages the
intestinal epithelium and causes leaky gut. Within clinical
practice, there is growing awareness of this, with diagnoses
like non-celiac gluten sensitivity becoming more common.

I would go further to suggest that in addition to gluten and
PHA, many other plant lectins also cause transient injury to
the gut epithelium. I also believe that oxalates, polyphenols,
and isothiocyanates may be creating intestinal damage, with
varying degrees of immune activation, and that this could be
yet another driving factor in most autoimmune and
inflammatory illnesses.

So far we’ve talked about lectins from wheat and red
kidney beans, but there are many other lectins in plant foods
that can be damaging to humans. A lectin found in peanuts,
known as peanut agglutinin (PNA), has been shown to alter
the growth of rectal mucosa in a manner consistent with the
possible induction of pre-cancerous lesions.19 After ingestion
of peanuts, PNA has also been found to be detectable in the
blood, as have the lectins from kidney beans and tomatoes,
where they are likely to be affecting cellular processes in
negative ways.20

Tomatoes aren’t seeds or tubers, but they belong to the
nightshade family of vegetables, which possess many toxins



known to be particularly harmful. Also included in this group
are white potatos, eggplants, bell peppers, chili peppers,
tobacco, and goji berries. Not only do members of this lineage
contain the toxic glycoalkaloid solanine in their leaves and
roots, they also contain many potentially harmful lectins.
Removal of these vegetables from the diet often results in
significant improvements in joint pain, arthritis, and other
autoimmune symptoms. A lectin found in potatoes, Solanum
tuberosum agglutinin (STA), activates basophil cells of the
immune system, releasing histamine and leading to swelling,
itching, hives, and an inflammatory response.21 Consumption
of this food may worsen symptoms in those with asthma,
eczema, or hives—it makes me a bit itchy just to think about.

Further studies of multiple foods, including soybeans,
lentils, wheat germ, and kidney beans, showed that many
lectins from these could bind white blood cells, causing them
to sound the cellular alarm by releasing inflammatory
cytokines.22 From previous discussions in this book, we know
that cytokines are chemical signals our immune system uses to
indicate to their comrades that something is wrong. Just like a
fire alarm, they serve an invaluable role in our body when
there’s really a fire, but they’re not such a good thing when
there’s no invader there, and it’s just a false alarm. Remember
those false fire alarms in your college dormitory that woke you
and everyone else up in the middle of the night? Yeah, those
were zero fun! Similarly, it’s a real bummer when our immune
system gets all hyped up responding to the false signals from
lectins or from the other plant toxins and ends up causing
inflammation for no reason, potentially leading to a host of
autoimmune diseases.

Could Lectins Play a Role in Parkinson’s Disease?

So far, we’ve seen the havoc that lectins from plants like
legumes, wheat, nightshades, and peanuts can wreak on our
gut and our immune system, but lectins also appear to be able
to negatively affect our brains and have been hypothesized to
play a role in Parkinson’s disease. This illness is a
neurodegenerative condition in which dopamine-producing



neurons from a region known as the basal ganglia are
damaged, leading to problems with movement, speech, and
cognitive processing. Many Parkinson’s patients progress to
dementia and experience depression as their illness worsens.
The impact of this disease on quality of life is substantial. The
cause of neuronal cell death and depletion of dopamine
signaling in the midbrain is not fully understood, but
characteristic aggregates known as Lewy bodies occur and are
composed of the protein alpha-synuclein.

In 2015, an intriguing study was done in Denmark
showing that people who had undergone surgical severing of
the vagus nerve during the previous forty years developed
Parkinson’s disease at a much lower rate than the general
population.23 In order to understand what this may have to do
with lectins, let’s dig a bit deeper into what could be going on
here.

The vagus nerve originates in the brain stem and sends
signals to many portions of the body and much of the digestive
tract, including the stomach, liver, pancreas, and intestines. It
is a large nerve and serves as a bidirectional information
superhighway between our gastrointestinal organs and our
brain, with signals from the brain traveling through the vagus
nerve to the digestive organs, and back again. You may have
heard the term “gut-brain axis” in reference to the notion that
our gut and brain communicate in many ways. In addition to
the signals transmitted to the brain through cytokines in the
bloodstream, the vagus nerve is also a big part of this cross
talk.

Within surgical medicine, this nerve is sometimes cut to
treat patients with severe peptic ulcer disease because signals
from the vagus nerve to the stomach cause the release of acid
during the digestive process. In the aforementioned study from
Denmark, investigators compared people who had truncal
vagotomy, a complete severing of the vagus nerve, with those
who had superselective vagotomy in which only the vagus
nerve’s connection to the stomach was cut. Reduction in the
incidence of Parkinson’s disease was only observed with
truncal rather than superselective vagotomy, suggesting that it
was the connection between both the intestines and the



stomach that accounted for this finding. Why would severing
the neural connection between the gut and the brain affect a
neurodegenerative condition like Parkinson’s disease? Is it
possible that a substance from the gastrointestinal tract could
move to the brain through the vagus nerve?

This is truly a fascinating question, and I believe that a
couple of studies in animal models of Parkinson’s disease will
help shed light on this mystery.

One of the coolest innovations in molecular biology over
the last twenty years is the use of a bioluminescent protein
from jellyfish, called green fluorescent protein (GFP). This
molecule can be used to visualize the movement of proteins
within living organisms. When a savvy group of investigators
fed the invertebrate worm C. elegans green-fluorescent-protein
labeled PHA and other lectins, they were able to visualize
exactly where these lectins went in that organism after they
were ingested. Their findings were striking. Not only did a
number of lectins appear to be transported from the guts to the
brains of these worms through the vagus nerve, the lectins
then clustered in the dopamine secreting neurons. In the case
of PHA, this lectin appeared to be toxic to neurons, reducing
their number and function.24 Referencing the aforementioned
Danish study, the authors concluded:

“These observations suggest that dietary plant
lectins are transported to and affect dopaminergic
neurons in C. elegans, which support Braak and
Hawkes’ hypothesis, suggesting one alternate
potential dietary etiology of Parkinson’s disease
(PD). A recent Danish study showed that vagotomy
resulted in 40% lower incidence of PD over 20 years.
Differences in inherited sugar structures of gut and
neuronal cell surfaces may make some individuals
more susceptible in this conceptual disease etiology
model.”

As mentioned in the previous excerpt, Braak and Hawkes,
had previously hypothesized that an ingested “unknown
pathogen” enters the gastrointestinal tract and transports via
the vagus nerve to the brainstem, inducing a spreading neural



dysfunction.25 The authors of this study suggest, based on the
Danish vagotomy cohort and their own findings, that ingested
lectins may be damaging the gut and traveling through the
vagus nerve to the brain, where they appear to be toxic to
dopaminergic neurons.

These researchers make another very interesting
observation:

“Lectins from dietary plants have been shown to
enhance drug absorption in the gastroin-testinal
tract of rats, be transported trans-synaptically as
shown by tracing of axonal and dendritic paths…
and other carbohydrate-binding protein toxins are
known to traverse the gut intact in dogs.”

Enhanced drug delivery sounds like a good thing, until we
realize that the way lectins do this is by increasing the
permeability of the gut lining! As noted by these investigators,
lectins have been found to damage the gut and traverse the
small intestinal epithelium in animals like dogs, and the
appearance of peanut, kidney bean, and tomato lectins in
samples of human blood indicates that lectins are doing the
same things in us.

C. elegans is not the only organism in which ingestion of
lectins has been linked to damage in dopaminergic neurons in
the brain. In a study with rats, researchers administered a
lectin from peas and looked for Parkinsonian behavior or
changes in gastric motility.26 Their findings were striking and
were published in the prestigious journal Nature in 2018:

“These data demonstrate that co-administration
of subthreshold doses of paraquat and lectin
induces progressive, L-dopa-responsive
parkinsonism that is preceded by gastric
dysmotility. This novel preclinical model of
environmentally triggered Parkinson’s disease
provides functional support for Braak’s staging
hypothesis of idiopathic Parkinon’s disease.”



Paralleling the study from Denmark discussed earlier,
these authors also included a group of rats that underwent
vagotomy prior to exposure to pea lectins, and these rats did
not demonstrate any of the neuronal damage or gastric
dysmotility issues observed in the other experimental groups.

The possibility of plant lectins contributing to the
pathogenesis of this disease is striking and is a potential
paradigm shift in the world of neurodegenerative illness. It is
important to highlight, however, that certain individuals are
more likely to be susceptible to this type of neuronal injury.
Not everyone who eats beans, tomatoes, or peanuts develops
Parkinson’s disease, but in those with genetics susceptible to
this type of lectin-induced damage, consumption of plant
foods could be a contributing factor to the development and
progression of neurodegenerative illness.

More studies are needed here, but based on the these
findings, it seems reasonable to hypothesize the following:
lectins in the gut could cause damage there, travel to the brain
through the vagus nerve in a retrograde fashion, and trigger
injury of dopamine-secreting neurons in the regions of the
basal ganglia that control movement and other complex tasks.
Scary! Maybe this will make us think twice about adding
beans to that chili.

The Plinko Model of Autoimmune Disease

You may be familiar with Plinko from the game show, The
Price Is Right. I used to love this show when I was a kid and
always hoped someone would win the car. When playing
Plinko, participants stand over a slanted board full of pins and
release a disk, which slides down through the pins in a random
fashion before ending up in one of the bottom wells that are
each marked with different dollar amounts. I think of the
combination of our genetic susceptibility to disease and our
environment like the game of Plinko.

In this model, our genetics create a unique pattern of pins
on the board through which the disk (inflammation) travels in
a unique pattern leading to one of a variety of chronic



diseases. As I mentioned previously, not everyone will be
susceptible to Parkinson’s disease when they eat lectins, but
some might be. We all possess different genetics that make us
uniquely susceptible to different diseases. We’ve all got holes
in our armor—they’re just in different places. I strongly
believe that inflammation is at the root of most chronic disease
but is manifested differently in each person based on their own
unique genetic susceptibilities. Thus, eating lectins and other
plant toxins might contribute to Parkinson’s disease in some
people, heart disease in others, and skin issues or joint pain for
others still. All of these diseases have a common root trigger,
which is inflammation, but it shows up differently in all of us
based on our individual genetic Plinko board of
susceptibilities.

Because we’ve been eating tons of plants and living in
toxic environments for most of our lives, we’ve all been
exposed to inflammatory stimuli, but the results show up in
different ways. When I am exposed to such stimuli, I get
asthma and eczema and become a bit irritable. These are my
genetic weaknesses, not yours. When you are exposed to
inflammatory insults, you might develop autoimmune thyroid
disease, like Hasimoto’s thyroiditis, or you might develop
lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, or diabetes. Western medicine
becomes flummoxed when it tries to think of these diseases as
thousands of different entities, often leaving it powerless to
bring real change in the lives of those who suffer with such
maladies. The critical error of judgment that Western
medicine is making is in imagining that there are
thousands of different chronic illnesses, when in fact
there’s really only one big one—inflammation.

So how do we correct this one major cause of chronic
illness? We search for its roots and remove them! One of the
radical notions this book advances is that, because of all of
their intrinsic toxins, plants might be triggering such
inflammation in ways never before considered. Wild, right?
Let’s continue our journey through the lectin jungle; there’s
more to see!



Could Lectins Be Causing Us to Gain Weight?

One of the more positive effects experienced by those on a
carnivore diet is weight loss. There are now thousands of
stories of people easily losing weight when plants are
eliminated from their diet and high-quality animal foods
become the focus. Many of these people began with ketogenic
diets, which still include some plants, but they found weight
loss even easier and had fewer cravings when they fully
eliminated all plants. One of the reasons for this may be that
lectins have also been found to negatively affect fat storage
and satiety mechanisms in humans.

Insulin is a hormone released from the pancreas primarily
in response to the ingestion of carbohydrates or protein. Its
actions in the human body are complex but, in general, insulin
is an anti-catabolic hormone that signals our muscles and liver
to take up and store glucose. It also signals our fat cells to
store fat rather than burn it. If you know people who are using
large amounts of insulin to treat type II diabetes, you may
observe that this often causes significant weight gain for these
reasons.

Studies with the lectin wheat germ agglutinin have shown
that it can bind to the insulin receptor, stimulate growth of fat
cells, and inhibit lipolysis.27 Plant lectins appear to mimic the
actions of insulin—signaling fat cells to grow, potentially
leading to weight gain in those consuming them, and
hampering efforts to attain a healthy body composition.

Those eating a carnivore diet also note significantly
improved satiety and often find benefits beyond those
experienced on ketogenic diets, which usually include many
foods that are quite high in lectins, such as nuts, seeds, and
nightshade vegetables. Lectins have also been found to
negatively affect signaling of a satiety hormone known as
leptin. In a simplified model, leptin is a hormone that is
released when we eat to tell our brain that we’ve had enough
and are full. The full cascade of hormones involved in the
satiety response is much more complex than this, but at a basic
level, leptin signals satiety.



When researchers remove the gene for leptin from mice,
preventing their satiety signals, these poor critters overeat
tremendous amounts of food and become quite obese.
Similarly, when our body becomes resistant to the signals of
leptin, we also tend to gain weight because we do not feel full
and are constantly seeking food.

With all of this in mind, plant lectins look like the perfect
storm for creating obesity. Not only do they appear to damage
the gut, potentially leading to systemic inflammation, they also
negatively affect the signaling of hormones, such as insulin
and leptin, which are centrally involved in regulation of proper
body composition and hunger.28 It’s no surprise, then, that
removal of all plant lectins in a carnivore diet is so effective
for gastrointestinal issues, autoimmune illness, and weight
loss.

The Paradox of Plants

To wrap up our discussion of lectins, let’s take a look at the
work of Dr. Steven Gundry, author of The Plant Paradox.
Though he and I don’t see eye to eye about animal foods, we
agree on the importance of avoiding lectins. Dr. Gundry has
published an impressive case series describing significant
improvements in a large group of patients with autoimmune
disease who were treated with a very low-lectin diet that
involved the removal of all grains, beans, legumes, peanuts,
cashews, nightshades, squashes, and dairy products.

“95/102 patients achieved complete resolution of
autoimmune markers and inflammatory markers
within 9 months. The other 7/102 patients all had
reduced markers, but incomplete resolution. 80/102
patients were weaned from all immunosuppressive
and/or biologic medications without rebound ….We
conclude that a lectin limited diet, supplemented
with pro- and prebiotics and polyphenols are
capable of curing or putting into remission most
autoimmune diseases.”29



Dr. Gundry and I will disagree on the utility of
polyphenols within this protocol, but I agree with him that the
elimination of foods with high-lectin content was likely at the
root of the reversal of these patients’ autoimmune issues.

The foods that appear to be highest in lectins that can
trigger our immune system are seeds, grains, nuts, legumes,
nightshade vegetables, the skin and seeds of squashes, and
traditional dairy products.30 Since dairy is an animal product, I
haven’t talked about it yet, but it also contains many proteins,
including lectins, which can cause inflammation and immune
issues in humans. I’ll go into detail about dairy in Chapter
Twelve when we discuss what to eat on a carnivore diet and
the difference between A1 and A2 forms of the milk protein,
casein. It’s also important to remember that even aside from
these foods, lectins are pervasive in all plant foods and many
could be causing immunologic reactions. A review of lectins
in commonly-consumed foods echoed this sentiment:

“In the present study the edible parts of 29 of 88
foods tested, including common salad ingredients,
fresh fruits, roasted nuts, and processed cereals were
found to possess significant lectin-like activity as
assessed by hemagglutination and bacterial
agglutination assays. Based on this survey and a
review of the literature we conclude that dietary
exposure to plant lectins is widespread.” 31

Just like all of the other molecules from plants we have
talked about, lectins are plant weapons. They are designed to
discourage predators, and the objective of plants is clear in this
case. It is true that some lectins can be denatured with
cooking, especially at high pressures and temperatures, but
lectins are pervasive in the plant kingdom and occur in many
foods that are commonly eaten raw or lightly cooked. It is also
true that lectins occur in animal foods as well as in the human
body. Reinforcing the concept of disparate operating systems,
the majority of research on lectins suggests that plant lectins
have the potential to damage our gut and trigger our immune
system much more so than those from animal meat and organs.



The first step to decreasing our exposure to lectins is to
eliminate those foods with the highest lectin content. If this
does not significantly improve our symptoms, it’s possible that
lectins or other plant toxins in the remaining plant foods that
we consume are still triggering the immune system, and a trial
of complete elimination of these within a carnivore diet would
likely be helpful. As we’ll continue to see in the following
chapters, this way of eating is a very powerful tool toward
achieving profound health.

Concluding Section II of Our Journey

This portion of our journey to rediscover how humans are
meant to eat has been a wild ride through the turbulent waters
of the many types of plant toxins. As we prepare to conclude
the second part of our adventures together and move on to an
exploration of the merits of animal foods, let’s recall the
predicament of plants we imagined at the beginning of Chapter
Three. When thinking about the dizzying array of plant
chemicals that can harm us, remember that plants are rooted in
the ground and have been for the entirety of their evolution.
Animal and plant evolution split over 1.5 billion years ago,
and our respective biochemistries have diverged massively
over this time. For the 470 million years that plants have lived
on land, they have been in a constant arms race with animals
for their survival, and they developed many defense
mechanisms out of necessity in order to survive. They’ve
gotten pretty good at it and have created molecules like the
isothiocyanates, polyphenols, oxalates, and lectins. All of
these molecules have allowed them to maintain their place in
the delicately balanced ecosystem of the Earth and prevented
them from being over-consumed by animals or humans. As I
stated earlier, it’s clear that our ancestors ate some plants, but I
believe that when they could get animals, these were always
the preferred foods. Plants were likely eaten in much smaller
quantities than we’ve previously been led to believe—and
only as survival foods between successful hunts of more
caloric and nutrient-rich animals.



In this section of the book, we’ve talked about why plants
don’t make great staple foods because of how they are riddled
with toxins. Next, we’ll dive deeply into how plant foods are
also vastly inferior to animal foods from a nutritional
perspective. It will quickly become clear that it’s high-time for
kale and goji berries to move aside and allow animal meat and
organs to ascend the throne as the only true superfoods.



Section III



CHAPTER 8: MYTH I — PLANT FOODS
ARE SUPERFOODS

AS YOU SAUNTER down the aisles of any grocery store, it
doesn’t take long before you see signs claiming that foods like
broccoli, spinach, kale, or goji berries are “superfoods.” Fruits
and vegetables are often marketed in this way, but what does
this really mean? Where do these claims come from and what
real evidence backs them up? What exactly makes these foods
so “super?”

In the previous section of this book, we debunked many of
the myths surrounding supposedly magical chemicals like
“antioxidants” from the isothiocyanate or polyphenol families
and showed that these plant toxins can damage DNA, inhibit
digestion, disrupt hormonal balance, and trigger the immune
system’s inflammatory response. We also touched on
compounds like lectins and oxalates. The former are common
in nightshade plants like goji berries, and the latter are
abundant in spinach and many other plant foods often labeled
as “super.” If we harbor any notions that it’s the fiber in fruits
and vegetables that makes them special, I’ll do my best to
thoroughly debunk that notion in the next chapter as well.

Discarding all notions of magical unicorn “phytonutrients”
that make fruits and vegetables super, how might we
theoretically define a “superfood?” Hearkening back to the
concepts in the introduction of this book, I suggest that in
order to earn this designation, a food must be rich in the
micronutrients that humans need to thrive. In addition, these
micronutrients must be in the most useable form for human
biochemistry and they must be bioavailable. In this chapter,
we will take a detailed look at the actual nutrient content and



quality in animal foods versus plant foods. We’re going to let
these two duke it out in the boxing ring in order to see who the
real champion is—and at the end of it all, we’ll see who really
deserves the superfood title belt.

Magical Nutrients in Animal Foods

I’ve shared with you my conviction that unicorns don’t
actually exist and that there are no “magical” compounds in
plants that are uniquely beneficial to humans. But what about
magical compounds in animal foods? Could Sasquatch be
real? A careful examination of animal foods reveals that they
do contain many compounds that are known to be vital for
optimal human health and performance that do not occur in
plants. Many readers already know that cobalamin, or vitamin
B12, does not occur in any plant foods, but this is just the tip of
the iceberg when it comes to unique nutrients in animal foods.
Creatine, carnitine, choline, taurine, and carnosine are also
found in appreciable quantities only in animal foods and are
absolutely necessary for optimal health.

Creatine: Making Us Smart and Strong

What if I told you of a substance that could increase
intelligence, working memory, reaction time, and strength
when given to humans? Sounds pretty magical right? You
might even think I was spinning a yarn. But this is no fairy
tale, my friends, this is creatine. Creatine is just about as
magical as it gets, and it’s only present in meat. It’s a molecule
that helps us store energy in the form of phosphate bonds,
which can be used when we need more ATP quickly. ATP is
used by our muscles to contract and in all of the cells of our
body during the protection and repair of our delicate genetic
material. We can produce a small amount of creatine
endogenously, on the order of one gram per day, but it’s not
enough for optimal performance of our brains, muscles, or
DNA protection and repair.

A striking study of forty-five adult vegetarians found
significantly improved mental performance when they were



given five grams of creatine per day (the amount found in 1
pound of red meat) for six weeks in a double blind, placebo
controlled intervention:

“Creatine supplementation had a significant positive
effect on both working memory (backward digit span)
and intelligence, both tasks that require speed of
processing. These findings underline a dynamic and
significant role of brain energy capacity in
influencing brain performance.”1

Another study of 128 adult females who were
supplemented with twenty grams of creatine for five days
found similar improvements in cognitive function in the
subjects who were vegetarians.2 This suggests that those eating
meat already had adequate creatine stores and that a vegetarian
diet can result in mental performance deficits due to the lack
of this nutrient.

Inadequate stores of creatine in the muscle also lead to
decreased strength and explosive power. When
supplementation with creatine was compared in eighteen
vegetarians, and twenty-four non-vegetarians over a six-week
period of time, investigators found that lean muscle-mass gain
and overall relative strength gains were higher in the
vegetarian group compared to the non-vegetarian group.3 That
is, vegetarians benefited more from creatine supplementation
with regard to these measures. It was also noted that at
baseline before supplementation, vegetarians had lower
intramuscular creatine levels:

“Vegetarians who took creatine had a greater
increase in total creatine, plasma creatine, lean
tissue, and total work performance than
nonvegetarians who took creatine. The change in
muscle total creatine was significantly correlated
with initial muscle total creatine, and the change in
lean tissue mass and exercise performance. These
findings confirm an ergogenic effect of creatine
during resistance training and suggest that subjects
with initially low levels of intramuscular creatine



(vegetarians) are more responsive to
supplementation.”

See? I told you Bigfoot was real, but creatine is just the
beginning of this rabbit hole of magical animal based
nutrients.

Choline

Choline is another amazing nutrient that isn’t found in plant
foods in significant amounts. The recommended intake for
choline in humans is about 500 milligrams per day, but those
with polymorphisms in genes involved in methylation
probably benefit from even more than this amount. Without
getting too complex, choline is used as a methyl donor during
the methylation of homocysteine to methionine,and is also a
downstream product of methylation by the methyl donor,
SAMe. If all of that sounds like gibberish to you, don’t worry
about the details. What’s important to know is that choline is
crucial for kicking butt. A small amount of it can be made in
our bodies, but just like creatine, this amount isn’t adequate
for optimal health.

Choline is used in the formation of the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine. It is also needed for the production of
membrane phospholipids like phosphatidylcholine and
sphingomyelin that enclose every cell in our body. Although
we may have heard that choline in food can raise levels of
TMAO, a substance that has been associated with adverse
cardiovascular outcomes, rest assured these notions are pure
rubbish. We will thoroughly debunk these and other
misconceptions regarding red meat and heart disease risk in
Chapter Eleven.

Deficiencies of choline are associated with non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease, neurodegenerative disease, and heart
disease.4 The need for this nutrient is also particularly high in
pregnant and nursing mothers, and deficiencies have been
associated with neural tube defects, poor fetal brain
development, premature birth, and preeclampsia. A recently
published article by English physician Emily Derbyshire titled



“Could we be Overlooking a Potential Choline Crisis in the
United Kingdom?” notes that choline is not included in
nutritional databases there.5 It has been largely ignored for the
past few decades, and deficiency may be responsible for
significant, unnoticed health consequences in the general
population of Britain. Similarly, in the United States, choline
has been largely forgotten, and many estimate that a large
majority of Americans do not get enough choline daily.

Where can we get choline in our diets and avoid all of
these dismal fates? The best sources are clearly animal foods
—five egg yolks provide a robust 600 milligrams, and liver
and kidney aren’t far behind with about 350 milligrams per
100-gram portion. Muscle meat also has a moderate amount of
choline, and when combined with organ meats or eggs on a
carnivore diet, we will more than meet our choline
requirements. Within the plant kingdom, broccoli is the richest
source of choline, but guess how much of this you’d have to
eat in order to achieve the 500 milligram mark? More than a
pound! That’s a lot of broccoli, replete with a whole bunch of
toxic isothiocyanates and gas-producing fiber. You will not be
popular in an olfactory manner if you eat a pound of broccoli
per day, and you might just become iodine deficient as we
learned about in Chapter Four.

Carnitine and Mental Health

It just so happens that most of the powerful nutrients unique to
animal foods all begin with the letter “C.” I guess that makes
them easier to remember, so let’s go with it! The next “C’s” in
this illustrious group are carnitine and carnosine. The latin root
of their names quickly alludes to the fact that these nutrients
are almost entirely found in animal meat and organs. Plants
don’t use these molecules in their biochemistry because they
have a different operating system from humans, as we’ve
discussed multiple times thus far.

Like choline and creatine, our bodies produce some
carnitine, but it isn’t enough for optimal health. This nutrient
helps shuttle fatty acids across the mitochondrial membrane to
the interior of this organelle, where they can be used as fuel in



the biochemical process of beta-oxidation. Carnitine helps us
use our fat-stores for energy. This is a very good thing,
because we have lots of fat to burn, but only a limited supply
of available carbohydrates stored in the form of glycogen in
our muscles and liver. Using fat for fuel also results in the
formation of ketones, which benefit our body in many ways,
including turning on genes associated with longevity (sirtuins
and FOXO3) and improving mitochondrial function.6,7

In studies examining muscle carnitine content,
significantly reduced levels have been found in vegetarians
relative to meat eaters, as well as a reduced ability to transport
carnitine into muscles when it is administered intravenously or
through diet.8 When carnitine levels drop, we aren’t able to use
fats for energy, and a fundamental part of our metabolism is
disrupted with many negative consequences.

Fat-based metabolism is particularly important in the
brain, and levels of carnitine are lower in the brains of humans
during periods of depression. In animal models, the brains of
mice and rats exhibit similar lower levels with depression.9

Studies in geriatric rats have also shown that administration of
carnitine improves their mitochondrial function and
metabolism, resulting in more youthful behavior.10 In humans,
a study that compared seventy patients with major depression
to forty-five healthy controls found significantly lower levels
of carnitine in the brains of those who were depressed:

“We found that carnitine levels…were decreased in
patients with major depression compared with age-
and sex-matched healthy controls in two independent
study centers. Secondary exploratory analyses
showed that the degree of carnitine deficiency
reflected both the severity and age of onset of Major
Depressive Disorder.”9

As noted by the authors here, not only were the levels
lower in depressed patients, the degree of this deficiency
correlated directly with the severity of illness. That is, the
levels of carnitine were lowest in those with the worst cases of
depression. Mechanistically, lower levels of carnitine are
hypothesized to change the way genes in the brain are turned



on and off, negatively affecting neurotransmitter levels and
causing inflammation.

Strengthening the case that carnitine deficiency may be
involved in some cases of depression, numerous trials have
demonstrated improvements in this illness when carnitine is
supplemented. In 2013, the authors of a review paper
summarizing these findings stated:

“Four randomized clinical studies demonstrated the
superior efficacy of carnitine over placebo in
patients with depression. Two trials showed its
superior efficacy over placebo in dysthymic disorder,
and 2 other trials showed that it is equally effective
as [antidepressant medications] in treatment of
dysthymic disorder. Carnitine was also effective in
improving depressive symptoms in patients with
fibromyalgia and minimal hepatic encephalopathy…
In conclusion, carnitine may be a potentially
effective and tolerable next treatment option with
novel action mechanisms for patients with
depression.”11

Another review paper from 2017, considering twelve
randomized controlled trials involving 791 participants,
echoed these findings:

“Carnitine supplementation significantly decreases
depressive symptoms compared to placebo/no
intervention, whilst offering a comparable effect to
established anti-depressant agents with fewer side
effects.”12

Thus, the evidence that carnitine deficiency can play a role
in depression is strong, and research supports the notion that
increasing levels of this nutrient can ameliorate this illness in
cases of deficiency with fewer side effects than anti-depressant
medications. How did people in these studies get deficient in
such an important nutrient? A dietary deficiency appears to be
the most probable explanation. Sadly, the authors did not
survey study participants to quantify their dietary preferences,
but as we’ve seen, those avoiding animal products possess
lower levels of carnitine. I’d be willing to bet a mountain of



ribeyes that low-carnitine levels were caused by inadequate
consumption of animal meat and organs. Steak and liver might
just be the best antidepressants!

Carnosine

Carnosine is a molecule that acts as an endogenous
antioxidant, much like our old friend glutathione. We can
make a small amount, but the story remains the same: multiple
studies have found that if we don’t get enough through diet,
our levels will be suboptimal, and because it’s only found in
animal foods, vegetarians have repeatedly been shown to
possess lower levels.13,14

Carnosine appears to be far more that just another
antioxidant, however. This little gem of a molecule has also
been shown to reduce the formation of advanced glycation
end products (AGEs) that can be formed in our body when
sugar molecules are added to proteins or lipids. Elevated levels
of AGEs have been associated with diabetes, heart disease,
and dementia—a motley crew to be sure! Endogenous
formation of AGEs is a complex process that isn’t fully
understood, but robust intake of molecules like carnosine can
help to manage cellular levels, and play a valuable role in
disease prevention. Consistent with these ideas, vegetarians
demonstrate higher levels of AGEs, which may be due to a
combination of increased consumption of sugars, like fructose,
and lower levels of protective molecules like carnosine.15

Taurine is yet another valuable nutrient only found in
animal foods that also functions to reduce AGEs.16 Its
functions in the human body aren’t fully understood, but it is
known to act as an endogenous antioxidant in the functioning
of muscles and as an anxiety-reducing neurotransmitter.17 The
rest of the story? You guessed it! We can make a small
amount, but not enough to be optimal; and, once again, it’s
very low in those who don’t eat meat.18

The pattern here is clear. Animal foods uniquely provide
numerous nutrients that we need to kick a lot of butt. Those



who eschew these foods invariably suffer from a lower quality
of life and unnecessary negative health consequences.

Decline in Mental Health with Plant-Based Diets

Since we already know that vegetarians and vegans are likely
to be deficient in many nutrients crucial for vibrant health, like
creatine, choline, and carnitine, it will come as no surprise that
the incidence of mental health disorders is much higher in
vegetarian populations. Though the correlations in the
following studies are suggestive, it’s important to note this
research is epidemiology, so we can’t make causal
conclusions. Based on what we know about deficiencies in
vegetarians and vegans of several nutrients involved in brain
health, however, we can definitely form some strong
hypotheses.

In an analysis of over 9,000 Australian women,
vegetarians had significantly more mental health issues,
possessed higher levels of iron deficiency, and were more
likely to be taking prescription and non-prescription
medications than those who were not vegetarians.19 Another
Australian study found that vegetarians of both sexes were
twice as likely to suffer from depression, anxiety, and other
adverse health outcomes than was a non-vegetarian group
matched in age and gender ratios. These investigators stated:

“Our results showed that a vegetarian diet is
associated with poorer health (higher incidences of
cancer, allergies, and mental health disorders), a
higher need for health care, and poorer quality of
life.”20

Well, that puts things in perspective, doesn’t it?

The same trends have been observed in European
populations. In a very large cross-sectional study in France,
depressive symptoms were significantly more common in
vegetarians and those who excluded red meat from their diet.
These researchers showed that as more animal foods were
excluded, participants were more likely to experience
depression.21 A similar trend was observed in Germany, where



vegetarians demonstrated higher rates of mental disorders than
those eating meat.22 Finally, studies in Finland and Sweden
have shown that vegetarians are three to four times more likely
to experience seasonal affective disorder.23 Remember when I
said red meat might just be the best anti-depressant? I wasn’t
joking!

The studies noted above encompass more than 130,000
participants and consistently show a correlation between plant-
based diets and mental health issues like depression and
anxiety. This mountain of evidence suggests that nutritional
deficiencies associated with vegetarian diets could be causing
issues in the brain. If we truly want to achieve optimal health
of our body and mind, high-quality animal foods simply must
be a significant portion of our diet.

The Roots of Depression and Anxiety

As we explore the connections between nutrient deficiency
and mental illness, now is probably a good time to pause for a
moment and examine the roots of psychiatric disease more
deeply. Depression causes a huge loss of quality of life
throughout the world, and it’s the single greatest cause of
morbidity in the world today, recently surpassing heart disease
and cancer for this dubious honor. In medical school, I found
mental illness particularly fascinating and decided to do my
residency in psychiatry when I graduated. Throughout my
training, I was constantly bothered by the fact that the
medicines we used didn’t seem to be treating the root cause of
the illnesses. The antiquated paradigm of psychiatric disease is
that imbalances in neurotransmitters lead to illness and that we
can “rebalance” these with pharmaceutical medications. The
problem is that this paradigm is mostly incorrect. These types
of approaches don’t usually work, and they certainly don’t
treat the underlying causes of psychiatric illness, which are
much more complex than a neurotransmitter deficiency.

Mental health is a complex field, and there are many
disease entities, but when I explored the literature on my own
and tried to understand the true roots of these illnesses, I
discovered something amazing. There was a large body of



research showing that in addition to being triggered by nutrient
deficiencies, psychiatric disease is also largely inflammatory
in nature. I wasn’t being told about these possibilities, likely
because we didn’t have any drugs to treat inflammation in the
brain, and there’s little focus on nutrition in medical training.
In the brain of people with depression, anxiety, and many
other mental health issues, however, the immune system is
activated with evidence for elevated levels of inflammatory
cytokines, like IL-6 and TNF-alpha.24,25,26 Psychiatric illnesses
are no different from chronic illnesses found elsewhere in the
body. Both can be related to inflammation and activation of
the immune system. As rheumatoid arthritis and Crohn’s
disease represent inflammation in the joints and gut,
respectively, most psychiatric illness is inflammation in the
brain and must be treated in this way if we truly hope to
fundamentally reverse it.

Sadly, in Western medicine, if we don’t have a drug for
something, we largely ignore it. Consequently, we often
discard key clues to the roots of an illness. This is exactly what
has happened in psychiatry over the last fifty years. Since the
advent of anti-depressant medications, we’ve become
enamored with a neurotransmitter model that doesn’t work,
because that’s all we know how to do. As we’ve already
discovered, however, we have a very powerful weapon to
combat inflammation, but it’s just something Western
medicine continues to overlook: food!

Another fundamental flaw of the Western medical
paradigm is its myopia. In medical school, and throughout our
speciality training as physicians, we are taught to think of the
body in terms of discrete organ systems. Gastroenterologists
deal with the gut, cardiologists with the heart, and neurologists
and psychiatrists with the brain. But our body doesn’t work
this way, it’s entirely interconnected, and often the roots of a
problem lie outside of the organ system in which symptoms of
a disease may be manifested. In order to truly correct the roots
of inflammation in the brain, joints, thyroid, or heart, we need
to think about where this is coming from—and for most
illnesses, ground zero appears to be the gastrointestinal tract.



We shouldn’t be surprised by this. In the previous section
of this book, we saw how damaging plant toxins can be to the
gut and how they appear to trigger the cells of the immune
system within the lamina propria. Once these immune cells are
activated, systemic inflammation often follows, and cytokines
circulate throughout the body, including into the brain. If we
seek optimal health, we must be sure our gut is healthy and
avoid consuming foods that may contribute to damage there.

Vitamins and Minerals in Animal Foods vs. Plant Foods

So far, we’ve talked about creatine, choline, carnitine,
carnosine, and taurine, all of which demonstrate profound
benefits in the human body when present in adequate amounts,
and none of which are present in any appreciable quantity in
plant foods. In contrast to these magical animal nutrients,
minerals like zinc, iron, magnesium, and selenium are found in
plant foods, but because of a molecule called phytic acid, and
that shady character oxalate, our ability to absorb them is
significantly reduced relative to animal foods.27 Studies
examining the absorption of minerals when foods with and
without phytic acid are consumed indicate clearly that there is
significantly decreased bioavailability from plant foods.

For example, oysters are the richest known food source of
zinc, and when eaten alone, produce large increases in plasma
zinc within two to three hours of ingestion. In contrast, when
researchers added beans or tortillas, absorption of zinc was
significantly impaired.28 Both beans and tortillas are foods
known to possess high concentrations of phytic acid. When
black beans were combined with oysters, plasma levels of zinc
decreased to one-third of the normal amount, and when
tortillas were consumed, they completely inhibited zinc
absorption. A similar pattern is observed for magnesium and
calcium, with significantly decreased absorption of these
important minerals when eaten with high-oxalate-containing
vegetables like spinach.29,30

Both oxalate and phytic acid are used in plants to chelate,
or “bite,” minerals. These molecules wrap themselves around
positively charged atoms like magnesium, phosphorus, zinc,



selenium, or calcium to allow for storage within plant cells.
The problem is that when we consume phytic acid or oxalate
from plants, these molecules can also bind to these minerals in
our digestive tracts, preventing their absorption.

Predictably, studies of plant-based dieters consistently
show lower levels of minerals like iron, zinc, and
calcium.31,32,33-35 The authors of a study that examined the
mineral levels of vegetarians state:

“Vegetarians had statistically significant lower levels
of plasma zinc and copper than nonvegetarians,
which may be the result of lower bioavailability of
zinc and copper from this type of diet…Selenium
status was significantly lower in vegetarians when
compared to nonvegetarians…A vegetarian diet does
not provide a sufficient supply of essential
antioxidant trace elements, like zinc, copper, and
especially selenium.”

Looks like bad news for those hoping to obtain these
minerals from plants.

Concerns about the nutritional inadequacy of plant-based
diets are echoed in a recent review published by the Mayo
Clinic:

“We found that some of these nutrients, which can
have implications in neurologic disorders, anemia,
bone strength and other health concerns, can be
deficient in poorly planned vegan diets… Vegans
may be at increased risk for deficiencies in vitamin
B12, iron, calcium, vitamin D, omega-3 fatty acids,
and protein.” 36

Vegans have also been found to have very high rates of
iodine deficiency,37,38 a problem that could inhibit proper
formation of thyroid hormones. Some studies have indicated
rates of deficiency as high as 80 percent. Such a problem is
especially possible in those consuming large amounts of
isothiocyanate-containing Brassica vegetables.

Iron is yet another mineral that is known to be much more
difficult to obtain from plants, and many studies show higher



rates of deficiency in vegetarians and vegans.39,40 In animal
foods, iron is present in the “heme” form in which it is part of
a larger molecule known as a porphyrin ring. Red blood cells
carry oxygen bound to hemoglobin, a large protein composed
of four subunits, each of which possesses a heme group
containing iron and porphyrin ring. Because iron within this
porphyrin ring has so many valuable roles in the human body,
we absorb this form very avidly. In plant foods, however, the
iron atom is naked, and isn’t nearly as well taken up within the
gut.41 Therefore, relying on only plant foods definitely puts us
at a much greater risk of iron deficiency anemia, a condition
easily corrected with the heme iron present in animal meat and
organs.42 In the graphic below, you can see how drastically
different the absorption of iron from animal and plant foods
really is!



While we are talking about iron deficiency anemia, I will
also add that in rare cases, such a condition may persist even
in the setting of adequate iron consumption if there’s a
deficiency of riboflavin. As we’ll see in the next section, this
crucial B vitamin is only present in reasonable quantities in
animal foods!

Clearly, choosing to rely on plant foods for these important
minerals will invariably lead to a deficiency with many
negative impacts on our health. Again, the solution is clear.
Animal foods are far superior in providing us with the
minerals we need to function optimally, and the phytic acid,



oxalate, and fiber in plant foods only inhibit the absorption of
these nutrients.

B Vitamins and Methylation

The first B vitamin that comes to mind when thinking about
nutrients lacking in plants is B12. This vitamin is needed for
our cellular metabolism and proper cell division as it
participates in the process of methylation (the movement of
methyl groups between molecules within cells).

There are hundreds of methylation reactions in human
biochemistry, and they all depend on a steady supply of these
methyl groups from our diet to run smoothly. One of the main
sources of these is folate, which exists in both plant and
animal foods, but is more bioavailable in the latter. Adequate
folate is essential for the formation of DNA and the synthesis
of L-methylfolate, a molecule used to donate a methyl group
to homocysteine during it’s conversion to methionine. As it
helps convert homocysteine to methionine in a reaction that
also requires B12, L-methylfolate is recycled to
tetrahydrofolate, which is involved in the synthesis of DNA.
When B12 levels are insufficient, however, L-methylfolate gets
“trapped,” and tetrahydrofolate cannot be formed, leading to
inadequate levels of the building blocks for DNA and
impairing normal cellular growth and division. Cells without
enough B12 or folate can’t divide properly, resulting in
megaloblastic anemia, a condition in which red blood cells are
much larger than normal. Deficiencies of B12 can also lead to
neurological disease, which presents as balance issues and can
progress to frank dementia.

It is important to note that homocysteine levels are known
to be elevated more frequently when relying on plant-based
nutrition, suggesting impaired methylation.43 Elevated levels
of this compound can indicate a deficiency in many B
vitamins, including B12, B6, and folate, and have been
correlated with reduced brain size in both healthy individuals
and those with Alzheimer’s dementia.44 In a recent review
paper on this topic, the authors stated:



“Vitamin B12 levels in the subclinical low-normal
range (<250 ρmol/L) are associated with
Alzheimer’s disease, vascular dementia, and
Parkinson’s disease. Vegetarianism and metformin
use contribute to depressed vitamin B12 levels and
may independently increase the risk for cognitive
impairment.”45

Remember in the first chapter of this book when we talked
about the declining size of the human brain in the last 40,000
years? Declining levels of B12 and other B vitamins related to
decreased consumption of animal foods may be playing a role
in this unfortunate shrinkage. In an interesting study done at
Oxford University, the brain size and B12 status of 107 elderly
patients was monitored by MRI over a five-year period with
striking conclusions:

“The decrease in brain volume was greater
among those with lower vitamin B12 levels and
higher plasma homocysteine and methylmalonic
acid levels at baseline…Low vitamin B12 status
should be further investigated as a modifiable cause
of brain atrophy and of likely subsequent cognitive
impairment in the elderly.”46

As a whole, B vitamins appear to be less bioavailable from
plants relative to animal foods. In the case of pyridoxine, or
vitamin B6, this is due to it being bound in a glycoprotein
known as pyridoxine glucoside.

“The bioavailability of vitamin B6 from animal
products is quite high, reaching 100% for many
foods. In general the bioavailability from plant
foods is lower. The presence of fiber reduces the
bioavailability by 5-10% whereas the presence of
pyridoxine glucoside reduces the bioavailability by
75-80%. This glucoside is found in a variety of plant
foods, with the highest content occurring in the
crucifers.”47



Well, well, well, those crazy crucifers make an appearance
again, as does the notion that fiber also reduces nutrient
bioavailability. I’m telling you, plants don’t love us back.

Some B vitamins, like riboflavin or vitamin B2, are very
hard to obtain in optimal amounts from plants alone.
Riboflavin also plays a key role in the methylation process,
allowing the aforementioned enzyme MTHFR to function
properly to form L-methylfolate. Single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in this gene affect the enzyme-binding
site for riboflavin, causing MTHFR to function more slowly.
Those with “slow” variants of MTHFR can fix this by getting
lots of riboflavin in their diet.48 This allows MTHFR to
function at a normal level and obviates the need for
supplementation with L-methylfolate, which can have its own
negative side effects.

How much riboflavin do we need to optimize methylation?
No one knows for sure, but it appears to be on the order of 2-3
milligrams per day. This is an amount that is significantly
greater than the currently recommended daily allowance
(RDA), but good luck in getting this much bio-available
riboflavin from plants! Spinach is the richest source of
riboflavin in the plant world, but it has only 0.2 milligrams per
100 grams. You’d have to eat more than 3 pounds of spinach
to get 3 milligrams of riboflavin! Can you imagine the gas
you’d have after that or the amount of oxalates you’d be
ingesting with such a mountain of this leafy green?
Conversely, a savvy meat eater could obtain 3 milligrams of
riboflavin in about 100 grams of liver or kidney!

In my personal experience as someone who is homozygous
for the MTHFR 677 C->T polymorphism, my homocysteine
levels have been as high as 13 μmol per liter during my vegan
days and are now below 7 μmol per liter without L-
methylfolate supplementation when I obtain adequate
riboflavin from organ meats. I have observed similar patterns
in my patients with MTHFR polymorphisms as well. There
does not appear to be a need for supplemental L-methylfolate
to obtain normalized homocysteine levels when there’s enough
riboflavin in the diet, but in terms of real food, we must obtain
this from animal sources.



Vitamin A

If we choose to get the majority of our food from plants, it is
very likely that in addition to being depleted in minerals, we
will also be shortchanged in B vitamins, and the fat-soluble
vitamins A and K2 as well.

“Vitamin A” from plants isn’t really a vitamin at all. It’s a
precursor called beta-carotene that must be transformed by the
enzyme BCMO into the form used in our biochemistry, known
as retinol. The problem here is that this conversion isn’t very
efficient, and in some people with polymorphisms in BCMO,
it’s painfully slow.49,50 Studies suggest that even without
BCMO polymorphisms, twenty-one units of beta-carotene are
needed to equal the biological value of one unit of retinol
vitamin A (the form found in animal foods). Deficiencies of
this nutrient are associated with night blindness, but the
functions of this vitamin are numerous, and sub-optimal levels
could contribute to a host of negative effects in the body.

Taking these conversion factors for beta-carotene to retinol
into consideration, to obtain the recommended level of retinol
in beta-carotene equivalents, 19,000 milligrams of this plant
molecule would need to be consumed. That’s almost a pound
of oxalate-containing sweet potatoes—which are the richest
source of beta-carotene—per day! Between a pound of sweet
potatoes for vitamin A, and three pounds of spinach for
riboflavin, how would you have time to eat anything else,
much less any room in your stomach?

I hope you can see a pattern emerging here. With our
human gastrointestinal tract, it’s basically impossible to
consume enough plant foods to meet all of our nutritional
needs, and if we try to do this, we are going to get tons of
toxins in the process. Say it with me: “Plants are just survival
foods!”

Vitamin K



Vitamin K is another fat-soluble vitamin that exists in unique
plant and animal forms. In plants, vitamin K occurs as K1 or
phylloquinone. In animals, it’s found as multiple
menaquinones, which are named based on the length of their
side chain and are collectively known as vitamin K2. You may
have seen the various forms of K2 written as MK-4, MK-7,
and MK-11. Menaquinones also occur in some rare fermented
foods like natto, but in the West, consumption of these is quite
rare.

Research on the biological activities of K1 vs. K2 reveal
some intriguing differences between the plant and animal
forms of this vitamin. Like beta-carotene, there are no known
unique biological roles in humans for vitamin K1. Some texts
claim that vitamin K1 is used in the formation of clotting
factors, but vitamin K2 can serve this role as well.51 Vitamin
K2, in contrast, is known to have many distinctly important
roles in our physiology, including management of proper
calcium storage, bone density, and arterial health. Research
comparing the health benefits of vitamin K1 vs. K2 have
repeatedly demonstrated that those consuming higher levels of
the latter have lower levels of heart disease and cardiovascular
complications while showing no similar benefit from vitamin
K1 consumption.

A well-known epidemiological investigation known as The
Rotterdam Study followed 4,807 subjects and surveyed their
intake of K1 and K2 for ten years.52 The researchers recorded
the incidence of several cardiovascular outcomes, including
deaths due to coronary heart disease and aortic calcification.
The results were striking:

“The relative risk of coronary heart disease mortality
was reduced in the mid and upper tertiles of dietary
[vitamin K2] compared to the lower tertile. Intake of
vitamin K2 was also inversely related to all-cause
mortality, and severe aortic calcification. Vitamin
K1 intake was not related to any of the outcomes.
These findings suggest that an adequate intake of
menaquinone could be important for coronary heart
disease prevention.”



These findings are illustrated in the visuals on the next
page. As you can see from the first graphic, as levels of K2
increase in each of the three groups, death rates related to heart
disease declined. Notably, levels of K2 intake in the highest
tertile were still modest at 32 micrograms per day. Eating a
nose-to-tail carnivore diet, one could easily obtain more than
100 micrograms of vitamin K2 daily. It would have been
interesting to see how the levels of coronary heart disease
death might decline even further with more robust K2 intakes
like this.

Coronary Heart Disease Mortality

In the second graphic, the decline in levels of aortic valve
calcification with increasing levels of vitamin K2 is depicted.
Again, the trend is clear, showing higher levels of vitamin K2
strongly correlating with lower levels of aortic calcification
and improved outcomes.

Aortic Valve Severe Calcification

As the authors of this study point out, intake of vitamin K1
was not protective for any of the endpoints studied, suggesting
that we don’t convert this plant form of vitamin K into the



useable form of vitamin K2 in any appreciable amount. Plant
fail!

Another study of over 16,000 women who were followed
for eight years showed similar results when cardiac events
were compared with intake of vitamin K2:

“After adjustment for traditional risk factors and
dietary factors, we observed an inverse association
between vitamin K2 and risk of heart disease with a
Hazard Ratio of 0.91 per 10 microgram per day of
vitamin K2 intake. This association was mainly due
to vitamin K2 subtypes MK-7, MK-8 and MK-9.
Vitamin K1 intake was not significantly related to
heart diseae…A high intake of menaquinones,
especially MK-7, MK-8 and MK-9, could protect
against heart disease.” 53

What types of food were those people eating in these
studies? Animal foods! Based on this data, every 10
micrograms of vitamin K2 consumed daily resulted in a 10
percent decline in the risk of heart disease. A single egg yolk
or an ounce of liver has almost twice this amount. In Chapter
Eleven, we’ll thoroughly debunk the notion that animal foods
contribute to heart disease, but these studies stand as a strong
testament to the fact that consumption of animal foods is often
associated with lower rates of cardiovascular disease, and
consumption of nutrients uniquely present in these foods is
crucial for optimal health of our arteries.

Sadly, we’ll have to look hard to find resources showing
the vitamin K2 content in foods, because for some crazy
reason, the USDA has only ever measured vitamin K1.
Animals, like humans, use K2 preferentially, and the richest
sources of this nutrient are animal meats, organs, and eggs.
Foods like liver are a particularly rich source. Natto is a dish
made from fermented soybeans that has a good amount of
vitamin K2, but in light of the numerous downsides to soy, I
believe animal foods are much better sources of this vitamin.
In Chapter Twelve, we’ll talk all about what to eat on a
carnivore diet and how to get a substantial amount of vitamin
K2 in animal foods.



Protein

No discussion of the relative nutritional value of plant vs.
animal foods would be complete without consideration of
protein. Though proponents of plant-based diets will claim that
we can get enough protein by eating only vegetables, these
claims don’t hold water when examined carefully.

The best measure of protein quality is a score called the
digestible indispensable amino acid score, or the DIAAS.
This index gives us a sense of how much of protein in a food
can actually be used. When comparing the DIAAS scores of
animal and plant products, as depicted in the following graph,
it’s quickly evident that plant protein is a weakling!

It’s not only about how much protein is in a food, it’s also
about how bioavailable this protein is, and plant-derived



protein is nowhere near as useable as animal protein on a
gram-per-gram basis. If we want to avoid osteoporosis and
maintain the muscle mass that is critical for insulin sensitivity
throughout our life, high-quality animal protein is a crucial
component of our diet. There are examples of heavily-muscled
body builders who don’t consume animal foods, but in order to
maintain this physique, they must ingest tons of highly
processed plant protein powders, with all of their heavy metal
contaminants, lectins, oxalates, and other anti-nutrients. These
vegan proteins are less effective at stimulating muscle growth
and repair due to their lower leucine content, and they also use
much more water to grow ingredients than an equivalent
amount of protein from beef. Whether we are trying to look
good at the beach or maintain the muscle we have for optimal
longevity, animal protein is clearly superior to plant protein in
every way. End of story.

Omega-3 Fatty Acids

There’s a lot of buzz about omega-3s these days, and for
good reason. For starters, they’ve got a really cool name.
Doesn’t “omega-3” sound like an Avengers superhero? In
many ways, these essential fats are superheroes. Because we
can’t synthesize them from scratch, we must obtain them from
our diets, and they play vital roles in the membrane of every
cell in our body. Omega-3 fatty acids are especially enriched
in our brains, with DHA making up 90 percent of this lipid
pool. Deficiencies have been associated with depression,
memory and attention deficits, fatigue, and infertility.54,55,56-59

Plants do contain omega-3 fatty acids, but much like the
case of beta-carotene and vitamin K, these essential nutrients
are found only in their precursor form in these foods. Humans
don’t use the plant form of omega-3—alpha linolenic acid
(ALA)—in their biochemistry, but must convert it to the
usable omega-3 fatty acids eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA),
docosapentaenoic acid (DPA), and docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA). Yes, vegetarian and vegans are also known to have
suboptimal levels of omega-3 fatty acids.60



The problem with trying to obtain omega-3 fatty acids
from plants is that this conversion of ALA to EPA and DHA is
exceedingly poor. In one study that involved the feeding of 30
grams of ALA-rich flax seeds, or 6 grams of pure ALA, to
healthy subjects, there was zero increase in EPA and DHA
levels. Zero increase! The authors did note, however, that all
those flax seeds caused some serious GI upset. Lignans from
flax are also known to be endocrine disruptors, and I’d be
willing to bet that if these researchers had looked at hormone
levels, they would have seen negative changes in both men
and women:

“No significant increase was detected in plasma
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) or docosahexaenoic
acid (DHA) levels in any of the flax-fed groups…
Subjects in all of the groups exhibited some
symptoms of gastro-intestinal discomfort during the
early stages of the study…compliance was a problem
in the whole flaxseed group.”

The best way to ensure optimal levels of omega-3 fatty
acids is to obtain pre-formed EPA, DPA, and DHA from
animal foods. In Chapter Twelve, we’ll talk all about what
animal foods I recommend to obtain highly bioavailable
sources of these omega-3 fatty acids. Hint: it’s not fish oil
pills; these are likely to be highly oxidized!

To summarize this whole discussion regarding the relative
nutritional content of plant vs. animal foods, I’ve included a
graphic comparing examples of each. I think that by glancing
at this chart, it quickly becomes evident what the real
superfoods are!



Why Do Vegan Diets Help Some People?

This is probably a great time for a bit of full authenticity and
honesty on my part. Are you guys ready for a bomb? I used to
be a vegan! And not just any vegan—a raw vegan! Go big or
go home, right? I, too, was seduced by plant-based
propaganda. It was a long time ago, fifteen years to be exact,
and it didn’t work well for me at all. I lost twenty-five pounds
of muscle over the six-month period that I ate nothing but raw
fruits and vegetables, and I looked like a skeleton. People



would gently tell me I was too skinny all the time, but I was
too entrenched in the ideology to hear these warnings. I also
had horrible GI side effects, including bad gas and constant
bloating. Laughably, some vegan proponents today argue that
we should embrace the increased flatulence that invariably
accompanies plant-based diets. The poor souls I shared an
office with during my raw vegan days would beg to differ, as
would many who have experienced the gas and bloating that
often comes with plant-based or high-fiber diets.

It is important to acknowledge, however, that vegan diets
do appear to help some people, at least in the short term. One
key feature that both a vegan diet and the carnivore diet share
is elimination of certain foods, and it is this elimination which
can be incredibly powerful. The mistake in judgment that is
often made with regard to plant-based diets, however, is that it
is the elimination of animal meat that produces the positive
changes. Thousands of stories of those finding vastly
improved health on strict carnivore diets, or paleo and
ketogenic diets that include meat, argue strongly against this
supposition. In an overzealous attempt to demonize animal
foods, many overlook the fact that a vegan diet often excludes
mainstream dairy and processed foods. We can’t go blaming
meat for the damage that the bread, sugar, and junk food have
done!

At our core, we are humans who became what we are
today because we have been eating animals for 3 million
years. Access to large amounts of animals foods allowed our
brains to grow and our species to thrive over the last 2 million
years. From an evolutionary perspective, it makes absolutely
zero sense that animal foods would suddenly become bad for
us, or bad for some people but not for others. Plant-based diets
work in the short term for select people because they have
eliminated some foods that were triggering their immune
system. In the long term, however, plant-based diets fail due to
lack of bioavailable nutrients or because of the activation of
the immune system by many of the plant toxins discussed in
the first section of this book.

Plant-based diets may also help with diabetes and weight
loss in some people because they are so calorically diluted.



When eating only fruits and vegetables, it’s difficult to get
enough calories to meet our basic metabolic needs. Primates
must spend nearly all of their waking hours chewing plant
matter and must ingest kilogram-quantities of it on a daily
basis. A caloric deficit may sound like a good thing for
someone who is overweight, but for those who are looking to
maintain or gain lean muscle mass, plant-based diets are a
nightmare, as I found out first hand. Long term calorie-limited
diets also invariably result in disruption of hormonal balance,
and due to the poor bioavailability of protein in plant foods,
many of those who use these diets lose valuable lean muscle
mass in the process as well.

Independent of the foods used, creating a caloric deficit in
humans turns on genes that improve insulin sensitivity and
inflammation subsequently decreases.61 Mark Haub, a
professor at Kansas State University, used a calorie-deficient
diet composed entirely of Twinkies to lose twenty-seven
pounds over a ten-week period; but would anyone argue that
this is a viable long-term strategy or a healthy way to lose
weight? Clearly, this type of diet would result in a myriad of
nutrient deficiencies and a catastrophic collapse in health if
followed over an extended period of time. All too often, this is
the pattern that is observed with plant-based diets unless
extensive supplementation is used. Many of those who try
vegan diets notice improvements in the first few months to
years, likely due to the elimination of processed foods and
sugars. But down the road, they are afflicted with significant
health issues, malnutrition, and hormonal disturbances.

The other question that often arises is why some people
appear to be thriving on plant-based diets. The media would
have us believe that jettisoning animal foods has helped
athletes achieve better performance, but these claims are
incredibly misleading. Stories of improvements in athletic
performance when going plant-based often fail to highlight the
fact that, prior to this transition, most of these athletes were
eating diets full of processed food. Any intentional dietary
choice is going to be better than a standard American diet
loaded with junk food!



Many professional sports players claim to be following a
diet that is “more plant-based,” but it’s difficult to know
exactly what they are eating. The rates of injury among vegan
athletes appear to be significantly greater than those that still
eat meat. In just this past year, many of the athletes originally
lauded for adopting plant-based diets have returned to eating
meat, while others had season-ending injuries. These include
tennis star Novak Djokovic; basketball players Kyrie Irving,
Demarcus Cousins, and Lauri Markkannen; football
quarterbacks Andrew Luck and Cam Newton; English
freerunner Tim Shieff; and baseball pitcher CC Sabathia. Tom
Brady is often championed as being “plant-based,” but he has
clearly stated that he wisely includes meat in his diet. There
are also many examples of elite athletes going vegan only to
see their performance decline markedly, often leading them to
early retirement. At the highest levels of competition, plant-
based diets simply do not allow for optimal performance or
durability in athletes. Case closed.

So, why do plant-based diets work for some people? It’s
not because of omitting meat from their diets, but because of
the other junk they leave out. And long term, these diets
simply do not work for humans.

The Problem with the Notion of Bio-Individuality

Another manner in which some seek to reconcile the evidence
that people appear to improve on both plant-based and animal-
based diets is with appeals to bio-individuality. This is the idea
that, because we are all genetically unique, vegan diets work
for some people and carnivore, ketogenic, or paleo diets work
for others. Though I won’t dismiss the concept of bio-
individuality outright, I believe this notion has been overly
generalized and incorrectly applied. When we examine the
genetic variation across humans, we discover that we’re all
actually much more similar than we are different. Let me
explain.

There are two pieces to the bio-individuality equation:
biochemistry and immune tolerance. Let’s talk about
biochemistry first. At our core, all humans share essentially



the same biochemistry. We all need the same vitamins and
minerals to help our internal machinery run optimally. We can
think of human biochemistry like the inside of an old-
fashioned watch, full of little gears, levers, and springs
working elegantly together. If any of these parts are missing,
the system begins to break down, and the machine slows down
or stops working entirely. This is essentially what happens
when one of the micronutrients we need is missing or is
present in inadequate amounts. The gears, levers, and springs
of our biochemistry start to turn slower, or can’t turn at all, and
our cellular processes function sub-optimally. Though there
appears to be some variation between humans in terms of how
much of any micronutrient we need to function well, these
differences are quite small, and most of us need about the
same amounts of vitamins, minerals, and fatty acids to allow
our beautiful internal workings to flow smoothly. Plants
simply don’t match up to animals when it comes to providing
the nutrients our inner machine needs to run optimally, and
there is zero evidence that certain people are better adapted to
receiving the nutrients they need from plants. Across the
board, for all humans, animals are simply the best source of
what we need to crush life day-in and day-out.

The second piece of this equation is immune tolerance, and
this does appear to be quite variable between individuals, but
not in the way most people imagine. In the last chapter, we
discussed the plinko concept of inflammation and chronic
disease. I suggested it is our individual genetic susceptibilities
that determine how we get sick when inflammation arises. We
all have our unique Achilles’ heel, and these are brought to
light when the immune system is triggered. I believe that a
nose-to-tail carnivore diet is our fundamental ancestral diet,
and that the vast majority of humans on the planet will thrive
eating this way. I also believe that some people will be able to
tolerate more plant foods than others, and that different plant
foods will be triggering for different people. For those with
autoimmune illness or another chronic disease, a full carnivore
diet might be the best option, but for those who don’t seem to
be triggered by some less-toxic plant foods, these might be
included in the diet from time to time. This latter type of diet
could be thought of as carnivore-ish. We’ll discuss all of the



nuances of both carnivore and carnivore-ish type diets in
Chapter Twelve, where you can also find my take on the
spectrum of plant toxicity.

Our Brains Don’t Lie—Animal vs. Plant Foods

We’ve talked about a ton of studies in this chapter, but there’s
one more that just must be shared. In this experiment,
researchers showed images of animal foods like meat and fish
to vegetarians and meat eaters.62 They then assayed both with
subjective measures like the desire to eat, and objective
measures like neural responses in the brain. The latter is done
by measuring event-related potentials, or ERP’s. I know, it’s a
lot of scientific jargon, but it basically can be thought of this
way: when you see something that interests you, like food you
want to eat, an attractive person, or a piece of art you
appreciate, your brain responds positively, and this can be
measured by looking at ERP’s. Here’s what they found:

“In vegetarians, meat and fish dishes elicited lower
desire to eat, pleasantness, and arousal during each
condition as compared to both omnivores and
vegetarian food. In contrast with the subjective data,
no group differences were observed in any of the
ERP measures, suggesting that similar neural
processing of food-cues occurred in vegetarians and
omnivores both during passive viewing and cognitive
reappraisal…Overall, our findings suggest that, in
vegetarians, aversion towards nonvegetarian food
prevails at the subjective level and is consistent with
their personal beliefs. In contrast, at the neural
level, the intrinsic motivational salience of this type
of food is preserved.”

Basically, these investigators found that, while vegetarians
have an aversion to meat at a subjective level, their brains still
love it and respond positively at a more primal level. I find this
to be pretty irrefutable proof that at a fundamental level,
humans are programmed to eat meat! Though we can construct
narratives around this and tell ourselves that we don’t like



meat or that it’s not good for us, our brains and bodies still
know it’s incredibly valuable and respond to it positively.

Wrapping Up

This chapter has been a doozie! I hope it’s now clear that
animal foods are the true superfoods in every way. They
contain many nutrients vital for human health that don’t occur
in substantial amounts in plant foods, and they are much better
sources of minerals, B vitamins, fat-soluble vitamins, omega-3
fatty acids, and protein—a clean sweep! As we’ve seen
repeatedly throughout this chapter, those that rely on plant
foods to obtain the majority of their nutrition often develop
multiple nutritional deficiencies, unless they are
supplementing heavily with synthetic vitamins and processed
proteins. I’ve said it before, and I’ll keep saying it: plant foods
are survival foods at best. The more high-quality animal foods
we eat, the more bioavailable nutrients we will receive, the
fewer plant toxins we ingest, and the more we will thrive. In
other words, animal foods win by knockout!

In the next chapter, we’ll continue on our debunking
crusade and directly attack the notion that we need fiber or
plant foods for a healthy gut. Things are about to get even
more interesting!



CHAPTER 9: MYTH II — FIBER IS
NECESSARY FOR A HEALTHY GUT

IN THE LAST chapter, we witnessed a one-sided battle
between animal and plant foods for the throne of nutritional
superiority, and animal foods won by knockout. The next
series of chapters will continue to address many of the
unfounded criticisms leveled at animal foods in a veritable
buffet of myth busting. This chapter will focus on myths
surrounding the gut, including fiber, short-chain fatty acids,
and the microbiome. Prepare for the fallacies to crumble
before our eyes.

The first question I usually get when I tell people that I
don’t eat any plants is “How do you ever poop without fiber?”
I’ll save you all the photographic proof of the heavenly quality
of my daily bowel movements; you’ll just have to take my
word for it. You could also listen to the thousands of reports
from other carnivores who have experienced improvements in
gastrointestinal function with this way of eating. You don’t
need fiber to poop or to have a healthy gut, trust me. At a
recent talk I gave, I asked more than 250 people there who had
tried the carnivore diet if they had experienced any
improvements in their bowel habits. Ninety-nine percent of the
hands in the audience went up!

Though it seems to have nearly become canon within the
medical world, the notion that humans need fiber from plants
to have healthy bowel function is simply false. Examination of
the literature regarding fiber and constipation quickly
illustrates that plant fiber does not lead to better outcomes in
patients with this condition.



When looking at these studies, it’s important to understand
that constipation is more than just infrequent bowel
movements. Though this is one of its symptoms, constipation
is also characterized by hard stools, which can be painful and
difficult to pass and is often associated with the need for
laxative use. Though studies with fiber may show an increase
in stool frequency or volume, which often leads to even
greater pain, they do not show any benefits in stool
consistency, ease of passage, bleeding, the use of laxatives, or
discomfort when having a bowel movement. Eating fiber
causes those with constipation to have larger bowel
movements because there’s more material to excrete, but it
does not improve any of the unpleasant symptoms of
constipation. In fact, it often worsens them. Ouch!

If our stools are painful and difficult to pass, why would
we want to increase the frequency and volume? What we
really want are bowel movements that are easier to pass, less
painful, and require no use of laxatives, and fiber has never
been proven to achieve this.1

A review of five studies encompassing 195 patients
demonstrated the lack of benefit for fiber in relieving pain or
other symptoms of constipation:

“Dietary fiber intake can obviously increase stool
frequency in patients with constipation. It does not
obviously improve stool consistency, treatment
success, laxative use and painful defecation
symptoms were reported by several studies. Because
data was presented by different methods, only painful
defecation was analyzed, and results showed that
there was no significant difference between dietary
fiber and placebo groups.” 2

Do we really want to give people with painful stools more
of them? That doesn’t sound like a good intervention to me.
Studies with fiber supplementation in children have shown a
similar lack of improvement in the symptoms of constipation,
and in one study investigators compared high- and low-fiber
groups concluding:



“Follow-up at six and twelve months showed…no
significant benefit in terms of a reduction in laxative
use or increased stool frequency associated with
additional fiber intake.” 3

These studies fly in the face of conventional wisdom, but
they are only the beginning. Not only has the addition of plant
fiber been shown to have no benefit in constipation, removal
of fiber has been shown to improve constipation. Yes, you read
that correctly, research has shown that kicking fiber to the curb
can lead to complete resolution of constipation.

In an interventional study, people with constipation were
divided into three separate groups who ingested high, low, and
zero fiber diets. After a period of both one and six months,
each group was examined for stool frequency, difficulty in the
evacuation of stools, anal bleeding, abdominal bloating, and
abdominal pain. The results were striking:

“Forty one patients who completely stopped fiber
intake had their bowel frequency increased from
one motion in 3.75 d (± 1.59 d) to one motion in 1.0
d (± 0.00 d) (P < 0.001)…There was no change in
the frequency of bowel movement for patients who
continued with high dietary fiber intake…There
was also a difference between the groups in the
proportion of patients with associated symptoms.
For symptoms of bloating, all of those on a high-
fiber diet continued to be symptomatic, while only
31.3% in the reduced fiber group and none of the no
fiber group had symptoms (0%, P < 0.001). With
regards to straining, all those on a no fiber diet no
longer had to strain to pass stools. Symptoms of
abdominal pain only improved in patients who
stopped fiber completely while those who continued
on a high-fiber diet or reduced-fiber diet did not
show any improvement. In addition, those on a no-
dietary-fiber diet no longer had symptoms of anal
bleeding.” 4



The results of this study showed that when fiber was
completely eliminated, 100 percent of those with constipation
had a complete resolution of all of their symptoms. How
anyone can claim that plant fiber benefits constipation is
beyond me. Because of this study and many others like it, I
would go even further to suggest that plant fiber is worsening
constipation in many individuals. Someone please hand me a
microphone because I need to drop it right now!

Small Intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth (SIBO)

There are multiple mechanisms by which fiber might worsen
constipation, but in many people with imbalances in the
gastrointestinal microbiome, fiber appears to promote
overgrowth of the wrong types of bacteria in the small
intestine. This is a condition known as small intestinal
bacterial overgrowth (SIBO). This disorder is often associated
with constipation, gas, bloating, intermittent diarrhea, and
painful stools, and in clinical practice, the most efficacious
intervention for SIBO is often a removal of fiber from the diet.
Other diets, like low FODMAP or the specific carbohydrate
diet (SCD), can help but are not as effective as eliminating all
fiber. Antibiotics and anti-bacterial herbs are often tried for
this condition, but these fail most of the time, with relapse
rates for SIBO being greater than 75 percent unless dietary
changes are implemented.

At its root, SIBO appears to be a problem with gut
motility. Normally, peristaltic waves pass through the length of
our small bowel and sweep down towards the colon,
preventing overgrowth of bacteria in the upper portions of our
digestive tract. These waves are known as the migrating
motor complex and occur every 45–180 minutes between
meals. In patients with SIBO, the migrating motor complex
appears to be hypoactive, allowing the populations of bacteria
in the colon to move up into the small intestine, leading to an
imbalance and a loss of diversity there.5

When these invading bacteria overgrow in the small
bowel, they can ferment the plant fibers we eat, which causes
painful gas and bloating. We can attempt to combat this



dysbiosis with antibiotics, but the high relapse rates for SIBO
suggest that until we fix the motility issues, overgrowth will
return again within a few weeks.

In SIBO, removing plant fiber from the diet is a powerful
first step for treating this condition. By not providing the
overgrown bugs in the small bowel with fiber, they may
gradually recede back to the colon where they belong, and the
dysbiosis observed in this condition appears to improve.
There’s still much to learn about SIBO, but avoiding plant
fiber can definitely provide symptomatic improvement.

Since you’ve made it this far in the book and are now a
keen medical detective, I know you are already asking the two
most important questions with regard to SIBO: “what has
caused the underlying motility issue and how can we correct
this?” No one really knows the answers here, but I believe that
at its core, SIBO is an autoimmune condition in which the
nerves responsible for the migrating motor complex become
damaged.

As we’ve discussed previously, I believe that most
autoimmune disease begins with damage to the gut and
subsequent triggering of the large collection of immune cells
there. We know that many things can damage the gut and
initiate this process, but I think food, and specifically plants,
are the main offenders. From our previous discussions of
lectins, we also know that there is compelling evidence that
plant toxins can affect the nervous system in a negative
fashion, and it seems quite plausible that these compounds
could lead to impairment of the migrating motor complex.

I believe plants are triggering most of the autoimmune
illness we see today, including SIBO, psychiatric disease, and
even skin issues like eczema and psoriasis. From this
perspective, the fundamental way to treat SIBO is to remove
the foods that are damaging the gut—which will allow it to
heal and will allow the immune system to gradually calm
down.

Why You Don’t Want a Weak Colon Wall



So far, we’ve seen that the research does not support a
beneficial role for fiber in constipation and that removal of
plant fiber clearly benefits those with this issue. Another
condition for which fiber is sometimes touted as beneficial is
diverticulosis, but as we’ll see, this is yet another illness where
the mainstream thinking is very wrong. Diverticulosis is the
pathological process that occurs when the innermost layer of
the colon (the submucosa) protrudes through the outer
muscular layer, forming small pockets that pouch out from the
large bowel.

Diverticulosis is quite common in Western societies,
occurring in more than half of the population in the United
States and Canada by the sixth decade of life.6 It increases the
risk of gastrointestinal bleeding, which can be a life
threatening issue. Diverticuli can also become infected and
occluded, causing diverticulitis. Such a condition can lead to
rupturing of the colon with resulting sepsis or more severe
complications and, thereby, require the need for bowel
resection. Basically, diverticulosis is not something you want,
and it is not a normal part of healthy aging.

We can thank Dr. Denis Burkitt for many of the
mainstream misconceptions about fiber and its role in
diverticulosis. In the 1970s, he suggested that the high rates of
this disease in Western populations were due to lack of fiber in
the diet—based on his observation that rates of this condition
were much lower in the high-fiber-consuming peoples of rural
Africa.7 As we know, it’s quite dangerous to infer causation
from observed correlation, but this notion gained widespread
acceptance for many years—and to this day remains
entrenched in the minds of many clinicians and patients alike.
When controlled studies were later done examining this
relationship, fiber did not demonstrate a protective role in the
occurrence of diverticulosis. Furthermore, as with
constipation, some studies suggested possible harm.

Studies of diverticulosis incidence are often done by
surveying those who are undergoing a colonoscopy. They are
questioned in regard to what they eat, and their responses are
correlated with evidence of diverticular disease when the
inside of the colon is visualized. In two such investigations,



the results of colonoscopy from a total of 3,950 patients in
Asia showed no benefit to consuming a higher level of fiber—
or fruits and vegetables—in regard to the incidence of
diverticulosis.8,9 Even more striking were the results of a
similar study on 2,014 patients, which showed an increased
degree of diverticulosis when patients were eating more fiber:

“High intake of fiber did not reduce the prevalence
of diverticulosis. Instead, the quartile with the
highest fiber intake had a greater prevalence of
diverticulosis than the lowest. Risk increased when
calculated based on intake of total fiber, fiber from
grains, soluble fiber, and insoluble fiber.
Constipation was not a risk factor. Compared to
individuals with <7 bowel movements per week,
individuals with > 15 bowel movements per week
had a 70% greater risk for diverticulosis. Neither
physical inactivity nor intake of fat or red meat was
associated with diverticulosis… A high-fiber diet
and increased frequency of bowel movements are
associated with greater, rather than lower,
prevalence of diverticulosis. Hypotheses regarding
risk factors for asymptomatic diverticulosis should
be reconsidered.”10,11

It’s interesting to see here that having more bowel
movements, presumably associated with more fiber in the diet,
was also associated with a greater incidence of diverticulosis,
and that neither fat nor red meat consumption increased risk.
This is an epidemiological study, so we can’t infer causation
between fiber and diverticulosis, but it’s quite clear that fiber
doesn’t protect against this condition.

If it’s not a lack of fiber or constipation driving
diverticulosis, then what is causing this pathology? Some have
hypothesized that increased pressure in the colon might cause
this illness, but this seems unlikely as diverticuli can be found
on the right side of the colon, which is low in pressure. The
most compelling theory of diverticulosis suggests that it may
actually be inflammatory in nature:



“There is some evidence that low-grade chronic
inflammation is present in subjects with diverticula,
which is the forerunner of acute diverticulitis. This
hypothesis is strengthened by early reports that anti-
inflammatory mucosal agents such as mesalamine
and immune process regulators such as probiotics
may improve diverticulitis.”12

If diverticulosis is inflammatory in nature, what could be
causing the inflammation? Wouldn’t it be intriguing, and a bit
scary, if the reason plant fiber has been associated with higher
rates of diverticulosis is because of inflammation associated
with the consumption of plants? As we’ve seen, diverticulosis
is incredibly common and increases in incidence with age.
There must be some trigger that many are exposed to which is
leading to the gut inflammation that precedes this condition.
My money is on this trigger being plants with the many ways
that they can damage our gastrointestinal tracts, as we’ve
discussed previously.

Before we move on to the next section, I’ll add that
although there is some evidence that fiber may be beneficial
for diverticulitis, the evidence is quite mixed.13 The authors of
a recent meta-analysis examine this data and summarize their
findings as follows:

“High-quality evidence for a high-fibre diet in the
treatment of diverticular disease is lacking, and most
recommendations are based on inconsistent
evidence.”13

Diverticulitis is also a completely different entity from
diverticulosis, with the former being an acute infectious
process and the latter appearing to be related to chronic
inflammation. It’s also clear that the absolute best way to
avoid diverticulitis is to not get diverticulosis. At the end of
the day, however, if you already have diverticulosis, there’s no
clear evidence that fiber is going to decrease your risk of
progressing to diverticulitis, and certainly no evidence that
eliminating plant fiber increases this risk.



Fiber and Colon Cancer

So fiber doesn’t help with diverticulosis or constipation, and it
may actuality worsen these conditions in some people. But
there must be some evidence for benefits from fiber in other
diseases, right? Well, I wouldn’t hold your breath here.

Perhaps the other most common misconception about fiber
is that it lowers the risk of colon cancer. Sadly, this has been
repeatedly proven to not be the case. Some studies have even
suggested an increased risk of pre-cancerous growths, known
as adenomas, when fiber supplements are used. When thinking
about the research that has been done on fiber and cancer, we
must be careful to not be fooled once again by epidemiology.
What we will quickly see when comparing types of research is
that while observational trials may show an association
between fiber intake and better outcomes, this is likely due to
healthy user bias, and interventional trials paint a very
different picture.

In 1999–2000 there were two such landmark interventional
trials published in the very prestigious New England Journal
of Medicine that looked at the effect of fiber on the incidence
of pre-cancerous adenoma growth. In the first of these, 1,905
men and women with a known history of recently diagnosed
colonic adenomas, also known as polyps, were divided into
two groups. One group followed a low-fat, high-fiber diet with
at least 18 grams of fiber per 1,000 calories eaten, and three-
and-a-half servings of fruits and vegetables daily. The other
group continued on their standard lower-fiber diet. Both
groups were re-assessed for the recurrence of colonic
adenomas at their next colonoscopy, which occurred within the
following one to four years. I imagine researchers were sure
they would see a difference between the two groups, but their
findings were quite the opposite. They concluded:

“The rate of recurrence of large adenomas (with a
maximal diameter of at least 1 cm) and advanced
adenomas did not differ significantly between the two
groups. Adopting a diet that is low in fat and high in
fiber, fruits, and vegetables does not influence the
risk of recurrence of colorectal adenomas.”14



As these investigators were left scratching their heads,
another group of researchers tried a similar experiment with
1,429 men and women who also had a recent history of
colorectal adenomas. Half of the participants in this study
received a high-dose fiber supplement containing 13.5 grams
per day of wheat bran, and the other half received a lower 2
grams per day dose, with monitoring for adenoma recurrence
by colonoscopy after about three years. The results were
similarly dismal for fiber and provided no evidence of any
difference between these two groups.15 Strike two for fiber in
pre-cancerous polyp prevention!

As if these two studies weren’t convincing enough,
researchers seemed determined to show that higher fiber diets
could be beneficial for colon cancer prevention, and in 2007, a
third study was published with similar design.16 This study
divided about 2,000 men and women with recently diagnosed
colorectal polyps into either a low-fat, high-fiber diet group
(18g fiber per 1000cal daily; 3.5 servings fruits and vegetables
daily) or a standard diet group and followed them for four
years. When there was no evidence displaying benefits from
fiber at the end of this time, the investigators chose to follow
both groups for another four years—with the hope that the
findings would be different. However, after eight years of
higher-fiber intervention, the results still did not reveal any
benefit of fiber in colon cancer prevention:

“There were no significant intervention-control
group differences in the relative risk for recurrence of
an advanced adenoma or multiple adenomas… This
study failed to show any effect of a low-fat, high-
fiber, high-fruit and -vegetable eating pattern on
adenoma recurrence even with 8 years of follow-up.”

Strike three! Fiber is out of the colon cancer prevention
game!

Before we move on to fiber’s other disappointing
showings, there’s one more trial I want to tell you about. This
one actually showed that fiber supplements might worsen
colonic adenoma recurrence!17 This study also looked at
people with a history of polyps, but it had three groups. The



first group used a fiber supplement with 2.5 grams of
isphagula (similar to psyllium husks or Metamucil), the second
group was given 2 grams of calcium, and the third group was a
control group given a placebo. In the isphagula group, there
was actually a significant increase in the recurrence of
adenomas. Still think that psyllium in your cabinet is a good
idea?

Types of Fiber

Let’s take a moment to learn some fiber terminology that will
make many of our discussions in this chapter a bit easier to
understand. At a molecular level, plant fibers are chains of
sugar molecules (polysaccharides) that can’t be broken down
by our digestion and don’t have any nutritional value to
humans directly. They pass through our stomach and end up in
our small intestines intact. Then they are either broken down
by bacteria or pass through us and out in the stool unchanged.
Technically, plant fiber is composed of both soluble and
insoluble molecules. These terms refer to the ability of the
polysaccharide molecules to be dissolved in water. Soluble
fibers—like pectin, beta-glucan, and gums—dissolve in water,
while insoluble fibers—like cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignans—do not. Psyllium and isphagula are examples of
soluble fiber, and wheat bran is a commonly used insoluble
fiber.

Both soluble and insoluble fiber can be used by the
bacteria living in our gastrointestinal tract to produce short-
chain fatty acids (SCFAs), which are used as an energy source
by colonic epithelial cells. The best known short-chain fatty
acid is butyrate, but many others including acetate,
isobutyrate, isovalerate, and propionate are also produced by
our gut bacteria. Later on in this chapter, we’ll debunk the
common notion that plant fiber is the only way we can make
butyrate or other short-chain fatty acids.

Fiber Continues to Strike Out



Surely fiber has been shown to improve other measures of
health like blood sugar control, right? Yet again, fiber’s
performance here is lackluster when put to the test in
interventional studies. In the OptiFit Trial, 180 men and
women with diabetes and pre-diabetes were given either 15
grams of insoluble fiber with a high-fiber diet or a placebo
with a standard diet for one year. At the end of this time,
multiple measurements of blood sugar control and diabetes
severity were checked. Though HgbA1c was slightly lower in
the fiber group, there were no significant differences noted in
all the other measures of glucose sensitivity and glucose
control, leading the authors to conclude that there was “no
evidence for a beneficial effect of insoluble fiber on glucose
metabolism.”18

Plant fiber also usually comes as a package deal with more
carbohydrates, which are almost certain to result in worse
glycemic control. Stuffing diabetics full of fiber supplements
doesn’t seem to accomplish much, especially when the real
issue is correctable by simply lowering overall carbohydrate
intake. To make matters worse, fiber has also been shown to
interfere with both hormonal metabolism (testosterone,
estrogen, progesterone, LH, FSH) and nutrient absorption, so
adding lots of fiber supplements or increasing plant fiber in the
diet will likely have other negative health consequences.

Remember phytic acid from the last chapter? Foods rich in
plant fiber are full of it, and numerous studies have
demonstrated that plant-based diets often lead to deficiency
due to decreased absorption of minerals. In a review article
examining the effects of dietary fiber and phytic acid on
mineral bioavailability, the authors state:

“The capacity of dietary fiber to bind polyvalent
mineral ions [Zn, Ca, Mg, Se, Fe] may also impart a
negative effect on the bioavailability of some
nutrients…. In effect, the capacity of different fiber-
rich vegetables to bind and hold metal ions on their
surfaces and, thus, modify the balance of these
cations can be attributed to some of the substances
that make up their dietary fiber.” 19



Within this review, the author cites many studies which
show that both soluble and insoluble fiber, as well as phytic
acid, bind to minerals and negatively affect their
absorption.20,21,22-25

In another epidemiological study of healthy and diabetic
women, there was a strong correlation between fiber intake
and lower blood levels of zinc, a mineral crucial for proper
hormonal balance and the functioning of hundreds of enzymes
in the human body. The researchers who conducted this study
stated:

“Healthy and diabetic women consume phytic acid in
amounts that are likely to decrease the
bioavailability of dietary zinc. Recommendations to
consume greater amounts of dietary fiber, much of
which is associated with phytate, increase the risk of
zinc deficiency.”26

Fiber and associated plant compounds are robbing us of
valuable minerals. Doesn’t this cast a shadow on the
mainstream recommendations to consume fiber liberally?

The downsides of fiber don’t stop there, however.
Increased consumption has also been associated with negative
changes in hormone levels in women, possibly leading to an
increased risk of infertility. These associations were
investigated in a cohort study that followed 250 women for
two menstrual cycles and examined their intakes of fiber
during this time period. The researchers found that higher
intake of fiber was associated with lower levels of multiple sex
hormones, including estrogen, progesterone, and the hormones
that signal the ovaries to make these (FSH and LH). Fiber
intake was also correlated with an increased chance of not
ovulating during a menstrual cycle—a 1.78 times greater risk
of anovulation for every 5 grams per day increase in total
fiber. The authors of this study concluded:

“These findings suggest that a diet high in fiber is
significantly associated with decreased hormone
concentrations and a higher probability of
anovulation. Further study of the effect of fiber on



reproductive health and of the effect of these intakes
in reproductive-aged women is warranted.”27

This is an epidemiology study so we cannot make causal
conclusions, but the hypothesis that increased amounts of fiber
could negatively alter hormonal levels in reproductive women
is quite plausible. Fiber is known to bind to estrogen in the
gut, decreasing its levels by interrupting the normal
reabsorption of this hormone.28,29 Decreased levels of estrogen
could, in turn, imbalance progesterone levels, leading to
menstrual irregularities. LH and FSH levels also appear to be
negatively effected by increased intakes of fiber, independent
of estrogen levels, further disrupting the delicate hormonal
balance.

Fiber for Fat Loss?

Weight loss and appetite control are other suggested benefits
of dietary plant fiber, but yet again, the research isn’t
supportive of this. One of my good friends, who is an army
ranger, told me that during his intense initiation period, he was
put through prolonged periods of food deprivation. During this
time, many in his group resorted to eating toilet paper—
thinking that by filling their stomachs with something, they
would suppress their appetites. This is essentially what we are
doing by eating fiber and hoping for appetite suppression. The
hormonal signals that control appetite and satiety are complex,
and feeling full is more nuanced than simply filling the
stomach with material that has no nutritional value.
Carbohydrates that accompany plant fiber are also likely to
cause spikes of insulin and other satiety impairing hormones,
like GLP-1, leading to augmentation of hunger cues rather
than decreasing them.

In controlled studies with fiber, neither soluble nor
insoluble fiber has been found to be beneficial for weight loss
or reduction of body fat. The authors of a study examining the
use of pectin, beta-glucan, or methycellulose for three-week
intervals concluded the following:



“Use of neither [soluble] nor [insoluble fiber]
preparations was associated with body weight or fat
loss. These pilot results suggest no role for short-
term use of fiber supplements in promoting weight
loss in humans.”30

Another review paper considering forty-nine studies came
to the similar conclusion that there was no consistent evidence
for a benefit of dietary fiber with regard to appetite.31 I don’t
think these findings should be surprising to us. Appetite,
satiety, and loss of fat are much more complex than simply
filling our stomachs with non-nutritive plant fibers. In order to
effectively create satiety signals, we need to provide our body
with a nutrient-rich diet that does not promote massive swings
in blood glucose or an excessive release of hunger-promoting
hormones. If only someone would write a book about such a
diet. Oh wait! You are holding it in your hands!

A nose-to-tail carnivore diet is known to be associated
with greatly improved satiety and weight loss. These results
are likely due to the nutrient richness, potential for ketosis, and
increased insulin sensitivity attained when we return to eating
like our ancestors by adopting the carnivore diet.

The Jungle Inside of You

So far, we’ve discussed how fiber has failed to show any
benefit for constipation, diverticulosis, colon cancer
prevention, diabetes, and weight loss. In some cases, there’s
even evidence that fiber could be worsening these conditions,
and there’s certainly evidence that many types of fiber and
accompanying phytic acid decrease mineral bioavailability.
The last bastion of hope that many who champion fiber cling
to is the notion that it’s necessary for a “healthy”
gastrointestinal microbiome.

The immediate problem with this assertion is that our
understanding of the gut microbiome is still in its infancy.
Anyone who claims to know what the ideal looks like is
simply spouting conjecture based on personal opinion rather
than ideas based on solid science. We have some sense of what



might make up a healthy microbiome, and we know which
bacteria are generally bad actors, but at a granular level—our
knowledge is far from complete.

In discussions of the microbiome, many claim that plant
fiber is necessary for a healthy gut mucus layer, microbial
diversity, and the formation of short-chain fatty acids like
butyrate. Let’s examine each of these concepts individually.

Microbial Diversity

Fiber advocates often claim that we must consume plants in
order to have a diverse array of organisms living in our guts,
but they only cite epidemiology comparing rural and urban
individuals. They would argue, also, that low diversity has
been found in conditions like Type II diabetes and
inflammatory bowel disease, and then conclude that by not
consuming plant fiber, we increase our risk of these
conditions.32,33 These arguments quickly fall apart when we
examine them closely, however.

For starters, there’s no scientific evidence that we need
plant fiber in order to achieve a robust level of diversity in our
microbiome. There are studies suggesting that a Western diet
is associated with a lower microbial diversity, generally
referred to as alpha diversity, but claims that this is causally
related to the low-fiber aspect of such a way of eating are
premature.34 As we have shown, there are many inflammatory
components in the standard American diet that could be
damaging the gut and negatively altering microbial
populations. Who’s to say it’s the lack of fiber doing this and
not sugars, oxidized vegetable oils, or the many plant toxins
we’ve already discussed?

Diets high in fructose and glucose have clearly
demonstrated an ability to negatively alter the microbiome,
and are much more likely to be some of the culprits in the
decline of alpha diversity seen in those eating a Western diet.35

Let’s also not forget about the data we saw in Chapter Seven
on lectins suggesting that these plant toxins can also decrease



alpha diversity by allowing overgrowth of facultative aerobes
like E. coli.

Furthermore, interventional trials with increased fiber do
not reveal increased alpha diversity,36 and trials with a zero-
plant-fiber carnivore diet do not show decreased alpha
diversity.37 Low-fiber ketogenic diets have also been shown to
not decrease diversity scores.38 In a trial following patients
with multiple sclerosis for six months, the alpha diversity
actually increased in those eating a ketogenic diet during this
time.39

Many of those eating carnivorous diets, including myself,
have done microbiome testing and found robust diversity
scores, suggesting that it is entirely possible to have a healthy,
diverse microbiome without eating any plant fiber. In
summary, fiber doesn’t increase alpha diversity, and animal-
based diets don’t decrease alpha diversity. Examination of the
microbiota of those eating a carnivore diet show robust
diversity coupled with improvements in previous
gastrointestinal symptoms. I’d say we can put the notion that
plant fiber is needed for a diverse microbiome to rest.

Short-Chain Fatty Acids: More Than Just Butyrate

There’s good evidence that short-chain fatty acids play an
important role in the large bowel by acting as a fuel for colonic
epithelial cells.40,41,42 The false conventional notion here is that
butyrate is the only short-chain fatty acid utilized by these
cells, and that in order to obtain this, we must feed the bacteria
in our gut with plant fiber. If we listen to many of the health
pundits today, they’ll tell us that more fiber is better and that if
we just keep increasing fiber intake, surely all of our gut issues
will be healed. Sadly, they appear deaf and blind to the
thousands of people who are experiencing significant gas,
bloating, constipation, diarrhea, and pain with increased
amounts of plant fiber in the diet.

The truth of the matter is that many different short-chain
fatty acids can be used by the colonic epithelium, as can
ketones like beta hydroxybutyrate from within the circulation



when eating low-carbohydrate diets. In addition to butyrate,
propionate, isobutyrate, isolvalerate, and acetate are all short-
chain fatty acids produced by bacterial fermentation of
protein.37 In a study examining changes in gut flora with plant-
based versus animal-based diets, researchers noted a shift from
predominantly butyrate and acetate on a plant-based diet to
isobutyrate and isovalerate on a carnivore diet. The authors of
this study make an interesting observation regarding the
flexibility of the human gut microbiome, and even they
suggest that plant foods might simply be survival foods:

“Our findings that the human gut microbiome can
rapidly switch between herbivorous and carnivorous
functional profiles may reflect past selective
pressures during human evolution. Consumption of
animal foods by our ancestors was likely volatile,
depending on season and stochastic foraging
success, with plant foods offering a fallback source
of calories and nutrients. Microbial communities that
could quickly, and appropriately, shift their
functional repertoire in response to diet change
would have subsequently enhanced human dietary
flexibility.”

It’s also notable that although the diets in this study were
isocaloric, the animal-based diet resulted in significant weight
loss over five days, while the plant-based diet did not. There
was also no change in the alpha diversity between these two
groups, again showing that plant fiber is not necessary for a
diverse microbiome.

Discussions of short-chain fatty acids in the gut quickly
become complex, and there are some nuances here that I’d like
to clarify. Short-chain fatty acids are formed within the lumen
of the gastrointestinal tract and can be taken up by the
epithelial cells of the colon for energy. Within these cells, they
go through a series of chemical reactions transforming them
into beta-hydroxy butyrate, a molecule you may recognize as
one of the major ketones produced in our body when we are in
a state of ketosis. Thus, when we choose to eat a ketogenic
diet, our colonic epithelial cells can also use the beta-hydroxy



butyrate present in our circulation for fuel, lessening the need
for short-chain fatty acids from the lumen of the gut.

This detail of our physiology is quite important.
Overgrowth of the wrong type of organisms within our
gastrointestinal tract can impair the oxidation of short-chain
fatty acids that is necessary for them to be taken up by
epithelial cells. If we already have dysbiosis, eating more fiber
is only going to work against us as the butyrate formed can’t
be taken up by the cells of the colon and they begin to starve,
creating inflammation and leaky gut.43 In this situation, the
delivery of ketones through the bloodstream to these starving
cells can be very helpful, and not surprisingly, ketogenic diets
have been found to be beneficial in cases of dysbiosis and
inflammatory bowel disease.44,45

In addition to being energy substrates, short-chain fatty
acids also serve signaling roles within the gut, and butyrate is
known to bind to multiple receptors on cells of the
gastrointestinal tract. Isobutyrate and other short-chain fatty
acids have also been shown to bind to these receptors, often
with greater efficacy than butyrate.46,47 The data here is pretty
clear: butyrate isn’t the only game in town when it comes to
short-chain fatty acids, and eating an animal-based diet
provides fuel for colonic epithelial cells in the form of other
short-chain fatty acids and ketones within the blood.

Within this conversation, there’s another wrinkle that is
quite fascinating. It appears that animals and humans can
ferment collagenous tissues from animal meat into short-chain
fatty acids. Collagen is the protein that composes most of the
connective tissue in our body, including bones, ligaments,
tendons, and cartilage. A study done on cheetahs, examining
the ability of their microbiota to ferment these connective
tissues into short-chain fatty acids, found the following
conclusion:

“Collagen induced an acetate production
comparable with [plant fiber] and a markedly high
acetate-to-propionate ratio (8.41:1) compared with
all other substrates…This study provides the first
insight into the potential of animal tissues to



influence large intestinal fermentation in a strict
carnivore, and indicates that animal tissues have
potentially similar functions as soluble or insoluble
plant fibers.”48

A nose-to-tail carnivore diet provides ample amounts of
collagen for the production of short-chain fatty acids, so the
next time someone asks you about fiber, just tell them you get
all the “animal fiber” you need from eating meat and
connective tissue!

Magical Mucus

We discussed the mucus layer in the gut previously in Chapter
Seven when we learned about the microscopic anatomy of the
gastrointestinal epithelium and the goblet cells that produce
the polysaccharides necessary to compose this protective
covering. There is evidence that this layer is dysfunctional in
inflammatory bowel diseases, as well as in diabetics.49,50 In
animal models, when mice are fed a “low-fiber, Western diet”
that contains oxidized vegetable oils and simple sugars, there
is also evidence of breakdown of the mucus layer.51 The
assumption in many of these cases has traditionally been that
it’s the “low-fiber” part of this equation that’s the problem.
Just like the story of alpha diversity, however, I fear that most
in the nutritional world are making “Burkitt’s big mistake”
again here—seeming all too eager to repeatedly blame all of
our ills on a lack of fiber without examining other, more
compelling causes of gastrointestinal dysfunction present in
the standard American way of eating.

As we’ve spoken about previously, there are many
components of a Western diet that are quite inflammatory to
the gut, and these are likely the real factors driving
degradation of the mucus layer. Recall from our discussions in
Chapter Seven that dysfunction of this layer and decreased
microbial diversity occur together when lectins are introduced
in animal models. These two conditions are also often
observed to co-occur when studied in humans. It’s unclear
which comes first, but from these studies, a compelling
hypothesis appears to be that lectins are interacting with goblet



cells to decrease mucus production—leading to an overgrowth
of certain luminal bacterial populations and decreased alpha
diversity.52,53 This is a complex area of research where more
study is needed to disentangle cause and effect, but the
suggestion that low-fiber diets lead to mucus layer dysfunction
is simply not supported by hard science and overlooks so
many other potentially damaging factors within the Western
diet.

Further confirmation that lack of fiber is not to blame here
comes from the striking clinical evidence of the thousands of
people eating a carnivore diet who experience significant
improvement in gastrointestinal issues. There are hundreds of
recorded stories of improved gut health with a carnivore diet
shared at MeatHeals.com, and multiple published case reports
in medical literature describing resolution of severe
gastrointestinal issues like Crohn’s disease. A nose-to-tail
carnivore diet has also been used in the treatment of
autoimmune issues and cancer with impressive results. We’ll
discuss this further in Chapter 12.

Wrapping Up Our Fiber-Debunking Adventures

Despite mountains of evidence that fiber is just not good for
us, our teenage crush on it remains strong. What began with
“Burkitt’s big mistake,” and the notion that a lack of plant
fiber is behind the ills of Western society, has become a part of
our collective consciousness—much to the detriment of our
guts and the unnecessary production of copious flatulence. As
we’ve seen in this chapter, however, study after study has
clearly demonstrated that plant fiber is not beneficial for
constipation, diverticulosis, diabetes, weight loss, appetite, or
colon cancer. Nor is it necessary for a healthy gastrointestinal
tract or a diverse microbiome, and as we will see in Chapter
Twelve, implementing a carnivore diet while eliminating plant
fiber has demonstrated unprecedented efficacy in reversing
autoimmune and inflammatory conditions.

None of this should come as a surprise. Eating animals
made us human and has been a central part of our story as
humans for millions of years. A carnivore diet is written into



our book of life as the most fundamental diet that humans can
thrive on. Plants have always been “fallback” foods and can be
quite triggering to some people, leading to activation of the
immune system, inflammation, leaky gut, and autoimmune
disease. In the next chapter, we’ll continue on our parade of
debunking and will address the notion that red meat might lead
to cancer or decrease our longevity. Under scrutiny, these big
myths will continue to fall like Goliath. Finally, from an
intuitive perspective, consider this question: Why would foods
that have been at the center of our human evolution do such
evolutionarily inconsistent things?



CHAPTER 10: MYTH III — RED MEAT
WILL SHORTEN YOUR LIFE

IN THE LAST chapter, we thoroughly examined plant fiber
and discovered that it’s definitely not all it’s cracked up to be.
We also found that the protein and collagen in meat can act
like “animal fiber” in our large intestine and provide short-
chain fatty acids for the epithelial cells there. But for many, the
concept of eating a diet rich in animal foods conjures up
thoughts of colon cancer and shortened lifespans. As we
continue on our myth-busting adventure, let’s address these
faulty notions. Onward, there’s further truth to be found and
flawed reasoning to be swiftly dispatched!

Most of the misconceptions that red meat causes cancer
comes from a report by the World Health Organization’s
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) that was
released in 2015. Sounds like a really fancy title doesn’t it?
Surely, something coming out of an organization like that
would be reliable and reputable, right? Sadly, this report has
been wildly misinterpreted by mainstream media and is based
on some very questionable interpretations of the science it
claims to review.

The IARC report is a consensus statement from a group of
twenty-two scientists from ten countries who met in France for
two weeks in 2015. Their goal was to examine the research on
the relationship between meat intake and cancer and to
produce a summary statement about potential risks. After
considering 800 studies, they came to the conclusion that for
every 100 grams of red meat eaten per day, there was a 17
percent increase in colon cancer risk. They also concluded that
for every 50 grams of processed red meat, there was a risk



increase of 18 percent. They went on to classify red meat as
probably carcinogenic to humans in a damning report that sent
shockwaves through the media when it was released.

Sounds bad, right? But what were these statements actually
based on? Examination of a more detailed 2018 report on their
findings reveals that only 14 of the 800 studies were
considered in their final conclusions—and every single study
was observational epidemiology. Why the other 786 were
excluded remains a mystery, and included in this group were
many interventional studies in animals which clearly did not
show a relationship between red meat and cancer.

Of the fourteen epidemiology studies that were included in
the IARC report, eight showed no link between the
consumption of meat and development of colon cancer. Yes,
you read that correctly, the majority of the studies considered
in this report did not show a correlation between consumption
of red meat and colon cancer. Of the remaining six studies,
only one showed a statistically significant correlation between
meat and cancer. Within epidemiology research, in addition to
looking for correlation between two things, we can look also
for the strength of the correlation. When two things are
correlated, but not to a level of statistical significance, it
suggests this correlation is showing up by chance or because
of errors in calculations. In medicine, when the correlation
between two or more things does not reach statistical
significance, we don’t take it seriously. We know that more
research is needed to clarify the relationship, and we certainly
don’t make a sweeping proclamation about something causing
cancer if the correlation isn’t statistically significant.

Thus, in the IARC report, only one of the fourteen studies
considered showed a correlation between red meat and cancer
that achieved statistical significance.1 Interestingly, this was a
study of Seventh Day Adventists in America—a religious
group that advocates for a plant based diet. We will discuss a
population of Seventh Day Adventists living in Loma Linda,
California, later in this chapter when we debunk the notion of
“Blue Zones,” but for now, I’ll mention that in this study,
those who were eating red meat tended to engage in other
unhealthy behaviors as well. This is an illustration of the



concept we’ve referred to previously as unhealthy user bias, a
confounder that often comes into play in studies of those
eating red meat.

In cultures or religious groups—like the Adventists—
where the narrative surrounding red meat is negative, those
who choose to disregard these ideas generally tend to also do
other rebellious and unhealthy things, like smoking, drinking
alcohol, and exercising less. In studies of red meat and health
outcomes, these “rebellious” behaviors can be particularly
problematic and often skew results. If a member of a
motorcycle gang smokes, drinks, doesn’t exercise, is
overweight, and likes to eat steak, how can we conclude that
his or her increased risk of cancer, heart disease, or shorter life
span is due to the steak and not one of the other behaviors?
But this is exactly what epidemiology studies like this one
attempt to do. In order to really get a sense of what’s going on,
we must look for interventional studies on humans or animals
that establish mechanisms by which two things are causally
related rather than just being correlated like in epidemiology
studies.

In the study of the Adventists, the authors also note that
the strongest correlation between red meat and colon cancer
occurred in obese individuals with a higher propensity for
insulin resistance. Since both obesity and diabetes/insulin
resistance are known to be strong risk-factors for the
development of cancer,2,3 doesn’t it seem much more likely
that these factors were driving the increased cancer risk in this
group of individuals rather than the red meat consumption?
Epidemiology studies cannot answer this question, but when
we consider the totality of the studies looked at in the IARC
report, their recommendations start to look shadier than a
winter afternoon in Seattle.

What Was Left out of the IARC Report

As we’ve just seen, a huge number of studies were omitted
from consideration in the IARC report, including a large
number of epidemiology studies that did not show correlation
between red meat intake and adverse outcomes. We’ve



previously discussed a large study of Asians, which included
over 200,000 participants observed for an average of ten years,
that showed decreased rates of cardiovascular mortality and
cancer mortality in the men and women who ate the most
meat, respectively.4 Another large epidemiology study of over
60,000 vegetarians and non-vegetarians in the United
Kingdom found that rates of colon cancer were actually higher
in vegetarians.5

Also excluded from the IARC report were all of the
interventional studies about meat consumption performed in
animals that showed no increase in colon cancer risk. In one of
these studies, rats were injected with an agent that induced
colon cancer and fed a diet supplemented with bacon, chicken,
beef, or their standard chow for 100 days. The researchers
found no increase in occurrence of colon cancers with the
addition of meat to the diet relative to the control group. They
concluded:

“Thus the hypothesis that colonic iron [from meat],
bile acids, or total fatty acids can promote colon
tumors is not supported by this study. The results
suggest that, in rats, beef does not promote the
growth of [colon cancer] and chicken does not
protect against colon carcinogenesis. A bacon-based
diet appears to protect against carcinogenesis.”6

So bacon cures colon cancer? Wouldn’t that be heavenly?
We’ll need a few more studies to fully prove that possibility,
but many animal studies like this one similarly fail to support
the hypothesis that meat of any kind contributes to increased
rates of colon cancer.

We know that animal studies aren’t as good as human
studies, but there are no formal human interventional trials
with red meat looking at cancer incidence. There are, however,
interventional trials in humans looking at markers of oxidative
stress and inflammation with red meat. Any guesses what they
found? Nada, zilch, zero increase in these end points with the
addition of red meat. In one of these trials, thirty-seven
diabetics were divided into two groups for six weeks. One
group ate a diet rich in animal protein (30 percent of their



calorie intake), and the other group ate a diet rich in plant
protein (also 30 percent of their calorie intake). At the end of
this time, markers of systemic and gastrointestinal
inflammation revealed no significant increases in
inflammatory markers (including IL-6, and TNF-alpha) on the
animal based diet.7 On the other hand, calprotectin, a marker
of gastrointestinal inflammation, showed a trend towards an
increase with the plant protein-rich diet. Might this suggest gut
inflammation from plant toxins? It certainly could, but more
studies are needed here.

In another eight-week study, sixty participants were
divided into two groups. One was a control group that ate their
normal diet while the other lucky group replaced dietary
carbohydrates from plants with an extra 8 ounces of red meat
every day—an amount that the IARC claimed would increase
colon cancer risk by 40 percent. At the end of the study,
multiple markers of inflammation and oxidative stress were
measured and the following findings were reported:

“The results of our study suggest decreased rather
than increased oxidative stress and inflammation
when lean red meat intake is increased at the
expense of dietary carbohydrate-rich foods… Our
results do not support the suggestion that higher red
meat intake leads to increased risk of heart disease
and Type II diabetes via effects of iron to increase
oxidative stress and inflammation.”8

Let’s just be clear on this. According to the IARC, red
meat is a class 2A carcinogen. But participants in this study,
who did their ancestors proud and jettisoned some plant-based
carbohydrates in favor of red meat, saw improvements in
inflammatory and oxidative stress markers. In other words,
animal foods are the best foods on the planet, my friends. The
more of them we include in our diet, the more we will thrive,
and the IARC is just out to lunch with their recommendations.

Another study was recently published by a group of
investigators who similarly questioned the work of the IARC,
stating:



“These [IARC] recommendations are, however,
primarily based on observational studies that are at
high risk for confounding and thus are limited in
establishing causal inferences, nor do they report
the absolute magnitude of any possible effects.
Furthermore, the organizations that produce
guidelines did not conduct or access rigorous
systematic reviews of the evidence, were limited in
addressing conflicts of interest, and did not explicitly
address population values and preferences raising
questions regarding adherence to guideline standards
for trustworthiness.”9

These investigators felt that the IARC did not do their due
diligence in examining studies and that their findings were at a
high risk of possessing confounding variables. Basically,
they’re saying the IARC’s suggestions aren’t to be trusted, and
they wanted to do their own rigorous analysis in which they
found the following:

“For our review of randomized trials on harms and
benefits (12 unique trials enrolling 54,000
participants), we found low- to very low-certainty
evidence that diets lower in unprocessed red meat
may have little or no effect on the risk for major
cardiometabolic outcomes and cancer mortality and
incidence…There is also evidence of possible health
benefits of omnivorous versus vegetarian diets on
such outcomes as muscle development and
anemia…The panel suggests that adults continue
current unprocessed red meat consumption.”

These findings are making headlines throughout the
country as I am finishing the writing of this book in the fall of
2019. We already knew that red meat wasn’t bad for us, but
it’s good to see the scientific community at large waking up to
our ancestral truths as well.

The Meat and Cancer Myth Debunked Once and for All



At this point, we’ve thoroughly dismantled the IARC report
from 2015, but it’s still useful to examine the proposed
mechanisms by which red meat is hypothesized to cause
cancer, and in the process, to fully dispose of this farcical
notion. These mechanisms include heme iron, n-nitroso
compounds, and the heterocyclic amines that may be formed
during the cooking process.

As we discussed in Chapter Eight, heme iron is a special
form of iron found only in animal foods that is much more
easily absorbed than the non-heme iron found in plants. There
is absolutely zero evidence that this molecule is directly toxic
to the gut and it is an incredibly valuable nutrient in human
physiology. Studies with heme iron have only shown a
potential to induce pre-cancerous lesions in calcium-deficient
mouse and rat models.10 When these animals are fed adequate
amounts of calcium, heme iron does not appear damaging to
the gut, as was previously demonstrated in the study of beef,
bacon, and chicken in rats.6,11 As we’ll talk about in Chapter
Twelve, a nose-to-tail carnivore diet includes sources of
calcium, so contrived rodent models suggesting harm of heme
iron are irrelevant.

Part of the proposed mechanism for heme iron is that it
may promote the formation of n-nitroso compounds in the
gastrointestinal tract. Generally speaking, these compounds
are formed by the addition of an NO group to other molecules.
There are many types of n-nitroso compounds, but the
important thing to note here is that those associated with meat
consumption have not been implicated in formation of colon
cancers. In a paper examining the mechanistic evidence
connecting red meat and cancer, the authors review all of the
available interventional studies on this topic and come to the
following conclusion:

“The evidence from [test tube] studies utilized
conditions that are not necessarily relevant for a
normal dietary intake and thus do not provide
sufficient evidence that heme exposure from typical
red meat consumption would increase the risk of
colon cancer. Animal studies utilized models that
tested promotion of preneoplastic conditions utilizing



diets low in calcium, high in fat combined with
exaggerations of heme exposure that in many
instances represented intakes that were orders of
magnitude above normal dietary consumption of red
meat. Finally, clinical evidence suggests that the type
of n-nitroso compounds found after ingestion of red
meat in humans consists mainly of nitrosyl iron and
nitrosothiols, products that have profoundly
different chemistries from certain n-nitroso species
which have been shown to be tumorigenic through
the formation of DNA adducts. In conclusion, the
methodologies employed in current studies of heme
have not provided sufficient documentation that the
mechanisms studied would contribute to an
increased risk of promotion of preneoplasia or
colon cancer at usual dietary intakes of red meat in
the context of a normal diet.”12

Thus, eating in a way that mimics our ancestors’ diet has
not been shown to increase the rates of colon cancer growth in
test tubes, animals, or human experiments. Why are we not
surprised?

It has also been suggested that heterocyclic amines (HCA)
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are mechanisms
by which red meat may induce cancer growth in the gut. These
can be formed when meat is cooked on a hot surface or
exposed to smoke from a fire or a grill. I do think it is
important to be aware of these compounds and to limit them
from our diets as much as possible. Much like our old
enemies, the isothiocyanates, these compounds activate the
NRF2 system in the liver and must be detoxified, but our body
appears to have plenty of mechanisms to deal with them in
moderate quantities.13

The key word here is moderate. Epidemiology studies
have suggested an increased risk of issues with these products
of cooking only when they are consumed in very high
quantities.14,15 Think charred, burned, and massively
overcooked meats. Yuck, and who cooks their meat that way,
anyway? By choosing slow, low-temperature cooking
methods, we can easily avoid significant amounts of these



compounds in our diets. I’m going to break some hearts here,
but I’m not a big fan of grilling and smoking meats for this
reason. These are probably fine in moderation, but I think the
majority of our food should be prepared with more gentle
cooking methods. In Chapter Twelve, we’ll talk in detail about
my preferred methods of cooking meat and animal foods to
moderate HCA/PAH exposure. It’s also important to point out
that whenever anything is cooked at high temperatures, be it
coffee, grains, bread, or other foods, compounds are formed
that have been implicated in possible cancer risk. Ultimately,
we have to eat something, and I believe that it’s much better to
consume nutrient-rich animal products that are intentionally
prepared than to shun these foods out of fear of minimal
amounts of HCAs and PAHs.

Neu5Gc: Not a Cause for Concern

Speaking of things we really don’t have to be that worried
about, let’s move on to talk about Neu5Gc, another molecule
that some have suggested may contribute to colon cancer risk
with red meat consumption. When we examine these claims
closely, however, we again see that they simply don’t hold any
merit.

Neu5Gc belongs to a family of molecules known as sialic
acids, all of which have an acidic nine-carbon backbone
structure. These molecules are attached to glycoproteins on the
surface of cells in our body, which are used for cell-to-cell
signaling and binding to different tissues. We don’t make
Neu5Gc, due to a mutation in the enzyme that synthesizes it
(known as CMAH), but humans do produce Neu5Ac, which
differs by just one oxygen atom. The loss of function in this
enzyme appears to have occurred 2–3 million years ago and is
hypothesized to have been a protective adaptation to infectious
insults, such as pathogens like bacteria, viruses, and parasites.
Such pathogens use the sialic acids on the surface of our cells
to attach and gain entry.

Some contend that because humans do not possess
Neu5Gc, while ruminants like cows, deer, and lamb do, eating
these animals could trigger an immune reaction. There is no
evidence in humans to support this idea, however, and these



claims are based on tenuously constructed animal models with
limited relevance to us. We do appear to generate antibodies to
Neu5Gc, but there is no research to suggest these antibodies
lead to inflammation or damage, and there are studies that
demonstrate the opposite.

As part of the process of kidney transplantation, many
patients receive large doses of rabbit antibodies known as
polyclonal IgG, which contain significant amounts of Neu5Gc.
These patients are known to subsequently generate antibodies
to this molecule and have higher levels of anti-Neu5Gc
antibodies than the general population. In a very large study of
kidney transplant recipients, no increase in colon cancer rates
were seen in the 38,000 patients who received the polyclonal
rabbit IgG compared to those in the control group who had not
received it.16 Those investigators stated:

“In summary, our findings obtained in a large cohort
of over 200,000 kidney transplant patients…do not
support the hypothesis that long term over-exposure
to anti-Neu5Gc antibodies, in our analysis as a
result of [polyclonal IgG] treatment, triggers a
malignancy in the colon. Polyclonal IgG treated
patients did not develop colon cancer at an increased
rate even though their immune system was
suppressed.”

In addition to this data suggesting that elevated levels of
anti-Neu5Gc antibodies do not elevate colon cancer risk,
there’s another interesting nuance about Neu5Gc that is often
overlooked. Humans are not the only species to lack this sialic
acid molecule. The Mustelids—ferrets, badgers, martens,
weasels, etc.—are a family of carnivorous animals that also
lack Neu5Gc but commonly consume other animals that do
possess this molecule. This behavior mirrors the consumption
of Neu5Gc in red meat by humans.17 Since we don’t see wild
ferrets becoming extinct from rampant cancers, and since
humans have done nothing but thrive for the last 3 million
years eating Neu5Gc-containing animals, I think it’s pretty
safe to say that the notion of this molecule being connected
with cancer is no less than a fairy tale and not something to
worry about.



mTOR: The Molecular Growth Switch

Another concern some individuals in the scientific community
have expressed about consumption of meat is over-activation
of mTOR. Discussions in this sphere can quickly become
complex, and in order to understand what mTOR is and how it
functions, let’s first discuss some cellular biology.

At a very basic level, the cells in our body receive inputs
from the external environment communicating how they
should behave. Sometimes they receive signals that tell them
to repair or to perform organized cell death (apoptosis). At
other times, like when nutrients are abundant or after exercise,
our cells get the signal to proliferate and grow. These two
opposing processes of cell-breakdown and cell-growth are
respectively known as catabolism and anabolism, and both
serve vitals roles throughout our lives as our bodies oscillate
between periods of building and recycling of cellular
components throughout the day. When we eat or exercise, we
send anabolic signals to our cells to build and grow. During
periods of fasting between meals, our cells receive signals that
it’s a good time to do some catabolic house cleaning, also
known as autophagy.

Simply speaking, mTOR is part of a signaling pathway
that tells cells to grow and divide. More specifically, mTOR is
a kinase—a molecule that adds a phosphate group (PO4) to
other molecules. This process is known as phosphorylation,
and it generally turns things like enzymes on. Throughout our
lifespan, mTOR is active during periods of rapid growth, like
childhood and puberty. During adulthood, it also serves an
essential function in maintenance of muscle mass and is turned
on in response to resistance exercise.

mTOR participates in the anabolic signaling process within
our cells in response to four distinct signals. These include
insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), insulin, protein (mostly
mediated through the amino acid leucine), and exercise.18

Insulin is released primarily in response to carbohydrates and
protein, although the response to the latter occurs less
intensely in the setting of a ketogenic metabolism. IGF-1 is



produced in response to the growth hormone secretion that
occurs with eating, sleep, and exercise. Leucine is an amino
acid found in proteins and is especially rich in animal meat,
but it is found in much lower amounts in plant-based proteins.
While leucine appears to be able to diffuse across the cell
membrane and activate mTOR directly, insulin and IGF-1 bind
to cell surface receptors, initiating an intracellular cascade that
activates mTOR.19 Thus, resistance exercise, sleep,
carbohydrates, and leucine can all increase mTOR signaling
and lead to cellular growth.

On the flip side of anabolic mTOR signaling lies the AMP
kinase (AMPK) pathway. This pathway generally serves a
catabolic role in our cells and is triggered by the absence of
nutrients or growth signals. In a simplified view of our cellular
workings, we might think of a seesawing balance between
mTOR and AMPK activation. When one is activated, it
generally eclipses the other, though both serve vital roles, and
in order to be optimally healthy, a balance is necessary with
periods of growth as well as periods of cellular housecleaning.

If mTOR serves such vital roles in the human body, what’s
all the fuss about over-activating it these days? These concerns
arise from studies which show that some cancers harbor
mutations in mTOR associated pathways, leading to excessive
cellular growth and proliferation.20,21 It has also been noted that
in people with Laron syndrome, who possess a defect in
growth hormone signaling, there is a low incidence of cancers.
This syndrome also comes at the cost of profound growth
deficits, low blood sugar, and sleep disturbances. Experimental
models of Laron syndrome suggest that in these individuals,
mTOR signaling is altered due to low levels of IGF-1.

With these findings in mind, some scientists and
physicians have suggested that minimizing mTOR signaling
can help us deter cancer. The problems with this interpretation
are immediately apparent, however, as it’s quite evident that
we need mTOR to be strong and healthy humans and to
maintain muscle mass as we age. Nevertheless, those fearful of
mTOR advocate for dietary limitation of things that might
increase IGF-1 or activate mTOR directly, like the amino acid
leucine or animal protein in general.



When the notion of an entirely animal-based diet, like the
carnivore diet, is raised, these individuals fall out of their
chairs in dismay. They exclaim that eating this much protein
will surely cause mTOR to go into overdrive and increase the
risk of cancer. To substantiate this, they can only point to
poorly constructed epidemiology studies that correlated lower
protein intake with improved outcomes in those less than
sixty-five years of age.22 What they don’t tell you is that in this
same study, in the above sixty-five age group, higher protein
intakes were associated with a better lifespan and less cancer.

This study again illustrates the dangers of using
epidemiology to make sweeping recommendations. How can
higher levels of protein be bad for us when we are young but
protective when we age? This makes absolutely no sense, and
almost certainly reflects confounding and bias in this study.
Furthermore, low-protein diets have been repeatedly
associated with muscle wasting, a process known as
sarcopenia, and are a known major risk-factor for
mortality.23,24

Another often ignored part of the mTOR equation is that
this anabolic pathway can be stimulated by both carbohydrates
(through insulin) and protein. Studies comparing anabolic
potential show that activation of mTOR by insulin is much
more robust, and lasts three to four times as long as its
activation by leucine.25 The main trigger for insulin release is
carbohydrates. Protein can also trigger the release of this
hormone, but in the setting of a low-carbohydrate diet, the
degree of this stimulation is much lower than when protein is
eaten with carbohydrates.

To suggest that we can lower cancer risk or live longer by
limiting animal protein suggests an incomplete understanding
of mTOR signaling and ignores millions of years of
evolutionary wisdom. Throughout our evolution, we’ve
always had periods of abundance and periods of scarcity.
During the times of plenty, our body receives signals to grow
from the mTOR pathway, and during times of scarcity, the
cellular housecleaning pathways directed by AMPK take over.
We need both. mTOR isn’t bad, and we shouldn’t seek to
completely abolish its actions. Nor should we fast all the time,



which is really just starvation. There must be times of feasting
on nutrient rich animal foods for our bodies to become as
strong as they can be. In Chapter Twelve, we’ll talk more
about meal timing and fasting, and how to incorporate these
strategies with eating to optimize our health.

Interventional studies with meat consumption and
longevity would take a long time to do, but some of the
longest lived people on the earth eat lots of meat. As we’ve
already seen from conveniently ignored epidemiology studies
in Asia, those who ate the most meat had the lowest rates of
cancer mortality and cardiovascular disease mortality. Cancer
is a complex topic, and our understanding of the mechanisms
that underlie its development is far from complete. But to
suggest that over-activation of mTOR with a nutrient-rich diet
might trigger cancer is an unsupported intellectual leap that
ignores the actions of insulin on this signaling pathway and
incorrectly vilifies animal foods.

Red Meat: Not the Foe of Bones, Kidneys, or Big Toes

In addition to claims that red meat will shorten our life or
cause cancer, many have heard that eating a significant amount
of protein will harm their kidneys or lead to kidney stones.

There have been multiple studies in those consuming high
protein diets, and invariably these have failed to find a
detrimental effect on kidney function.26,27 In one study, kidney
function improved, and there was no increased risk of kidney
stones over two years when obese adults were placed on a
low-carbohydrate, high-protein diet. In another meta-analysis
of twenty-eight studies looking at 1,358 participants, there was
no evidence that a high-protein diet adversely affected kidney
function.

As we’ve discussed previously in this book, the majority
of kidney stones are formed from calcium oxalate, and
increased intake of oxalate-containing plant foods appears to
be the major risk factor here. Within the medical literature,
there’s just no clear evidence that higher protein diets are
linked to kidney stones.



Another common criticism leveled at high-protein diets is
that they may lead to lower bone density, or osteoporosis, due
to a higher acid load. While it is true that protein in the diet
represents an acidic input, this can be balanced by obtaining
enough alkalinizing minerals, such as calcium, magnesium,
and potassium.28,29 In Chapter Twelve we will talk in detail
about sources of these minerals on a nose-to-tail carnivore diet
that will balance protein consumption from a pH perspective
such as bone broth, bone meal, and bone marrow.

Furthermore, high protein diets have been shown to
increase calcium absorption in the gastrointestinal tract and
have been correlated with increased bone density and a lower
risk of fractures.30,31,32 A consensus statement by the
International Osteoporosis Foundation stated the following:

“Adequate supplies of dietary protein are required
for optimal bone growth and maintenance of healthy
bone… In older people with osteoporosis, higher
protein intake (≥ 0.8 g/kg body weight/day, i.e.,
above the current RDA) is associated with higher
bone mineral density, a slower rate of bone loss,
and reduced risk of hip fracture, provided that
dietary calcium intakes are adequate. Intervention
with dietary protein supplements attenuate age-
related bone mineral density decrease, and reduced
bone turnover marker levels, together with an
increase in IGF-I and a decrease in PTH. There is
no evidence that diet-derived acid load is deleterious
for bone health. Thus, insufficient dietary protein
intakes may be a more severe problem than protein
excess in the elderly.”

If we want strong bones and muscles, a good amount of
high-quality animal protein balanced with alkalinizing
minerals in our diet is the answer.

The notion that red meat will cause gout is yet another
unjust accusation thrown in the direction of animal foods.
Gout is caused by the deposition of uric acid in joints of the
body, and elevated levels in the blood appear to be a risk factor
for this disease process. The mechanism by which uric acid



crystallizes in joints is not fully understood, however, and
elevated levels of uric acid in the blood do not appear to be
enough to cause gout independently. Fasting can cause levels
of uric acid to rise, possibly due to cell breakdown as part of
the process of autophagy, but does not appear to result in gout
flares. The strongest associations with gout appear to be things
that cause insulin resistance, which negatively affects uric acid
excretion and likely contribute to disease progression in other
ways as well.33

Not surprisingly, the strong association between gout and
diabetes is well known.34

But if meat doesn’t cause insulin resistance, why does it
get implicated in gout? Perhaps it is because purines in meat
and shellfish are broken down into uric acid. Therefore, the
common thinking is that eating lots of these foods will cause
the amount of uric acid in our blood to rise. Looking at the
medical literature reveals a very different story, however.

When we consume purines in meat, our body actually
increases the excretion of uric acid and levels stay essentially
the same.35 The real culprits in gout appear to be fructose and
alcohol, two substances that can create insulin resistance and
decrease the excretion of uric acid by the kidneys. In a large
review with over 125,000 subjects, there was a strong
association between fructose consumption and the incidence of
gout.36

Since this is epidemiology we cannot claim a causal
relationship, but the mechanisms by which fructose and
alcohol could cause gout are well established. The next time
you hear someone say that meat caused a gout flare, ask them
how much sugar or alcohol they had with it! Again, we must
not fall into the trap of blaming meat for what some other
damaging food eaten with it has done. If you or someone you
know has gout, the best thing that can be done is to eliminate
fructose, alcohol, and processed carbohydrates from the diet
while enjoying a steak.

The Myth of the Blue Zones



The concept of Blue Zones was first suggested by Dan
Buettner in a 2005 National Geographic article based on the
work he had done with Michel Poulain and Gianni Pes. They
described five regions of the world where people were
observed to live longer than average and suggested reasons for
this by looking at similarities in diet and lifestyle between
these disparate peoples. The locations included were Okinawa;
Sardinia; Loma Linda, California; the Nicoya region of Costa
Rica; and Ikaria in Greece. According to Buettner, common to
all of these regions were low rates of smoking, a focus on
family, social engagement, constant moderate physical
activity, and a plant-heavy diet. He subsequently published a
book advocating for this lifestyle as a way to attain longevity
and vitality. Sounds great, right? Here’s the magic formula for
the fountain of youth!

Sadly, it’s not this simple and there are some real problems
with his conclusions and the way in which this story was told.
The first of these is that there are many regions of the world
that demonstrate similar degrees of longevity that were left out
of the Blue Zones. Hong Kong has one of the highest life
expectancies in the world (85 years) and is also the world’s
third largest consumer of beef per capita, with an average
consumption of almost 1.5 pounds of total meat per day.
Furthermore, comparing life expectancy to the percentage of
calories obtained from animal foods paints a very different
picture from the one Buettner suggests with his Blue Zones.37

Animal protein consumption and increased life expectancy



As you can see from this FAO data, there’s a clear
correlation between increasing amounts of animal protein and
longer life expectancies. This is epidemiology data, so as
always we cannot draw a causal relationship here, but this
correlation is strong. It is also true that, as the wealth of a
country increases, the amount of meat consumed also
increases, and wealth has been associated with greater life
expectancy. It’s possible that part of this trend is due to this
association between affluence and meat consumption, but it’s
also very clear that populations of countries that eat more meat
do not appear to be suffering shorter lives in connection with
this.

Other epidemiology studies have also failed to demonstrate
a negative correlation between meat consumption and
longevity. In the NHANES III Project, a study of 17,611
individuals found that the consumption of white meat was
associated with a decreased mortality rate in men, and there
was no evidence that consumption of red meat worsened
overall mortality.38 Similarly, in a very large Australian cohort,
there was no observed benefit to a plant-based diet on all-
cause mortality:

“Among 243,096 participants….there was no
significant difference in all-cause mortality for
vegetarians versus non-vegetarians. There was also
no significant difference in mortality risk between
pesco-vegetarians ,or semi-vegetarians versus
regular meat eaters. We found no evidence that
following a vegetarian diet, semi-vegetarian diet or
a pesco-vegetarian diet has an independent
protective effect on all cause mortality.” 39

Another large study comparing all-cause mortality between
vegetarian and non-vegetarians in the United Kingdom also
resulted in similar findings.40 Thus, the epidemiology literature
does not suggest a clear correlation between plant-based diets
and longevity nor a detrimental effect of meat in the diet. In
some studies, increased red meat is even associated with
improved all-cause mortality. As previously mentioned, two



studies in Asia demonstrated that intake of red meat was
associated with decreased rates of cardiovascular mortality in
men and decreased cancer mortality in women.4 Because of
their inherent limitations, epidemiology studies won’t ever be
the final word in this discussion, but they can help illustrate
the inaccuracy of the notion that plant-heavy diets are
universally associated with increased longevity or that meat
consumption will lead to shorter lives.

In the world of longevity research, telomeres are a hot
topic. Remember that DNA contains our genetic code and is
wrapped around histone proteins and coiled into
chromosomes. Like the tabs at the end of our shoelaces that
prevent the ends from becoming frayed, the telomeres cap the
ends of DNA helping to protect the edges of our genetic
material from damage. These amazing structures are
composed of a repeating series of nucleotide bases and can
gradually shorten with every cell division. Investigators use
the length of a cell’s telomeres to get a sense of its biological
age. Though these measurements aren’t as precise as once
thought, shorter telomeres generally signal an older cell closer
to programmed cell death, and longer telomeres indicate a
resplendent, youthful cell with an impressive six pack. It’s
well known that in addition to the process of aging, poor
lifestyle choices can also shorten our telomeres prematurely.
The good news is that on the flip side, healthy lifestyle choices
can lengthen our telomeres.41

What sorts of things are associated with longer telomeres?
For both vegetarians and non-vegetarians it is all the great
lifestyle stuff we’ve previously discussed: exercise, adequate
sleep, moderate sunlight exposure, finding meaning in our
lives, and a tight-knit community. It’s no surprise that Buettner
found these as commonalities between his Blue Zones. But
guess what? When it comes to food, there’s only one thing that
has been correlated with longer telomeres, and it’s not plant
foods. It’s red meat!

In a three-year long observational study, a group of
researchers looked at the length of telomeres in twenty-eight
subjects and surveyed them to see what they ate. Here’s what
they found:



“Among nine food types (cereal, fruits, vegetables,
dairy, red meat, poultry, fish, sweets and salty
snacks) and eight beverages (juices, coffee, tea,
mineral water, alcoholic and sweetened carbonated
beverages) only intake of red meat was related to
[telomere length]. Individuals with increased
consumption of red meat had higher [telomere
length] and the strongest significant differences were
observed between consumer groups: ‘never’ and ‘1–
2 daily’ (p = 0.02).” 42

The authors of this study may have been surprised about
the correlation between red meat and increased telomere
length, but it’s probably not a surprise for us at this point in
our journey. By now, we know how valuable animal foods are
in providing robust amounts of nutrients that allow us to
achieve favorable antioxidant status and in protecting our cells
from the oxidative stress that can lead to DNA damage and
aging.

Another big problem with Buettner’s Blue Zones and his
claim that longevity is due to plant-focused diets is apparent
when we closely examine the actual patterns of eating in these
areas. The Nicoya region of Costa Rica is well known for
exceptional longevity, but only for males. These lucky fellows
are seven-times more likely to live to the age of one hundred
than the general Costa Rican population, and they have life
expectancy two years greater than Japanese males, another
group well known to possess robust longevity. Compared to
the general population in Costa Rica, this group of men have
lower levels of cardiovascular risk markers, longer telomeres,
and higher levels of male sex-hormones.43 Sounds like a pretty
hale and hearty group of older dudes, right? But guess what?
They are also well known for their affinity for meat. The
Nicoyans cook most of their foods in animal fat, eat more
animal foods, and live longer than the general Costa Rican
population. Clearly there’s something else going on here!
Seems like Buettner missed these inconvenient details.

Similarly, assessments of meat consumption in Sardinia
and Okinawa in Buettner’s work appear to have grossly
underestimated the vital role of animal foods in the diets of



individuals living in these locales. Anyone who has visited
these regions of the world will know first hand that animal
foods play very important roles in the diets of these peoples.
Sardinia is well known for the “Sarda pig,” a special type of
swine raised on open range in the forests that is treasured by
the people of this island. In a review of male longevity in
Sardinia, the typical diet of a Sardinian shepherd is described
as follows:

“The major discrepancy between the lowland areas,
where peasants were the majority of the population,
and the mountain areas, essentially pastoral, was the
relatively superior consumption of animal-derived
foods in the latter.”44

Doesn’t sound like a plant-based diet, does it?

As has been detailed in multiple surveys of their dietary
habits, Okinawans are also known to consume more meat than
the general Japanese population.45 The authors of one paper
looking at the diet of Okinawans stated:

“The food intake pattern in Okinawa has been
different from that in other regions of Japan.  The
people there have never been influenced by
Buddhism. Hence, there has been no taboo regarding
eating habits. Eating meat was not stigmatized, and
consumption of pork and goat was historically
high… The intake of meat was higher in Okinawa…
Unexpectedly, we did not find any vegetarians
among the centenarians.”

Well now, that’s a quite a different picture regarding the
diets of Okinawans than we have been led to believe, isn’t it?

The story of misrepresentation of diet by Buettner also
holds true for Ikaria, where meats like lamb and goat are a
central part of the diet. In an epidemiology study of the Ikarian
diet, none of the plant foods surveyed were associated with
improved all-cause mortality, but those who ate the most
calories appeared to live the longest.46 It appears plausible that
increased consumption of animal foods with their higher
calorie content may have accounted for this discrepancy,



though the authors of this study do not comment directly on
this.

Unfortunately, it seems that the central nature of animal
foods in the diets of Nicoyans, Sardinians, Okinawans, and
Ikarians was ignored in the conceptualization of the Blue
Zones. If you have any doubts about this fact, I urge you to
visit these places and experience their rich culture, vitality, and
zeal for animal foods first hand. Doctor’s orders!

There’s one more Blue Zone to consider, and this one
demonstrates some very interesting trends further suggesting
that plant based diets aren’t all they are cracked up to be. Of
the five so-called Blue Zones, Loma Linda represents a unique
community. Located in Southern California, this location is
home to a large population of Seventh Day Adventists, a
religious group who advocate for a plant-based diet as well as
abstinence from tobacco and alcohol. Surveys of Loma Linda
residents suggest that about half of the population is lacto-ovo
vegetarian, with a smaller percentage espousing a full vegan
diet. Though some studies suggest that residents of Loma
Linda live an average of seven years longer than the general
population in California,47 similar improvements in longevity
have also been found in other religious groups in California,
like Mormons, who also shun tobacco and alcohol but do not
shy away from meat consumption.48

How can it be that the plant-focused diet is resulting in
longevity in the Loma Linda community when similar
longevity benefits are also seen in steak-loving Mormons in
the same state?49 It’s much more likely that the avoidance of
destructive behaviors is responsible for the longevity in Loma
Linda rather than the increased consumption of plants, and
decreased consumption of animal foods. Seems reasonable,
right? If you smoke, drink, and don’t have a great community
of people who care about you, you’re more likely to kick the
bucket sooner.

Our investigation of Loma Linda doesn’t stop there,
however. Research on this highly plant-based population has
even more to tell us about the potential downsides of choosing
to make plant foods the mainstay of our diet. In a study done



on 474 males in Loma Linda, researchers discovered some
very striking differences in the sperm quality of vegans and
lacto-ovo vegetarians versus those who consumed meat. Yes, I
said sperm quality! This is actually a very useful measure for
assessing the nutrient adequacy of a diet. Studies at Harvard
show that men who consumed the most fruit and vegetables
had the worst sperm quality.50 These poor broccoli-munching
fellows demonstrated both a lower number of sperm and
sperm that seemed lackadaisical rather than the energetic
critters they’re supposed to be. The study of Loma Linda
males echoed these findings:

“Lacto-ovo vegetarians had lower sperm
concentration. Total motility was lower in the lacto-
ovo and vegan groups versus non-vegetarians.
Vegans had lowest hyperactive motility…The study
showed that the vegetables-based food intake
decreased sperm quality. In particular, a reduction in
sperm quality in male factor patients would be
clinically significant and would require review.”51

These were not small differences either. The vegans had
the worst motility and sperm counts by far. Even the
vegetarian’s swimmers paled in comparison to those from the
guys eating meat. Does Loma Linda still sound like Blue Zone
to you?

In addition to healthy lifestyle behaviors, zones with
higher than average lifespans appear to have clustering of
genes associated with improved longevity. Studies of both
Okinawans and a cohort of centenarians in New England
reveal that exceptional longevity appears to run in families.52,53

This suggests a clustering of favorable gene polymorphisms
that are involved in the inflammatory response, insulin
sensitivity, and lipid metabolism. Individuals with these
favorable genetics appear to experience diseases later in life, a
phenomenon known as “compression of morbidity.” If you’ve
obtained an assessment of your genetics through commonly
available programs, you can look for polymorphisms in genes
like FOXO3, the sirtuins, or inflammatory cytokines like IL-6
and TNF-alpha to get a sense of your genetic “poker hand”
when it comes to longevity. Remember, however, that



epigenetics are much more important than genetics when it
comes to overall quality of life and maintenance of health.
Ultimately, the foods we eat and the radical or not so radical
way in which we live our life will be the best predictors of
how much butt we kick.

As we end our discussion of the so called Blue Zones, let’s
summarize what we’ve discovered when we put this notion to
the test. Though people living in these locations do appear to
live longer than their neighbors, there are many regions of the
world with similarly exceptional longevity that were left out of
consideration. If there’s any magical formula to why people
live longer lives, the most consistent commonalities appear to
be avoidance of damaging habits like smoking and alcohol,
participation in meaningful communities, and favorable
genetics. Contrary to the narrative Buettner pitches about the
Blue Zones, in many of these regions, as well as other parts of
the world where life expectancies are long, meat is quite an
important part of the culture and is consumed frequently. Life
expectancies in Loma Linda may be better than the rest of
California, but they are paralleled by other meat eating groups
that also avoid the aforementioned vices and similarly value
community and family. The outlook does not look good for the
virility of males eating a plant-based diet in Loma Linda,
either, raising the question of exactly what part of this
population is blue? If we want to live lives that are as long and
rich as possible, we should definitely include nutrient-rich
animal foods, as well as creating time for community, family,
and finding meaning on a day-to-day basis.

Let’s move on from our debunking of the Blue Zones to
address another common concern when considering animal-
based diets. After I assure people that they will likely have the
best health of their life eating a carnivore diet, the next
question they usually ask me is:

Won’t I Get Scurvy Eating Only Animal Foods?

Since Linus Pauling famously championed vitamin C fifty
years ago, there has been a fascination with this molecule and
the great hope that it would turn out to be a panacea.



Numerous studies have been done in efforts to prove these
hypotheses, and truckloads of vitamin C have been ingested.
Sadly, this vitamin has not lived up to the hype.

Vitamin C, also known as ascorbic acid, is a compound we
appear to have stopped synthesizing about 60 million years
ago when the primate lineages known as Strepsirrhini and
Haplorhini split, with the latter no longer producing vitamin
C.54 At first glance, this may appear to have been an
evolutionary mistake, but natural selection doesn’t really make
mistakes, and when unfavorable mutations happen, they are
quickly eliminated from the population.

The fact that our predecessors got along just fine for a very
long time after the loss of the ability to synthesize vitamin C
suggests that they consistently had access to ample amounts of
this nutrient and, perhaps, that this genetic change was even
favorable in some ways. In a moment, we’ll discuss evidence
regarding how much vitamin C we really need to function
optimally, but it appears to be much less than we’ve previously
thought. A loss in the ability to break down uric acid also
occurred at approximately the same time as these changes in
vitamin C synthesis, and some have hypothesized that this
molecule may have taken over some of the antioxidant roles of
vitamin C as well.55,56

I’m not debating that vitamin C serves important roles in
our physiology. It’s known to be involved in at least eight
enzymatic reactions including the endogenous formation of
carnitine and collagen.54 In the synthesis of the latter, ascorbic
acid is involved in reactions that add hydroxyl (OH) groups to
single strands of collagen, allowing them to eventually wrap
around each other in a triple-helix structure, forming a mature
collagen molecule that can be used in our tissues. Without
enough vitamin C, we can’t make collagen properly and
scurvy develops—with slow wound healing, bleeding gums,
skin changes, brittle hair, and loose teeth. It’s not a pretty
picture!

Historical accounts, beginning with James Lind’s 1747
report that scurvy in British Sailors could be cured with limes,
have led us to believe that we must include plants in our diet to



obtain enough vitamin C. But do you want to know something
else that’s incredible? Fresh meat and animal organs also cure
scurvy, a historical fact that has been known for hundreds of
years but recently seems forgotten. Contrary to popular belief,
animal foods contain vitamin C. Muscle meat has been shown
to have approximately 15 milligrams of vitamin C per pound.
Organs such as kidney, liver, thymus, and brain are even better
sources of this vitamin, possessing 30–40 milligrams per 100-
gram serving. Similar to the case of vitamin K2, the issue here
is that the USDA hasn’t formally measured this nutrient in
meat and organs, and as a result, it is often reported as being
zero—but it certainly is not. Vitamin C also appears to be
more heat-stable in animal foods than plant foods, so cooking
meat and organs will likely not result in as much loss of this
nutrient.57

Even though it’s difficult to debate the presence of vitamin
C in animal foods, critics of a carnivore diet might claim that
we can’t get enough of this nutrient eating only animals. Is
there any scientific evidence to support this critique, and how
much of this nutrient do we actually need to function
optimally?

A series of experiments done on conscientious objectors in
the 1940s give an indication of the amount of vitamin C
needed to allow for proper collagen synthesis and to prevent
scurvy. By completely withholding vitamin C in the diet, the
first symptoms of scurvy developed within two months in
these detainees. When doses of either 10, 30, or 70 milligrams
of vitamin C were provided, all groups recovered in days with
no notable clinical differences between them. This response
illustrates that doses as low as 10 milligrams per day are
enough to prevent scurvy and clinical signs of deficiency—
much lower than the mega doses of vitamin C that we are
often admonished to consume.

So 10 milligrams of vitamin C is enough to prevent scurvy,
but surely there’s evidence that larger doses are beneficial in
other ways, right? The benefits of this vitamin have been
extolled for decades, so one would think that there must be
clear evidence that bigger doses improve antioxidant status or
other biomarkers of health, but this just isn’t the case! Though



vitamin C does have roles in our body beyond enabling proper
formation of collagen, it’s unclear that doses beyond those that
are known to correct scurvy are of any further benefit. Many
of the misconceptions about the benefits of vitamin C are
based on epidemiology studies, and yet again, interventional
research tells a very different story.

Interventional studies with supplemental doses of vitamin
C have repeatedly failed to show benefit on the endpoints of
total mortality, cardiovascular disease, blood pressure, or
incidence of the common cold.58,59 Supplementation with
vitamin C has also failed to result in changes in biomarkers of
oxidative stress or DNA damage and does not protect against
colorectal cancer, skin cancer, breast cancer, or non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma.60,61,62,63 This vitamin is not exactly the
fountain of youth it’s been touted to be!

To emphasize these points, let’s examine one such
interventional study in detail. In this randomized trial, nineteen
men and twenty-six women eating less than 3 servings of fruit
and vegetables per day were divided into two groups. For
twelve weeks, one group continued eating their previous diet,
and the other added a pound of fruit and vegetables and 300
milliliters of fruit juice per day. At the end of this study, blood
levels of vitamin C, antioxidant capacity, and markers of DNA
damage were obtained in both groups and compared to pre-
intervention levels. Despite consuming a significantly
increased amount of vitamin C in their diet (70mg vs. 250mg)
and demonstrating elevated blood levels of this nutrient, no
improvements in any of the markers assayed in the
interventional group were seen! The investigators stated:

“While plasma vitamin C [increased by] 35%, there
were no significant changes in antioxidant capacity,
DNA damage and markers of vascular health.
Conclusion: A 12-week intervention [with increased
fruits and vegetables] was not associated with
effects on antioxidant status or lymphocyte DNA
damage.”64

Previously in this book, we’ve examined research similar
to this showing that increased consumption of fruit and



vegetables does not improve markers of oxidative stress or
DNA damage, findings that fundamentally call into question
the notion that phytochemicals like polyphenols have any
benefit in humans. What’s even more striking about this study
is that investigators measured vitamin C intake and blood
levels pre and post intervention, and demonstrated that despite
nearly quadrupling (70mg to 250mg), there were also no
changes in antioxidant markers or DNA damage!

Vitamin C does appear to have some role in antioxidant
defense, recycling glutathione and vitamin E in the human
body, but interventional studies like this clearly demonstrate
that moderate intakes of this nutrient are enough to fulfill these
roles optimally, and that further dosing does not demonstrate
clear benefits. Vitamin C amounts between 10–70 milligrams
per day can easily be obtained eating fresh animal foods by
consuming organ meats in addition to muscle meat, as our
ancestors always have. We’ll go into detail about how to do
this nose-to-tail eating in Chapter Twelve where I break down
how to eat a carnivore diet.

Contrary to what Linus Pauling and plant-based advocates
would have you believe, there’s also evidence that too much
vitamin C can be harmful in humans with reports of an
increased incidence of oxalate kidney stones, nausea, bloating,
acid reflux, B12 deficiency, and even increased oxidative
stress.65,66 When given in large doses, vitamin C appears to
turn into a pro-oxidant in our bodies, and even moderate doses
of vitamin C found in common supplements (500mg to
1000mg) have been linked with increased rates of kidney
stones.54,67

One of the biggest challenges when looking at nutrient
needs and utilization in humans is that almost every study
done is on populations that are likely insulin resistant and
consuming a very poor diet. This metabolic dysfunction
appears to lead to less absorption and utilization of vitamin C,
and a large study demonstrated that despite similar intakes of
vitamin C between those with and without diabetes, the latter
group had lower blood levels of this nutrient.68



Thus, in those with greater insulin sensitivity, it’s possible
that more of the vitamin C we consume is able to be absorbed
and utilized. Furthermore, flavonoids have been shown to
compete with vitamin C for absorption,69 and the absence of
these compounds on a carnivore diet would likely further
enhance our body’s ability to efficiently assimilate this
nutrient. Among thousands of people following a nose-to-tail
carnivore diet for a period of several months to over twenty
years, there have also been no reported cases of scurvy or its
symptoms.

On a personal note, I’ll add that my surfing wounds heal
just fine these day, and there’s no evidence of increased
oxidative stress in my blood work. For the geeks out there,
I’ve looked at this in detail in myself, measuring blood
markers like lipid peroxides, 8-OH-2-deoxyguanosine, GGT,
hsCRP, fibrinogen, myeloperoxidase, and many others with no
evidence of issues.

So, how much vitamin C do we really need? It’s pretty
clear that we need enough to prevent scurvy, which has been
established as 10 milligrams daily. It doesn’t look like daily
consumption of 30–100 milligrams per day in our foods is
going to be harmful for us, but there’s no evidence that we
need to supplement with more than this in order to achieve
optimal health. Current RDA’s for vitamin C are 60–80
milligrams per day for men and women, an amount that
appears to lead to saturation of most cells with ascorbic acid
and is easily obtainable from animal foods if we include
organs in our diet.

The takeaway from this discussion is that nature didn’t
make a mistake when our genetics changed and we stopped
making vitamin C. Because we can easily obtain a more than
adequate amount of this nutrient by eating fresh plant or
animal foods, it’s unlikely that vitamin C has been a limiting
nutrient during our evolutionary history. Contrary to the
prevailing thinking, I believe that, throughout this time, our
main sources of vitamin C would have been from animal
foods, since plant sources would have been scarce at times,
depending on the time of year and the latitude. With regard to
supplementation, there is not a shred of evidence that mega-



dosing with vitamin C from supplements is helpful, and it may
be harmful. The next time you want to reach for that orange
for vitamin C, remember that you could also eat some liver,
kidney, or steak!

Summing It Up

We have decades of bad observational epidemiology
studies to thank for the incorrect notions that red meat will
cause cancer or shorten our lives. Thankfully, there’s plenty of
evidence, which we’ve reviewed, that exposes these assertions
as blatantly false and not based on sound science. It is also
immediately apparent from an ancestral perspective that red
meat or animal foods causing cancer or shortening our lives is
evolutionarily inconsistent. These are the foods that made us
human, and the foundational foods that our diets have been
based on for the last 2 million years. Eating these foods has
allowed us to grow much larger brains and to become a
smarter, stronger, and more resourceful species.

In the next chapter, we will directly attack the
misconception that red meat and animal foods will lead to
cardiovascular disease. This is yet another evolutionarily
absurd idea based almost entirely on misleading epidemiology.
Onward, courageous warriors, there’s still more ground to
cover and untruths to slay.



CHAPTER 11: MYTH IV — RED MEAT
CAUSES THE HEART TO EXPLODE

WE’VE COVERED MANY miles so far, my courageous
companions, and we are nearing the end of our journey to
understand our ancestral roots and fully discover what is
written in our user manual. But before we conclude our
sojourn through treacherous lands, there’s one more beast to
slay, and it’s a big one. Few things conjure more fear in the
hearts and minds of the general population than the big, bad
cholesterol monster and the associated trepidation that red
meat will cause our arteries to become filled with plaque.
After all, we’ve been told by cardiac surgeons that when they
scoop plaque out of the arteries in our heart or neck, it looks
just like animal fat, eggs, or butter. Surely, the only way to
avoid atherosclerosis is to eat benign plants. By doing that,
we’ll live long prosperous lives that are free from vascular
disease, right? No way. Nothing could be further from the
truth!

In this chapter, we’ll debunk the notion that eating animal
meat, fat, or organs is bad for our heart and blood vessels and
slay this final beast once and for all. We’ll see that these false
notions have been based on more misleading epidemiological
literature and how interventional and mechanistic studies tell a
very different story. Come, brave adventurers, our destiny of
discarding unfounded ideologies and reclaiming the vibrant
health of our ancestors awaits!

The Basics of Lipoproteins and Cholesterol



Cholesterol and lipids are a complex topic. In order to really
understand why meat is not bad for our hearts, we’ll need to
understand all of the dramatis personae in the elegant system
of lipid metabolism. The word “cholesterol” is often used
colloquially to refer to all of the lipoproteins in our blood, but
technically, cholesterol is a steroid backbone type of molecule
that is used to make all sorts of vital compounds in human
physiology.

Our body makes around 1,200 milligrams of cholesterol
every day for many important purposes, including the proper
formation of all of our cell membranes. Without cholesterol
these would fall apart instantly, and we’d melt into a pile of
mush on the floor. The cholesterol molecule is also used as a
precursor for all of the steroid hormones in our body. These
include estrogen, testosterone, cortisol, progesterone, and
aldosterone—hormones that are kind of a big deal when it
comes to kicking lots of butt. The bile acids used to help digest
fats are made from cholesterol as well; without them we would
quickly become malnourished and deficient in fat-soluble
vitamins like A, K2, and E. When our skin is exposed to
sunlight, cholesterol is also a precursor for the formation of
vitamin D and cholesterol sulfate, a molecule hypothesized to
play a role in preventing atherosclerosis.1,2

Because cholesterol isn’t soluble in the water-based
(aqueous) environment of our bloodstream, our body uses a
lipoprotein transportation system to shuttle it between the liver
and the various tissues where it is needed to perform the
aforementioned functions. Lipoproteins have a phospholipid
membrane composed of both fat-soluble (hydrophobic) and
water-soluble (hydrophilic) regions. They are able to package
fat-soluble cholesterol and triglycerides within them, but
remain soluble in the aqueous compartment of the blood. This
is the “lipid” part of “lipoprotein.” The “protein” portion of
these molecules refers to specific proteins, know as
apolipoproteins, inserted into the lipid membrane. There are
multiple types of lipoproteins in the human body that we’ll
need to be familiar with, all of which are identified according
to the unique apolipoproteins present in their membranes.



The fat we eat is absorbed from our intestines and
packaged as triglycerides with dietary cholesterol into a type
of lipoprotein known as chylomicrons, marked with
apolipoprotein B48. These particles circulate in the blood
stream, dropping off their contents to cells of the body before
becoming chylomicron remnants and being taken up by the
liver. The liver can then use the remaining triglycerides and
cholesterol in these particles or repackage them into another
type of lipoprotein known as VLDL (very low-density
lipoprotein). VLDL particles are sent out into the peripheral
circulation delivering cholesterol and triglycerides to
peripheral cells. As triglycerides are extracted from VLDL,
these lipoproteins contain a higher percentage of cholesterol
and increase in density, becoming intermediate- and then low-
density lipoproteins (IDL & LDL).

LDL particles therefore contain both triglycerides and
cholesterol as they circulate through our bloodstream and are
identified by an important apolipoprotein known as
APOB100. They continue to drop triglycerides and cholesterol
off to cells in need of them, and then eventually make their
way back to the liver where they are reabsorbed. High-density
lipoproteins (HDL) are also made in the liver and in the gut
and are marked by the apolipoprotein APOA1. These particles
are a bit different from the others we’ve discussed. When they
are created, they are essentially empty and become filled with
cholesterol and triglycerides from chylomicrons, VLDL, IDL,
and LDL within the bloodstream as well as from peripheral
cells of the body. The main role of HDL is to take extra
cholesterol back to the liver in a process known as reverse
cholesterol transport, but as we’ll see later, HDL and other
lipoproteins also serve vital roles in the immune response.

We might think of this whole process of the movement of
cholesterol and triglycerides throughout the body as a bus
system with various routes and different buses carrying
passengers throughout these. Buses carrying dietary fat and
cholesterol called chylomicrons depart from the intestines to
the liver, which is basically the central bus station. Here,
passengers get off the chylomicron bus and can get on the
departing VLDL buses where they are joined by new



passengers from the liver. The VLDL bus makes stops
throughout the body and eventually has many less passengers.
Along the way, it becomes the LDL bus, which continues on
its routes before eventually returning to the liver. The HDL
bus starts empty in the liver or intestines and picks up
passengers from cells of the body or other buses, taking them
back to the central liver bus station. This is an
oversimplification, of course, and the lipoproteins in our
bodies do much more than simply shuttle fat and cholesterol
around our body, but at a basic level, this model describes how
the lipoprotein particles move and interact.

In medicine, the term “total cholesterol” refers to the sum
of all the cholesterol molecules in the blood and is usually
measured directly in laboratory tests. In order to know how
much of this cholesterol resides in the different lipoproteins,
these must be measured individually. Most current lipid testing
measures HDL, LDL, VLDL, and triglycerides directly, but
older assays measure only some of these and must calculate
LDL, which you may see written as LDL-C. For this reason,
many previous research studies have looked at total
cholesterol levels rather than LDL. Historically, elevated
levels of total cholesterol have been assumed to correlate with
elevated levels of LDL, and unless triglycerides are extremely
elevated, this is generally a reasonable assumption. In the
studies we’ll discuss in this chapter, I’ll specifically note
whether investigators measured total cholesterol levels or LDL
levels. I’ll also mention that the words coronary artery disease,
atherosclerosis, heart disease, and cardiovascular disease all
generally refer to the process of plaque formation in the
arterial wall, and I’ll use them interchangeably in this chapter.

The Vital Role of LDL in Our Body

Most of the cells of our body can make a bit of cholesterol
from scratch, but they also rely heavily on the delivered supply
of this molecule to build membranes and hormones. In the
ovaries and testicles, for instance, cholesterol delivered by
LDL is necessary to make the lovely sex hormones estrogen
and testosterone, which are crucial for libido and reproductive



function. Without LDL, these and many other steroid
hormones wouldn’t be made effectively. Wait, haven’t we been
told that LDL is “bad cholesterol” and that the lower it is, the
better? I’m sad to say that we’ve been led astray with regard to
the true character of LDL, which is much more of a superhero
than a supervillain.

In addition to its vital role transporting building blocks and
nutrients, LDL also serves important roles within the immune
system. Yes, you read that correctly, LDL plays a valuable part
in our response to assault by infectious invaders, as do many
of the lipoproteins, including HDL. When gram-negative
bacteria seek to invade our body, they release a cell wall
component known as endotoxin, which is quite inflammatory
and can strongly trigger the immune system. But don’t worry,
friendly neighborhood LDL is around to bind-up this toxin and
prevent things from getting out of hand. LDL also binds the
alpha toxins produced by the gram-positive organism Staph
aureus, which has antibiotic resistant strains known as
MRSA.3,4,5

Bacteria attempting to besiege us also secrete molecules
telling each other when it’s a good time to divide and go on the
attack. This communication system is known as quorum
sensing, and it’s bad news for our immune system. But LDL
can again fight in this battle by binding up these molecules and
helping to disable such lines of bacterial communication. Mice
with experimentally increased levels of LDL are eight times
more resistant to endotoxin. As a result, they have
significantly delayed mortality when directly injected with
gram negative bacteria.6 Conversely, rats bred to have
decreased levels of LDL had much higher mortality rates and
levels of inflammation when injected with endotoxin—deficits
that could be remedied by providing them with exogenous
supplemental LDL.7

Let’s take a moment to let all of that sink in. In both
humans and animals, lipoproteins and LDL are known to serve
invaluable roles in immune function. Increasing the amount of
LDL in the bloodstream, something that 99 percent of
physicians now fear in humans, resulted in profoundly
increased survival when animals were challenged with virulent



bacteria. Having a low LDL resulted in mice dropping like
flies when exposed to bacteria, but the problem was
immediately fixed by giving these poor critters some LDL
back. Paralleling LDL depletion studies in mice, there is a
known human condition (Smith-Lemli-Optiz syndrome) in
which total cholesterol is very low due to a genetic mutation in
the cholesterol synthesis pathway. Children born with this
mutation are often stillborn, but those who do survive suffer
frequent and severe infections that are remedied with a dietary
supplementation of cholesterol, leading to higher levels of
LDL in the bloodstream.8

Could More LDL Be Protective?

But what about in humans? Is there evidence that higher levels
of LDL could be protective against infection in us? You bet
there is! There are many studies that show elevated levels of
LDL are not a risk factor for increased all-cause mortality or
cardiovascular mortality in the elderly.9 Furthermore, there are
many studies suggesting that higher levels of LDL are
protective as we age, which is most likely connected with its
role in immune function.10,11,12-20

Highlighting a few of these studies will help to clearly
illustrate this point. In a sample of 347 individuals over the
age of sixty-five, those with low total cholesterol had a
significantly higher risk of dying by non-vascular causes,
while those with elevated total cholesterol had half the risk of
the reference population.10 Another study of 105 individuals
over the age of eighty living in Iceland found that those with
the highest total cholesterol level had less than half the all-
cause mortality of those with lower levels.21 An even larger
investigation called the Leiden 85-plus study had even more
striking results. This study included 724 elderly individuals
living in the Netherlands in whom the correlation between
total cholesterol and all-cause mortality was measured for ten
years. The authors found that for every 38 milligrams per
deciliter increase in the total cholesterol, there was a
corresponding 15 percent decrease in the risk of dying over
this time period. They concluded:



“Mortality from cancer and infection was
significantly lower among the participants in the
highest total cholesterol category than in the other
categories, which largely explained the lower all-
cause mortality in this category. In people older than
85 years, high total cholesterol concentrations are
associated with longevity owing to lower mortality
from cancer and infection.”22

The sheer magnitude of studies showing this association
between high levels of total cholesterol and longevity in
elderly individuals is strong evidence of LDL’s protective role
in humans. Some have claimed, however, that this correlation
reflects an artifact related to a known drop in lipid levels that
occurs prior to death in many people with cancer. Thus, they
assert that the association of low levels of cholesterol with
worse outcomes may reflect these diseased people in the
population. However, in the majority of these studies,
researchers excluded people who died within two years of
sampling from their analyses, essentially removing the
possibility of this confounder. In many of these studies, it was
also shown that rates of cancer death were lower in people
with higher levels of total cholesterol. Taking this into
consideration, along with the large number of studies that
show this trend, it seems pretty safe to say this association is
real and that LDL appears to be quite protective as we age.

There’s also a large body of literature regarding total
cholesterol levels and infectious disease, which lends further
support to the notion that LDL is a superhero rather than a
supervillain. A large meta analysis of 68,406 individuals found
an inverse correlation between levels of total cholesterol and
death by respiratory and gastrointestinal diseases, most of
which are infectious in etiology.23 That is, those with the
highest levels of total cholesterol experienced the smallest
number of deaths from these types of illnesses. Similarly, in a
fifteen-year study of over 120,000 patients, those with the
highest total cholesterol levels had the lowest risk of being
admitted to the hospital for an infectious disease.24 In this
study, statistically significant inverse associations were found
between total cholesterol and multiple types of infections,



including urinary tract, viral, musculoskeletal, skin,
respiratory, and gastrointestinal. These findings were
replicated in another fifteen-year study of over 100,000
patients, which showed an inverse association between total
cholesterol and hospital admission for pneumonia or the flu.25

In studies of HIV-infected patients, there is also evidence of an
inverse association between total cholesterol levels and AIDS
mortality.26 Still think LDL deserves the ignominious moniker
of “bad cholesterol” ?

LDL in Heart Disease: Criminal or Firefighter?

Clearly, LDL is a valuable particle in our blood and serves
many indispensable roles. Doesn’t it seem a bit incongruous
that nature would have designed something that is so valuable
but also damages our arteries and causes atherosclerosis? How
can LDL be both protective and harmful? This doesn’t seem to
make any sense! The answer is that LDL itself is not harmful,
but in certain situations, it can be involved in the process of
responding to injury and inflammation—making it look like
it’s a bad actor when it’s merely present at the scene of the
crime. Let’s explore the evidence used by those who believe
that LDL is causing atherosclerosis to promote their claims. In
doing so, it will become clear that LDL is not a double-agent
but has been wrongfully pegged as a criminal when there’s
something much more sinister behind the scenes that is
actually driving heart disease.

Some observational epidemiology studies do show an
association between levels of total cholesterol, or LDL, and
cardiovascular disease. Since you’ve come this far with me on
our epic journey, you’ll already know that epidemiology
doesn’t tell the whole story and that we must look deeper into
this association to see what’s really going on here. The
Framingham Study is one of the most commonly referenced
epidemiological investigations by those looking at the
relationship between total cholesterol levels and the incidence
of cardiovascular disease. In this study, 5,129 subjects living
in Framingham, Massachusetts, were followed for fourteen
years and had levels of their cholesterol checked twice per



year while they were monitored for the onset of coronary
artery disease. In this population, researchers noted that as
LDL levels rose, there was indeed an increase in the incidence
of heart disease.27

Their sentiments were strengthened by microscopic studies
showing that LDL is present in atherosclerotic plaques, often
having been ingested by immune cells known as macrophages
within the arterial wall.28 Considered together with
epidemiology studies showing a correlation between LDL and
cardiovascular disease, this finding has led many to believe
that elevated levels of LDL are to blame for the initiation and
progression of atherosclerosis. If we examine plaque
formation in detail, however, we’ll see that it’s far from proven
that the LDL molecule is intrinsically damaging to our arteries
or is enough to initiate plaque formation within the arterial
wall on its own.

As we continue our quest to understand the true roots of
atherosclerosis, we need to pause a moment to take a detailed
look at the anatomy of our blood vessels and the processes
occurring there during plaque formation.

The walls of both veins and arteries are composed of
multiple layers. The single cell layer closest to circulating
blood is known as the endothelium—below which lie the cells
of the intima—and then a layer of smooth muscle cells.
Interestingly, just like the gastrointestinal epithelium, the
endothelium in our blood vessels also possesses a glycocalyx
composed of glycoproteins protruding from its surface. In
order to move into the vessel wall, lipoproteins like LDL must
pass among the “forest” of this glycocalyx, through the
endothelial cell layer, and into the cells of the intima, which lie
in the subendothelial space. After dropping off some of its
contents, LDL then appears to move back out into the
circulation, but it can also get stuck to the proteoglycan
scaffolding within the deepest layers of the intima.29,30 There is
a region of the APOB100 molecule in the LDL membrane that
is known to bind to proteoglycans, and when this binding site
is removed from the APOB gene of mice, it prevents the
progression of atherosclerosis in animal models of this
disease.31 LDL may also arrive at the subendothelial space



through the blood stream in perforating capillaries that supply
the deep intimal and muscular layers of the artery wall.32,33

The currently accepted paradigm of plaque formation is
known as the response-to-retention hypothesis. According to
this theory, LDL in our bloodstream passes through the
endothelium of the artery wall, and can become retained
(“stuck”) in the intimal cell layer below. When LDL gets stuck
in the arterial wall, it may become oxidized, altering the
structure of the APOB100 molecules in its membrane and
triggering an immune response in which macrophages within
the intima ingest LDL and become lipid ladened “foam cells.”
This is thought to be the beginning of an atherosclerotic
plaque.34

Therefore, according to the response-to-retention theory,
the greater the amount of LDL in circulation, the greater the
risk that it will be retained in the subendothelial space and lead
to plaque formation. Thus, anything that raises LDL throws
most physicians into a tizzy and sends them running to the
medicine cabinet with strong suggestions of statins and other
cholesterol-lowering agents to their patients. The problem here
is that this key portion of the theory has not been proven.
There is exactly zero research that conclusively shows that the
amount of LDL retained is directly linked to the amount of
LDL in the circulation, and there are many studies that suggest
exactly the opposite.

In the elderly, higher levels of LDL appear to be protective
and are associated with greater longevity. Epidemiology
studies of women, Canadian and Russian men, Maoris, and
Asians do not show associations between total cholesterol or
LDL levels and incidence of heart disease or all-cause
mortality.23,35,36-38 Why would LDL behave differently
throughout the lifespan, between men and women, or across
the globe? If the process of atherosclerosis were really as
simple as “more LDL in the circulation leading to more
plaque formation,” this correlation would be present across
all age groups, sexes, and cultures.

Vegetarians are also far from immune to atherosclerosis.
They, too, display rates equivalent to the general population



despite lower average levels of LDL.39 Furthermore, in statin
trials, there is not a true dose-response relationship between
levels of LDL and the degree of plaque formation.40,41,42 In
studies with both statins and PCSK9 inhibitors (which lower
LDL levels below 40 milligrams per deciliter), the majority of
patients continue to suffer progression of cardiovascular
disease despite extremely low levels of LDL.43 Clearly, there’s
much more to this equation than we have been led to believe,
and the progression of atherosclerosis depends on more than
simply the amount of LDL in the bloodstream.

Data from the Framingham Study provides us with key
insights into how the response-to-retention hypothesis is
flawed.44 If we look at a graph comparing total cholesterol
levels to the incidence of cardiovascular disease across all
participants within this study, we get a graph that looks like
the following:

Gordon, T. et al., (1977). High density lipoprotein as a
protective factor against coronary heart disease: The

Framingham study. The American Journal of Medicine, 62(5):
707-714.

We can see why researchers might look at this and believe
that there’s a direct relationship between the amount of LDL in
the blood and cardiovascular disease: the more total
cholesterol and LDL, the more people from this study had



cardiovascular events. But a very interesting thing happens to
this graph when we separate all of the people studied into
groups based on their levels of HDL.

Up to this point we’ve spoken about HDL only briefly
when we discussed its role in reverse cholesterol transport.
Another very interesting thing about HDL is that its level
correlates directly with insulin sensitivity.45,46,47 In those with
insulin resistance, HDL levels fall and triglyceride levels rise,
a change in blood parameters known as metabolic
dyslipidemia.48 Thus, those with the lowest levels of HDL are
much more likely to have insulin resistance than those with
higher levels of this lipoprotein.49,50 Looking at the graph that
follows, it’s immediately apparent that differences in HDL
make a huge difference in cardiovascular disease risk. Keep in
mind that this is exactly the same data from the Framingham
Study depicted in the previous graph, but participants have
been split into groups based on their HDL levels.



What we quickly notice looking at this graph is that with
low HDL (less than 45 milligrams per deciliter), there is a
clear correlation between total cholesterol and heart disease,
but in those with higher levels of HDL, this correlation
vanishes almost entirely. What we see here is exactly what
proponents of the response-to-retention hypothesis are
missing. Atherosclerosis is about much more than just total
cholesterol or LDL. In those who are insulin sensitive, rising
LDL levels do not correlate with increased rates of heart
disease.

Thinking about LDL levels within a vacuum is a critical
mistake and a dangerously myopic perspective. When it comes
to total cholesterol and LDL, context is everything! If we are
insulin resistant, higher levels of LDL may very well
contribute to plaque formation and progression, but if we are
insulin sensitive, higher levels of LDL are not associated with
increased atherosclerosis and are likely protective.

These findings help us explain the discordance in the
epidemiology data regarding LDL and heart disease. It’s not
just about LDL, it’s about insulin resistance. When thinking
about heart disease risk and lipids, we must consider the
overall health of the individual rather than looking only at
LDL. And yet the vast majority of the time, if LDL is elevated,
clinicians become overly focused on this, disregarding the
HDL and triglycerides and very rarely taking into
consideration other blood-markers reflective of insulin
sensitivity, such as fasting insulin.

Atherosclerosis—It’s All About the Stickiness!

So far, we’ve seen that if LDL gets stuck within the intima, it
can become oxidized, triggering an immune reaction and
leading to macrophage engulfment.51 Binding of LDL to
proteoglycans with subsequent oxidization appears to be a key
step in this process because “native” or non-oxidized LDL
does not contribute to the progression of coronary artery
disease.52



If it’s only the LDL that gets “stuck” in our artery walls
that contributes to atherosclerosis, could a higher amount of
LDL in our blood stream lead to more LDL in the
subendothelial space and the progression of this phenomenon?
At first glance, one might think so, and this is indeed what
advocates of the response-to-retention hypothesis believe. But
as we’ve seen based on the Framingham data, levels of LDL in
the blood do not consistently correlate with the progression of
coronary artery disease in the absence of insulin resistance.
With a little more examination of the amount of LDL in our
body and plaque formation, we’ll see why the notion that more
LDL equals more atherosclerosis is clearly unfounded.

There are more than a quintillion
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000—or—1 x 1018) particles of LDL
floating around in our bloodstream. That’s 1,000 times more
LDL particles than there are cells in our whole body. If every
LDL particle that entered the subendothelial space in our
arteries led to the formation of a plaque, we’d be deader than a
doornail long before our first birthday. Every second of every
day, lipoproteins like LDL are moving in and out of the walls
of both veins and arteries, delivering nutrients to the cells there
for energy and the construction of membranes. Clearly, there
must be another part of this equation that leads to retention of
some of these LDL particles within the arterial wall.

Interestingly, HDL particles are smaller and ten times more
numerous than LDL. They carry more cholesterol in our blood
stream, but these particles do not participate in the formation
of atherosclerotic lesions. Why not? Because they do not get
stuck in the subendothelial space. Within the arterial wall, it
appears that only particles containing the APOB molecule are
able to bind to the proteoglycans within the intima and be
retained.53 It’s not the size of the particle, or the number of
particles moving into the vessel wall that’s important, it’s how
likely a lipoprotein is to be retained that determines whether
or not it contributes to the process of plaque formation.

If you were to throw tennis balls at a wall, unless both
were coated in velcro, they would not stick. It would not
matter how many times you threw them. Similarly, it appears
that unless LDL and the intimal space are sticky, no matter



how many LDL particles we have floating around our bodies,
the LDL “balls” only get stuck to the intimal “walls” when
both are coated in a “molecular velcro” that makes them
sticky. LDL is not enough to initiate atherosclerosis on its
own, it has to get stuck in the arterial wall to participate in
this process.

What determines how sticky the LDL particle and the
intimal space are? Ah, my friends, this is truly the million-
dollar question! The good news is that I believe we’ve already
got a million-dollar answer, and that we already know what it
is from our analysis of the Framingham data. There’s very
good evidence that during the states of insulin resistance and
inflammation, both the LDL particle and the intimal space get
coated in “molecular velcro” and become more sticky.54,55,56-58

Specifically, studies looking at the arteries of diabetics and
arterial wall injury have shown changes in the proteoglycan
matrix that increase its affinity for LDL.59 Additional research
reveals that the LDL particle becomes more likely to be bound
to proteoglycans in the intimal space when it is enriched with
apolipoprotein ApoC III—a process that occurs during states
of insulin resistance—making for a dangerous combination
that strongly predisposes to plaque formation. The risk of
atherosclerosis is so high in diabetics that rates of heart attack
are elevated in this population even with low levels of LDL.60

At this point, you may be saying, “Sure, I believe you on
this, but doesn’t atherosclerosis occur in people without
diabetes or pre-diabetes? How common is this scenario of
insulin resistance?” Fantastic question! If I could give you an
enthusiastic high five right now, I would! You’ve hit the nail
on the head with this one, and the answer might surprise you:
though diabetes and pre-diabetes are diagnosed in 35 percent
of the American population, there’s strong evidence that
insulin resistance is much more common than this!

As we’ve discussed previously, there is evidence that a
whopping 88 percent of the American population has some
degree of metabolic dysfunction.61 If the vast majority of
people around us have insulin resistance, is it any wonder that
some studies have shown a correlation between LDL levels
and cardiovascular disease? Almost the entire population of



the U.S. has velcro on their lipoproteins and within their
arteries, and the tennis balls are getting stuck to the wall! So to
answer the previous question, there’s good evidence that when
atherosclerosis does occur, it is almost always in the setting of
insulin resistance and metabolic dysfunction.

One of the biggest mistakes Western medicine makes is
to extrapolate these pathologies to the 12 percent of us who
are not insulin resistant and not inflamed, warning us that
certain cardiovascular disease will swiftly follow with an
elevated LDL.

Those of us with good insulin sensitivity are essentially a
different breed, and there are many striking stories of plaque
regression among insulin-sensitive individuals with “elevated
LDL” eating carnivore or ketogenic diets. In the absence of
insulin resistance and inflammation, higher levels of LDL are
probably protective because of their roles with the immune
response. Want to live a long time? Eat in a manner that allows
for insulin sensitivity, decreases inflammation, and leads to a
robust amount of valuable LDL particles. Carnivore diet,
anyone?

Further Down the LDL Rabbit Hole

Although LDL is found in atherosclerotic plaques, it has not
been shown to be able to initiate plaque formation on its own.
Just because a fireman shows up to a house on fire—or a
policeman arrives at the scene of a crime—does not mean that
they caused the mayhem. In the case of atherosclerosis, the
compelling alternative hypothesis is that although LDL is
present in an atherosclerotic plaque, it’s probably not
performing as the criminal who started the fire, but rather, as
the fireman arriving at the scene to quell the blaze. There’s
good evidence to believe that LDL is not causing
atherosclerosis but may be involved in plaques as part of a
repair process in response to injury to the vessel wall.

If the presence of LDL in the arterial lesion is the main
indictment of its guilt, what evidence do we have of its
possible innocence in this pathological process? Consider this:



If LDL alone were enough to cause atherosclerosis, why is it
that plaque formation is only observed in arteries and not
veins? The amount of LDL circulating through our blood
vessels is the same throughout our body, be it in the higher
pressure arterial system leading from the heart to organs and
extremities, or in the lower pressure venous system that
returns blood from these distal regions back to the good old
ticker. Our blood vessels form a continuous loop with a
consistent amount of lipoproteins evenly distributed
throughout it. The endothelium of our veins is exposed to
exactly the same amount of LDL as the endothelium of our
arteries—and yet, only the latter display atherosclerotic
lesions.

A clue as to why this occurs is found in the common
location of plaque build-up at arterial branch points, where
turbulent blood flow can damage the lining of our arteries.62 It
appears that atherosclerotic plaques occur in locations where
the endothelium has become damaged. This damage can occur
as a result of turbulent blood flow, inflammation, insulin
resistance, or other causes.63,64 Intriguingly, when veins are
subjected to the higher pressures of the arterial vascular tree,
in cases such as cardiac bypass surgery, they quickly develop
aggressive atherosclerotic lesions. Similarly, in animal
models, arteries transplanted into the venous circulation do not
develop atherosclerosis.65 These findings suggest that it’s not
something about the veins themselves that protects them from
plaque formation, but rather, the higher pressure system of the
arterial circulation that predisposes the endothelium of arteries
to injury.

We’ve covered a heck of a lot so far on this complex topic;
let’s tie all of this together to present a complete picture of
what’s probably happening in the development of
atherosclerotic plaque. We know that LDL and other
lipoproteins serve vital roles in the body—delivering nutrients
to all of our cells—and without them, we wouldn’t be alive.
The intimal cells of our arterial walls need these nutrients to
function properly, just like all of the other cells of our body,
and they receive them through the diffusion of lipoproteins
within the bloodstream into the subendothelial space.32 When



everything is copasetic, these lipoproteins move into the
intimal cell layer and then move back out into the circulation,
continuing their journey and eventually ending up back at the
liver. But when the arterial wall is damaged by states of insulin
resistance, inflammation, oxidative stress, hyperglycemia, or
arterial turbulence, it displays increased levels of proteoglycan
molecules and becomes “stickier.” This traps the circulating
lipoproteins that may also be coated in “molecular velcro.”
Once stuck in the deepest layers of the intima, LDL is more
likely to become oxidized and engulfed by the macrophages
there, leading to the beginnings of atherosclerosis.33

Within this framework, the accumulation of lipoproteins
within the arterial wall might be viewed as a molecular repair
mechanism. This can progress to atherosclerosis when it gets
out of control and is driven by pathophysiological states like
insulin resistance and inflammation. From this perspective,
LDL is probably just like the firemen who arrive at the scene
of the fire. They didn’t set the fire, but if the blaze gets out of
control, a whole lot of them show up to fight it. In the case of
atherosclerosis, when a whole lot of LDL firemen start
showing up and get stuck, subendothelial plaque can form.
This process of arterial repair from micro-injury is always
happening in our arterial walls, but when it gets out of hand, it
can lead to atherosclerosis and eventually heart disease. It’s
not the LDL that initiates plaque formation, it’s injury to the
arterial wall. The notion that LDL deposition may in fact be
part of an arterial repair mechanism is strengthened by the fact
that all placental mammals, including herbivores, omnivores,
and carnivores, are known to demonstrate LDL deposition in
the arterial wall.66,67,68,69

Maybe we should send a card to LDL apologizing for
badmouthing it over the last sixty years when it was just trying
to help. On second thought, LDL would probably appreciate a
few steaks and liver more.

The Skinny (and Not So Skinny) on Insulin Resistance

At this point in our adventure, we’ve seen that insulin
resistance is quite sinister, making both LDL and our arteries



much more sticky. But what causes insulin resistance in the
first place, and how do we stay in the 12 percent with slick
“balls and walls” who are insulin sensitive? Let’s dig into what
we know about this pathological process and how to avoid its
damaging clutches.

Although there’s no formal characterization of insulin
resistance, it’s generally defined as a diminished response to
the actions of insulin by all of the tissues of the body. Insulin
is a peptide hormone secreted by the beta cells of the pancreas
in response to protein or carbohydrate intake, but more so with
the latter. It signals the peripheral tissues to take up glucose
from the bloodstream and to proliferate. When cells of the
body become resistant to insulin, more is needed to achieve
the previous effect, and blood levels begin to rise. Insulin
resistance is essentially synonymous with pre-diabetes, but
because the manifestations are subtle, this condition is often
missed. The need for higher levels of insulin puts stress on the
pancreas, but initially it is able to meet the increased demand.
If nothing changes, insulin resistance gradually worsens, and
by the time we develop full-blown diabetes, our poor pancreas
has been overproducing insulin for a long time and can barely
keep up. Type II diabetics often end up needing supplemental
insulin when the pancreas can no longer respond adequately to
the increasing needs of the peripheral tissues, and blood
glucose levels begin to rise significantly.

Most of the evidence points to the roots of insulin
resistance being within the mitochondria, the organelles that
are our cellular power plants. It is within these incredible
energy factories that the protein, fat, and carbohydrates we eat
are ultimately converted into energy in the form of ATP. In
states of insulin resistance, mitochondria send out signals to
the rest of the cell in the form of reactive oxygen species
(ROS), telling them that they are overloaded with energy,
usually from excess calorie consumption.70,71,72 These reactive
oxygen species cause the cell to refuse the signals from insulin
to take up glucose and other nutrients, and insulin resistance
develops.

In this situation, the main issue is usually excessive food
consumption, especially excess carbohydrates combined with



fat. Intriguingly, overfeeding with each of these
macronutrients individually does not appear to lead to insulin
resistance or weight gain, but when they are consumed
together in excess, it appears to cause negative metabolic
consequences in our body.73 If we are consuming natural
sources of carbohydrates and fat, our satiety mechanisms
usually kick in at the proper time to prevent this, but the
consumption of processed food or a pre-existing metabolic
dysfunction (88 percent of Americans) can impair these
processes and lead to problems. In situations of insulin
resistance, one of the most effective therapeutic interventions
is to significantly limit either carbohydrates or fat from our
diet until we have lost excess weight and regained proper
insulin sensitivity.

Since this is a book about the carnivore diet, you might be
able to guess that I favor a high-fat, low-carbohydrate
approach to insulin resistance related to obesity, but a high-
carbohydrate, low-fat approach may also work for some
people. The latter approach does not have the neuroprotective
or satiety benefits of a ketogenic metabolism (a metabolism
based on burning primarily fat rather than carbohydrates),74

and many people find a high-fat/low-carb strategy easier to
maintain long term for weight loss and body composition.

Within the natural world, the combination of both
carbohydrates and fat is rare, and these macronutrients almost
never occur together other than in breast milk, a uniquely
valuable food in infancy. This combination appears to have
less of an effect on our satiety signals than either of these
macronutrients individually, something that has been
leveraged to an extreme degree by junk food manufacturers. In
a sinister recapitulation of the unique evolutionary
combination of fat and carbohydrates in breast milk, candy
bars, ice cream, and many other junk foods similarly function
to short-circuit normal mechanisms of satiety and induce rapid
weight gain and insulin resistance when eaten as part of a
caloric surplus.

Our ancestors would have sought out the fattiest animals,
but it’s unlikely that they always had a lot of fat in their diet
unless their hunts were successful. Carbohydrates are similarly



scarce within the natural world. Depending on latitude and
time of year, a small amount of fruit may have been available
occasionally, but this was likely rare. It’s also interesting to
note that fructose, the five-carbon sugar prevalent in fruit, has
been shown to promote both insulin and leptin (a satiety
hormone) resistance when consumed in excess.75,76 We’ll talk
more about this in Chapter Twelve, but overconsumption of
fruit is probably a bad idea in terms of both metabolic and
dental health.

Throughout our evolution, we might have occasionally
found carbohydrates in the form of tubers, but many of these
contain toxic compounds like cyanogenic glycosides and
oxalates. Most of the tubers we see in the grocery store today
also look nothing like those that could have been eaten by our
ancestors, which would have been much smaller, more fibrous,
and probably tasted pretty horrible. Survival foods to be sure.
Remember that the lack of the amylase gene duplication in
Neanderthals and Denisovans also suggests that we have not
been eating significant amounts of tubers for the majority of
our evolution.

The takeaway here is that in the case of obesity, insulin
resistance usually results from excess calorie consumption in
the form of carbohydrates combined with fat, leading to
mitochondrial dysfunction with signaling through increased
reactive oxygen species. The clear way to correct this is to
make efforts toward weight loss by not consuming excess
calories, by avoiding processed food, and by limiting either fat
or carbohydrate intake.

Other Causes of Insulin Resistance

Though overfeeding is the first thing we usually think of with
regard to obesity and insulin resistance, there are other things
that can also cause this metabolic derangement, including
infections, inflammation, and lifestyle factors such as stress
and lack of sleep.

Experiments in humans show that intravenous infusion of
endotoxin from gram-negative bacteria results in immune



activation and metabolic dysfunction with insulin resistance.77

At first, this may sound like a bad thing, and in situations of
chronic inflammation, it can be. But there’s evidence that
transient insulin resistance might actually be a part of our
body’s normal response to infectious insults. Concentrations of
lipoproteins are also known to change during acute infection,
resulting in increased levels of VLDL and LDL observed in
the circulation, likely related to the roles these particles play in
the immune response.78

Insulin resistance can also be caused by systemic
inflammation and is observed in many chronic autoimmune
conditions, including rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, ankylosing
spondylitis, polymyalgia rheumatica, depression, and
schizophrenia.79 If you are surprised to see depression in that
list, remember that many psychiatric diseases appear to be
inflammatory in nature. Not surprisingly, rates of heart disease
are also greatly increased relative to the general population in
people with these inflammatory conditions.80

As previously mentioned, damage to the gastrointestinal
epithelium can lead to systemic inflammation, so it will come
as no surprise that leaky gut can also cause insulin resistance
and has been strongly linked to diabetes.81 Via this mechanism,
it’s plausible that plant toxins, which are known to open tight
junctions in the gastrointestinal tract,82 could also be
contributing to insulin resistance in some individuals. Not only
might nightshades be making our joints hurt, they might also
be causing leaky gut and metabolic dysfunction. Do we still
think tomatoes are a health food?

The stress we encounter on a day-to-day basis is much
greater and of a different quality than that which our ancestors
traditionally bore. They might have had short periods of
increased stress when fighting for survival or weathering a
storm, but the unrelenting moderate level of stress we
experience as humans today is something new for us. Our
sleep environments are also significantly different from the
past. We now have much more blue light at night, which
disrupts the circadian rhythm. Managing stress and prioritizing
good quality sleep are mandatory lifestyle modifications we
need to make if we hope to be as insulin sensitive as possible.



The best metrics of health will be our energy, overall
mood, sleep quality, libido, and body composition, but
laboratory markers can be a useful adjunct to these. Within the
bloodwork section of the Appendix, I have included tests that
give us a sense of insulin sensitivity. These include fasting
glucose, fasting insulin, c-peptide, fructosamine, and fasting
leptin. Though fasting glucose is commonly ordered, the
others are rarely looked at but are some of the most valuable
data points we can gather.

Triglyceride and HDL levels also give a good indication of
insulin sensitivity. I prefer to see triglycerides less than 75
milligrams per deciliter and view a triglyceride/HDL ratio of
less than one as a good indicator that someone is likely insulin
sensitive. LDL particle size has traditionally been used as a
proxy for this as well, with less than 22 nanometers being a
possible indicator of insulin resistance, though this is a less
specific measurement.

You may notice that I’ve left hemoglobin A1c off this list.
This marker looks at the percent of hemoglobin with attached
sugar molecules and is meant to be a measure of the average
blood glucose over the last one hundred days, which is the
approximate life span of a red blood cell. I have found
hemoglobin A1c to be somewhat inaccurate, however. The
best way to get a sense of our average blood sugar is to use a
continuous glucose monitor (CGM). These monitors are quite
valuable as they can also show us how blood glucose levels
change postprandially (after eating) and throughout the day
and night. When postprandial glucose levels are elevated, it is
a signal that some degree of insulin resistance or metabolic
dysregulation is occurring in response to specific foods.
Research suggests that glucose excursions from baseline
should not be more than 50 milligrams per deciliter, and that
less than 30 milligrams per deciliter is probably ideal.
Furthermore, there should be a return to baseline within one to
two hours.83,84

What happens in our body when our blood sugar spikes
after meals? There’s good evidence that these high levels of
glucose can damage the endothelium of our blood vessels,
leading to inflammation within the vessel wall and



atherosclerosis.85,86 Similarly, elevated blood sugar has been
found to directly damage the gastrointestinal epithelium, the
endothelium in the kidneys, and the blood-brain barrier.87,88,89

Elevated blood glucose levels appear to make all of the
tissues of our body leaky, which is not good and should be
avoided if we hope to live radical lives.

What does a continuous blood glucose monitor reading
look like from someone eating a nose-to-tail carnivore diet? If
you take a look at the readings from multiple days below,
you’ll see that it’s just about the most boring thing ever, but
that is a very good thing. These readings are from a client of
mine who gave me permission to share them. As you’ll see,
the average blood glucose sits right around 80 milligrams per
deciliter, and there is essentially no change when he eats. On a
carnivore diet, his meals are protein and fat with essentially
zero carbohydrates, and this doesn’t change his blood glucose
at all. Contrast this with the reading from the day that he
consumed carbohydrates and you’ll see his glucose rise after
eating and stay elevated for hours. As we’ve seen, this
probably isn’t the best thing for the endothelial lining of his
blood vessels.

I’m not saying that all carbohydrates are bad. Certainly, at
times throughout our evolution, we would have eaten some
fruit or tubers if we needed to, but I do not believe these made
up a significant proportion of our diets. There are indigenous



peoples who eat significant amounts of carbohydrates and
maintain good health,90,91 but there are also examples of groups
like the Pima Indians in whom a high-carbohydrate diet has
led to an enormous rate of diabetes (greater than 80 percent)
with profound negative health consequences.92,93 It appears that
we all have a genetic set point regarding how many
carbohydrates we can handle, with the type of carbohydrate
and consumption with fat being relevant. Processed
carbohydrates like breads, pasta, flours, and sugars appear to
be universally detrimental, but some people may be able to
tolerate reasonable amounts of non-processed carbohydrates
without apparent negative metabolic consequences. For other
people, however, moderate amounts of many carbohydrates
appear to contribute to weight gain, difficulty with appetite
control, and worsening of disease symptoms like brain fog,
fatigue, depression, and anxiety.

The big takeaways from this discussion of insulin
resistance are that it appears to be driving atherosclerosis by
making both LDL and arterial walls sticky. Insulin resistance
is pervasive and skews much of the way research is
interpreted. Many things can cause it, including chronic
inflammation, infections, leaky gut, excess carbohydrates or
fructose in susceptible individuals, chronic stress, and poor
sleep. We definitely don’t want insulin resistance, and it
appears to be the single greatest driver of chronic illness in
Western populations living today, but the good news here is
that it’s fairly easy to detect, and it’s completely avoidable if
we pay some attention to our diet and lifestyle.

Let’s move on to talk about a few more aspects of
lipoproteins as we dig into the biochemical basis of rising
LDL levels on a ketogenic diet— and why this isn’t something
to be concerned about.

Why Does LDL Rise on a Ketogenic Diet?

When we think about LDL with an antiquated framework,
elevations of this lipoprotein can look scary. As we’ve seen in
this chapter, however, it’s high time that we revise the LDL
paradigm and stop incorrectly vilifying this crucial component
of our healthy physiology. Elevated LDL is only a problem in



the presence of insulin resistance, and if we don’t have
“sticky” LDL molecules and arterial walls, more is probably a
good thing! Nevertheless, it’s interesting to examine the
mechanisms by which LDL rises during ketosis in order to
explain this biological phenomenon and to allay further fears.

Examining the diagram of cholesterol synthesis above,
which is known as the mevalonate pathway, we see that
during ketosis, our body naturally breaks down fatty acid
molecules into Acetyl-CoA. Acetyl-CoA can be used directly
for energy in the mitochondria through the Krebs cycle. It can
also be made into HMG-CoA and, subsequently, into
cholesterol, or it can be made into ketones like beta-
hydroxybutyrate (BHB). Mechanisms by which ketosis could
be increasing cholesterol synthesis are complex and not fully
understood, but it appears that since ketones and cholesterol
share this common pathway, when more Acetyl-CoA is made
into HMG-CoA for ketone synthesis, some of this could also
form cholesterol. Strengthening this hypothesis is the
observation that other cholesterol precursor molecules like
desmosterol are also increased on a ketogenic diet.94 Ketones
are also known to provide the substrate required for the
massive synthesis of cholesterol in the rapidly growing brains
of infants and children through this synthesis pathway.95



Furthermore, both VLDL and LDL increase during fasting,
which is most likely connected with this ketogenic physiology
and a coupled increase in cholesterol synthesis.96,97 Throughout
our evolution, it is certain that our ancestors experienced
prolonged periods of calorie deficits or complete caloric
deprivation when hunts were not successful and there were
few plant fallback foods available. Does it make even an iota
of sense that our bodies would have evolved a system in which
a molecule that is bad for us, like so many claim LDL to be,
would increase significantly during such times? No way!
Intentional fasting is now practiced by millions around the
globe with resulting weight loss, improvements in diabetes,
and other metabolic derangements. Are people simultaneously
getting healthier and developing atherosclerosis? Of course
not! In this chapter, we’ve already talked in great detail about
the hard science suggesting that LDL does not cause
atherosclerosis, and from an evolutionary perspective, this
possibility also appears illogical.

As we observed previously in our discussion of the
Framingham Study, elevated LDL on its own does not appear
to be contributing to the progression of atherosclerosis.
Similarly, LDL that rises in the setting of ketogenic
physiology is very unlikely to contribute to plaque progression
and isn’t something to be concerned about.

There’s another situation of elevated LDL that we should
touch on briefly here, known as familial
hypercholesterolemia (FH). There are more than 2,000
polymorphisms in lipoprotein metabolism that can cause FH.
Those with this condition often show levels of LDL that climb
above 200 milligrams per deciliter. Proponents of the
response-to-retention hypothesis will often point to genome-
wide association studies or mendelian randomization studies
of those with FH showing a correlation between LDL and
heart disease. But there’s a problem here. FH does not
represent normal human physiology, and these polymorphisms
often occur in conjunction with a propensity toward forming
excess blood clots.98,99,100,101 Hmmm, let’s think about this for a
moment. Might this coexisting hypercoagulability confound
things just a bit in these studies? I’d say so! We must not be



fooled by this sort of data when thinking about the relationship
between LDL and heart disease. For this reason, FH is clearly
not a good model system for predicting the effect of elevated
LDL in the setting of a ketogenic diet.

Should You Take a Statin for an Elevated LDL?

If we choose to begin a ketogenic diet like most versions of
the carnivore diet, it’s certainly possible that our LDL levels
will rise. At this point in our journey, we know that this
probably isn’t a big deal and is likely protective, but those
thinking about lipids in the traditional way might believe that
such a change would require the immediate need for a statin.
It’s important to address these medications briefly and to take
a look at their limited pros and abundant cons.

At a fundamental level, we know that cholesterol is a
precious molecule in our body and serves many, absolutely
essential roles. Intuitively, wouldn’t it seem that interrupting
the synthesis of such a valuable compound would be a very
bad idea? Surely we wouldn’t want to do such a misguided
thing. But this is exactly what millions of people throughout
the world do every day when they take statin drugs. These
pharmaceuticals significantly impair our body’s ability to
produce cholesterol by inhibiting the enzyme HMG-CoA
reductase, one of the key steps in the mevalonate pathway.

As you can see from the previous graphic depicting this
pathway, throwing a monkey wrench into the workings of this
crucial enzyme won’t just inhibit the formation of cholesterol,
it will also inhibit everything else that is made downstream.
This includes valuable compounds like CoQ10, which plays a
vital role in proper functioning of mitochondria. We’ve talked
about the mitochondria previously, but these cellular
powerhouses are particularly dense in the heart and other
muscles, and they play a critical role in insulin sensitivity.
Wait, did I just suggest that by damaging mitochondria, statins
could lead to insulin resistance? That’s exactly what I am
saying here! Depleting CoQ10 can lead to mitochondrial
dysfunction, and not surprisingly, the use of statins has been
associated with lower levels of this molecule, increased rates



of heart failure, and diabetes.102,103 Use of statins has also been
associated with increased rates of cognitive impairment
because the synthesis of cholesterol needed by the brain is
hindered by these drugs.104 In large trials with these
medications, rates of death by violent crime rise and mood
worsens.105,106,107,108 As it turns out, depriving the brain of a
vital nutrient like cholesterol makes people unhappy and
angry.

Are these drugs really something that should be “in the
water” as so many proponents of the response-to-retention
theory have claimed?109 In trials like Fourier and 4S, the use of
statins decreases the incidence of heart attacks by a small
percentage.43,110 I’m not saying that statins do not decrease
cardiovascular mortality. They certainly have been shown to
do this, but it’s not happening by lowering LDL. As we’ve
discussed earlier in this chapter, there is no dose-response
relationship between LDL lowering with statins and improved
outcomes, and many other drugs not in the statin class of
medications that also lower LDL have repeatedly failed to
show any benefits in terms of cardiovascular outcomes. Statins
have other pleiotropic effects, including being anti-
inflammatory and immunomodulatory, which likely account
for the small, but significant, improvements in cardiovascular
endpoints observed in studies.

At the end of the day, I’m not a huge fan of statins. I don’t
believe that we should be focused on LDL lowering, but
rather, correction of the insulin resistance and inflammation
that are really driving atherosclerosis. The risks of these
medications outweigh their benefits in most people, and diet
and lifestyle modifications are a much more effective way to
positively change the course of our cardiovascular health.

TMAO: The Sheep in Wolf’s Clothing

Another common criticism of eating red meat is that it will
elevate the level of TMAO, or trimethylamine n-oxide, in our
body. This mouthful of a compound is made within our liver
from its precursor TMA, which is produced by certain bacteria
in our gut when we ingest choline and carnitine. These are two



of the substances I spoke about in Chapter Eight as uniquely
beneficial and present only in animal foods. What’s going on
here? Have I led us astray? Not a chance, I’d never do such a
thing! As we’ll soon see, just like LDL, TMAO has gotten a
bad rap and has been unjustly criminalized.

We should recall that choline is critical for making the
membranes of every cell in our body along with the
neurotransmitter acetylcholine, and it plays a role in the
methylation cycle at the center of our biochemistry.
Deficiencies of this nutrient are associated with fatty liver
disease, and the best food sources are egg yolks and organ
meats.111 Carnitine in meat plays a vital role in the redox
balance within the body, acting as an antioxidant and lowering
levels of advanced glycation end products. Clearly, choline
and carnitine are very valuable.

In order for the argument that choline and carnitine in
animal foods should be avoided to hold water, wouldn’t it
seem reasonable to show that TMAO is damaging to humans?
One would certainly think so, but this has never been
demonstrated. Claims that TMAO is bad for us are based
entirely on observational epidemiology.112,113 There are studies
that show a correlation between elevated levels of TMAO and
increased rates of diabetes and cardiovascular disease—but as
we know all too well, correlation does not equal causation.

The first hint that there’s something suspicious about the
TMAO story comes from the fact that many species of fish
contain pre-formed TMAO in levels greater than what would
be formed by eating a similar amount of red meat, yet fish
have never been associated with higher rates of cardiovascular
disease or diabetes.114 TMAO can also be produced by the
bacteria living within the gastrointestinal tract when we eat
vegetables, but this little nugget of information is never
discussed by those who claim it’s harmful for us.115,116 Higher
levels of TMAO have also been observed in humans eating
fish and vegetables than in those eating meat.117 In rats, doses
of TMAO at four to five times normal levels have shown
benefit, leading to improvement in models of hypertension,
and displaying no harmful effects on the circulatory system.118



Something about the claims that red meat is bad for us
because of TMAO production doesn’t add up.

This all begins to make a bit more sense when we look at
the liver’s normal production of TMAO by an enzyme called
FMO3. The thing about FMO3 is that its activity can be
upregulated by insulin. When there’s more insulin around,
FMO3 is going to crank out more TMAO in the liver from
TMA produced in the gut. Do we know any common
conditions in which insulin levels might be increased? Are
insulin levels increased in diabetes and in those with
cardiovascular disease who have underlying insulin
resistance? Yup! So in the 88 percent of the population with
some degree of insulin resistance, it’s very likely that elevated
levels of insulin are driving up levels of TMAO production by
the liver.

The fundamental flaw of epidemiology studies looking at
TMAO levels and cardiovascular disease is that although they
might show correlation, they are blind in knowing what
direction the arrow of causality might go. That is,
epidemiology studies that show a correlation between TMAO
and these diseases can’t show us if TMAO is causing diabetes
and cardiovascular disease, or if it’s the other way around. In
this case, based on the dependence of FMO3 on insulin, it’s
much more likely that rising insulin levels are driving the
production of TMAO rather than TMAO leading to disease. A
recent statistical analysis of the research done with TMAO
came to exactly the same conclusion:

“Our findings support that T2DM and kidney disease
increase TMAO levels and observational evidence
for cardiovascular diseases may be due to
confounding or reverse causality.” 119

Well, doesn’t that just drive a big old stake into the
vampire heart of the TMAO myth? The notion that something
formed in our gut from vital nutrients was harmful sounded
suspicious from the very beginning, and research now points
to the idea of TMAO causing cardiovascular disease or
diabetes being nothing more than a red herring. We shouldn’t
worry about carnitine and choline in red meat. These nutrients



are incredibly valuable and should not be avoided due to
concerns regarding the mythical monster TMAO.

Saturated Fat: Why Vegetable Oil Companies Say It’s Bad

No chapter on animal foods and heart health would be
complete without a discussion of saturated fat. Recall that we
name fats as saturated or unsaturated when we are referring to
the absence or presence of double bonds between the carbons
that form the backbone of these molecules. Fats are termed
saturated when they do not possess any double bonds. A
molecule with one double bond is known as a
monounsaturated fat, and polyunsaturated fats possess
multiple double bonds. Although saturated fat is generally
associated with fat from animals, in reality, most animal fat is
composed of almost equal proportions of monounsaturated and
saturated fat and a small amount of polyunsaturated fat.
Although many plant foods contain some amount of saturated
fat, the highest concentrations of saturated fat from plants are
found in coconut oil and palm oil, both of which contain
significantly more of this type of fat than animal foods.

If we peruse the interwebs looking for information about
which foods are healthy and which aren’t, we quickly
encounter the notion that saturated fat is bad for us. Any
guesses where this comes from? More misinterpreted, poorly
done epidemiology. Specifically, the notion that saturated fat is
bad for us originated in the early 1960s with the work of Ancel
Keys, who published the now-infamous Seven Countries
Study looking at the relationship between diet and heart
disease in cohorts of people living in the U.S., Japan,
Yugoslavia, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, and Finland. This
observational study showed a correlation between the amount
of saturated fat consumed in the diet with blood cholesterol
levels and the incidence of heart disease. This gave rise to the
“Diet-Heart” hypothesis, which postulated that saturated fat in
our diet raises cholesterol levels and leads to heart disease.
This theory was quickly espoused by the American Heart
Association (AHA) in the 1960s and became deeply engrained
in our collective health consciousness—despite the fact that a



lack of association between blood cholesterol levels and the
degree of atherosclerosis was noted as early as the 1930s.120

We now know that there were multiple flaws in Keys’
research, including his exclusion of many countries that did
not fit his theory, a type of bias known as “cherry picking.” To
make matters worse, there was also a more nefarious, unseen
political agenda driving the formulation of the dietary
guidelines in the 1960s. Millions of dollars were donated to
the AHA by companies within the food industry who produced
vegetable oils and low-fat, grain-based foods. At the expense
of the declining health of the general population, these
companies profited enormously from the recommendations of
the AHA. We were all told to use canola oil and to eat grains
while our waistlines ballooned and heart disease rates rose
sharply during the seventies, eighties, and nineties.

Thankfully, more people are beginning to wake up to the
fact that saturated fat is not the outlaw it’s been labeled as.
We’ve been eating animal foods with saturated fat in them for
the entirety of our evolution as humans. This has led us to
become the extremely intelligent, large-brained, strong, and
adaptable people we are today. Science has also recently
begun to support the things we already knew to be true, and
studies have shown that high-fat ketogenic diets containing
plenty of saturated fat reverse diabetes and insulin
resistance.121,122 They also lead to weight loss and
improvements in inflammatory markers, as well as a reduction
in hypertension, dementia, polycystic ovarian syndrome, and a
host of other conditions.123,124,125-131 Animal studies show that
saturated fat does not induce leaky gut, but polyunsaturated
vegetable oils, like corn oil, do open tight junctions and
damage the gut lining.132 It has also been demonstrated that
when saturated fat in the diet is decreased, and
polyunsaturated fat increased, levels of oxidized LDL
increase.133 As we’ve seen previously, this process of LDL
oxidation has been associated with the progression of
atherosclerosis and is not something we want to fuel. There is
simply no interventional evidence that saturated fat is
damaging to humans, and studies like this suggest that it
serves valuable roles in our body.



Many recent epidemiology studies have also been done
showing no link between saturated fat and cardiovascular
disease, calling into question previous results that suggested
such a connection. A large meta analysis of forty-three studies,
published in 2019, found no correlation between total fat or
saturated fat intake and cardiovascular disease.134 Not
surprisingly, this study found a linear relationship between
processed trans fat in vegetable oils and heart attack risk. This
suggests that the exact type of fats pushed upon us for the last
sixty years by the AHA are one of the real culprits in the
current heart disease epidemic. Imagine that!

Another large trial of forty-two countries in Europe,
published in 2016, echoed these findings and came to the
following conclusions:

“The most significant dietary correlate of low
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk was high total fat
and animal protein consumption…The major
correlate of high CVD risk was the proportion of
energy from carbohydrates and alcohol, or from
potato and cereal carbohydrates…Our results do
not support the association between CVDs and
saturated fat, which is still contained in official
dietary guidelines. Instead, they agree with data
accumulated from recent studies that link CVD risk
with the high glycemic index/load of carbohydrate-
based diets. In the absence of any scientific evidence
connecting saturated fat with CVDs, these findings
show that current dietary recommendations
regarding CVDs should be seriously reconsidered.”
135

This study found that the more animal fat and protein
people ate, the less cardiovascular disease they experienced,
while those who ate the most carbohydrates had the highest
rates of this pathology. As always, all of the usual
epidemiology caveats apply here, but these results fly in the
face of those touted by the mainstream media for the last sixty
years and cannot be ignored. It warms my little carnivore heart
that the authors also went as far as suggesting that the current
dietary recommendations regarding cardiovascular disease are



basically malarkey and should be reformulated. Hopefully, this
time we can keep agribusiness interests out of this process. It’s
not saturated fat or animal meat that are causing heart disease,
it’s processed vegetable oils and processed carbohydrates that
are the real malefactors here!

The Edge of Zion

We saved the best for last, didn’t we? In this chapter we’ve
traversed some rocky country, but at the end of it all, we’ve
arrived at the edge of Shangri-La unscathed and much better
for all of our efforts. Though many in the mainstream equate
LDL with “bad cholesterol” and shudder at the thought of
elevated levels of this lipoprotein, we now know that the
opposite is true. Not only does LDL serve indispensable roles
in the body, but in the absence of insulin resistance, elevated
levels of this cholesterol-carrying particle are probably
protective against infectious disease and are associated with
robust longevity in the elderly. This is far from the scary
bedtime story we’ve been told, and for so long, we’ve been led
astray by observational epidemiology. We must not continue to
make this mistake if we truly hope to find the optimal health
we all deserve.

In the final sections of this book, we’ll talk about how to
eat like our ancestors did. We’ll discuss how to eat a nose-to-
tail carnivore diet in detail and outline a clear plan for us to
follow in our daily life. Some of these concepts, like eating
organ meats, may seem foreign at first, but the premise
remains simple: if we eat animals like our ancestors did and
use plant foods only as survival foods, we will thrive.



Section IV



CHAPTER 12: WHAT TO EAT ON A
NOSE-TO-TAIL CARNIVORE DIET

AH, MY FRIENDS, what a journey it has been. At long last,
we have arrived in the Promised Land. As we stand on a
coastline with some decent looking surf, we find that we are
surrounded by verdant pastures on which healthy ruminants
graze under the warm sun and drink from clean, flowing
streams. Before we take up the bow and head off hunting or go
rambling to the ocean to collect some shellfish, let’s rest for a
moment on the grass and reflect on our journey thus far.

At the beginning of our adventures to find the lost user
manual, we saw that stable isotope analyses of fossils strongly
suggests our ancestors were high-level carnivores. They ate
mostly large animals and displayed higher levels of δ15
nitrogen than those of contemporary carnivores, like hyenas.
We also dug into the data regarding duplications in the salivary
amylase gene and discussed why the fact that only Homo
sapiens possess this suggests strongly that we have not had
many starchy foods in our diet for the majority of our
evolution. An examination of the size of the human brain
revealed the striking finding that, about 2 million years ago,
our noggins started increasing in size dramatically, right when
we began hunting animals and using stone tools and weapons.
This trend continued up until about 40,000 years ago. No one
knows why our brains have been shrinking since then, but it’s
intriguing to note that this point in our history correlates with
the advent of agriculture and a decrease in our access to B12

and other nutrients vital for brain health found predominantly
in animal foods.



When we consider the sharp decline in human health
observed with changes in the human diet at the time of the
Neolithic Revolution, “the worst mistake in human history”
might just be an accurate characterization of our decision to
join the cult of the seed. In the final chapter of this book, we’ll
talk more about the impact mono-crop agriculture has had on
our environment, but it’s not pretty. In contrast to the way that
this type of farming depletes the land of precious nutrients and
leads to erosion of topsoil, the grazing of ruminant animals in
a manner consistent with their evolutionary place within
grassland ecosystems enriches the land and increases the
carbon-carrying capacity of the soil.1

After exploring our human origins as hunters and
remembering that hunting and eating animals made us into the
amazing beings we are today, we journeyed through the
dangerous lands of plant toxins. Roaming in the isothiocyanate
jungle, we saw that these compounds aren’t our friends after
all but are just out to harm our thyroid glands and damage our
DNA. Within the hinterlands, the true nature of polyphenols
was revealed to us. We discovered that these plant defense
molecules were little more than toxins that benefit only plants
and supplement manufacturers. Across the oxalate desert we
bravely traveled, learning a myriad of ways in which this
molecule can harm our joints and kidneys and how it can
become deposited in soft tissues, causing unnecessary pain and
suffering. After crossing the rough seas of plant lectins and
observing how these molecules can damage our gut, we finally
arrived on the shores of the next phase of our journey.

We fought on with unbroken spirits, quickly learning of the
incredible nutritional density of animal foods and of the many
misleading fables told to us about the nutritional value of
plants. The next leg of our quest saw us undergo a series of
challenging trials as we thoroughly debunked the pernicious
notions that plant fiber is necessary or beneficial for humans
and that red meat will cause cancer or shorten our life. In a
display of formidable prowess, we then slayed the biggest
dragon of them all as we dispatched the incorrect notions that
eating animals will cause heart disease and that LDL is
something to be feared. With thuds that shook the earth, these



giants fell after careful examination of the scientific evidence
and consideration of our evolutionary past.

As I said at the outset of our adventures, this book is going
to ruffle a whole lot of feathers. There will be many detractors,
and I look forward to answering their criticisms as we
continue on this path to positively impact as many lives as
possible. Ultimately, the true test of the information I have
shared within this book will be improvements in our personal
health as we shift to a nose-to-tail carnivore diet. In this
chapter, I’ll break down how to do this so that we have all of
the tools needed to eat like our ancestors did. In return, all that
I ask is this: if you find benefit in this way of eating and this
way of life, do not remain silent about it. Share your
experience with your tribe and those who may benefit from
this diet as well. The world needs to know what we have
learned. They need to know that although we’ve lost the way
and are being led astray, we can regain our vitality by
remembering where we came from.

Is It Ethical to Eat Animals?

As we explore details of how to eat a carnivore diet, let’s first
address the ethics of eating animals. Vegans often deride the
act of killing and eating animals as cruel, but nothing could be
further from the truth. Few things in my life have been as
moving as hunting an animal in nature. Stalking deer with my
bow required me to be in the wilderness for long periods of
time, something that changes any human who experiences
such a communion with the natural world. When killing an
incredibly beautiful deer, I felt an immediate responsibility to
honor the life of that animal by being the best human I could
be. I was reminded of this every time I ate the meat and organs
that I had procured for myself.

Sadly, I don’t get the opportunity to hunt as much of my
food as I’d like. Ideally, all of my food would come from
animals that had been respectfully hunted, but for now I obtain
some meat and organs from a butcher or a grocery store. When
I do this, I am struck by how separated I feel from the animals
that nourish my body and soul and am reminded of how



different it felt to hunt my own food. By understanding where
our food comes from, we realize that in order for something to
live, something else must die. This is the way of life. By being
a participant within this beautiful cycle of death and life, we
all bear the responsibility to live a compassionate and kind life
that comes with it.

Eating animals isn’t cruel. It is something that we must do
in order to live healthy lives. Furthermore, notions that vegan
or vegetarian diets result in less death are woefully myopic
and misinformed. The large number of animals killed in the
process of harvesting plants (with large machines that kill
small animals like rabbits, mice, and other rodents) far
outweighs the loss of life when we consume animals directly.
The disruption of ecosystems with mono-crop agriculture also
disrupts an even greater number of organisms on a long-term
basis. Not only do plant-based diets that require mono-crop
farming result in greater loss of life and ecosystem disruption,
they also rob us of our vitality and prevent us from living as
abundantly as possible.

How to Eat a Nose-to-Tail Carnivore Diet

This is what we have been waiting for!

Now that we’ve journeyed so far together, I consider each
and every one of you to be a part of my tribe. Maybe we’ll
even get to hunt together one day. When our ancestors hunted
with their tribe, they always appreciated that every part of the
animal possessed unique nutrients, and they wasted nothing.
Indigenous groups were known to eat the animals they killed
in their entirety, from “nose-to-tail.” Not only did this provide
them with a complete array of nutrients and more calories, it
also showed respect to the animal whose life they had taken to
nourish their own. Mirroring their history, eating animals from
nose-to-tail provides us with optimal human nutrition and is
one of the best ways we can honor these animal’s lives and
properly occupy our position within the cycle of life and death.

Any intentional change we choose to make to our diet that
includes a good amount of animal products and eliminates



some plants will result in significant improvements to our
health. I realize that the way I eat isn’t going to be the best fit
for everyone reading this book. So, in an effort to make the
carnivore diet as accessible at it can be, I’ve created five tiers
of carnivore eating. The diets that I describe within all of these
tiers are amazing in my eyes. My advice is to find what works
best for you and to begin your personal journey there. In this
way, you can progress according to your own needs and goals.
Later this year, I’ll also be releasing The Carnivore Code
Cookbook with my friends Ashley and Sarah Armstrong,
which will have 150 nose-to-tail carnivore recipes to expand
your ancestral palate. Let’s begin our discussion with Tier 1,
the most basic version of a carnivore diet.

Tier 1: The Carnivore-ish Diet

Yes, it is totally possible to eat a carnivore-type diet and still
eat some plant foods. I call this a carnivore-ish diet, and it’s a
great place for many people to start who are looking to lose
weight or improve their overall health. If you have
autoimmune disease, significant gut issues, or evidence of
inflammation, I would recommend starting with at least a Tier
2 carnivore diet or, preferably, Tier 3.

A Tier 1 carnivore diet emphasizes animal food
consumption as the majority of the diet, but it also allows
some room for the least toxic plant foods. Because animal
foods represent the most nutrient-rich sources of bio-available
vitamins and minerals, they form the majority of the diet.
Approximately 80–90 percent of the diet will be animal foods
and might include beef, bison, lamb, poultry, and fish. It could
also include eggs and certain dairy items. In addition to these
foods, “low toxicity” plant foods may be included for flavor,
preference, texture, or color. I will reiterate here that I see
plant foods as survival foods and don’t believe they provide
unique nutrients for humans that are not available in animal
foods. More importantly, remember that plants do not want to
be eaten and contain toxins that can irritate the gut and the
immune system. 



If we do decide to include some plants while making
animal foods the majority of our diet, which would be least
toxic and less likely to trigger our immune system? In the
following graphic, you’ll find what I consider to be a spectrum
of plant toxicity. I generally think of the least offensive plant
foods as non-sweet fruits, including things like winter/summer
squash, avocados, cucumbers (without skin or seeds), and
olives, as well as seasonal berries. Squash, in particular,
contains higher amounts of carbohydrates and will impede
efforts toward ketosis if that’s a goal. On the flip side, for
those interested in incorporating carbohydrates into their diets
prior to long, intense athletic efforts, squash might be a good
option. Removal of skin and seeds from both squash and
cucumbers decreases lectins significantly.



What about more toxic foods? At the opposite end of the
spectrum are seeds, grains, nuts, and beans. These are all plant
seeds, and they are all very heavily defended by plant toxins.
As we’ve discussed previously, seeds contain lectins, digestive
enzyme inhibitors, and high amounts of phytic acid. Plants
don’t want to get eaten, and they certainly don’t want their
seed babies to get eaten either, so these are often their most
toxic parts. Even nuts like almonds and walnuts, and seeds like
chia or flax, that are widely regarded as health promoting can
disrupt healthy digestion and put the immune system on high
alert. For this reason, I am not a fan of the many nut flours that
are so common on traditional ketogenic diets. I’m sorry to be
the bearer of bad news, but keto cookies made with almond
flour just aren’t doing us any favors.



Artificial Sweeteners and Spices

While we are talking about keto junk food, we should discuss
stevia and artificial sweeteners. I am not a fan of these at all.
The stevia plant is used by indigenous tribes of the Amazon as
a form of birth control. It has been shown to reduce fertility
and negatively affect hormonal balance in animal models.2,3

High rates of allergy and anaphylaxis to stevia have also been
found in children with a history of eczema and allergies.4

There is further evidence that artificial sweeteners like
sucralose and saccharin can alter the composition of our gut
flora and predispose us to obesity: 5,6,7

“Data in both animal models and humans suggest
that the effects of artificial sweeteners may
contribute to metabolic syndrome and the obesity
epidemic. Artificial sweeteners appear to change the
host microbiome, lead to decreased satiety, and alter
glucose homeostasis, and are associated with
increased caloric consumption and weight gain.
Artificial sweeteners are marketed as a healthy
alternative to sugar and as a tool for weight loss.
Data however suggests that the intended effects do
not correlate with what is seen in clinical practice.”
8

The take-home message here is that artificial sweeteners of
both plant and synthetic origin have no place in a healthy diet
and are probably going to sabotage our efforts at weight loss,
satiety, and overall improved health. If you absolutely need a
sweet taste in your foods or beverages, I’d recommend the
amino acid glycine, but ultimately, any molecule that is sweet
can cause release of incretin, hormones which negatively
affect satiety.9 If weight loss is our focus, breaking up with
sweet flavors—at least temporarily—can significantly help us
reach that goal.

Many spices are also made from the seeds of plants and are
best avoided on any type of carnivore diet. These include
black and white pepper, coriander, cumin, cardamom, nutmeg,
cloves, mustard, and caraway. Cinnamon is made from the



bark of a tree and can also cause immune reactions in some
people. Spices made from plant leaves are often referred to as
herbs and might be more tolerable than seed-based spices,
depending on the individual. These include oregano, basil,
rosemary, parsley, dill, sage, and mint, all of which might be a
part of a carnivore-ish diet for flavor or variety, but I don’t
believe they have any unique benefit.

In terms of flavoring for food, the best place for most
people to start is a good sea salt. I personally prefer Redmond
Real Salt, which is mined from an underground inland deposit
in Utah. Sadly, many sea salts derived from ocean waters are
contaminated with microplastics and other environmental
pollutants. When transitioning to a ketogenic diet, or fasting, it
is important to keep an eye on salt intake, and most people feel
best when they are getting 6–10 grams of salt per day. We’ll
talk more about this in the next chapter on potential pitfalls.

In addition to plant seeds, high-oxalate foods are at the
furthest reaches of the plant toxicity spectrum and are best
fully avoided. In Chapter Seven, we discussed oxalates in
detail and described ways in which they can contribute to
kidney stones, chronic pain, and many other negative effects in
the body. You may want to refer back to that chapter for a
chart showing some of the highest oxalate-containing foods,
but the worst offenders are spinach, turmeric, almonds,
potatoes, navy beans, and beets.

The nightshade family also resides on the toxic end of the
spectrum and is known to be a common immune trigger. This
family of vegetables includes tomatoes, eggplants, white
potatoes, goji berries, bell peppers, paprika, and chili peppers.
As we’ve seen previously, foods from this group have been
shown to open tight junctions in the gastrointestinal tract,
creating leaky gut.10 Give these a pass.

Based on their content of isothiocyanates, I’d also place
Brassica vegetables far to the right on the spectrum of plant
toxicity. Remember, kale doesn’t love us back, and it’s not
doing great things for our thyroid or the cell membranes in our
body. If for some reason we are still on the sulforaphane
bandwagon, we should refer back to the in-depth discussion of



this in Chapter Four and recall that we don’t need this
molecule to achieve optimal antioxidant status.

Didn’t Our Ancestors Eat Fruit?

It may come as a surprise that I’ve placed most fruit on the bad
side of the plant toxicity spectrum. In this graphic, “sweet
fruit” is basically all of the fruit we traditionally think of
except berries, which we’ll discuss a bit later. This includes
things like apples, pears, grapes, mangoes, and so on. At first
glance, these types of fruit seem like something our ancestors
would have eaten when they were available, and they probably
did from time to time. But they did so only for very limited
portions of the year and in very specific parts of the world.
Think about the forests, deserts, plains, and other wild spaces
near where we live. How often do we see fruit growing out in
the wild? Rarely!

Closer to the equator, fruit is more available, but still
occurs seasonally. The vast array of fruit that we see in
grocery stores every day of the year is an incredibly inaccurate
representation of the availability of these foods in the natural
world. There’s nowhere on the planet that things like melon,
mango, berries, apples, and citrus fruit all grow wild in the
same place or year round, and the ancestral versions of many
of these fruits are nothing like what we find on the aisles of
grocery stores today. Over the last hundred years, through
hybridization practices, most of the fruit we eat has been made
much sweeter and larger than its wild cousins.

When thinking about eating fruit, we also need to ask
ourselves what nutritional benefit we might derive from such a
practice. We’ve previously discussed the fallacious notion that
polyphenolic pigments in fruit provide any real benefit to
humans. We also don’t need to be eating five oranges a day to
get an adequate amount of vitamin C, nor would this have
been something that our ancestors could have done across
various latitudes. There’s good evidence that even a modest
amount of this nutrient is enough to satisfy our needs, and that
beyond this amount, the benefits of vitamin C are highly



questionable. So if it’s not for polyphenols or vitamin C, what
the heck are we eating fruit for in the first place?

Aside from the lack of beneficial effects, there are also
concerns that fructose and glucose in fruit might be bad for us.
Excess consumption of both of these sugar molecules have
been shown to have all sorts of harmful effects in the human
body: increased advanced glycation end product formation,
insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome, hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, leptin resistance, mitochondrial
dysfunction, and obesity.11,12,13-20 Furthermore, fructose and
glucose are also known to negatively affect the gut
microbiome.7,21

Overindulgence in fruit is also linked with changes in pH
of the mouth, which can lead to tooth decay; anywhere there’s
someone who eats a lot of fruit, a dentist with job security isn’t
far behind. Conversely, the dental benefits of a low-
carbohydrate diet, like the carnivore diet, are well
documented, with studies showing reductions in tooth decay
and types of gingivitis-promoting bacteria like P gingivalis
that have been linked to Alzheimer’s disease.22,23,24,25 There are
also numerous reports from those eating a carnivore diet of
reversal of gingival disease and recession of the gums—
further evidence that when constructed correctly, this way of
eating provides an adequate amount of vitamin C.

Fruit generally benefits plants more than the animals who
eat it. Plants are pretty crafty creatures, and with fruit, they
discovered an ingenious way to get animals to help in
spreading their seeds. By coating their seeds with natural
candy, plants entice animals to eat them and poop them out in
another location right in the middle of a pile of fertilizer. And
as we’ve seen, plants also contain toxic substances in the seeds
of these fruit to discourage animals from chomping on this
precious cargo. Fruit is like a pin-up girl dressed in bright
colors that plants place front and center to entice us, but
ultimately, they just want to use us rather than be in a long-
term, mutually beneficial relationship. Beyond sheer calories,
fruit doesn’t have much redeeming nutritional value. It’s just a
plant’s way of getting us to do it a favor and move its seeds
around to fertile locations. Perhaps there was a time in our



evolutionary past when it served a role in the human diet by
providing calories for survival, but far fewer people in the
Western world are in danger of calorie deficiency these days.

Honey is another fructose-rich food that probably should
not make up a significant proportion of any healthy diet.
Evidence of tooth decay in avid honey eaters within certain
African tribes and Pacific islanders stands as further testament
of the potential dental downsides to over-consumption of such
sugar-rich food.26,27 Occasionally, small amounts of honey are
a better sweetener than table sugar, stevia, or other artificial
sweeteners, but for most of us, working to eliminate sweet
flavors from our diet for at least the first few months of
transition to a carnivore diet will be very helpful.

Tubers and Berries

In the middle of the spectrum of plant toxicity, we find tubers
and berries. Though berries are technically a fruit, due to their
lower sugar content I’d consider them to be a bit less likely to
cause issues than the “sweet fruit” we discussed in the last
section. Polyphenols in berries probably aren’t that good for us
and are really just plant pigments, but if we are going to
consume fruit, berries are better than other, sweeter types.

In regard to tubers, although our ancestors may have eaten
them, they don’t appear to have made up a significant
proportion of their diets and were almost certainly “fallback”
foods. Have you ever eaten a wild carrot? They are about half
the size of your pinky finger! Expending energy looking for
food like this would have been a very bad use of time if other
more nutrient and calorie-rich foods were available. It’s also
important to remember that both tubers and berries contain
significant amounts of oxalates and many wild tubers contain
toxic cyanogenic glycosides.28 If we are going to include them
in our carnivore-ish diet it’s best not to overdo it.

Some proponents of higher-carbohydrate paleo diets have
argued that modern hunter-gatherers, like the Hadza or !Kung,
consume about half of their calories from tubers.29 But as
many anthropologists have pointed out, these people have



been marginalized and forced to change their hunting
practices, no longer serving as accurate representations of the
generations of indigenous peoples that preceded them.30 These
groups are now forced to live on smaller areas of land and are
no longer allowed to hunt the elephants and other large game
that their ancestors relied upon for thousands of years.31

Without being able to live in their traditionally nomadic way,
they are forced to use more plant foods to supplement their
diets. It is also interesting to note that the height of many
indigenous peoples has declined over the last few hundred
years, a change that is understood to be related to the
marginalization of these groups with resulting changes to their
previous way of life.32,33

What About Fungi?

Mushrooms are another type of food many people ask about
on a carnivore-ish type diet. Technically, fungi are a separate
kingdom from plants, but they do still make many toxins to
defend themselves against animal predation. Agaricus
bisporus is the species commonly known as white button
mushrooms, but it also includes portobello and crimini
varieties that are common in grocery stores. This species of
mushrooms makes a mycotoxin known as agaritine, which is
known to be harmful to humans by binding to DNA34 and
causes cancers in animal studies.35 The good news is that
agaritine is mostly denatured by cooking, but do we really
want to be putting something like this in our body if it’s not
necessary? Many mushrooms also contain significant amounts
of oxalates, and we have already discussed the documented
cases of oxalate toxicity related to over-consumption of
chaga.36

Rice cultivated with the mold species, Moascus purpureus,
is known as red yeast rice and contains a mycotoxin
moncacolin K, or lovastatin, which inhibits HMG-CoA
reductase, just like other statin drugs.37 From our previous
discussions, we know that this is a bad idea if we want to have
mitochondria that function well. Overall, mycotoxins are
common in fungi, and the bottom line here is that we really



don’t know how many of these may be affecting us. Studies
with mushrooms like lion’s mane suggest that there may be
some benefit,38 but I’m not convinced that any species of
mushroom is entirely safe as food or provides unique benefits
that we cannot derive from living a radical life: exercise, sun,
heat, cold, ketosis, fasting, and eating animal foods. It’s
important to note here that within treatment of mental illness,
there is a clear role for the use of fungal-derived molecules
like psilocybin in the treatment of depression, anxiety, PTSD,
and cancer-related demoralization.39,40,41,42 I also believe that in
many of these psychiatric conditions, underlying brain
inflammation should be addressed to achieve the best results.

What to Drink on a Carnivore Diet

Working with clients in my private practice, few things elicit
more heartfelt groans of agony than the suggestion that they
should eliminate coffee from their diets. Those that are able to
make this lifestyle change, however, report more stable energy
levels, better sleep, and brighter overall moods.

Coffee is made from the roasted seeds of the Coffea
arabica and Coffea canephora plants. As we’ve learned
previously, the seeds of plants often harbor some of the most
dangerous toxins, and coffee beans are no exception to this
rule. They contain polyphenols (caffeic acid and chlorogenic
acid) that have been found to damage DNA at levels present in
a single cup.43 In his paper on plant pesticides, Bruce Ames
notes:

“Roasted coffee is known to contain 826 volatile
chemicals; 21 have been tested chronically and 16
are rodent carcinogens; caffeic acid, a nonvolatile
rodent carcinogen, is also present. A typical cup of
coffee contains at least 10 mg (40 ppm) of rodent
carcinogens (mostly caffeic acid, catechol, furfural,
hydroquinone and hydrogen peroxide).”

Dr. Ames isn’t the only one to highlight the mutagenic
potential of compounds in coffee. Researcher Louise Mennen
notes:



“Some polyphenols may have carcinogenic or
genotoxic effects at high doses or concentrations.
Caffeic acid, for example, when present at a 2% level
in the diet, induced forestomach and kidney tumors
in rats and mice. Linear extrapolation of these data
indicates appreciable risk at normal dietary
levels.”44

Yes, I know, you hate me right now, and you might have
just spit out your morning coffee all over this page. You can
always buy a fresh copy and gift this one at a white elephant
party. I know your coffee helps you wake up in the morning
and poop, but you should be able to do both of those things
without stimulants like caffeine, and you will, I promise.

Interventional studies can show improvements with
antioxidant status in coffee drinkers, but the story here is very
similar to sulforaphane.45 Coffee polyphenols act as pro-
oxidants in the human body and trigger the NRF2 pathway,
which leads to the formation of increased amounts of
glutathione.46 These increased amounts of glutathione can
make it look like oxidative stress parameters improve in the
short term. But just like isothiocyanates, the polyphenols in
coffee have also been shown to damage DNA and are going to
have damaging effects in other parts of the body as well.47,48

For most people who drink coffee, caffeine is a valuable
part of the package, but this molecule is designed by plants as
a defense compound. It’s a phytoalexin placed in seeds by the
coffee plant to deter animals from eating them. Plants don’t
want their babies to get eaten! Though it would take a heck of
a lot of coffee to kill you (about seventy-five cups), caffeine
does have a lethal dose in humans. Drinking a few cups of
coffee per day may result in an addiction, however, and can
exert negative physiologic effects in humans including raising
heart rate, blood pressure, blood glucose, and the subjective
experience of acute anxiety.49 Caffeine addiction has also been
linked to chronic depression and anxiety, and withdrawal from
this substance can be quite unpleasant.50,51

Acrylamide is yet another downside of coffee. It is formed
during the roasting of many foods, including nuts, crackers,



bread, breakfast cereals, French fries, and potato chips, and is
also found in cigarette smoke. Acrylamide is classified as
group 2A carcinogen by the the National Cancer Institute and
as a potential carcinogen and “extremely hazardous” substance
by other United States governmental agencies. After a legal
ruling in 2018, 7-Eleven stores in California must now place a
Prop 65 label warning of harmful chemicals in the coffee due
to its acrylamide content. Yikes!

Acrylamide has been shown to cause multiple types of
cancer in animal models.52,53 In epidemiology studies in
humans, it is associated with renal, endometrial, and ovarian
cancers.54 Mechanistically, acrylamide appears to interfere
with hormone signaling, cellular cytoskeleton components,
and calcium flux within our cells. There are also concerns that
it has deleterious effects on the liver as well as the
reproductive, immune, and nervous systems. There’s much
more research to be done, but do we really want more of this
chemical in our bodies?

Unless we’re drinking organic coffee, we are also getting a
decent dose of man-made pesticides with that cup of joe.
Coffee crops are highly sprayed with pesticides like
glyphosate and 2-4-D, both of which have been linked to
cancer and have been shown to disrupt human
biochemistry.55,56,57-59 After coffee has been harvested, the
beans are often stored during processing for long periods of
time, during which they can become moldy and contaminated
with mycotoxins including ochratoxins A & B, penicillic acid,
citrinin, fumonisin, and aflatoxin.60,61,62 All of these are known
to damage DNA in humans and have been linked to both brain
and kidney toxicity.63,64,65,66 Wet processing of coffee beans
may decrease levels of mold toxins, but this is rarely done.

Even if we aren’t convinced that levels of mycotoxins in
coffee are a problem, these compounds have also been found
in many other plant foods including grains, wine, beer, dark
chocolate, and peanut butter.67,68,69 Elimination of these plant
foods and coffee will unquestionably reduce our exposure to
this array of badness.



Polyphenolic compounds in green tea have also been
shown to damage DNA and have been linked to liver damage
and disordered thyroid hormone synthesis.48,70,71 As we saw in
Chapter Four and Chapter Five, there’s no evidence that we
need plant compounds to achieve robust levels of glutathione
or optimal antioxidant status. From fruit and vegetable
depletion studies, we’ve also seen that when all polyphenols
and isothiocyanates are removed, markers of oxidative stress
and inflammation do not increase.72 Risking damage to our
DNA for what are likely empty promises of hormetic benefit
doesn’t sound like a good deal to me.

So when it comes to beverages on a carnivore diet, what
should we drink? Pardon me if this sounds pedestrian, but how
about good old water? This is what our ancestors have been
drinking for the last 4 million years, with perhaps a bit of
blood mixed in there as well. When we return to this simple
approach, good quality water becomes a fundamentally thirst-
quenching and enjoyable experience. Notice my emphasis on
good quality here. It is worthwhile to consider drinking higher
quality water than the fluoride, chlorine, and pharmaceutical-
enriched liquid that comes straight out of our faucets.73 My
personal preference is spring water from a source that is
regularly tested for contaminants. In the Appendix are
resources for finding a spring near you. In the unfortunate
situation that there’s not a spring nearby, a water filtration
system for your house or at least in the kitchen is a good
investment. Sparkling mineral water is also an option, and
many of these have higher amounts of dissolved good minerals
(calcium and magnesium) than tap water. I’d be remiss if I
didn’t mention that I’m particularly fond of Gerolsteiner and
Pellegrino.

What About Alcohol?

I hope that no one reading this is under the impression that
alcohol is good for them. This substance is known to be toxic
to the liver, and although we can metabolize small quantities
of it, any amount puts stress on our body. In Chapter Five, we
debunked the myth that resveratrol has a valuable role in our



diet, and after the previous discussion of mycotoxins, we’ve
further seen that the notion that wine is beneficial for us is
largely a misconception. Finally, much like coffee,
conventionally grown grapes are heavily sprayed with
pesticides, and many wines have added sulfites. No wonder so
many of us suffer from raging headaches after drinking the red
stuff. Distilled spirits like vodka or whiskey might contain less
of the contaminants that can negatively affect some people.
They would probably be the “cleanest” version of alcohol to
drink if we choose to indulge in moderation from time to time,
but beer and wine are off the team.

When to Eat on a Carnivore Diet

Eat when you are hungry and consider an eating window most
days. I do think the time-restricted eating principle of having a
confined eating window, with a longer period of fasting, is a
valuable addition to your lifestyle with a carnivore diet.

Very often, people end up eating fewer times throughout
the day on this type of diet because they aren’t as hungry.
After one and a half years of eating a nose-to-tail carnivore
diet, I don’t even know how I ever ate three or more times a
day. Twice per day has become the norm for me and many
other people. I practice time-restricted eating on most days,
consuming two large meals within a seven-hour eating
window between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. I find that I am so satiated
after my first meal that I do not need to snack throughout the
day and then eat another moderate-sized meal at 4pm, fasting
from then until the next morning.

I prefer to keep my eating window earlier in the day to
allow for a large amount of time between my last meal and
sleep. Moving the eating window earlier in the day (also
known as eTRF) has been shown to result in improvement in
many markers, as noted by these authors:

“In the morning before breakfast, eTRF increased
ketones, cholesterol, and the expression of the stress
response and aging gene Sirtuin1 and the autophagy
gene LC3A (all p < 0.04), while in the evening, it



tended to increase brain-derived neurotropic factor
(BNDF; p = 0.10) and also increased the expression
of mTOR (p = 0.007)… eTRF also altered the diurnal
patterns in cortisol and the expression of several
circadian clock genes (p < 0.05). eTRF improves 24-
hour glucose levels, alters lipid metabolism and
circadian clock gene expression, and may also
increase autophagy and have anti-aging effects in
humans.”74

Impressive findings, right? Kind of makes us think about
whether eating dinner is really a good thing after all. Many
self-quantifiers have similarly noted improved sleep metrics
when finishing their last meal of the day at least three to four
hours before going to bed.

For some people, eating once per day, known as OMAD
(one meal a day), works well. I have found it difficult to get
enough calories with this sort of eating style, but for those
with smaller calorie needs on a daily basis who want to
maximize the fasting window, this might be a good option.

If a Tier 1 carnivore diet sounds like a good fit, we might
start with the low-toxicity plants and add in moderate-toxicity
foods to see how these are tolerated. This should be done
intentionally and with attention to possible reactions. High-
toxicity plants should be avoided in the diet completely. I’ve
provided a carnivore-ish diet pyramid that may be helpful in
visualizing the foods commonly eaten on this type of a diet.



Below is a sample of a typical day on a Tier 1 carnivore
diet. All of these typical days will vary based on our goals,
body composition, and metabolic rate.

What a typical day of Tier 1 Carnivore looks like:



Breakfast:
3 eggs with 1 Tbsp of ghee (clarified butter)

3 slices of bacon

1/2 avocado with salt 

Lunch:
10 oz grass-fed ribeye steak with salt (other

options in clude 10 oz ground beef, 10 oz
chick roast, or 10 oz sirloin)

Cucumber slices, romaine lettuce with olive
oil/ vinegar dressing 

1/2 cup raspberries

Dinner:
8 oz lamb chops  (other options include 8 oz

skirt steak, 8 oz tri-tip, 8 oz sirloin, 8 oz
chuck roast, or any other cut)

Olives

1/2 avocado 

1/2 cup blueberries

Tier 2: The Meat and Water Carnivore Diet

This is the most basic and simplest version of a carnivore diet.
It’s for people who want to experiment with a whole foods,
animal-based diet for short amounts of time within the
framework of an elimination diet. In my opinion, this type of
carnivore eating is not ideal for the long term, but it can serve
as a simple introduction.

On a Tier 2 carnivore diet, “eat meat, drink water” is the
classic adage. It’s a pretty simple formula, and as an
elimination diet, it can be a very powerful tool. Though there



are a few examples of people doing well long term on a diet
such as this, not everyone appears to thrive when eating this
way. My main concern beyond short-term use is the possibility
of nutrient deficiencies. Although our body’s requirements for
some things change in the absence of carbohydrates, the
RDA’s probably still serve as a reasonable guide for most
nutrients. While muscle meat is rich in many vitamins and
minerals like B3, B6, B12, potassium, zinc, iron, and selenium,
it lacks in a number of things that humans need to function
optimally.

While I do think a Tier 2 carnivore diet can be very helpful
for some people, adding a few foods like eggs and occasional
seafood will help fill in many of the potential nutrient gaps.
Evolutionarily, I also don’t believe that we would have eaten
only the muscle meat of animals. There are numerous
examples from anthropological literature to suggest that
indigenous groups consistently prized organ meats.5

What a typical day of Tier 2 Carnivore looks like: 

Breakfast:
10 oz grass fed ribeye steak with salt

Lunch:
8 oz lamb burgers with salt, 4 strips of bacon

Dinner:
12 oz grass fed NY steak with salt

Tier 3: The Freshman Carnivore Diet 

Sometimes we join the freshman team before we make it to
junior varsity, and that’s totally okay! The freshman carnivore
diet adds a few things to the Tier 2 meat and water plan. This
is where most folks start out, and then usually progress to
Tiers 4 and Tier 5 as they get more interested in eating organ



meats. A Tier 3 carnivore diet includes meat, eggs, seafood,
and dairy if tolerated. Eggs alone enrich a carnivore diet by
adding good amounts of vitamin A, choline, vitamin K2,
DHA, and folate, but there still might be some nutritional
holes on a Tier 3 carnivore diet. I think most will feel and
perform better with a few organ meats in their diet, but a Tier
3 freshman carnivore diet is much more sustainable than a Tier
2 diet of only meat and water.

What About Seafood on a Carnivore Diet?

Seafood is another valuable part of a carnivore diet. Low-
mercury fish like wild salmon and sardines will be good
sources of EPA and DHA as well as the iodine needed to make
thyroid hormones. Shellfish are also incredibly nutrient-rich
with oysters being superheroes when it comes to zinc and
omega-3, and mussels are loaded with manganese.

When thinking about seafood, it’s also important to
remember that humans have sadly polluted oceans and lakes,
and in general both freshwater and saltwater seafood may
carry a higher toxic burden than freely grazing land animals.
Though I do think seafood and some freshwater fish can have
a role in a carnivore diet, it’s very important to know the heavy
metal content of these foods if we choose to consume them.
Larger fish like tuna, halibut, king mackerel, swordfish, and
shark contain very high levels of mercury and other heavy
metals and should be avoided completely. Wild salmon will be
much lower in this regard and may be eaten once or twice a
week, if desired.

Shellfish can have higher levels of cadmium and other
heavy metals as well. Eating mussels, oysters, clams, shrimp,
crab, lobster, or scallops once or twice a week is a great
addition to a carnivore diet, but if we’re making seafood the
majority of our animal foods, we should definitely monitor
blood levels for heavy metals.

What About Chicken, Turkey, and Other Birds?



Though all of these are totally fine to include on a carnivore
diet for variety, most people find that ruminant animals like
beef, buffalo, lamb, and venison are more satisfying and
enjoyable. From a nutritional perspective, ruminant muscle
meat and organs are generally better sources of the vitamins
and minerals we need. Dark chicken meat is a good source of
vitamin K2, however, and chicken skin is very rich in
collagen. Chicken feet, bones, necks, and backs can also be
used to make a rich bone broth.

What About Pork?

Pigs are monogastric animals with one stomach like humans,
rather than the multiple stomachs found within the ruminant
digestive system. Unless you know a local farmer, it can be
very hard to find pigs that are fed high-quality food. Most are
given a diet of low-quality grains like corn, soy, and millet.
Their menus are much like the diet of a conventionally raised
cow in a feedlot. Later in this book, I’ll discuss the importance
of eating grass-fed meat and the potential for mold toxins in
grains fed to animals. The primary point to remember is that
what an animal eats affects the quality of its meat and organs.
Do we really want to be eating animals fed with grains
contaminated with pesticides and mold toxins? We should also
keep this in mind when considering the sources of chicken,
turkey, and eggs we are consuming. I believe this is a strong
argument to eat organic fowl and pork if we choose to include
these foods in our diet.

What a typical day of Tier 3 Carnivore looks like: 

Breakfast:
3 eggs cooked in tallow (rendered cow fat) or

ghee

4 oz NY strip steak



Lunch:
6 oz wild king salmon with butter or ghee

3 oz goat milk yogurt

Dinner: 
6 oz shrimp

8 oz grass-fed ribeye steak with salt

Tier 4: The Junior Varsity Carnivore Diet

This tier is for those courageous souls interested in the
carnivore diet who are organ-curious. If we truly hope to turn
these corporeal vessels we inhabit into the most finely tuned
machines possible, we need to provide them with all of the
nutrients they need to get the biochemical engines humming
along at the highest RPM possible. The ancestral precedent for
eating animals nose-to-tail is backed by contemporary
knowledge of the indispensable nutritional value of organ
meats. At this level of a carnivore diet, it’s also time to think
about incorporating tendons and connective tissue into our diet
for a bit more glycine to complement methionine-rich muscle
meats.

Liver Magic

For those looking to dip a toe into the waters of including
organ meats in their diet, liver and heart are a great place to
start. By adding these, we’ll significantly level up on nutrient
adequacy and ascend a notch on the kick-butt meter.

Heart is similar to muscle meat in nutritional content but
has a bit more CoQ10. It’s got a slightly different flavor and is
tender if cooked properly. Beware of overcooked heart though;
it can get a bit chewy.

A very important thing to know about liver is that it’s not
the body’s filter or full of toxins! It is true that the liver
contains the majority of the enzymatic systems involved in
detoxification, and through the phase 1 and phase 2 pathways
compounds are prepared for excretion in the bile or urine. The
liver doesn’t store toxins; it chemically transforms them. This



is how we get rid of the nasty chemicals and compounds
hanging around in our bodies, like sulforaphane, curcumin,
resveratrol, flavonoids, and heavy metals.

So the liver isn’t a filter. Is it really that uniquely
nutritious? You betcha! What nutrients am I talking about
here? Liver is particularly rich in many minerals and B
vitamins that complement those found in muscle meat.

Looking at this previous graphic comparing the nutritional
content of animal and plant foods, we can compare muscle
meat to liver and quickly notice that the latter is a much richer
source of many nutrients, including biotin, folate, riboflavin,
vitamin C, choline, vitamin A, vitamin K2, and copper.

On the mineral side, liver is one of the best sources of
copper, which is needed for enzymes like super oxide
dismutase (SOD). SOD serves a critical role in the redox



management system in our bodies by converting the
superoxide radical (O2-) into molecular oxygen (O2) or
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Copper deficiency can result in
accumulation of O2-, which leads to disastrous consequences
in terms of excess oxidative stress. Deficiency of this mineral
is rare, but it can occur if we consume too much zinc without
some copper to balance it out. The most common reason for
this is excess zinc supplementation, but it is also possible
through diet if we get a lot of zinc in muscle meat without
liver or other copper-rich foods. Clinical copper deficiency
manifests with neurological symptoms that mimic B12

deficiency, including difficulty with balance and walking.

Liver is also rich in choline, which is important for the cell
membranes throughout our body. We’ve also discussed the
vital importance of vitamin K2 for proper calcium partitioning
and cardiac health—and liver is a valuable source of this
nutrient as well. From the Rotterdam Study, we saw that those
who had the most K2 in their diet showed a clear trend toward
less cardiovascular disease, while wimpy K1 from plants did
little to help these folks.76

The critical roles played by riboflavin and folate in the
function of the MTHFR enzyme have already been discussed.
These B vitamins are found in robust amounts in organ meats
like liver and kidney, but levels are much lower in muscle
meat. If we don’t include organs in our diet, we can become
deficient in these nutrients, leading to rising homocysteine
levels and possible issues with methylation reactions within
detoxification, neurotransmitter synthesis, and hundreds of
other biochemical processes in the body. We’ve discussed
vitamin C at length previously, but it’s interesting to note that
liver and other organ meats are much richer sources of this
nutrient than muscle meat as well.

Biotin, or vitamin B7, is often forgotten about, but it’s
quite important for healthy hair, skin, and nails. In fact, biotin
was originally named “vitamin H,” derived from the German
phrase “haar und haut,” which translates to hair and skin.
While we are discussing biotin, it’s important to note that
while raw egg yolks can be a delicious addition to a steak or



tartare, eating raw egg white is a bad idea. In raw egg whites is
a compound called avidin that can bind biotin and cause a
deficiency of this nutrient. The RDA for biotin is 30
micrograms per day, which is present in a few ounces of liver
or kidney, but we’d have to consume 21 ounces of steak to get
this amount.

Simply put, liver is a nutritional powerhouse that helps
complement muscle meat, and by including moderate amounts
of it in our diet, we are sure to benefit profoundly.

Is It Possible to Eat Too Much Liver?

We’ve probably all heard the lore regarding arctic explorers
who were poisoned by excess vitamin A from eating polar
bear livers.77 Although we know that vitamin A is a valuable
nutrient, the question of how much we should consume often
comes up. There are case reports of toxicity connected to
excess vitamin A consumption, but the vast majority of these
are related to supplements rather than consumption of vitamin
A in liver. Due to studies correlating higher levels of vitamin
A intake with birth defects, pregnant women are cautioned
against excess consumption, but this research does not
differentiate food versus supplemental sources.78 In
experiments with pigs, metabolism of vitamin A from
supplements appears to be different than from food.79 The
former continues to elevate blood levels with escalating doses,
but this pattern is not observed when pigs were fed liver
directly.

While liver from ruminants is a very nutrient-rich food,
and much lower in vitamin A than polar bear liver
(approximately 180 IU per gram vs. 20,000 IU per gram), it’s
probably best not to consume excessive amounts of it until this
vitamin A research is further fleshed out. For most people, 8–
16 ounces of liver per week will be totally safe in terms of
vitamin A, and it will provide robust doses of all the other
valuable nutrients present in this organ. Current
recommendations for pregnant women are to not exceed
10,000 IU (international units) of vitamin A per day, an
amount found in about 2 ounces of liver. Liver from non-



ruminant animals, like chickens, is a good source of nutrients
as well but is not as rich as beef or lamb.

Why Methionine/Glycine Balance Matters

If we’ve made it to the junior varsity team, it’s probably time
to think about incorporating connective tissue into our diet to
optimize the balance of methionine and glycine. These are two
amino acids that participate in a balanced dance within our
body. Methionine is an essential sulfur-containing amino acid
and a source of methyl groups for many biochemical reactions.
Recall that within the folate cycle, MTHFR makes L-
Methylfolate, which donates a methyl group to homocysteine,
forming the methionine, which is then made into S-
adenosylmethionine (SAMe), a molecule with roles as a
methyl donor in hundreds of reactions.

Our body controls the flow of methyl groups very
carefully, and excess methyl groups in the form of methionine
can be buffered by glycine, forming sarcosine, which is then
either recycled or excreted. Excess methionine can cause us to
waste glycine, potentially leading to low levels of this amino
acid. In contrast to methionine, which we must obtain from
diet, we can make a small amount of glycine per day, but
studies suggest that our manufacturing capacity falls
significantly short of our needs and that we really must have a
robust supply from our diet for optimal health.80 Glycine
serves many roles in the body, including the formation of both
collagen and glutathione, as well as serving as a
neurotransmitter in the brain.81

Some in the health space have stated that high-methionine
diets may shorten our lifespan, referring to trials done in rats
in the 1990s.82 What they neglect to mention is that in
subsequent studies, when rats were fed diets with similar
amounts of methionine along with a balanced amount of
glycine, all of the negative effects of the high-methionine diet
vanished.83 It wasn’t that a high-methionine diet was harmful,
but rather that this type of diet created an insufficiency in
glycine, which led to negative health effects. Other studies in
animal models have shown that methionine restriction can



prolong life,84 but the story here is the same. It’s not about
limiting methionine, it’s about balancing this amino acid with
glycine. When this is done, similar longevity effects are also
observed.85

The easiest way to get a robust amount of glycine in our
diet is to eat tendons and connective tissue like our ancestors
did when they ate the whole animal. Though many of us may
not be used to it, this means eating the chewy bits of steak or
bone broth made from collagenous tissues, like beef knuckles,
chicken backs, necks, and feet or tendons. Hydrolyzed
collagen supplements can also fill this need in our diet, but we
should be sure to select the highest quality source possible for
this from grass-finished beef.

The takeaway here is that muscle meat is rich in
methionine and connective tissue rich in glycine. Though we
don’t always see it in the grocery store, animals are about half
muscle and half connective tissue. We should probably eat a
reasonable amount of each in whatever form is easiest on a
daily basis if we want to mimic the way we’ve been eating
animals throughout our evolution and ensure optimal
performance of our biochemical engines.

What a typical day of Tier 4 Carnivore looks like: 

Breakfast: 
3 eggs cooked in ghee

6 oz tenderloin steak

2 oz liver

Lunch
8 oysters

8 oz bone broth

3 oz king salmon



Dinner: 
8 oz grass-fed NY steak, being sure to eat the

“chewy bits”

6 oz steamed mussels

Tier 5: The Varsity Carnivore Diet

This is it! You’ve made it to the top of the carnivore ladder.
Not that I think any of the other tiers are bad diets, but Tier 5
is what I would consider to be the closest thing to an ideal
version of the carnivore diet. It’s how I eat every day, because
I want to perform as optimally as possible. If you want the
super sporty Tesla version of the carnivore diet, look no
further. A Tier 5 carnivore diet builds on the foundation we’ve
already put in place with the previous tiers, including grass-fed
muscle meat, connective tissue, liver, seafood, and eggs. It
also adds in more organ meats and considers fat/protein ratios
based on performance goals.

One type of seafood I didn’t mention in our previous
discussion of a Tier 3 or Tier 4 carnivore diet is fish eggs
(roe). This is a food that has been treasured by indigenous
groups for thousands of years. As you’ll see when referring
back to the “superfoods” graphic, salmon roe is rich in many
nutrients, including DHA, vitamin C, vitamin E, vitamin D,
and selenium. It is also lower in many of the heavy metal
contaminants found in the meat of fish. In addition, smaller
quantities are eaten, which allows us to derive many of the
benefits of fish in a more compact package. DHA in salmon
roe is also in the phospholipid form, which has been shown to
be more bioavailable and better incorporated into our neural
tissue than other forms of this omega-3 fatty acid.86 On a Tier
5 carnivore diet (or any of the tiers), it’s worth thinking about
incorporating this food from time to time for its unique
nutrient composition.

Other Organs



Though liver is an amazing organ, it’s not the only one our
ancestors ate, and it should probably be rotated with other
organs in our diet. If we’re ready to be in the starting lineup on
a Tier 5 carnivore diet, kidney is one of the next organ meats
we should consider. It’s not something we are accustomed to
eating in Western cultures, but this organ has been prized by
many indigenous groups and is a nutrient powerhouse.
Viljalmur Stefansson observed that kidneys were given to Inuit
children “somewhat as if they were candy.”87 They don’t
exactly taste like a Snickers bar, but kidneys have as much
riboflavin, K2, folate, and vitamin C as liver. For those
looking to get more riboflavin in the diet, which we could all
benefit from, kidney is a great option. As an added bonus, for
those with histamine-sensitivity issues, kidney contains the
enzyme diamine oxidase. Our body uses this enzyme to break
these compounds down, and many have found improvement in
their symptoms when they include this organ in their diet.

Exploration of organ meats beyond kidneys is definitely
for the adventurous. Those who choose to consume them have
generally found they feel better overall and have more energy
when including a larger variety of these foods in their diet. In a
given week, I might eat brain, spleen, pancreas, thymus, and
“oysters” (testicles) in addition to my staples of liver and
kidney. Did you just make an “ewwww” face? That’s totally
okay! These aren’t required, but they’re an option if you are
interested. In the forthcoming The Carnivore Code Cookbook,
there will be many recipe ideas that include different organs
for you to add to your diet. If you just can’t include organ
meats, try using desiccated organ supplements as an
intermediate step.

How Much Organ Meat Should We Be Eating?

Previously, we discussed that 8–16 ounces of liver per week is
a good amount to include, but what about these other organs?
If liver is the lead guitarist, then kidney plays the drums, and
who doesn’t like a good beat? It’s a fantastic addition to our
carnivore diet in doses of 8 ounces or so per week. We might
think of the other organs like heart, pancreas, spleen, brain,



and “oysters” as the backup singers and include them
throughout the week in smaller portions. Who’s the lead singer
of this band? Well, it’s really a duet sort of arrangement with
muscle meat and fat belting out the sultry vocals. Based on our
goals, let’s talk more about each of these as we discuss the
importance of a carefully considered fat/protein ratio.

How Much Protein and How Much Fat

As we saw in Chapter One, humans are fat-hunters. There is a
very large body of anthropological literature to support the
notion that indigenous groups and our ancestors sought out
this nutrient above all others.31 As noted by anthropologist
David Rockwell:

“The Cree considered fat the most important part of
any animal. One reason they valued bears above
other animals was because of their body fat.”88

In addition to the Cree, anthropologists who studied the
Inuit (Alaska), and many other Native American tribes, along
with Australian Aborigines noted the preferences toward fat as
well. At the beginning of our journey together, we discussed
that because of the way our human metabolism works, we can
really only obtain about 40 percent of our calories from
protein before it starts to put stress on our biochemistry. We
don’t use amino acids directly for fuel—we convert them to
glucose through gluconeogenesis when the need arises. Protein
is best thought of as a building block, while fat and
carbohydrates fuel the metabolic engine. Once we’ve obtained
enough protein to grow and repair the structural components
of our body, more of this macronutrient doesn’t seem to be
helpful, and too much might tax our system in the excretion
process of excess nitrogen groups from amino acids.89

There appears to be a “sweet spot” for protein intake that
provides us with the right amount of building blocks for
structural growth and repair but doesn’t overly tax our
metabolism and biochemistry. This amount will be a bit
different for every individual based on each person’s level of



muscle mass, the type of activities they engage in, and their
athletic goals.

A protein intake of 1 gram per pound of body weight per
day will place most of us in this sweet spot and be more than
enough to maintain muscle mass without taxing our
biochemistry. I am five feet, ten inches and weigh about 165
pounds, so for me, this translates to around 170 grams of
protein per day. Children, the elderly, or those who are looking
to gain muscle might need a bit more, perhaps 1–1.2 grams per
pound of body weight, but beyond this amount, there is
probably no benefit to more protein.

A pound of muscle meat is 454 grams and contains about
100 grams of protein. The rest of the meat is water weight.
Many people are confused by this fact, but think about how
much lighter meat is when we make beef jerky. None of the
protein has gone away in that process, but the water has been
removed. So for me, a “sweet spot” of around 170 grams of
protein per day generally means about 28 ounces of meat and
organs per day. With the balance of methionine and glycine in
mind, I favor cuts of meat that are rich in connective tissue,
and I include bone broths made from tendons and other
collagenous tissues as well.

From a macronutrient perspective, once we appreciate how
much protein to aim for, the rest of our calories will come
from fat and carbohydrates. The debate regarding how much
of each of these to use in our diet for optimal health rages on,
but I believe that the vast majority of us will perform best
using fat as our primary fuel. Certainly, this appears to be the
case for those with frank diabetes or who have evidence of
insulin resistance and metabolic dysfunction.

The benefits of a ketogenic, fat-based metabolism are
many. There is evidence that such diets can reverse insulin
resistance and diabetes, lower blood pressure, increase
mitochondrial biogenesis, turn on longevity genes, and reduce
oxidative stress and DNA damage.90,91,92-95 There is further
evidence that these diets can decrease appetite, lead to
profound weight loss, improve mood, and be protective for our
brain.96,97,98,99 From a cardiovascular risk standpoint, a



ketogenic diet has also been shown to decrease triglycerides
and metabolic dyslipidemia while increasing HDL.100,101 On
the other hand, low-fat diets generally increase triglycerides,
lower HDL, and raise levels of insulin.102

That’s an impressive list of benefits for ketogenic diets,
isn’t it? The real question might just be, why would we not
want to run on fat most of the time? Some athletes competing
at a very high level may benefit from occasional, moderate
amounts of carbohydrates, but for the vast majority of us, a
predominantly ketogenic metabolism is clearly an upgrade
from one based on carbohydrates.

If we choose fat over carbohydrates for our fuel source on
a carnivore diet, how much of this should we be eating?
Again, this will be a different from person to person, but once
we design a dietary framework that gets us the “goldilocks”
amount of protein from meat and organs, the rest our calories
will come from fat. I generally recommend a 1:1 ratio of fat to
protein by grams for most people, but some will eat even more
fat than this. For me, this usually translates into about 170
grams of fat per day. I obtain this amount mostly from grass-
fed fat trimmings, suet, and egg yolks. With these macros I am
easily able to maintain my muscle mass and not gain extra
adipose tissue.

Many of us have been wrongly led to believe that eating
lots of fat will cause weight gain, but this just isn’t true. It’s
completely possible to lose weight eating fat in a 1:1 ratio with
protein on any of the types of carnivore diets I have described.
The secret to this is in how satiating fat is as a macronutrient.
Once we start incorporating more good fat sources in our diet,
we may be surprised at how full we feel throughout the day. In
this situation, it’s incredibly freeing to no longer be controlled
by our appetite all of the time as so many are on carbohydrate-
heavy diets.

We’re not used to thinking of animal fat as a nutrient
source, but it’s a uniquely valuable food we have sought
preferentially throughout our existence that should not be
neglected or undervalued. Just like organ meats have a unique
nutritional profile, animal fat does as well. I believe that it



should be intentionally included on a well-constructed, nose-
to-tail carnivore diet. What?! Fat has nutrients? You bet it
does! Animal fat is a great source of fat-soluble vitamins like
E and K2. Grass-fed animal fat is also a source of the omega-3
fatty acids—EPA, DHA, and DPA.

If we are eating grass-fed meat, there will be some fat with
cuts like ribeye and NY strip, but it’s not a ton. Most of the fat
is now trimmed off our meat by butchers, so we have to
specifically ask for trimmings or for the fat around the
kidneys, which is known as suet. Grain-fed meat is fattier than
grass-fed meat, but I have concerns about the accumulation of
more toxins like estrogen-mimicking compounds, pesticides,
and dioxins. In the Appendix, you’ll find resources for where
to find the high-quality, grass-fed fat you’ll need to fuel your
body in the best way possible.

Bones Are Organ Meat Too!

Another thing to consider on a Tier 5 carnivore diet as a great
source of fat is bone marrow. Countless accounts of
indigenous people, past and present, describe the way in which
this food has been relished for generations. Bone marrow also
provides a good source of calcium, a mineral we haven’t
talked about much thus far, but which is very important. Just
like other minerals, including sodium, potassium, and
magnesium, we can’t make calcium and must obtain it from
our diet. Some people fear that eating calcium-rich foods will
increase their risk of arterial calcification, but when our diet
contains robust amounts of vitamin K2, this won’t be the case.
Aside from dairy, which we’ll discuss below, sources of
calcium on a carnivore diet include bone broth, bone marrow,
bone meal and egg shells. Say what? Who the heck eats these
things? Our ancestors certainly have, and many indigenous
groups do today as well!

If we choose to use bone meal powder for calcium, we
must be careful to select one that is low in heavy metals.
Sadly, due to human pollution of the earth, bone meal may be
contaminated with concentrated environmental toxins, so we
must be careful to choose our source from cattle who are



drinking clean water. I have listed my preferred sources of
bone meal and dosing in the Appendix, and I’ll note here that
they are obtained from young, grass-fed animals in New
Zealand that meet the Prop 65 standards for lead and other
heavy metals.

Egg shells are another good source of calcium on a
carnivore diet, but the notion of eating them is sure to raise a
few eyebrows. Again, quality is important here, but when
sourced from organic chickens, ducks, or turkeys, they are a
valuable addition to any carnivore diet. Clinical studies in
women with osteoporosis have demonstrated that egg shells
reduce pain and arrest bone loss.103 Further research has also
shown that egg-shell calcium is highly bioavailable and that
egg shells contain other valuable trace minerals for bone
health, including strontium, along with growth factors like
TGF-beta and calcitonin.104 Fortunately, heavy metals do not
concentrate in egg shells and numerous analyses have shown
them to be free from these contaminants.105 Egg shells should
be boiled prior to consumption to avoid any possible
contamination with Salmonella or Campylobacter that may be
on the outside of the shell.

In order to maximize the amount of calcium contained
within it, bone broth can be cooked in an acidic solution
(usually with vinegar) for twelve to twenty-four hours.
Research into the mineral content of this ancestral elixir has
demonstrated that when prepared in this way, the extraction of
both calcium and magnesium are increased about sixteen-
fold.106

If there are any concerns regarding the adequacy of
calcium intake, checking the level of parathyroid hormone
(PTH) and serum ionized and total calcium levels can be
helpful. If serum total calcium is on the upper end of normal,
and PTH is in the bottom third of the reference range, it’s a
good indicator that we are getting enough of this mineral in
our diet. For our body to have healthy calcium homeostasis,
we also need to obtain adequate levels of vitamins D and K2,
which are best obtained from moderate amounts of real
sunlight and organ meats.



What About Dairy?

Throughout our evolution, I don’t believe that we would have
had much exposure to dairy from other animals. Although
some modern indigenous groups like the Maasai warriors
include dairy in their diet, animal husbandry is a very recent
adaptation within human societies and began only about
10,000 years ago.

Most of us don’t appear to be well-adapted to dairy from
ruminant animals due to a number of proteins contained within
it that can activate our immune system. The most common of
these is beta-casomorphin, a breakdown product of casein. The
name of this molecule looks like “morphine,” and it acts in a
similar way in the human body. It activates opioid signaling
pathways and can disturb normal satiety signals, leading to
increased hunger and weight gain in many individuals.107,108

Think about it—do you ever really feel full when you’re
eating cheese? In my own experiences, I know that I can eat a
large amount of dairy foods without experiencing the same
satiety signals I get from animal meat and fat, often leading to
overeating.

The opiate-like qualities of dairy also make it slightly
addicting, likely an evolutionary adaptation that encourages
babies to drink a lot of milk so they get as many calories and
nutrients as possible. As adults we no longer need to gain
weight rapidly and can get all the nutrients we need from solid
foods. Milk also contains both sugar (lactose) and fat, a
satiety-disrupting combination of macronutrients that occurs
very uncommonly in the natural world. There are sources of
complex carbohydrates and sugars in plant foods and sources
of fat in both plant and animal foods, but milk is one of the
only places where these two occur together. The combination
of fat and carbohydrates short-circuits our normal appetite-
control mechanisms, a fact that junk food manufacturers
picked up on decades ago. As we’ve previously discussed,
candy bars, ice cream, and many of the other foods that are
difficult for us to stop eating are all composed of sugar and fat.



These foods are hijacking our brains and triggering our
ancestral programming in negative ways.

In addition to activating the opiate-signaling cascade,
casein can also trigger the immune system. It has two variants,
A1 and A2, which break down into unique forms of beta-
casomorphin. A1 casein is found in the milk of most cows in
the United States, and the A2 variant occurs in the milk of
other ruminants like buffalo, goat, and sheep. The A1 variant
becomes beta-casomorphin 7, a molecule that has been linked
to the development of Type I diabetes, celiac disease,
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, ulcerative colitis, cardiovascular
disease, and other autoimmune illnesses.109,110,111 Elevated
levels of this molecule have also been found in patients with
schizophrenia, who improve with subsequent dialysis or
casein-free diets.112

Derivatives of A1 casein may be damaging to our gut and
kindle inappropriate immune responses in susceptible
individuals. I don’t think A1 dairy should be a part of any diet
aimed at achieving improved health. Though some individuals
might be able to tolerate A2 dairy from an immunological
standpoint, these alternate beta-casomorphin variants will still
activate opioid signaling pathways and can affect satiety in
negative ways.

I’ve personally found that all types of dairy trigger my
eczema, and exclusion of dairy in the clients I work with
consistently allows for increased satiety, less inflammation,
and easier weight loss. If we have an autoimmune issue or are
interested in losing weight, I’d recommend leaving dairy out
for at least the first sixty to ninety days of a carnivore diet.
This includes milk, yogurt, butter, and ghee from all animals.

Boron—The Often Overlooked But Crucial Mineral

One last mineral to think about as we seek to refine our
carnivore diet to the highest degree possible is boron. Our
knowledge of this mineral’s role in the human body continues
to expand, but there’s still much to learn here. What we do
know is that boron appears to play key roles in bone



mineralization and hormone synthesis.113 Interventional studies
with this mineral in both men and women have shown
improved levels of testosterone and other hormones, as well as
improved outcomes in people with kidney stones and
arthritis.114,115,116 People in areas of the world with lower boron
intake (1 milligram per day) have also been observed to have
much higher rates of arthritis than those where dietary levels
are higher (3–10 milligrams per day).

Regardless of the dietary strategy we choose to use, this
mineral is an important one to include in our diet, and we
should make sure we are getting it in adequate doses. On a
carnivore diet, the best sources of boron are bone meal and A2
dairy, if tolerated.

What a typical day of Tier 5 Carnivore looks like for me: 

Breakfast: 
Upon awakening, I consume about 3 grams of Redmond
Real salt with a large glass of spring water. I then meditate
and do a light morning workout before jumping into the
day. I’ve found two meals a day works best for me.



10:00 a.m. Lunch:
6 egg yolks

90 g beef suet/trimmings

2 oz liver

2 oz kidney

14 oz ribeye steak with Redmond Real salt

3:30 p.m. Dinner: 
3 raw oysters

80 g beef suet/trimmings

10 oz NY steak

2 oz thymus

2 oz pancreas

2 oz bone marrow

8 oz bone broth and 1/2 tsp bone meal

At this point you are probably saying, “Paul, you are
crazy!” I’ve been called worse things! But, to provide you
with an alternative of the Tier 5 carnivore diet, I will offer you
a “non-Paul” version below:

What a typical day of Tier 5 Carnivore looks like for
someone else: 

Breakfast: 
3 eggs cooked in tallow

2 oz beef liver

1 oz kidney

10 oz NY steak with salt



14 oz raw goat milk

Lunch:
60 g beef suet/trimmings

4 oz scallops cooked in tallow

2 oz bone marrow and 1/2 tsp bone meal

Dinner: 
70 g beef suet/trimmings

10 oz ribeye steak

6 jumbo shrimp

8 oz bone broth

We’ve covered a lot so far about the different ways to eat a
carnivore diet. Tier 5 is basically how I eat day in and day out.
As I’ve noted earlier, this type of a carnivore diet may not be
for everyone at all times, and don’t think that everyone needs
to eat just like me in order to derive the benefits of a carnivore
diet. Traveling makes eating high-quality animal meats,
organs, and fat difficult from time to time. It’s totally okay to
use Tier 1–4 diets in our life when they are the most
appropriate for the current situation or if they work best for us.
As I’ve emphasized previously, any dietary intervention that
increases high-quality animal foods and cuts out the most toxic
types of plant foods is going to improve our overall quality of
life. Let’s move on from the types of foods eaten on a
carnivore diet to a discussion of some of the other details
surrounding how to incorporate such a way of eating into our
life and get one step closer to fully crushing it.

How to Live a Radical Life

I began this book with the assertion that the food we eat is the
single biggest lever in health and disease. So far we’ve seen all
of the ways in which food can either harm us or be deeply



nourishing. From our discussions of the fallacy of
xenohormesis and the importance of using environmental
hormetics, we’ve also seen that optimal health is about more
than just what we put in our body, it’s also about how radically
we live our life.

Some would have us believe that this radical life is hard to
find, requiring tons of supplements, fancy gadgets, or complex
dietary protocols, but our evolutionary history argues
otherwise. If it were really that difficult, our ancestors would
have perished swiftly, and the human race would not have
become the dominant species on the planet. The equation for
living a radical life is simple: eating animals nose-to-tail
provides all of the nutrients we need to thrive with no
associated toxins. We must also be outside in the sun—
playing, hunting, and exploring—and sleeping in the dark at
night, free from the incessant, low-level stress we all face in
Western society. A bit of heat, cold, and some intense exercise
are other important parts of this equation, as is spending time
with family and community while giving and receiving love as
we pursue something we are passionate about in our lives. As
we saw with our examination of the Blue Zones, these are the
aspects that create a rich and long life by complementing our
intentional food choices. When we rediscover these long-
forgotten principles of ancestral wisdom and incorporate them
into our lives, we will reclaim our vibrant health and thrive as
the incredibly capable beings we were meant to be.

The formula is simple: MEAT. PLAY. LOVE.

Clean Carnivore Reset (CCR)

Our immune system has a memory, and it’s a darn good one!
When we remove the plant foods from our diet that have been
damaging the lining of our gut and causing inflammation, it’s
going to take a bit of time for things to heal and for the
immune system to calm down. The half-life of the main type
of antibody (IgG) used in our body is twenty-one days.117 This
means that when our immune cells react to an invader or a
foreign molecule from food, it’s going to take ninety days, or
nearly five half-lives, for the antibodies produced during this



process to vanish from our circulation. Ninety days! This is
why it’s so difficult to understand which foods may be
triggering our immune system and what can be so powerful
about elimination diets. More often than not, it’s the process of
removing things from our diet, rather than adding whatever the
newest “superfood” is, that results in the greatest healing.

Trust me: your fibromyalgia, lupus, Hashimoto’s, or
eczema is not a turmeric deficiency. It’s your immune system
being over stimulated because of the foods you are eating that
are damaging the gastrointestinal epithelium and causing leaky
gut. We’re not used to thinking this way, but even if we
remove 95 percent of the foods making the immune system
angry, those few remaining triggers can cause symptoms to
persist and can make it very difficult to tell what the real
culprits are. We can think of the decision to improve our health
by eliminating plant foods as an experiment. But in order to
get the most accurate data, this experiment must be done as
carefully as possible. To truly appreciate how plant foods are
affecting us, we’ll need to avoid them for a full three months
as intentionally as we can.

I’m not saying that we need to go from a life of eating
plants to never eating another plant in our lives. It’s
overwhelming for most of us to think about any dietary change
as a permanent decision for our entire life, but it’s much more
approachable to consider it as a ninety-day experiment. There
are many within the growing carnivore community who feel
the best they ever have without any plants in their diet and
don’t plan to eat them again in the future, but this doesn’t have
to be the norm for everyone. Within the context of a Clean
Carnivore Reset, the carnivore diet can also serve as “the
ultimate elimination diet.” It can help us get back to a place of
radically improved health, from which we can add less toxic
plant foods back into our diet with careful attention to possible
recurrence of symptoms. I don’t love the word “cleanse”
because of all of its mainstream connotations and associated
images of worthless supplements and silly smoothies, but if
we can create a cleanse that consists of real food without the
fancy gimmicks, that’s something I can get behind. In this



light, we might consider the Clean Carnivore Reset a type of
“steak cleanse.” And who doesn’t love the sound of that?

Case Studies and Testimonials with a Carnivore Diet

Now that we’ve learned all about the reasons to avoids plants,
the incredible nutritive value of animal foods, and the nuts and
bolts of how to eat a carnivore diet, I’d like to share a bit of
the published literature on case studies of this way of eating,
as well as some personal stories from real people who have
adopted the carnivore diet.

Crohn’s disease is an autoimmune condition of
inflammation in the walls of the gastrointestinal tract so severe
that it often erodes completely through the bowel wall. The
case of a fourteen-year-old boy diagnosed with Crohn’s
disease who was unresponsive to traditional therapies and
treated with a carnivore diet illustrates the power of such a
dietary intervention.118 He originally suffered with abdominal
pain, gastrointestinal bleeding, and anemia and was diagnosed
after upper and lower endoscopies were performed. When
administration of multiple types of immunosuppressive agents
failed to improve his condition, he was placed on a nose-to-tail
carnivore diet and experienced immediate impressive results.
Within two weeks of this dietary change, his symptoms had
improved so significantly that he was able to completely stop
his medications. By the fourth week, his anemia had corrected,
and his blood levels of inflammatory markers improved
significantly. Ultrasound imaging of his intestines over the
next six months showed gradual improvements, and after eight
months was completely normal, no longer displaying
thickening of the terminal ileum. During this time period, his
height and weight gradually increased, and intestinal
permeability normalized. Impressive stuff!

Ketogenic diets are also well known to reverse insulin
resistance and to treat Type II diabetes.119,120 They have
demonstrated superior outcomes relative to reduced-calorie
diets in head-to-head trials for this condition.121 With this in
mind, it’s not surprising that a carnivore diet, which is
ketogenic in nature, has also been reported in the medical



literature demonstrating efficacy in treating patients with Type
II diabetes.122

Rather than arising from insulin resistance, Type I diabetes
results from an autoimmune destruction of the pancreatic beta
cells. This often occurs in childhood and abolishes the
pancreas’ ability to regulate blood sugar, requiring those with
Type I diabetes to use supplemental insulin throughout their
lives. In yet another impressive display of its might, a
carnivore diet used shortly after diagnosis of Type I diabetes
has been shown to reverse this autoimmune process, allowing
the pancreas to continue to secrete insulin on its own.123,124

Two cases of reversal of Type I diabetes (T1DM) are noted
below:

“Herein, we present a case of a 19-year-old male
with newly diagnosed T1DM. The patient was first
put on an insulin regime. Twenty days later, he
shifted towards the [carnivore diet] and was able to
discontinue insulin. Strict adherence to the diet
resulted in normal glucose levels and a more than
three-fold elevation of C-peptide level indicating
restored insulin production. Currently, the patient
has been on the [carnivore diet] for 6.5 months. He
is free of complaints, and no side effects emerged. We
conclude that the [carnivore diet] was effective and
safe in the management of this case of newly
diagnosed T1DM.”
“A nine year- old child with T1DM who initially was
on an insulin regime with high carbohydrate diet was
then put on the [carnivore diet]. Following dietary
shift, glucose levels normalized and he was able to
discontinue insulin. No hypoglycemic episodes
occurred on the diet and several other benefits were
achieved including improved physical fitness,
reduction of upper respiratory tract infections and
eczema. Currently, he is on the diet for 19 months.
Adopting the [carnivore diet] ensured
normoglycemia without the use of external insulin.
The diet was sustainable on the long-term. Neither
complications nor side effects emerged on the diet.”



Results such as these are unprecedented with mainstream
treatments of Type I diabetes, likely because the prevailing
paradigm of autoimmune disease does not consider the
possibility of food triggers. Clearly, if dietary protocols like
the carnivore diet are begun promptly after diagnosis, it is
possible to reverse autoimmune illnesses by removing the root
cause of the condition and preserve the function of the tissues
being damaged in these processes.

A carnivore diet has also proven effective in the treatment
of brain cancer, cervical cancer, rectal cancer, Gilbert’s
syndrome, hypertension, obesity, and childhood absence
seizures.122,125,126-129 As with the ketogenic diet, many more
formal studies are needed before the carnivore diet becomes
widely accepted in the medical community as a possible
therapeutic intervention. The numerous published case reports
and the stories of thousands of people who have already
benefited from this way of eating strongly suggests its
restorative potential and safety.

When it comes to understanding which foods are
damaging our guts and triggering our immune systems,
elimination is an extremely powerful tool. This is one reason
the carnivore diet is so powerful. By eliminating all potential
plant food triggers, the carnivore diet is one of the most
effective interventions available in the treatment of
autoimmune and inflammatory illness, and I strongly believe
that over the next few years, more and more clinicians will
begin to realize this and incorporate it into their practice for
the benefit of thousands of patients.

* * *

JUDY’S STORY: I’ve always sought to be thin. I thought the
best way to achieve that was being vegetarian with the
occasional fish. I ate a low-fat, high-fiber diet with spinach
salads, daily, for twelve years.

While I was thin and my metabolic markers were
“perfect,” behind closed doors, I struggled with a crippling



eating disorder that was accompanied by bouts of depression
and anxiety. When I look back now, I know the lack of fat and
meat in my meals always had me craving for more. I kept
myself full with bottomless cups of green tea, coffee, and
fibrous vegetables. Stomach distention was the only way I
knew how to feel full. Full, yes, but never satisfied.

All things came to a crash after I had my first son. When
he was six months old, I ended up with mastitis and I had to
take antibiotics. The burden of exclusively pumping while
barely nourishing my body and lack of sleep finally took a toll.
I had a breakdown and, frankly, I don’t remember two weeks
of my life.

The doctors never were able to explain what happened, but
they diagnosed me with severe postpartum depression and I
was put on Zyprexa, an anti-psychotic that does not allow you
to breastfeed. I stopped breastfeeding while I “lost my mind.”
In the hospital, each day I was retold the story of why my son
wasn’t there and how I had stopped nursing. Each time, I
would cry and ask for my son. I was told it was heartbreaking
to watch. While I write this, it still hurts my heart.

It’s like I was in the movie Groundhog Day or 50 first
dates, but this was my life.

I never talk about this part of my journey because it’s the
darkest time of my life. I enrolled in an outpatient eating
disorder facility to “cure” myself of my bad eating habits. I
was forced to sit with therapists and dietitians while they
monitored my meals. No food was off limits, and they
encouraged a high-carbohydrate diet with sugary desserts.

Everything in moderation was the cure for eating
disorders. Maybe that’s why eating disorder relapse rates are
often times more than 50 percent.

I was told by my psychiatrist that I was always mildly
depressed and that I’d have to take medication for the rest of
my life. The imbalance was just a part of me. While I was
pregnant with my second child, I created a will and medical
directive. I made these just in case I never “woke up” from
another breakdown. Thankfully, that day never came.



Once I had my second child, I was determined to be
healthier. I found the carnivore diet by way of the ketogenic
community, and I’ve never looked back. I am now almost two
years carnivore and I have yet to take anti-depressants or anti-
psychotics again.

Once I started eating meat, I was healed. As I write this, I
am still nursing my three-year-old son. My eating disorder
behaviors are gone. Sure, there are days I can overeat, but the
urge is no longer there. Cravings are bad mental habits, but the
physical urges are gone. I believe so much of what happened
was due to my low-fat vegetarian diet. My body needed binges
to satisfy the need for fat and, all along, I just thought I had no
self-control.

If we sift through nutritional misinformation, we can start
to heal. So much of what we struggle with now is not because
something is inherently wrong with us. It’s because we are
nourishing our bodies with the wrong things—things like
plant-based, carb-centric, low-fat diets.

Meat has allowed me to have a second chance at life, and I
am—from the bottom of my heart—grateful.

Paul’s note: Judy Cho can be found @nutritionwithjudy on
Instagram and other social media platforms and is the
illustrator who helped me create many of the graphics for this
book. I’m so glad she could share her own story within these
pages and am grateful for all of her help with this project.

* * *

ALYSE’S STORY: My illusion of veganism being the
superhuman diet was completely shattered within twenty-four
hours.

Well—here goes nothing, I thought to myself as I took my
first bite of animal food in four and a half years. In this
moment, I had to completely surrender and release all vegan
ideologies that I had so deeply woven my entire identity and
livelihood around. As a “vegan influencer” with a collective



social media following of nearly 1 million people around the
world, you can only imagine how surreal this moment felt.

After years of dabbling in all of the plant-based diets under
the sun—raw vegan, high-carb low-fat, high-fat low-carb,
whole foods, junk food, raw vegan keto, the list goes on—I
began reflecting on the state of my health (or lack thereof).

It wasn’t until I saw some of my closest friends
transitioning their diet and experiencing immense relief and
healing that I had even considered the possibility of veganism
playing a role in my health deteriorating. I was struggling with
digestion, brain fog, memory loss, fatigue, and lack of sex
drive, which were all deeply affecting the quality of my day-
to-day life.

Once I allowed myself to question the diet, it was as if a
veil was slowly being lifted from in front of my eyes. I
realized that the only time I was entirely free of digestive
discomfort during the extent of my vegan journey was when I
was barely consuming enough calories—hence, my digestive
system didn’t really need to work very hard. My brain fog and
fatigue were steadily increasing. My ability to concentrate and
communicate clearly was practically non-existent. And as
someone who loves learning and creating, I genuinely felt like
I started to lose my identity, not being able to carry out the
things that were so life-giving to me.

I was at the end of my rope, willing to try anything to feel
healthy again. So when my friend proposed thirty days of
carnivore—I actually considered it. What felt like a complete
180-degree change somehow seemed very intriguing, dare I
say, appealing. After much thought and consideration, I
decided to give it seven days.

My first non-vegan meal in almost five years was 8 ounces
of smoked salmon. I don’t think I will EVER forget the way I
felt waking up the next morning. My mind felt more clear and
focused than it had been in years. And for me, that was
enough. My illusion of veganism being the superhuman diet
was completely shattered overnight. I was humbled to say the
least.



I have been eating mostly carnivore ever since—eating
mainly beef, salmon, and eggs, and I cannot imagine where I
would be right now if I had not surrendered to that seven-day
experiment. For the first time in so long, I feel like myself
again. When I stick to eating mainly carnivore, my digestion is
flawless, mental clarity on point, healthy sex drive is present,
muscle recovery (plus growth!) is better than ever, and energy
is extremely stable.

Every single day, I express thanks to the animals for
nourishing my mind and body, as well as for the doctors and
public figures who advocate for this style of eating. If it wasn’t
for the constant inspiration from others, I know this path
would feel a bit more lonely. But thankfully, we’re all in this
together!

Paul’s note: Alyse Parker can be found on YouTube, where
she has over 700,000 subscribers, and on other social media
outlets
@alyseparkerr.

* * *

DAVE’S STORY: My name is Dave, I’m a thirty-three-year-
old guy from the other side of the world: Melbourne,
Australia.

I just want to start by saying thank you, thank you, and
thank you! 

I absolutely love your content and simply can’t express
how grateful I am for you making it available to not just me
but the broader community. It has quite literally altered the
course of my life.

In [a] relatively short time, I’ve experienced huge changes,
both physically and, most interestingly, mentally. The
following is a non-exhaustive list of some of the changes I
have experienced so far: greatly improved sleep, improved
skin and teeth health, flawless digestion, increased energy,
shredded body fat, very noticeable increase in lean muscle,
complete alleviation of gastric reflux, complete alleviation of



GOUT (anything with corn syrup among other things triggers
me to have gout), mental clarity like I have never experienced,
and most importantly of all—this way of eating appears to
have completely abolished my long term anxiety/panic attacks.

The physical improvements are fantastic, no doubt, though
I’ve always been somewhat lean and energetic; it’s the mental
benefits that I’m most grateful for. For the past sixteen to
eighteen years or so, I have had anxiety of varying degrees.
The past two years were undoubtedly the worst as I developed
serve panic/anxiety attacks a few weeks after having an
anaphylactic response to an anti-inflammatory medication
(naproxen). I work in a corporate environment as an analyst at
a top tier law firm, and as I’m sure you can imagine, thats not
an ideal environment to be suffering with an anxiety-related
condition. It was affecting my life in a profound way.

And now … It’s GONE … I don’t know what else to say.
It’s just gone. I have a confidence now that I don’t think I have
ever possessed. I’m in awe and, frankly, amazed. I genuinely
thought anxiety was part of me and that I would continue to
suffer with it for the remainder of my life. I initially noticed an
improvement within the first two to three weeks of going 100
percent carnivore. And now, it’s honestly like someone flicked
a switch and simply turned it all off.

* * *

BEN’S STORY: Being diagnosed at the age of thirteen with a
neurological disease called chronic inflammatory
demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) wasn’t part of my
dream of becoming an Army Ranger, Jedi, and professional
athlete that played in the NBA, MLB, and NHL (move over
Bo Jackson).

The deterioration of the protective covering of my nerves
put a damper on most things, including my reflexes and having
enough strength to cut my own food. After being failed by
modern medicine and doctors, I decided to give all that
conventional knowledge a break for a while. I have always had



a very “suck it up” type of a mindset and just figured I would
go about my life and pretend that the chronic pain and brain
fog wasn’t an issue. The nerve damage and my brain not
communicating well with my peripheral nervous system
wasn’t going to have long-term effects, right?

Fast forward a few years and all of a sudden, a few outliers
in the medical field were starting to get my attention. I started
learning about inflammation and how my risk of
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cancer, and so many other
ailments was escalated because of my chronic state of
inflammation. I was still sticking to my guns when it came to
the whole “avoiding conventional doctors promise” I made to
myself, so I decided to do my own research. I learned that the
standard American diet was causing the majority of the issues
I had. I decided to change my diet, and the psychological
warfare being conducted against meat was starting to make a
little sense to me for some reason. I decided to buy a juicer
and see how long I could go on only freshly juiced fruits and
veggies. I went about three weeks at first and felt amazing. I
then tried a raw vegan diet but slowly started feeling horrible
again. I don’t remember how long that lasted, probably
because my brain wasn’t functioning properly due to lack of
nutrition from the real game changer … animal fat.

I bounced back and forth from a standard American diet
and paleo-ish for years until finally committing to a strict
paleo way of eating. After about a year of paleo I decided to
try keto. My cognitive function was night and day when I was
in ketosis, and I really felt a lot of inflammation leaving my
body. I love vegetables, so I would experiment with seeing
how high I could get my carb and fiber count and still stay in
ketosis. I soon realized that the more fiber I ate, the worse I
felt.

This wasn’t my answer, but I wanted to try something else
before I caved and scheduled an appointment with a
neurologist. I was having CIDP flare ups that only seemed to
get worse. I fortunately discovered another one of those
outliers in the medical field that really seemed to care about
actually healing people and exploring the cause and effect of
our health. Watching videos and podcasts of Dr. Paul Saladino



really answered a lot of questions and concerns I had about
eating only meat. I decided to give carnivore a try, and to be
honest, I wanted it to fail.

I have always loved fruits and vegetables and couldn’t
imagine life without all the social norms of food that my life
revolved around. After ten days of beef, salt, and water, I
doubled the amount of pull ups I could do and was finally able
to wake up and walk down the stairs like a grown up instead of
using both feet on each stair like a toddler (because of the pain
I was in). I felt better after ten days of carnivore than I had in
twenty-five years. My inflammation was mostly gone, brain
fog was gone, and my mood was better than it’s been in a long
time. I am very confident that a nose-to-tail carnivore diet has
put my CIDP in remission, and I encourage everyone to give it
a try. Even if you don’t think you have anything wrong with
you, it will allow you to establish a baseline and slowly add
back foods to see how your body reacts. I found that I was
sensitive to foods that I had no clue I was. Often times, you
don’t know how bad you’re feeling until you feel amazing!

Wrapping Up

I’m so grateful to all of these people for sharing their stories
with me and allowing me to share them with you as a part of
this book, which has truly been a labor of love.

My goal in writing The Carnivore Code is not to convince
everyone in the world to never eat plants again. It’s to help us
all understand that plants can be quite toxic, and that by
eliminating all or most of them in favor of more nutrient-rich
animal foods, we will upgrade ourselves in so many ways. But
this will only happen if we are willing to commit ourselves to
a certain amount of time following the diet as carefully as
possible. If the idea of removing plants from your diet long
term is overwhelming, just think about it as a forty-five- or
ninety-day experiment and do the clean carnivore reset. I am
confident that at the end of this time period, you will be
amazed by the positive changes that have occurred.



The road to health and optimal life is not an easy one,
however, and there are bound to be some challenges. In the
next chapter, we’ll discuss pitfalls we might run into when
adopting a carnivore diet and answer many of the common
questions people have as they embark on this heroic journey.



CHAPTER 13: COMMON PITFALLS
WHEN STARTING A CARNIVORE DIET

DO YOU REMEMBER that video game Pitfall! where you
had to swing on vines over booby-trap laden pits? Okay, so
maybe you’re not a child of the ’80s like me, but when I said
this journey would be an adventure, I didn’t lie! Just as this
journey has already led us through some turbulent waters, our
individual exploration of a new dietary landscape will have its
challenges as well. But never fear, I’ve got your back. I want
you to be successful on your quest, wherever it may lead you.

In this chapter, I’ll break down many of the common
pitfalls people experience when transitioning to a carnivore
diet. I want to help make your experiences with this way of
life as easy as possible. I’d like to emphasize that there are
always some adjustments that need to be made when eating in
a new way, and they do not always represent problematic
reactions to the diet. For many people, bumps in the road like
these are unpleasant and often lead to a discontinuation of the
carnivore diet—or any diet, for that matter—but I’d urge you
to push through the first two-to-three-week adjustment phase.
There are great treasures awaiting you, including mental
clarity, improved mood, weight loss, improved gut health and
inflammation, and increased libido! In the Appendix, you’ll
also find many frequently asked questions to further
troubleshoot any issues that may arise.

Disaster Pants

Not surprisingly, the most commonly encountered issues when
transitioning to a carnivore diet are gastrointestinal. As we’ve



spoken about throughout this book, the gut is ground zero
when it comes to interactions between the food we eat and our
immune system. We also know that the composition of the
gastrointestinal microbiome is strongly influenced by the
foods we consume. When we eat carbohydrates and plant
fiber, we preferentially feed populations of bacteria that thrive
on these. When our diet is mainly protein, animal fiber, and
fat, the gut microbiome adjusts accordingly, and populations
of bacteria that prefer these sources of energy expand as the
carbohydrate-loving organisms recede.

But the gut is not always a peaceful place where everyone
lives in harmony. It’s a bit more like Medieval Europe, with
multiple groups constantly vying for power and influence over
the land. In order for one household to flourish, it must go to
war against competing families—and the spoils belong to the
victorious. This is exactly how things work amongst different
species of bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract. If we feed the
“carnivore microbiome,” we are essentially giving these
families of microbes resources while starving the other
organisms who get pushed out, dying off in the process.

Shifts in bacterial populations also happen when we take
probiotics or antibiotics, and many people are familiar with the
gastrointestinal distress that can occur with either of these
interventions. Simply put, when we do something in our life
that shifts levels of different bacterial species in our gut,
there’s going to be fighting amongst the tribes with resulting
casualties, and that’s not always pleasant for us. In the case of
antibiotics, this is usually going to be a bad thing. With a
dietary change or probiotics, however, the shift in the
microbiome can be for the better, with the most benevolent
households coming to power over the medieval lands within
us.

One of the most common pitfalls explorers of the carnivore
lifestyle encounter is what we might call “disaster pants,” aka
loose stool or diarrhea. It’s certainly no fun, but it usually only
lasts for a few days. In some people with underlying gut issues
and lots of nasty microbes previously ruling the roost, loose
stool can last up to a few weeks. Let’s be clear here: this
doesn’t mean our body isn’t built for a carnivore diet. It most



likely means our gut had some issues before we started this
way of eating and it’s going to take a bit more time to heal.
Diarrhea at the beginning of a transition to a carnivore diet is
often the result of shifting populations of bacteria within the
gut as the carbohydrate-loving bacteria die off. It can also be
the result of increased bile acid excretion by the gallbladder
and biliary tree, which are needed to emulsify the fat content
of the diet. Normally, bile acids are reabsorbed in the small
intestine, but with these increased amounts of bile, the small
intestine may need some time to adapt. As a result, non-
absorbed bile acids, which end up in the colon, can often cause
diarrhea.

Loose stool isn’t a reason to stop eating a carnivore diet,
and there are a few things we can do to help calm things down
as we transition over to this new way of eating. The first of
these is to take supplemental calcium. The extra calcium can
help bind the excess bile acids being produced and prevent
their cathartic effect in the large intestine. Good calcium
sources include bone meal, crushed egg shells, or a calcium
supplement. If the latter option is selected, I would strongly
recommend avoiding pills with binders like
hydroxymethylcellulose, titanium dioxide, or sulfur dioxide.
When working with my clients, we use supplements only
rarely, and those we select are always free from any binders
which could damage the gut or trigger immune reactions.

To further assist with the symptoms of loose bowels, some
people find it beneficial to add digestive enzymes, which
might include lipase or a desiccated pancreas organ
supplement. Depending on the composition of the gut
microbiome, probiotics can also be of benefit, but they should
be carefully selected, and the strain chosen is very important.
If loose stool persists for more than a few weeks, I’d
recommend working with a physician to take a look at what’s
going on in the gut with formal stool testing. I’ve noted some
stool testing options as well as information regarding digestive
enzymes, probiotics, and other supplements in the Appendix.

Some would claim that the “carnivore microbiome” isn’t a
healthy one, and that we must have plant fiber for “healthy”
bacteria to thrive in our gut. But as we saw in Chapter Ten,



these claims are based on nothing more than conjecture, and
the clinical results of those eating a carnivore diet would argue
strongly against these unfounded notions. A nose-to-tail
carnivore diet provides ample amounts of animal fiber the
microbes in our gut can use to make short chain fatty acids,
and a carnivore diet has proven to be effective at reducing
leaky gut when studied with PEG 400 testing.1 A “healthy”
microbiome is the microbiome that we have when our gut is
healthy, and we are free from gastrointestinal symptoms and
systemic inflammation.

Constipation

On the opposite end of the spectrum from disaster pants is
traffic-jam city, also known as constipation. This is a less
common occurrence on a carnivore diet, but nonetheless, it
deserves careful consideration. It’s important to note that when
transitioning from a plant-fiber-heavy diet to one that is
composed of mostly animal foods, it’s completely normal to
observe changes in stool quality, frequency, and volume.
Specifically, those beginning a carnivore diet usually
experience decreased frequency and volume of stool with
significant improvement in quality and resolution of gas,
bloating, and pain symptoms. But what are “normal” or
“healthy” bowel habits at baseline? Though most
gastroenterologists diagnose constipation only when someone
hasn’t had a bowel movement in three days or has had less
than three bowel movements per week, I believe this criteria is
too lenient. If all is well within our gut, and we aren’t fasting
or eating greatly reduced quantities of food, we should be
having a bowel movement every day. If this hasn’t been our
pattern leading up to a carnivore diet, there is likely a pre-
existing issue that may need some fixing. There are many
things that can lead to constipation, including small intestinal
bacterial overgrowth (SIBO), dysbiosis, and sluggish gut
motility. All of these conditions can be potentially improved
by eliminating plant foods, but in some cases, additional
intervention may be necessary.



There are thousands of people eating a fully carnivorous
diet who have easy-to-pass bowel movements on a daily basis.
It is clear that we don’t need plant fiber to go number two, but
some do report constipation when they begin an animal-based
diet. Often, these are people who had constipation prior to
starting a carnivore diet, who then observe an increase in the
amount of time between stools when they transition to more
animal foods. Though I don’t think having a bowel movement
every three to four days is normal, this change is likely due to
the decreased amount of stool produced when eating an
animal-based diet. It is an exceedingly rare occurrence for me
to hear of someone who had completely normal bowel habits
to suddenly develop constipation when they started a carnivore
diet. In the rare case that this does happen, we may need to
consider the protein/fat ratio and include more fat in the diet.
We could also try probiotics like Lactobacillus GG or
Lactobacillus reuteri that have been shown to have efficacy in
cases of constipation.2

The takeaway here is that temporary gastrointestinal issues
may arise when starting a carnivore diet, and loose stool is
much more common than constipation. But the vast majority
of people find incredible improvements from gas, bloating,
and other previously painful symptoms.

On a personal note, I’ll add that I didn’t have any issues
with gut symptoms prior to the carnivore diet, but I did
experience loose stool that lasted for about two weeks when I
started eating this way. Since that time, I’ve been totally
regular every morning like clockwork. How many other
doctors are radical enough to tell you all about their own
bowel habits? In the case of plant-based advocates this is
probably a good thing, though. Trust me when I say that you
don’t want to know about what goes on in those bathrooms,
and you wouldn’t want to use one immediately after one of
these poor, gaseous folks were in there.

The Keto “Flu”

Many people who join the carnivore club are already
practicing a ketogenic way of eating. For these people, the



transition to a diet without plant-based carbohydrates is
usually pretty smooth. For those who are not eating a
ketogenic diet, this adjustment may be a bit of a speed bump
on the road to awesome. When we are eating carbohydrates,
our body uses them for energy rather than using the “fat
burning mode” that produces ketones. By choosing to run on
fat rather than carbohydrates, we must switch our metabolic
machinery accordingly, an adjustment that takes the body a bit
of time to do. During the first three to four days of the
transition period, we may feel tired, irritable, and achy—
symptoms sometimes referred to as the “keto flu.” There’s no
infection here, however, it’s our body gearing up the metabolic
machinery to burn fat for fuel.

One of the major changes that occurs when we transition
to a ketogenic metabolism is a sharp decline in insulin levels.
In the long term this can be a very good thing, as it usually
correlates with significantly improved insulin sensitivity, but
in the short term, it can take our body a few weeks to get used
to. One of the many roles insulin serves in the body is
signaling our kidneys to conserve sodium. When levels of this
hormone drop during the ketogenic transition, the result is
acutely increased losses of this mineral. Though sodium has
been vilified for years by the mainstream establishment, it is
critical to our survival and serves many vital roles in the
human body. Its balance is tightly regulated within our
physiology, and when levels are low, we waste other important
minerals like magnesium and potassium in our urine. If we
don’t provide enough sodium to meet the increasing needs at
the beginning of ketosis, our body may become depleted of not
only sodium, but magnesium and potassium as well. Many of
the symptoms of the “keto flu” are likely due to electrolyte
imbalance and can be ameliorated with increased attention to
intake of sodium, magnesium, and potassium during this
transitional period. This process isn’t always easy, but our
body is building a whole new metabolic engine that burns
clean fuel, so it’s worth it!

Fatigue



Though a bit of fatigue may be part of the keto-adaptation
period in the very beginning of the transition to a carnivore
diet, this shouldn’t last more than a week or so. Beyond this,
low energy levels on a carnivore diet are often related to less
than ideal fat/protein ratios, inadequate salt consumption, or an
inadvertent calorie deficit. Remember our previous discussions
on the nature of protein as a building block and fat or
carbohydrate as fuel. When I hear from someone that they feel
like they’ve “lost a gear” on a carnivore diet, more often than
not they are using protein for the majority of their calories and
not consuming enough fat. Though eating steak for every meal
is probably the easiest way to do a carnivore diet, for most
people, this isn’t going to provide enough fat. In extreme cases
of lean meat consumption, the result may be a condition that is
referred to as “rabbit starvation” that results in excess
ammonia production. We definitely do not want to construct a
carnivore diet out of just lean chicken breast, lean hamburger,
or lean steak. This is a recipe for failure.

Some in the health sphere recommend increasing protein
and limiting fat in order to lose weight on ketogenic and
carnivore diets, but I don’t think this should be taken to
extremes. Just like there’s a sweet spot for protein of around 1
gram per pound of body weight per day, it appears there’s a
sweet spot for how much fat we should be consuming for
overall optimal health. If we choose to limit fat too much and
over consume protein, we may lose weight in the short term
but will quickly develop imbalances that hamper attainment of
long-term goals and full vitality. As we discussed in the
previous chapter, I’ve generally found that a ratio of 1:1 for fat
to protein by grams works well for most people in the absence
of carbohydrates. Performance and hormonal balance suffers
when fat is limited too much.

Losing weight is about creating a caloric deficit, and the
easiest way to do this is to eat satiety-promoting foods. Of
these, good quality animal fats are king.3 In the Western world,
we aren’t used to eating trimmings, bone marrow, and suet, or
thinking of these foods as valuable, but they are hidden gold.
Grass-fed fat contains a number of valuable micronutrients,
including vitamin K2, omega-3 fatty acids (EPA, DHA, DPA),



vitamin E and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA). It’s also just
darn delicious.

Another reason for fatigue when transitioning to a
carnivore diet may be inadequate sodium consumption. How
much salt should we be eating per day? Depending on body
size, most people find 6–10 grams (1.5–2 teaspoons) of salt
daily to be ideal, though some prefer even more. If you are
currently on a low-sodium diet, please consult your physician
before increasing your intake. By salting my food to taste at
each of my two meals per day, and beginning the day with a
few grams of salt mixed with water, I’ve found that I consume
about 10–12 grams of salt per day with noted improvements in
energy and athletic performance. If we’re not sure how much
salt we are consuming, it may be helpful at first to measure out
8–10 grams at the beginning of each day to see how it feels
eating this amount throughout the day. I’d recommend using
these numbers as a ballpark figure to see how you feel. If 8
grams is too much or too little, it’s okay to adjust this number
up or down. Just remember, salt is a key part of the overall
equation of electrolyte balance.

In rare cases, fatigue can also be related to not consuming
enough calories. If weight loss is our goal, a caloric deficit will
be a common feature of our diet, but for those with a focus on
performance—hoping to maintain or even gain weight—not
getting enough calories can throw a wrench into things.
Inadequate calorie consumption can also be related to too
much protein relative to fat. As we’ve talked about before, our
body has a threshold for how much protein it wants. If we try
to go above this level, protein-rich foods just won’t be
appetizing to us. On the other hand, fat will always be
welcomed by our body if we need more calories. The trick for
most of us is figuring out where to get it from because we’re
not used to eating animal fat as food. Grass-fed trimmings,
suet, and bone marrow will be what we need here.

Insomnia

There are multiple reports of improvements in obstructive
sleep apnea with a carnivore diet, likely related to weight loss



and resolution in posterior pharyngeal lymphadenopathy.
That’s a mouthful, I know! I’m referring to swelling of the
lymphatic (immune) tissues in the back of the throat that can
occlude the airway at night, causing obstruction and breathing
impairment. Cases of rapid improvement in sleep apnea on the
carnivore diet are likely related to this decreased swelling of
the posterior throat, suggesting that a dietary food-trigger was
previously causing immune activation in these lymphatic
tissues. Not only are plants potentially activating the immune
system in the gut, they can also be triggering immune tissues
throughout the body, including the airway.

Though most people have improvement in sleep,
occasionally, people do report insomnia on a carnivore diet. In
these cases, I again think about too much protein, too little
salt, and disordered methylation related to not enough organ
meats. We need a number of nutrients for the methylation
cycle to work properly. The two most likely to be deficient are
riboflavin and folate. Muscle meat just won’t have enough of
these for most people, but adding liver and kidney to the diet
will improve things significantly. To get a sense of how well
our methylation cycle is working, we can check blood levels
of homocysteine. Anything over 8 μmol per liter suggests a
need for more folate and riboflavin from organ meats. If we
don’t want to eat organ meats, desiccated organ supplements
will be a good adjunct to the diet.

In the health space, some have incorrectly suggested that
carbohydrates are necessary for tryptophan to enter the brain
as a precursor for melatonin. Tryptophan circulates in the body
bound to albumin and competes with other amino acids
(tyrosine, threonine, methionine, valine, isoleucine, leucine,
histidine and phenylalanine) for entry into the brain through
the blood-brain barrier. Rising levels of insulin with the
ingestion of carbohydrates can cause levels of the other amino
acids to decline as they are taken up into the muscle, leading to
an effective increase in tryptophan concentration and
subsequent uptake into the brain.4,5

The movement of tryptophan into the brain is not
carbohydrate-dependent, but rather, concentration-dependent,
and if levels of this amino acid are low relative to these other



amino acids, suboptimal levels might cross the blood-brain
barrier—leading to inadequate melatonin production and sleep
disturbance. On the other hand, regardless of carbohydrate
intake, if relative levels of tryptophan are high, as they are
when consuming a protein-rich carnivore diet, this amino acid
can easily cross into the brain to make melatonin, and there’s
no danger of inadequate production of this hormone.

Furthermore, absolute levels of insulin do not provide
information about true levels of insulin signaling. We can have
lots of insulin around while in a state of insulin resistance and
have very little signaling at the cellular level. Conversely, in
situations like a ketogenic diet, the overall amount of insulin is
low, but signaling is robust due to a high degree of insulin
sensitivity in tissue like the brain. Even without carbohydrates
on a ketogenic carnivore diet, there’s enough insulin signaling
and tryptophan to create the concentration gradient needed to
get this amino acid into the brain for melatonin production.

Muscle Cramps

Early on in the adaptation period, some people do experience
muscle cramping with ketogenic and carnivore diets. This is
likely due to electrolyte deficiencies of sodium, magnesium,
and potassium, with sodium being the most common
deficiency and the most important to correct first. As we
previously discussed, during the first few days or weeks of a
ketogenic diet, there is excess wasting of sodium and the other
minerals due to declining levels of insulin signaling.
Eventually, the body adjusts to this, but in this early phase, it’s
super important to pay attention to intake of this mineral. If we
are getting 6–10 grams of a mineral-rich salt and are still
experiencing muscle cramps, it might be worth considering
magnesium supplementation. We should also look at our diet
and be sure that we are getting ample amounts of calcium and
boron, as we discussed previously. It might also be helpful to
do some lab testing and look at the levels of these minerals in
our red blood cells (RBCs). Serum levels of magnesium and
potassium aren’t an accurate gauge of muscle stores of these
minerals, but RBC levels give a better picture.



Though none of this book should be misconstrued as
medical advice, I’ll make a few general recommendations
regarding electrolyte dosing and sources with the caveat that if
our kidney function is not normal, adding extra amounts of
magnesium or potassium in supplemental form can be
dangerous.

For magnesium supplementation, I would recommend
starting with 400–600 milligrams per day, from magnesium
glycinate powder—free of the binders common in most
supplements. Remember that in order to get 400–600
milligrams of magnesium from magnesium glycinate, you will
be ingesting about 3 grams of the powder, most of which will
be the glycine part of this molecule.

Even moderate doses of magnesium can cause loose stools,
but the glycinate salt of this mineral appears to be the least
likely to do this. Citrate, oxide, malate, or other forms of
magnesium are almost certain to cause loose stools if we
exceed doses of more than 200 milligrams at once. If muscle
levels of magnesium are low, many people will need to
supplement with this mineral for weeks to months to replace
these. There is no convincing evidence that topical forms of
magnesium are well absorbed or raise total body levels, so I
wouldn’t use this form as the only way of supplementing.6

I do not recommend oral supplementation of potassium,
and have not found this to be helpful or necessary. Meat is
naturally a good source of this mineral, and if we are getting
enough sodium, we will conserve this potassium well.
Supplementation with potassium can also be dangerous in
those with suboptimal kidney function and should not be done
without physician supervision. Eating a carnivore diet with the
recommended amounts of protein provides us with plenty of
potassium, and I do not believe that additional intake of
potassium is beneficial or required in the setting of an animal-
based diet.

Other minerals to think about if muscle cramps occur are
calcium and boron. In Chapter Twelve, we talked about
sources for both of these on a carnivore diet, and I mentioned



that my preferences are high-quality bone broth, bone marrow,
bone meal powder, egg shells, or dairy if tolerated.

If muscle cramping persists after addressing sodium,
magnesium, boron, and calcium, I would recommend working
with a physician to look at the levels of a wider array of
micronutrients. White spots on the fingernails are one of the
clinical signs I often see that indicate a nutrient deficiency.
This is a non-specific finding, however, and can be related to a
lack of many different nutrients, including zinc, calcium,
selenium, manganese, copper, or other minerals. Consequently,
it is necessary to apply more specific nutrient-testing to zero-in
on what’s missing.

Though supplementation with electrolytes is often useful
during the transition phase to a carnivore diet, it’s usually not
necessary long term if we are getting enough salt in our diet
and eating a variety of animal foods found on Tier 4 and Tier
5.

Histamine Intolerance

Fresh animal foods do not contain significant amounts of
histamine, but aged or processed meats, cheeses, hydrolyzed
collagen, bone broth and shellfish can definitely act as triggers
for those with histamine sensitivity. The roots of histamine
intolerance aren’t fully understood, but this condition is likely
connected with leaky gut and the inability of the liver to
properly break down histamine-containing compounds in
food.7 Genetic polymorphisms in diamine oxidase (DAO), one
of the main enzymes in our body that breaks down histamine,
can also lead to intolerance of these compounds. Eating only
fresh, non-processed animal foods is the most effective
intervention for preventing symptoms related to histamine
sensitivity, but DAO supplementation may also be helpful for
some people. Kidney is also quite rich in DAO, and many
have found improvement in their histamine intolerance by
including this organ in their diet or by taking a desiccated
kidney supplement.



Most of the clients I work with who have histamine
intolerance see gradual improvement in symptoms over time
with the carnivore diet. This is most likely connected with gut
healing after removing damaging plant foods.

Trouble Digesting Fat or Red Meat

Many of us beginning a carnivore diet may have pre-existing
nutrient deficiencies, especially if we are coming from a
heavily plant-based diet and aren’t used to eating animal
foods. In these situations, trouble digesting red meat or fat is
often seen as an indication that these foods “don’t agree with
us,” and aren’t good for our body. Nothing could be further
from the truth. As we’ve seen along our journey, humans have
evolved eating animals. These foods are “written” into our
book of life as the best sources of the nutrients we need to
function optimally. If we’re not digesting animal meat or fat
well, it’s likely because of a nutrient deficiency that we’ve
acquired by not eating these foods rather than an indication of
an intolerance towards them.

To digest meat, we need a strongly acidic environment
within our stomach. In order to generate all of this acid, cells
there must have enough zinc and other nutrients commonly
found in meat.8 Zinc supplementation has been shown to
improve gastroesophageal reflux by increasing acid production
and leading to better functioning of the gastroesophageal
sphincter.9 Guess how many good sources of zinc there are in
the plant kingdom? Zero. What’s a good source of zinc in the
animal world? Red meat! Remember our discussion from
Chapter Eight about the huge decrease in zinc absorption from
oysters when they were eaten with phytic acid containing
foods like beans and tortillas? It should come as no surprise
that if we don’t eat red meat, or if we commonly eat foods
high in phytic acid and oxalates, we have a reasonable chance
of becoming deficient in zinc and other nutrients needed to
digest this ancestrally valuable food. If we get stomach
discomfort from eating beef or lamb, we might try smaller
portions. Also, checking our zinc levels is probably a good
idea. Ultimately, however, the answer is usually to keep eating



these foods in order to obtain the nutrients within them and not
to continue avoiding them.

From time to time, I also hear that people have trouble
digesting fat. This could be a related to low stomach acid as
well, but it’s more likely due to inadequate bile or pancreatic
enzyme production. Bile is produced in the liver, concentrated
in the gallbladder, and released in response to meals
containing protein and fat. After food has been partially
digested by acid within the stomach, it passes into the
duodenum, where it mixes with bile, making the mixture less
acidic. Bile salts emulsify the fat within this partially digested
food, allowing it to become water-soluble and creating a
greater surface area for pancreatic enzymes to act upon. If we
don’t produce enough bile, fat in the food we eat will pass
through our gastrointestinal tract and be excreted in a
condition known as malabsorption. The result will be a pale-
colored stool rather than a stool with a normal brown hue.

If a person has trouble digesting fat and has pale stool, it
may be the result of inadequate bile production. This condition
is usually due to a choline deficiency, which has been shown
to impair proper transport of bile acids into the bile from the
liver.10 As we’ve learned previously, appreciable quantities of
this nutrient are only found in animal foods. The pattern is the
same here: difficulty in digesting fat isn’t usually due to the fat
itself, it’s often due to a deficiency in a nutrient that we can
only obtain in adequate quantities by eating a diet rich in
animal foods. If you have trouble tolerating the amount of
animal fat that I recommend on a carnivore diet, you can back
off temporarily while making a strong effort to significantly
increase your intake of choline-rich foods like egg yolks and
liver. You might also consider a desiccated gallbladder
supplement during this time as well. After a few weeks, you
should be able to begin increasing intake of fat gradually
without gastrointestinal discomfort.

Though less common than choline deficiency, insufficient
production of pancreatic enzymes is another possibility in
cases of difficulty digesting fat at the beginning of a carnivore
diet. In this case, supplementation with digestive enzymes may



be helpful during the first few weeks of such a diet as the body
adjusts.

Why Gallbladder Stones Form and How to Avoid Them

Bile is composed of bilirubin, bile salts (also known as bile
acids), and cholesterol. Bile acids are synthesized in the liver
from cholesterol and then transported into the bile ducts,
which flow into the gallbladder in a choline-dependent
manner. If we don’t make enough bile salts, or the bile salts
made in the liver can’t be transported into the bile, the
cholesterol concentration in bile can become too high, leading
to the formation of the most common type of gallstones.11,12

The accumulation of cholesterol-rich gallstones is known as
cholelithiasis, a condition found in approximately 15 percent
of the US population, though the actual incidence is probably
even higher.

If one of these stones becomes lodged in the neck of the
gallbladder, bacteria from within the gut can migrate into the
stagnant space within it and cause an infection, resulting in
acute cholecystitis. When asymptomatic gallstones are
detected, the gallbladder will often be removed
prophylactically, or the exogenous bile acids ursodiol and
chenodiol may be used as pharmaceuticals that help dissolve
the cholesterol stones.13 Ultimately, however, the formation of
these gallstones is a disease of inadequate production of bile
salts that could be corrected by increasing our intake of
choline.14

Since this book has been full of bold statements, I’ll make
another one: cholelithiasis due to cholesterol gallstones is
completely preventable if we eat a diet rich in choline. If we
have gallstones and still have our gallbladder, or if we want to
prevent gallstones, we should be sure to get a robust amount of
choline in our diet—egg yolks and liver for the win! Don’t
give up your gallbladder unnecessarily!

In summary, if we are having trouble digesting fat, it’s
okay to decrease the amount we are eating in order to give our
body time to get nutrients from our animal-based diet that will



be needed for this process. If there’s a history of gallbladder
stones, focusing on choline intake will be crucial, and
supplementation with ox bile or desiccated gallbladder may be
helpful in the short term. In cases of insufficient pancreatic
enzyme production, adding these in supplemental form may
help until our body gradually adapts.

Lack of Variety

Usually, when I describe the carnivore diet to people, they
respond with a joyful disbelief: “You mean I can eat steak,
eggs, scallops, salmon, and oysters all the time and get
healthier?” Occasionally, however, those who hear about this
way of eating fear a lack of variety and impending food
boredom, but this isn’t usually what happens in real life once
most take the plunge.

Allow me to offer a personal story that illustrates this well.
Many years ago, I set off with a friend on one of the most
grand adventures of my life: a through-hike of the Pacific
Crest Trail. We traveled north through the mountains of
California, Oregon, and Washington, and hiked 2,700 miles
from the border of Mexico all the way into Canada. When I
was packing food for the trip, I was sure things like peanut
butter, oatmeal, and other plant foods I relished at the time
would never get boring, so I included them as daily rations for
the entire trip. For the first few weeks of hiking, I was able to
stomach them, but I quickly grew sick of the peanut butter and
oatmeal, and by mile 1,000, I threw them out at every resupply
or tried to trade that stuff for something better with other
hikers. The fascinating thing was that even though I was also
eating beef jerky every day, I never got tired of it. In fact, it
quickly became the most prized food in my backpack.

During this three-and-a-half month epic adventure, I
learned that even the plant foods I thought were the most
enjoyable quickly got boring, but animal foods never did. This
surprised me at the time, but it now makes total sense. Animal
foods are what our body really craves. They provide ultimate
nutrition without the toxins found in plants. If we eat the same
plant food day after day, the specific toxins contained within it



build up in our system, and we steadily develop aversions.
Remember, plant foods are survival foods—they aren’t meant
to be eaten regularly. Once you begin a carnivore diet, I think
you’ll be surprised at the way you look forward to every meal.
Animal foods never seem to get old, boring, or repetitive
because they are what we are programmed to eat, and they are
incredibly nutrient-rich!

Concerns with lack of variety may also indicate that we are
using food as entertainment. Yes, food is meant to be enjoyed,
and many colorful plant foods provide beautiful displays of
artistic expression, but if our goal is health, we may need to
seek artistic outlets elsewhere and focus on understanding
which foods allow us to achieve the best quality of life
possible.

If the idea of eating only animal foods sounds unattainable,
I’ll ask the following questions: What do we really want?
What is our highest quality of life and what are we willing to
do to achieve this? Our current environment of constantly
available food with unlimited variety requires more discipline
than ever before and can easily sabotage our efforts to improve
our lifestyle. If we are truly committed to regaining or
maintaining optimal health, disciplined food choices are how
we achieve this—plain and simple. Thankfully, animal foods
are delicious.

Carnivore Diet with an APOE4 Polymorphism

Though this isn’t really a pitfall encountered with a carnivore
diet, questions regarding this polymorphism and FTO are quite
common and important to address at this point in the book.

Discussions surrounding APOE4 can quickly become
complex, but I think it’s safe to say that most of what we have
heard about saturated fat being bad with APOE4 is grossly
oversimplified. APOE is one of the apolipoproteins that travel
on the surface of lipoproteins and serve as markers on these
particles. Within the brain, APOE is produced by cells called
astrocytes and is the principle carrier of cholesterol,
transporting this valuable cargo to neurons. Adequate



cholesterol is essential for proper membrane function and
fluidity, but cholesterol in the blood doesn’t cross the blood-
brain barrier, so the brain must make its own. APOE is the
bridge by which this cholesterol is transported to neurons, and
in people with the APOE4 gene variant, this transfer appears
to happen more slowly under conditions of insuline resistance.
Population studies in the West suggest that individuals
carrying one or two copies of the APOE4 variant, rather than
APOE3 or APOE2, have a significantly increased risk of
developing Alzheimer’s disease. This occurrence leads many
to believe that this genotype has an ominous prognosis, but the
story is more complex than this.15,16

Not all individuals with the APOE4 polymorphism
develop dementia. In many non-westernized populations with
higher exposure to infectious disease and parasites, such as the
Bolivian Tsimane and Nigerian Yoruba, this genetic alteration
appears to be protective with regard to cognitive decline and
inflammation.17,18,19 Evolutionary studies also reveal that
APOE4 is the oldest variant. It was the form present in all of
our ancestors up until 200,000 years ago when APOE3
appeared, followed by APOE2 120,000 years later.20,21 This
means that for the vast majority of our evolution, APOE4 was
the only variant of this allele, likely serving a protective role
against infection. Do we really believe that all of our ancestors
—with the APOE4 allele and eating lots of animal foods—
invariably developed significant neurocognitive issues?
Sounds like another evolutionary incongruity to me. There
must be another piece of this equation today affecting our risk
of dementia. Care to take a stab at what it might be?

If you said insulin resistance, you are right. A connection
between Alzheimer’s disease and insulin resistance is well
established, and this type of dementia has been termed “Type
III diabetes” because of the associated deficits in insulin
signaling.22 Though the APOE4 variant likely protected us
from infectious disease for the last 4 million years, it appears
to make us a bit more susceptible to insulin resistance in the
brain when we eat foods that aren’t consistent with our
evolutionary past.23,24,25 But as we’ve seen from the Tsimane
and Yoruba, APOE4 does not appear to be harmful in insulin-



sensitive populations. Why is there such a strong association
between this genetic variant and Alzheimer’s disease in
Westerners? When 88 percent of the population demonstrates
metabolic dysfunction and insulin resistance, of course
APOE4 looks bad!26

Takeaway: Eating a carnivore diet allows us to join the
elite ranks of those with exquisite insulin sensitivity, and
having an APOE4 polymorphism won’t be harmful in this
situation. In fact, when used in individuals with APOE4
variants and cognitive impairment, high-saturated-fat
ketogenic diets lead to improvements in markers of insulin
resistance as well as brain functions that include memory,
executive function, and abstract thinking.27

The Carnivore Diet with an FTO Mutation

FTO polymorphisms are another common genetic variant I get
asked about with regard to higher saturated fat diets like
carnivore. Again, the short answer here is that these are not an
issue either, but let’s elaborate on a few details.

As its name suggests, polymorphisms in FTO, or the fat
mass and obesity-associated gene, correlate with an
increased predisposition to obesity. In a large population study
of 38,759 Europeans, carriers of one copy of the risk allele
(rs9939609 T->A) weighed 2.6 pounds more than those with
no copies, while individuals homozygous for this variation
weighed 6.6 pounds more and had a 1.67 times increased rate
of obesity.28

Discussions of polymorphisms quickly turn into alphabet
soup, but I’ll try to simplify things here. The “rs9939609”
refers to a specific spot in the genetic sequence of the FTO
gene in which some people have the nucleotide base adenine
(A) in place of thymine (T). This is called a “polymorphism,”
and when only one gene copy possesses such a change, an
individual is said to be heterozygous. Homozygosity refers to
the situation in which both gene copies are polymorphic at a
particular position in the sequence.



Having an FTO polymorphism does not inescapably result
in obesity. It is estimated that 74 percent of Caucasians carry
at least one copy of this gene variant, including myself, but
most of us aren’t obese.98 Much of the concern surrounding
FTO in the setting of an animal-based diet comes from one
epidemiology study that showed an association between the
rs9939609 genotype and obesity in individuals with metabolic
syndrome, and it was stronger in those who consumed more
saturated fat.30 Immediately we can see the problems here.
Attempting to apply an observational epidemiology study of a
population with insulin resistance to those of us who reside
within the metabolically healthy portion of the population is
misguided and myopic. Throughout our journey, we’ve seen
repeatedly that the state of insulin resistance changes
everything. Studies done on populations experiencing this are
simply not applicable to those who are insulin sensitive. We’ve
also seen the way in which unhealthy user bias can confound
studies. Another glaring question with this study is: just what
other sorts of junk foods were these individuals eating with
their saturated fat?

The FTO gene doesn’t exist just to make us gain weight. It
serves important roles in the human body involving
demethylation of RNA, but much like APOE4, when we move
away from an ancestral lifestyle, those with polymorphisms
may be more predisposed to the development of negative
consequences.

Takeaway: Having a polymorphism in the FTO gene is
extremely common and is not a reason to avoid saturated fat
on a carnivore diet. The key is to realize that the populations
studied are often insulin resistant, severely limiting the
applicability of their findings to metabolically healthy
individuals. We must not be misled by this bad science and the
unfounded hype surrounding the dangers of saturated fat!

Wrapping Up

I hope that this chapter and the previous one will serve as a
comprehensive guide as we begin our own journey with a
carnivore diet. I’ve tried to address as many of the common



pitfalls and questions as I could. In the Appendix, there is a list
of many frequently asked questions that go beyond this
chapter, but we are always learning and there will surely be
more to explore in the future. Because of my own experiences,
and those of my clients and the carnivore community, I believe
more than ever that this is the way that we are fundamentally
designed to eat. The research I have done in writing this book
has also strengthened my conviction that a nose-to-tail
carnivore diet is written into our book of life and is what we
find in the user manual that we have searched for so diligently.
By eating animals, we have access to the most nutrient-rich
foods this planet can provide. By choosing to make them the
focus of our diet, while shunning plant foods and the toxins
contained within them, we mirror the way our ancestors ate
and will reclaim the profound health that is our birthright.

In the final chapter of this book, we’ll consider the ethical
and environmental impact of consuming animal foods in
today’s changing world. We will find that, rather than being a
part of the problem, ruminants may be one of the only hopes
we have of reversing global climate change. The final
adventures await.



CHAPTER 14: THE END OF THE ROAD
AND BEGINNING A NEW WAY OF LIFE

I AM GREATLY honored that you have chosen to walk this
road with me, and that we have arrived at the end of our
journey together. It is my greatest hope that I have provided
you with information that will be useful and enriching to your
own life. I deeply believe that remembering our ancestral
design and eating a nose-to-tail carnivore or carnivore-ish diet
will bring us radical health and a profoundly increased quality
of life. As we approach the end of our road together, I have
just one request of you: If you’ve found value in what I’ve
shared, do not remain quiet. The world needs to know what we
have learned. The amount of mis-information present within
our culture is overwhelming, and it is ever increasing. Some of
this is driven by well-intentioned physicians and others of
influence who haven’t yet realized that their paradigm is
incorrect. For these people, I hope that this book and its
message will be a clarion call toward a careful examination of
their beliefs. It is also a very heart-breaking reality that much
of the incorrect information we encounter arises from
corporate interests who have much to gain.

The Environmental Impacts Of Eating Meat

If you have any doubts of these motives, remember the recent
history of industry involvement in the demonization of animal
fats. Take a look at the list of businesses who supported the
absurd EAT-Lancet guidelines, which recommended that we
consume only 14 grams of meat per day under the guise of
helping the environment. A full list of these companies can be
found in the Appendix, but included are the likes of Bayer,



Monsanto, Kelloggs, Pepsi, Cargill, Nestle, and Syngenta. See
a pattern here? Much like businesses benefited enormously
from fostering the general public’s belief that animal fats were
bad and vegetable oils were healthy, these agribusiness
enterprises stand to make billions of dollars convincing us that
plant-based foods are the healthier option and the responsible
environmental choice. So far in this book, we’ve talked at
length about why the claims that animal food is unhealthy and
plant food is our salvation are pure hogwash, but now I’d like
to spend a bit of time examining the environmental impact of
eating animal foods. Spoiler alert: in the United States, these
companies produce over ten times the amount of greenhouse
gases as cows, and regenerative ruminant agriculture can
actually reduce the amount of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere!



U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA 430-R-16-002
(2016, April) Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions

and Sinks: 1990-2014: Retrieved from
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/-files/2016-

04/documents/us-ghg-inventory-2016-main-text.pdf

Let’s just cut right to the chase here and ask the most
important question: How much do cows actually contribute to
the overall greenhouse gas emissions within the United States?
The answer is a very small amount. If we look at the figure
above, which is based directly on data from the EPA’s 2016
report, it quickly becomes apparent exactly how small this
contribution is. According to this data, beef as a whole
represented only 1.9 percent of the total greenhouse gas
emissions in 2016. 1.9 percent! That’s half as much as plant

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/-files/2016-04/documents/us-ghg-inventory-2016-main-text.pdf


agriculture; ten times less than industry or transportation; and
more than fifteen times less than electricity generation, the
largest producer of greenhouse gases. Why is it then that all
we ever hear from politicians and those who claim to
campaign for the environment is talk about methane from
ruminants?

Follow the dollar signs, my friends. In addition to being a
complete ecological catastrophe, the elimination of animal
agriculture in the United States would decrease emissions here
by a paltry 2.6 percent, and .36 percent globally.1,2 Yet this
now seems to be the main focus of so many discussions,
without any mention of the other 98 percent of contributions.
Might this have something to do with the fact that so many big
businesses stand to lose hundreds of billions of dollars if the
spotlight were turned upon them and they were held
accountable for their devastating impact on our environment?

Based on their small contribution to greenhouse gas
production and the integral place within grassland ecosystems,
the elimination of ruminants is clearly not the answer to our
climate woes.

The other part of this equation often overlooked is that
methane emissions from livestock is part of the carbon cycle
and does not increase the total amount of carbon in the
atmosphere. In contrast, the carbon dioxide produced by
industry, transportation, and electricity generation represents
newly created carbon and adds to the overall amount of this
element in the atmosphere. This is a nuanced distinction; let’s
explore it further by elaborating on how greenhouse gases
affect our environment, the natural carbon cycle, and where
ruminants (animals like cows, buffalo, sheep, and deer with
upper digestive tracts specialized for fermentation of plant
matter) fit in.

There are numerous greenhouse gases, including water
vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide,
and ozone, that concentrate in the earth’s atmosphere. They all
absorb infrared radiation from the sun and warm the surface of
the planet. These gases have always been here, and without
them the surface of our earth would be a frigid zero degrees



Fahrenheit.3 Since the industrial revolution kicked off in the
mid-eighteenth century, the atmospheric concentration of
carbon dioxide has increased from 280ppm to 415ppm in
2019.4 As a result, scientists are concerned that if levels
continue to rise, global warming could progress to dangerous
levels. Check out what is known as the Keeling Curve if you
are interested in seeing how levels of CO2 in the atmosphere
have spiked in the last seventy years.

As part of the carbon cycle, methane produced by
ruminants goes into the atmosphere and is broken down into
carbon dioxide after a period of about ten years. This
atmospheric carbon dioxide is then used by plants during their
cellular respiration to make carbohydrates. Cows then eat
these plants and digest the carbohydrates, releasing methane
back into the environment as the cycle continues. Notice that
within this process, the methane produced by cows does not
represent new carbon in the atmosphere but rather serves as a
portion of the carbon cycle that is necessary for life on earth.
The carbons contained within the methane molecules emitted
from cows were once part of the carbon dioxide normally
present in the atmosphere. This is in stark contrast to the
carbon dioxide released from the burning of fossil fuels, which
breaks down long-chain carbon-containing molecules from
within the earth and releases new carbon dioxide into the
environment, increasing the overall amount in the atmosphere.
It is this new carbon that’s raising the amount of carbon
dioxide to 415ppm, not the methane from cows, which
participates in the carbon cycle and has always been present in
the atmosphere. The real problem here is our use of fossil
fuels, a crutch that seems inescapable in the present moment—
but supports the argument that in the near future, we must
move toward other forms of renewable energy sources rather
than continuing our dependence on the use of oil and gas. Gas
and oil companies aren’t going to like that, and neither are the
supporters of the EAT-Lancet guidelines, all of whom stand to
lose a lot of money with less use of fossil fuel.

Methane from ruminants is also only a fraction of the
methane released into the atmosphere on a daily basis. As a
whole, methane represents 8 percent of the greenhouse gases



in our atmosphere, and the majority of this comes from coal
mining, natural gas usage, the breakdown of trash in landfills,
and natural sources like wetlands and termites. Often, we will
hear those who deride animal agriculture stating that methane
is the most dangerous greenhouse gas because of its strong
ability to contribute to global warming, but these folks never
admit that their trash and electrical usage contributes
significantly to this as well. Nor do they acknowledge the
equal contribution of natural wetlands and insect ecosystems,
which are clearly vital for the overall health of the planet. The
simple fact here is that methane from ruminants is not the
problem. It’s always been a part of our planet’s atmosphere
and pales in comparison to the other sources of greenhouse
gases.

In place of ruminants, many suggest that we eat fake meat
made from sawdust, bamboo, and oxidized seed oils. They
state that such choices are better for the environment, ignoring
the fact that these industrially produced burgers contribute
more to greenhouse gas emissions than well-raised ruminants.
Furthermore, the mono-crop agriculture that is used to grow
most plant foods today damages the soil and reduces organic
matter by exposing deeper layers of earth to oxidation in the
process of tilling.5 Once these layers are damaged, they are
much more susceptible to erosion and runoff when rains
arrive. This further depletes the land of the nutrients necessary
for healthy plants to grow and destroys natural ecosystems.
Sadly, both the EAT-Lancet guidelines and these fake meat
products seem to be more about lining the pockets of multi-
national corporations than reversing the dangerous changes
happening within our environment today. They are certainly
not aimed at improving our health.



From White Oak Pastures based on Life Cycle Analysis done
by Quantis.

Available here:
https://blog.whiteoakpastures.com/hubfs/WOP-LCA-Quantis-

2019.pdf

There is hope, however. Attention is beginning to shift
toward solar, wind, and hydroelectric power, and we are
learning more about the ability of regenerative agriculture
practices to sequester carbon in the soil.

When soil is healthy, plants are able to draw greater
amounts of carbon dioxide from the environment into the soil
and their root systems. Conversely, traditional farming and
mono-crop agriculture deplete the soil of nutrients, decreasing
its ability to sequester carbon dioxide and destroying delicate
ecosystems. Proper grazing of ruminant animals serves to
enrich the soil with organic matter and, therefore, increases its
carbon-carrying capacity.6,7 Regenerative agriculture practices
promote these evolutionarily appropriate grazing styles, and
placing cattle farmed in this manner on depleted grasslands
has been shown to revitalize these ecosystems. Analyses of
farms like White Oak Pastures in Georgia has demonstrated
that regenerative agriculture practices result in a carbon
negative ecosystem.8 On farms like this one and others
employing similar grazing practices, more carbon is
sequestered into the soil than is released into the atmosphere.
The result is a net decrease in greenhouse gas emissions as
grass-fed cattle are raised on the land. Doesn’t that just turn



the tables and cast things in a new light? Rather than
decreasing the amount of beef raised on this planet,
increasing the farming of grass-fed regeneratively raised
cattle might just be our best hope to become healthier
humans and to preserve the environment around us.

From White Oak Pastures based on soil analyses performed
there.

We must not be misled by the assertions of those who seek
to demonize ruminants with misleading messages that are
based on incorrect information. If we truly hope to be good



stewards of this planet, we must become the healthiest and
most resourceful people that we can be by eating animal foods
that nourish our bodies and brains. We can then use our
collective creativity to address the real sources of climate
change in industry and develop viable long-term strategies to
arrest and reverse the damages that have already been done.

Summing It All Up

Throughout this book, there have been a number of themes
that have arisen repeatedly worth reflecting on as we come to
the end of our journey together. Perhaps the most striking of
these is the profoundly negative way in which insulin
resistance influences our physiology and is the underlying
“bad guy” in so many diseases. We know that insulin
resistance is to blame for illnesses like diabetes, hypertension,
and PCOS, and in Chapter Eleven we saw that it also makes
our LDL and arterial walls more sticky and is likely the real
villain in the process of atherosclerosis. It would be
evolutionarily inconsistent for a part of our biology, like LDL,
to be both good and bad for us at the same time. When we are
healthy, we have nothing to fear from this lipoprotein that
serves so many vital and protective roles in our physiology.

In our discussions of Alzheimer’s dementia, insulin
resistance was again implicated as a major driver of the
development of this debilitating cognitive impairment. We
found that those possessing the APOE4 polymorphism are
more susceptible due to apparent worsening of insulin
signaling when they diverge from an ancestral diet. Individuals
with the FTO polymorphism also appear more prone to weight
gain and obesity in the setting of insulin resistance. Those of
us who carry these genetic variants but are insulin sensitive,
however, avoid any such issues. The good news with insulin
resistance is that it’s easy to avoid by eating a nose-to-tail
carnivore diet, maintaining a healthy weight, and eliminating
foods that damage our gut and cause inflammation. As insulin
sensitive individuals, we are part of an elite tribe, my friends.

Another theme along our journey has been the
fundamental limitations of epidemiology, which is too often



confounded by healthy and unhealthy user biases. This type of
observational science can easily be distorted to support
specific claims that don’t hold up in controlled, interventional
studies. When looking at epidemiology studies, it’s also
critical to remember that 88 percent of the U.S. population is
metabolically unhealthy, and correlations must be interpreted
within this context. With most of those around us possessing
some degree of insulin resistance, we must be careful with
interpretations of research. We must always be vigilant to view
it through this lens and compare it to interventional studies and
studies done in populations where metabolic dysfunction is not
present. As we’ve seen throughout our journey, this type of
scientific evidence tells a much different story.

Viewing health and medicine through an ancestral lens, so
many of the points used to challenge a carnivore diet make
little sense. Why would a food such as meat, which we’ve
been eating for more than 4 million years and which allowed
our brains to grow rapidly, be bad for us? Why would plants
be good for us when they have developed chemical defenses to
discourage predation, and why would they contain magical
health-promoting compounds? There are no magical plant
compounds that we need to become the best versions of
ourselves, and anyone who claims otherwise is likely trying to
sell you something. On the contrary, using animal foods for
the majority of our nutrition is absolutely the best way to
optimize our health, performance, and longevity.

Final Thoughts

Discussions of the environmental impact of our food choices
remind us of our inextricable connection with the land and the
soil of the earth. Our ancestors knew this and acted
accordingly, generally being careful not to over-hunt or
destroy the ecosystems they depended upon for nourishment
and livelihood. Though we now live in a modern world, too
often separated from these fundamentally human practices, it’s
instructive to recall this ethos. That’s what this book is really
all about. One of my favorite proverbs reminds us of this.



“When the blood in your veins returns to the sea, and
the earth in your bones returns to the ground,
perhaps then you will remember that this land does
not belong to you, but it is you who belong to this
land.”

-
A
n
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Eating a nose-to-tail carnivore diet is about more than
knowing which foods humans should eat to be optimally
healthy. At its core, this movement is about remembering the
ways our ancestors lived that are written in our own book of
life. For millions of years, we have been eating animals as our
primary food. This has allowed us to grow into the intelligent,
problem-solving beings we are today. At the same time, we’ve
also been moving in natural landscapes. We’ve been feeling
the sun on our skin and the dirt under our feet. We’ve been
sipping from natural bodies of water, and we’ve been building
tribes of people that we truly care about. If we really want to
flourish and become the prodigious beings we are designed to
be, we must remember more than just how our ancestors ate—
we must remember the way they lived.

The carnivore diet is about adopting a lifestyle in which
we make efforts to do what we were designed for as often as
possible. It’s about walking in the woods with bare feet and
taking the time to play. It’s about moving and jumping
outdoors—in the sunlight, in the snow, and in cold lakes and
rivers. It’s about celebrating the communities around us that
give our life meaning. This book began with a foreword from
Mark Sisson, one of the people who has done such a good job
of reminding us of the joys that come from returning to our
primal lifestyle roots.



As we come to the end of our journey together, let us not
forget that one day, we will all leave this earth. Perhaps
nothing is more important than living the short number of days
that we have here with as much joy and vigor as possible. It is
my deepest hope that this book will dispel the untruths that too
often cloud our vision and confuse our efforts to live dazzling
lives, and that it will provide us with the tools necessary to
reclaim the radical health that is our ancestral birth right. Our
ancestors have shown us the way. We have only to listen to
what they teach us in order to become the beautiful, powerful,
and vibrant humans we were designed to be.

Stay radical!



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

WHEN I STARTED writing this book, I knew that I would
never be able to address every single possible question that
arose from it—that’s what my next books are for. In an effort
to be as comprehensive as possible, however, I am including
this section to address many commonly asked questions. As
has been the case throughout this book, I’ve made an effort to
include as many references as possible to allow readers in
search of more information to “go further down the rabbit
holes” on their own.

Is grass-fed meat better than grain-fed meat?

Absolutely.

Grass-fed meat is better than grain-fed meat in so many
ways. From the environmental perspective, the nutritional
perspective, and the toxin perspective, cows raised and
finished on grass are superior sources of food for humans.

In the final chapter of this book, we talked about the
environmental implications of eating meat and discussed the
fact that ruminant agriculture contributes a very small amount
to the overall greenhouse gas emissions. Of this contribution,
fully grass-fed ruminant agriculture is clearly superior to
traditional grain-finishing methods and produces less green
house gases. In addition to feeding animals with grass
throughout their lifecycle, many farms are now beginning to
use the work of Alan Savory to implement regenerative
agriculture practices. This type of farming seeks to mimic the
grazing practices of wild animals. Farms such as White Oak



Pastures in Georgia and Belcampo in Northern California have
been using these methods and have proven to be net-carbon
negative, sequestering more green house gases into the soil
than are produced during livestock cultivation.

Grass-fed meat is also a more nutritious food source.
Studies of grass-fed meat have demonstrated higher levels of
vitamin C, vitamin E, and glutathione when compared to
traditional grain-fed meat.1 They also provide a more
favorable fatty acid profile with increased levels of EPA,
DHA, DPA, and CLA.2 Intuitively, this makes sense—cows
and buffalo fed the foods they’ve evolved eating are going to
be much healthier than those confined to a feedlot that are fed
inferior food. Sounds a bit like humans, doesn’t it? If we eat
what we’ve evolved to eat, we’ll be the best version of
ourselves, but if we rely on fallback foods, our health is sure to
gradually decline. I don’t know about you, but eating the
healthiest cows sounds like a good investment to me.

The most striking differences in the quality of grass-fed
versus grain-fed meat are found when we compare the toxin
loads between these two. Grain fed to cows is sprayed with
pesticides and often highly contaminated with mold. Cows fed
these grains are exposed to higher levels of glyphosate, 2-4-D,
atrazine, and mycotoxins, all of which can bioaccumulate and
end up in the meat and fat of these animals. Grain-fed cattle
are also likely to have a higher exposure to persistent organic
pollutants like dioxins from pentachlorophenol-treated wood
used for the water tanks in feedlots.3 These animals are also
routinely fed other manufacturing byproducts, including
candy, cookie crumbs, and potato waste, while housed in
feedlots.4 In Chapter Twelve, we discussed issues surrounding
the pesticides glyphosate and 2-4-D, both of which are
potentially quite harmful for humans. Atrazine is a fat-soluble
herbicide with known endocrine-disrupting properties as an
estrogen mimetic, and it is commonly sprayed on corn fed to
cattle.5 Strikingly, when male frogs are exposed to moderate
doses of atrazine early in development, this compound turns
them into females due to its estrogenic activity.6 Ummm, I like
my hormones the way they are, thank you!



The downsides of grain-fed meat don’t stop there,
however. Remember mycotoxins from our discussion of
coffee? One of those was fumonisin, produced by fusarium
mold, which is also known to contaminate much of the corn in
the United States. What are cows fed in feed lots? Much of
their diet will be corn and other moldy, pesticide-laden grains.
Fumonisin and related mycotoxins are also endocrine
disruptors with estrogenic effects. They are widely distributed
in cereal grains and can be detected in basically all grain-based
foods we eat.7,8 Yikes! If we can avoid these toxins and
support more intentional and healthy farming practices in the
process, why don’t we? Are these really things we want in the
meat and organs we are eating? Though grass-fed animal
foods are slightly more expensive, they sound like a pretty
good investment to me.

Before we move on from the grass-fed versus grain-fed
discussion here, it’s quite important to point out that the term
“pasture-raised” is often used in a misleading manner. It is not
the same as a grass-fed, grass-finished animal. I’ve even seen
grocery stores label grain-finished meat as “pasture-raised”
without clarifying that these animals were fed grain in feedlots
at the end of their life. Don’t be fooled by this shady sort of
advertising, which is known as “greenwashing”!

What do I do when I fall off the wagon?

Don’t beat yourself up; just start eating as intentionally and
cleanly as possible again.

We don’t need to do any special cleanse involving
expensive supplements if we eat not so great foods. Our body
will take care of the detoxification and rebalancing on its own
when we provide it with all of the amazing nutrients in animal
foods. We might consider fasting for a period of twenty-four to
forty-eight hours after a bump in the road, but I have some
reservations about recommending something that may be
viewed as a “punishment.” If we don’t view fasting in a
negative light, then this might be a good intervention after
periods of particularly poor eating, but it’s not required.



How should I cook my meat?

Though meat cooked on a grill or at high temperatures tastes
pretty good, there is some evidence that heterocyclic amines
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons do induce some degree
of oxidative stress, activating the NRF2 pathway in the liver.9

Our ancestors probably would have eaten meat cooked over an
open fire, and we do have biochemical pathways to deal with
moderate amounts of these compounds, but if we really want
to create the least amount of oxidative stress possible, cooking
our meat more gently is probably a good idea most of the time.

Using lower temperature cooking methods, like a pressure
cooker, crock pot, steam convection oven, or slow cooking in
a pan will lower the formation of HCAs and PAH
significantly. If we elect to cook our meat in a pan, I’d
recommend against the use of oils as these can become
oxidized with heating. The best option for this is to use a high
quality stainless-steel pan. Avoid using non-stick coated pans
of any kind as the chemical coatings on these can also be toxic
for humans.

How should I get my fat?

Make friends with a butcher who can source from grass-fed
farms! Getting to know a butcher who can provide high-
quality meat, organs, and fat will be hugely helpful in our
quest to acquire the best foods on the planet. If our butcher can
get us grass-fed trimmings (the fat trimmed off of steaks) or
suet, then we should write them a thank you note, bring them
flowers, or serenade them, because he or she will quickly
become one of our favorite people.

If this isn’t a possibility, there are resources for farms that
sell grass-fed fat in the Appendix of this book. I prefer actual
fat from animals to the liquid-rendered fats like tallow or ghee
that are more common today. Un-rendered fat may contain
more fat-soluble nutrients and has accompanying connective
tissues that provide a source of collagen. It’s also easier to
digest for many people.



What about marijuana?

Marijuana contains polyphenols, and just like all of the other
polyphenols discussed in Chapter Five, these have also been
shown to be potentially harmful to humans by damaging DNA
and decreasing levels of testosterone and other androgens.
When studied in cell culture at doses obtainable with
recreational use, the cannabinoids cannabidiol and
cannabidivirin were found to have negative effects:

“Our findings show that low concentrations of
cannabidiol and cannabidivirin cause damage of
the genetic material in human-derived cells.
Furthermore, earlier studies showed that they cause
chromosomal aberrations and micronuclei in bone
marrow of mice. Fixation of damage of the DNA in
the form of chromosomal damage is generally
considered to be essential in the multistep process of
malignancy, therefore the currently available data
are indicative for potential carcinogenic properties
of the cannabinoids.”10

I believe marijuana and its related compounds may have
utility for some medical applications, but I don’t think they are
a beneficial addition to the lifestyle of healthy individuals. If
marijuana is helpful for our anxiety or sleep, it may serve a
temporary adjunctive role, but we should look diligently for
the causes of these issues as well. Working with a physician
who is savvy enough to help us search for the roots of illnesses
and using this book as guide toward changing our diet in
positive ways will likely get us to a place where we no longer
need marijuana or cannabinoids.

Doesn’t protein putrefy in our gut? Isn’t it the hardest thing for
our body to digest?

Urban legends, anyone?



Contrary to popular belief, meat is much more easily
digestible than plant matter. After learning in this book about
the many ways plants conspire to prevent us from digesting
them, this should come as no surprise. With our acidic
stomachs and long small intestines, we are uniquely adapted to
absorb the nutrients present in animal foods very efficiently,
but the same cannot be said for plant foods. The simple proof
of this can be found in our poop! Those eating a carnivore diet
quickly notice that the volume of stool decreases significantly,
and undigested food is never seen in the toilet after a bowel
movement like it might be after eating salad or other plant
foods.

The notion that meat putrefies in the colon is just plain
wrong as well. Unless there is a major problem with our
digestion, undigested proteins from animal foods do not make
it to the large bowel in any appreciable amounts. Time to put
this myth to rest. I dare you to challenge a plant eater to a
“who’s poop is prettier” contest!

Where did our ancestors get sodium from, and how much were
they eating?

This is a fascinating question that ties into discussions of the
other electrolytes. During the eight-to-twelve-week period of
keto adaptation, our needs for sodium appear to increase
significantly as insulin levels drop sharply. Many people find
that during this period and beyond, intakes of salt as high as 6–
10 grams per day can be very helpful. Large epidemiology
studies suggest that those consuming this amount of salt have
the lowest cardiovascular death rates and overall mortality,11

contrary to the fear-mongering talk about salt that we’ve so
often heard.

It seems likely that our ancestors would have sought out
salt deposits to obtain this nutrient, as many other animals do.
In more recent history, salt has been treasured and used as a
form of payment, from which the term “salary” is derived.
Wars have been fought over salt, and salt brine was used to
pay soldiers in the field during the War of 1812. Tales of a
mountain of salt of innumerable value near the Missouri River



were given to Congress by President Thomas Jefferson as
justification for Lewis and Clark’s 1804 expedition to the
Louisiana Territory.

We should not fear salt, but instead remember the
incredible value this substance has had throughout human
history. My preferred source is Redmond Real Salt, which is
derived from an underground inland deposit in Utah. It is free
from microplastics and other contaminants that are common
in traditional sea salts.

Where did our ancestors get magnesium/potassium from?

Most of the magnesium our ancestors consumed was probably
from their water. Spring water is much higher in magnesium
and other minerals than the municipal tap water available
today. The mineral water Gerolsteiner contains 100 milligrams
of magnesium and 345 milligrams of calcium per liter, and tap
water simply pales in comparison.12 Muscle meat also contains
a decent amount of magnesium, with about 100 milligrams per
pound. Drinking a few liters of spring water per day and eating
as little as 1 pound of muscle meat can easily get us to the
RDA for magnesium from highly bio-available sources.

Furthermore, the notion that plants are the best source of
magnesium is just plain wrong. It’s actually pretty hard to get
the 400 milligrams of RDA from plant sources. We’d have to
eat 2 pounds of kale in order to achieve this level! I don’t even
want to think about how much gas and stomach pain I’d have
after that. Remember also that the magnesium found in plants
is not very bio-available due to the chelating properties of
phytic acid and oxalates.

Meat is also a rich source of potassium, with over 1,400
milligrams per pound. There’s no RDA for this mineral, and I
don’t think anyone really knows how much is ideal.
Epidemiology studies suggest that intakes of potassium over
2,000 milligrams per day are associated with decreased all-
cause mortality, but cardiovascular disease mortality does not
improve with higher amounts.11 With these findings in mind,
aiming for 2,000 milligrams per day seems reasonable, but I



do not think we need to worry about obtaining massive
amounts of potassium. There’s no interventional data to
suggest that this is beneficial as long as our blood pressure is
within normal range. If blood pressure is elevated, the first
thing to think about is addressing possible underlying insulin
resistance.

Take home: Eating animal foods and drinking water from a
good source will provide us with ample amounts of these
minerals as long as we are thinking about sodium consumption
from an ancestral perspective. Proper maintenance of mineral
balance must also consider sources of calcium and boron as
discussed in Chapter Twelve.

Is coconut oil ok? What about olive oil?

Animal fats are a much richer source of fat-soluble vitamins
like K2 than plant fats, and I recommend them over coconut,
olive, or avocado oils when transitioning to a carnivore or
carnivore-ish diet. Furthermore, though we often think of plant
oils as only fat, they also contain proteins known as oleosins,
which can act as immune triggers in some people.13 Oleosins
in peanut and sesame oils are known to cause strong allergic
reactions in sensitive individuals.14,15 Oleosins isolated from
both coconut and olive oils may do the same.16,17,18 If our goal
is to eliminate the plant foods that may be triggering our
immune system, avoiding all plant oils is a good idea.

There’s a ton of hype around the polyphenols in olive oil,
but I’m far from convinced that these provide a unique benefit
in humans. Refer back to Chapter Five for a discussion of the
not so magical nature of polyphenols. These are plant
molecules made by plants, for plants, and they don’t play well
with our biology, nor is there solid evidence that we need them
to be optimal.

Both olive oil and coconut oil also contain salicylates—yet
another reason to avoid them.



Where do coconuts fall in the plant toxicity
spectrum?

I would place coconuts somewhere in the middle of the
spectrum. They appear to be better tolerated than other nuts
and seeds but can definitely still cause issues for some people,
perhaps because of their salicylate content. We spoke briefly
about salicylates in Chapter Five and discussed them as a
common plant toxin found in many foods.

A fairly good list of salicylate-containing foods can be
found by visiting this web address:

atpscience.com/salicylate-foods-sensitivity-intolerances-and-
food-list

If we are really trying to clearly understand which foods
might be triggering immune reactions, coconuts are best left
out of our diet. They may have a limited role in a carnivore-ish
diet but should be reintroduced carefully with attention to
possible symptoms.

Do I need supplements on a carnivore diet.

No.

Everyone comes from a unique position of nutritional
adequacy/inadequacy when they begin a new dietary change.
If we include a variety of organ meats, we can meet all of our
nutritional needs. This assumes adequate nutrient absorption
and a reasonably healthy gut, however. There are conditions,
such as celiac disease, small bowel overgrowth, and
autoimmunity, that affect the stomach and the gastrointestinal
tract and which can result in malabsorption and limit our
body’s ability to assimilate the nutrients in food. If our bowel
habits are normal, and we don’t have gastrointestinal
symptoms, chances are we absorb the nutrients in our food just
fine. If we’re not sure, a stool test that includes fecal fat and



measures gastrointestinal inflammation can determine if
malabsorption is a problem.

In cases of pre-existing nutritional deficiency, some
supplementation may be useful, but this must be determined
with our physician on a case-by-case basis depending on
detailed lab testing.

Will My LDL/Cholesterol Rise On A Carnivore Diet?

It may.

LDL doesn’t rise for everyone who eats this way, but for
many people, LDL will rise, and that’s probably a good thing.
If you’re still fearful of LDL, you may want to refer to our
previous extensive discussion of the many valuable roles this
particle has in the body and all of the data suggesting that—in
people who aren’t insulin resistant—more LDL is probably
protective due to its immunological functions.

In Chapter Eleven, we also discussed that LDL probably
rises on a carnivore diet due to increased production of
cholesterol within the shared synthesis pathway with ketones. I
don’t think a rising LDL on a ketogenic or carnivore diet is
anything to worry about as long as markers of insulin
sensitivity and inflammation are low. If you’re not sure about
these, working with a physician who is familiar with ketogenic
physiology will be helpful.

Take home: LDL is not the enemy, and there is no
evidence that it is enough to initiate atherosclerosis on its own.

What bloodwork should I get before or after
beginning a carnivore diet?

I know a lot of people will ask this question so I’ve placed this
information in the Appendix.

What if I don’t want to eat organ meats?



A lot of people are in this boat when they begin a carnivore
diet. We understand that organ meats may be very nutritious,
but we haven’t grown up eating them, don’t know how to cook
them, and find the flavors or textures to be odd. In this
situation, desiccated organs from high-quality grass-fed
animals are a great option. Because the freeze drying process
is very gentle and involves low-temperature dehydration, it
preserves the nutrients in organs very well. In the Appendix,
I’ve recommended the best sources for this type of
supplement.

A word of caution here: because of the increasing
awareness of the effectiveness and convenience of desiccated
organs, many companies are beginning to bring very low-
quality versions of these to market. I would only recommend
organ complex supplements sourced from grass-fed animals
within the United States or from New Zealand. Assays show
that organ supplements sourced from Argentina and other
South American countries are of much lower quality and
purity. These should be avoided until supplies from these
countries demonstrate improved standards.

The other good news here is that I will be releasing a nose-
to-tail carnivore cookbook with my friends Ashley and Sarah
Armstrong with 150 amazing recipes, many of which will
include organ meats. Keep your eye out for The Carnivore
Code Cookbook!

Can I do a carnivore diet if I don’t have a gallbladder?

Absolutely.

As we discussed above in Chapter Thirteen, bile is made in
the liver and transported into the biliary tree where it is stored
in the gallbladder. Your liver still makes the same amount of
bile after you’ve had your gallbladder removed, but it is now
stored within the bile ducts, which often dilate to
accommodate a larger volume post cholecystectomy. Even
without a gallbladder, we will release bile from the biliary tree
when we eat food. In this situation, a choline-rich diet remains



the key to adequate bile salt production, so there’s no reason to
limit consumption of animal foods.

How much should I be eating on a carnivore diet?

Let satiety be your guide.

If you are hungry, eat. If you’re not, don’t. One of the
challenges for many individuals as they transition into a
carnivore diet is breaking old habits of snacking or using food
as entertainment between meals. When transitioning from
eating this way, many find that their cravings are significantly
decreased and are much less tempted to “cheat” on a carnivore
diet.

I don’t count calories, nor do I think you should need to on
a carnivore diet. Most people will remain at a healthy weight
on a nose-to-tail carnivore diet or lose weight if they are
obese. If you find yourself gaining weight unexpectedly,
there’s probably something else going on. The cause might be
thyroid issues or metabolic dysfunction, and you may want to
talk to your physician about this to look for the root cause.

What about fasting?

Fasting is great, but it’s not required.

If weight loss is your goal, incorporating fasting into your
carnivore diet occasionally or on a regular basis will help you
achieve your goals sooner. For those of us at a healthy body
weight but with autoimmune or inflammatory issues, fasting
might also be a useful intervention because it allows the gut to
rest and provides an opportunity for the immune system to
calm down. I would recommend against fasting for those who
are trying to gain weight or who are coming from a place of
nutritional inadequacy.

Though fasting is touted for its autophagy (cellular
“housecleaning”) benefits, remember that a ketogenic diet



leads to many of the same biochemical changes within the
body even in the fed state.19 Time-restricted eating will also
result in some autophagy during the daily fasting window,20 an
effect that will be accentuated by low-carbohydrate diets.

It’s also important to point out that if you are not keto-
adapted (which may take a few weeks on a diet with less than
20 grams of carbohydrates per day), fasting from a
carbohydrate-based metabolism is likely going to be pretty
miserable. If fasting is something we are interested in, it’s best
to do at least a week of low-carbohydrate eating prior to
beginning such an endeavor.

What about cheat meals?

I’m not a fan.

Many diets today allow for cheat meals from time to time,
but I don’t think these are a good idea. Remember the quality
of life equation from the introduction of this book. It’s one
thing to decide that our highest quality of life may not be
eating a carnivore diet from time to time, but it’s entirely
different to feel as though we are depriving ourselves six days
of the week, only to finally be allowed to eat junk food on the
seventh day. In a completely backwards framework, this
creates an atmosphere of scarcity most of the week and
positions junk food as a reward.

A carnivore diet is not about limiting what we can eat, it’s
about understanding that on this type of diet, we are able to eat
the most life-giving, nutrient-rich foods on the planet all of the
time. It’s a diet of abundance for us, as it was for our ancestors
who treasured animals foods when they could obtain them.
Using cheat meals incorrectly shifts us to a scarcity mindset
and positions junk food as abundance. It sabotages our efforts
to make a lasting, positive lifestyle change. It’s going to be
hard to shift from our previous dietary habits and mindset, but
making positive choices for our health isn’t about depriving
ourselves of things we enjoy. It’s about understanding which
foods foster fundamental health and celebrating these.



From an immunologic standpoint, cheat meals are also a
train wreck. Remember that the immune system has a memory,
and if we keep reminding it of the triggering foods, it won’t be
able to fully calm down. The point of the Clean Carnivore
Reset is to allow enough time to understand how it feels to be
well and then investigate which foods might be triggering us
with careful reintroduction. Cheat meals completely
undermine this valuable self-experimentation. As we make our
transition to a carnivore diet, I’d strongly recommend
considering forty-five to ninety days of a Carnivore Reset to
see how good you can really feel before muddying the waters
with the inclusion of cheat meals.

What about persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in animal
foods?

These are not something to worry about if we are eating grass-
fed meat, fat, and organs.

POP exposure has declined 95 percent since the 1970s, and
the main source of our exposure today is probably that camp
fire we had on the beach last summer.21,22 As we spoke about
in the discussion of grass-fed versus grain-fed meat, the
quality of the food we eat affects our exposure to compounds
like dioxins and many other harmful chemicals. The main
sources of exposure for animals to dioxins are incinerator
waste added to feed (which is no longer allowed) and feeding
troughs constructed of pentachlorophenol-treated wood in
feedlots.3 Grass-fed ruminants would not be exposed to these
and are much less likely to contain elevated levels of dioxins
and other toxins.

The notion that dioxins are found only in animal food is
also incorrect. When the levels of dioxins in different foods
have been measured across various countries like the
Netherlands, Finland, and Greece, many plant products have
also been found to have high levels.23,24,25 Amounts in both
plant and animal foods appear to vary considerably between
samples.



Is a ketogenic diet harmful to the body? Does it raise cortisol?

Nope.

As we talked about in the last chapter, ketogenic diets have
been shown to decrease oxidative stress at the level of the
mitochondria, to reduce blood pressure, and to be
neuroprotective in models of traumatic brain injury.26,27,28,29

Multiple studies have found that after a short period of keto-
adaptation, low-carbohydrate diets do not increase the level of
cortisol or activate the sympathetic nervous system.30,31

Conversely, there is evidence from interventional trials that
carbohydrates may increase cortisol levels and amplify the
body’s stress response through the hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal axis.32 Well now, that casts things in a different light,
doesn’t it?

Ketogenic diets have been found to have no adverse
consequences when studied for six months in obese
individuals.33 They have also been found to improve fertility in
women with PCOS.34,35 In studies of vascular function, no
changes were found in children after two years on a ketogenic
diet.36 Studies of autonomic nervous system function have also
shown no change in heart rate variability, a measure of
activation of the sympathetic (“fight or flight”) nervous
system.37

Though thyroid labs typically change on a ketogenic diet,
claims that this way of eating are harmful to hormonal balance
are unfounded. Discussions of thyroid hormones quickly
become complex, but I’ll break this down briefly. The main
lab most physicians look at to get a sense of thyroid function is
TSH, or thyroid stimulating hormone, which is released from
the anterior pituitary as a signal to the thyroid to produce
thyroxine, or T4. This is released into the blood stream and
converted into triiodothyronine, or T3, which is the main
active form of thyroid hormone. On ketogenic diets, TSH
doesn’t usually change, but T3 might decline a little, almost
always remaining within the reference range. Much like the
situation with insulin, it appears that in a ketogenic state, our
tissue sensitivity to thyroid hormones increases, leading to



lower levels. This does not appear to be a pathological change,
but a reflection of adjustments in our physiology. The lack of
change in TSH with no observed changes in basal metabolic
rate indicate no overall decline in thyroid function in this
situation.38,39,40 Furthermore, low-carbohydrate diets have been
shown to improve autoimmune thyroid conditions and lead to
a decrease in multiple types of anti-thyroid antibodies.41 Your
thyroid and other hormones will be just fine on a ketogenic
carnivore diet!

Takeaway: Ketogenic diets are very safe, and there’s a
substantial amount of evidence that they are protective in
many ways.

What if I am an athlete and want to do the carnivore diet?

There are now many elite athletes using slightly modified
versions of a carnivore diet and finding great success. These
include one-hundred-mile running world record holder Zach
Bitter and Kona Iron Man champion Pete Jacobs.

Studies of ketogenic diets in endurance athletes suggest a
performance advantage with this way of eating and show that
after a six-to-eight-week period of keto adaptation, rates of
glycogen storage and replenishment are equivalent with those
of carbohydrate-focused athletes.40,42

“Compared to highly trained ultra-endurance
athletes consuming a high-carbohydrate diet, long-
term keto-adaptation results in extraordinarily high
rates of fat oxidation, whereas muscle glycogen
utilization and repletion patterns during and after a
3-hour run are similar.”43

These studies also show that keto adapted athletes are
much better at using fat for fuel during exertion, which allows
them to use more efficient metabolic machinery during
extended efforts.

At a basic level, explosive activities like sprinting and
lifting weights rely on stores of creatine and glycogen. With a
carnivore diet, our creatine stores will be topped off and the



above noted studies suggest that after a period of keto
adaptation, glycogen stores and replenishment look just like
those athletes relying on carbohydrates. It should also be noted
that many traditional ketogenic diets used to treat children
with epilepsy prescribed large amounts of fat with very limited
protein consumption, with ratios of around 4:1 fat to protein
by grams. In these extreme cases of both protein and
carbohydrate restriction, muscle glycogen stores may become
depleted. But with significantly greater amounts of protein and
less fat, as recommended in Chapter Twelve, this will not be a
problem.

During very long aerobic exertion efforts, like a marathon
or beyond, we will need to refuel during races and in training
in order to avoid complete depletion of glycogen stores. This
is probably best done with “clean” source of carbohydrates,
like dextrose or honey, rather than highly processed gels and
other supplements. For efforts that aren’t long and intense
enough to deplete glycogen, carbohydrates are not necessary
during workouts and consumption of a carnivore diet after
exertion will allow for full replenishment of glycogen stores.

In a twelve-week study comparing a ketogenic diet to a
standard high-carbohydrate diet, no difference was found in
high-intensity continuous or intermittent exercise, maximal
cardiovascular performance, or heart rate variability.37 This
means that even during the period of keto-adaptation, no
performance decline was seen with a ketogenic diet during
high-intensity interval training or maximal efforts. In this
study, there was also no evidence of negative effect on the
sympathetic nervous system.

I recently completed one of the hardest workouts of my
life, appropriately named “the barbarian,” in a completely
ketogenic state after eating a purely Tier 5 carnivore diet for
the last eighteen months. It consisted of walking a mile up and
down hills with 70 pounds on my back, pulling a 120-pound
sled over asphalt, and carrying two 70-pound kettlebells with
10 pounds strapped on each ankle. That was a total of 350
pounds of suffering strapped to my body. Needless to say, it
was brutal, and I suffered mightily. It took me one hour and
fifty-three minutes to complete, but I never felt limited by my



cardiovascular fitness or energy levels. I was limited only by
the strength of my 170-pound frame that had to carry more
than twice its bodyweight over this distance. I traditionally
don’t train for this type of masochistic endeavor but prefer
activities like martial arts and surfing that favor a balance of
strength, quickness, and flexibility.

My point here is that I could never have done this without
large stores of glycogen in my muscles. It also illustrates that
long, intense efforts are absolutely possible without any
carbohydrate prior to, during, or afterwards. The jury is still
out on whether carbohydrates lead to better strength gains. As
we know from previous discussions, we can trigger mTOR
with protein in a targeted fashion if we want maximal anabolic
signaling. As long as I am getting enough calories and eating
lots of fat alongside my “sweet spot” amount of protein, I
haven’t noticed any decline in my physical performance and
feel much better overall from an athletic standpoint than I did
eating a moderate amount of carbohydrates on a paleo diet.
Whether or not we choose to use carbohydrates will depend on
our sport of choice and goals, but I believe that most will not
need them once they have allowed time for keto-adaptation. If
strength gains are our main goal, eating more frequently
throughout the day to trigger mTOR as much as possible
would be a reasonable strategy.

What if my symptoms don’t get better on a carnivore diet?

Check the gut. Turn over other stones.

A carnivore diet removes all plant toxins and the vast
majority of foods that are potentially damaging to the gut, but
some people continue to experience symptoms even with this
powerful lifestyle change. In this case, I recommend working
with a physician to take a close look at what’s going on in the
gastrointestinal tract and consider other possible causes of
inflammation, such as exposure to heavy metals or other
toxins. A carnivore diet is an incredibly powerful tool, but it
might not be enough to get rid of pathogenic organisms in



your gut if there is a significant toxic burden. Adjunctive
therapies may help you get back to optimal health faster. Very
rarely, some people may be sensitive to beef, pork, chicken, or
another meat eaten on a carnivore diet, and in such a case,
leaving the type of meat to which you are sensitive out and
relying on the other types of animal food might be helpful.

Do I need probiotics on a carnivore diet?

No.

For most people, the collagenous connective tissues in
animal foods will be just fine as “animal fiber” for the
production of short-chain fatty acids. In certain cases of pre-
existing gastrointestinal issues, like small intestinal bacterial
overgrowth, probiotics may be helpful, but they’re not needed
for most people.

Kombucha and other fermented beverages are not great for
our teeth, and promises of improved gut health from these are
mostly empty. It’s really just expensive, fizzy, acidic sugar
water. Spend your money on good mineral water instead.

Do I need fermented foods for a healthy gut microbiome?

Nope.

Fermention appears to have been used by our ancestors to
detoxify plant foods. If we are going to eat plants, it might not
be a bad idea to ferment them in order to break down harmful
compounds like isothiocyanates, but the fermentation process
doesn’t appear to add any unique value to these foods. The
lactobacillus organisms that predominate in fermented cultures
are ubiquitous in the environment, and we are exposed to them
constantly. If testing of our gut shows that we are lacking in
this type of critter, it’s likely because of another underlying
issue like dysbiosis (imbalanced bacterial populations in the
gastrointestinal tract) or gut inflammation, and eating



fermented plants and other fermented foods is unlikely to
solve this problem

The acids formed during the process of fermentation can
also be quite damaging to the enamel of our teeth, and many
cases of damage have been reported from over consumption of
fermented foods.44 Many of these also have capsicum (hot
pepper) spices added, which have been shown to disrupt the
integrity of the gut lining.

Kombucha? Let it go. Kim chi? Nah. Sauerkraut? Better
than raw cabbage but still just survival food.

Is a carnivore diet really healthy long term?

Yes, I believe it is.

A common critique of the carnivore diet is that we don’t
have studies of people who have eaten this way long term, but
in fact, we do! Remember our old buddy Vilhjalmur
Stefansson who lived with the Inuit? When he came back from
his adventures in the arctic, he spoke about his experiences
widely, unable to contain his excitement about what he had
learned. The medical establishment was skeptical, however,
and did not believe he could have lived on only animal foods
for years without developing scurvy or other illnesses. Sound
familiar? In order to prove to the doubters that he was telling
the truth, Vilhjalmur and a friend agreed to eat a nose-to-tail
carnivore diet while living in Bellevue Hospital for an entire
year under the observation of physicians. They didn’t call it a
Tier 5 carnivore diet, but it was! It included muscle, liver,
kidney, brain, bone marrow, salt, and fat! In 1930, a study was
published with the findings of this grand experiment and guess
what it showed?

“At the end of the year the subjects were mentally
alert, physically active, and showed no physical
changes in any system of the body…vitamin
deficiencies did not occur…kidney function tests
revealed no evidence of kidney damage…the clinical



studies and laboratory evidence gave no indication
that any ill effects had occurred from prolonged use
of the exclusive meat diet.”45

Pretty cool right? We actually do have a long term,
controlled study of a nose-to-tail carnivore diet, and it’s ninety
years old! Time for another mic drop? I think so!

In case you’re wondering about the macronutrient ratios
eaten while these two were in Bellevue, they look a whole lot
like what I’ve recommended on a Tier 5 diet: 100–160 grams
of protein, with about 170 grams of fat daily. These guys were
definitely in ketosis!

Is a ketogenic carnivore diet different for women?

Men and women are different from a hormonal perspective,
but we are pretty similar at the biochemical level. Both sexes
would also have been exposed to the same environments
throughout evolution and eaten the same foods, enjoying the
bounty of a successful hunt together. Men and women can
approach a carnivore diet similarly. They should both think
about how much protein they will need to support lean body
mass and obtain the rest of their calories from fat while
including as many organ meats as possible.

Many of the trials previously cited that demonstrated the
safety and efficacy of a ketogenic diet included both men and
women. A number of studies have also been done on female-
only cohorts that have demonstrated similar results, as well as
the superiority of ketogenic diets over low-fat diets for weight
loss in this specific population.46,47 Ketogenic diets are also
well known to reverse polycystic ovarian syndrome and other
disorders of insulin resistance in women.35

The major pitfall for women appears to be inadvertent
calorie restriction due to the satiating effects of these types of
diets. If you are looking to lose weight, this is a good thing,
but women looking to maintain weight or gain muscle should
be careful to ensure adequate calories. In a caloric deficit,
menstrual irregularities may occur, but with attention to this



aspect, most women should not experience any irregularities
with a ketogenic or carnivore diet.

Takeaway: A carnivore diet is totally awesome for both
women and men, and there aren’t any special considerations
for non-pregnant women when eating in this way. See the next
question regarding pregnancy and lactation.

Is a ketogenic carnivore diet okay for pregnancy,
breastfeeding, and children?

I believe it is, yes.

There aren’t any formal studies to address this question,
but throughout evolution, countless healthy pregnancies have
occurred in a state of ketosis with diets based mainly on
animal foods. If this were not the case, how would northern
cultures like the Inuit, Aleut, Mongol, or Sami have continued
throughout history?

During early development, ketosis is also very common in
humans. Most infants less than one year old spend the majority
of their time in ketosis, quickly switching to this fat-based
metabolism within a few hours of not eating and
demonstrating ketones in the blood.48 The finding that ketones
can be directly converted to cholesterol for cell membranes in
the brain and the body demonstrates the central role these
molecules play in the rapid neuronal development of infants
and children.49 It again reinforces the indispensable roles these
molecule play in human biology. Women with healthy
pregnancies have also been shown to often be in ketosis, with
levels of ketones that are significantly higher than when in the
non-pregnant state.50 Being in ketosis appears to be totally safe
for both mom and baby.

A nose-to-tail carnivore diet will provide all of the
nutrients both mother and developing child will need to thrive.
The main consideration in pregnancy and lactation will be
ensuring that we can get enough calories to fuel both parties. If
you want to eat a carnivore diet in these states, make sure to



include lots of high-quality fat to provide the energy necessary
for your body and the growing fetus or nursing infant.

For children, questions often arise about the possibility of
limited growth on a ketogenic or carnivore diet. Studies of
children using ketogenic diets to control Type I diabetes have
not demonstrated evidence for growth delay,51 but further
research is needed here. Remember from previous discussions
of mTOR and IGF-1 that both protein and carbohydrates can
provide anabolic signals to the body.

Takeaway: Being in a state of ketosis has been a common
occurrence for pregnant mothers, infants, and young children
throughout history. A nose-to-tail carnivore diet is rich in and
provides all the nutrients we need to be fertile and to nurture
healthy children. Getting enough calories to meet the increased
requirements of pregnancy and lactation will be key if we
choose to eat a carnivore diet during these periods.

Is a carnivore diet really expensive?

It definitely does not have to be!

Quality matters when it comes to food, and I strongly
believe that obtaining the highest quality foods is one of the
best long-term investments we can make. I also understand
that finances may be a limiting factor for some. One of the
awesome things about a nose-to-tail carnivore diet is that
muscle meat is only part of the equation. Many butchers will
give you fat trimmings for free and sell you nutrient-rich organ
meats for a fraction of the of the cost of a ribeye. When the
majority of your diet comes from these foods, a carnivore diet
gets much more affordable. Using ground beef or chuck roast
as your source of muscle meat, you could eat a completely
grass-fed, nose-to-tail carnivore diet for less than fifteen
dollars per day. Still think this is an expensive diet?

How does Dr. Paul eat a carnivore diet?

With a big smile on his face.



I described most of this during the discussion of a Tier 5
carnivore diet. You better believe I am on the varsity team—I
just wrote a whole book about it! I make a conscious attempt
to source my grass-finished meat, fat, and organs from farms
that I know well and trust. White Oak Pastures and Belcampo
are amazing examples of farms using regenerative agriculture
practices to enrich the land while raising animals in the
healthiest way possible. By using these methods, they have
been able to become “carbon negative,” enriching the quality
of the soil and sequestering more greenhouse gases than they
produce. Though it is more expensive than conventionally
raised meat, I believe that, by “voting with my dollars,” this is
one of the best investments I can make.

How does Dr. Paul exercise?

I prefer to be outside interacting with the natural world when I
work out. This means that the majority of my exercise comes
in the form of surfing, backcountry skiing, climbing, and
occasionally, running up mountains as fast as I can. There’s
nothing quite like catching a beautiful wave and feeling the
ocean move underneath me or floating through the snow down
the side of mountain. Doing these things helps me feel
connected to the wilderness and reminds me that—even
though I live in the modern world—this is where I’ve come
from.

Though it’s not outside, I’ll make an exception to train
martial arts or with kettlebells with some of my friends in San
Diego from time to time as well. I also enjoy bodyweight
movements, gymnastics (inspired by the work of Ido Portal),
or even a bit of traditional deadlifting.

My goal is to be able to maintain my body as a strong and
supple instrument that I can use to experience the world
around me for the majority of my life.



APPENDIX

THE TOOLS YOU need to kick the most butt on a nose-to-tail
carnivore diet.

Regenerative Farms:

White Oak Pastures in Georgia: WhiteOakPastures.com

Belcampo in California: Belcampo.com

Force of Nature Meats: ForceOfNatureMeats.com

Joyce Farms: Joyce-Farms.com

Find A Farmer Near You To Source Good-Quality Meat:

EatWild.com

Bloodwork:

Basic Labs To Start With

Complete Blood Count w/Differential

Comprehensive Metabolic Panel

GGT

Serum Magnesium, Phosphorous

hs-CRP

Fasting Insulin

C Peptide



Hemoglobin A1c (though somewhat inaccurate, as
discussed in the book)

Fructoasamine

Lipid Panel

Calcium, Total and Ionized

PTH

Homocysteine

Iron Panel

Thyroid Panel: Free and total T3/T4, TSH, reverseT3, anti-
thyroglobulin antibody, anti-thyroid peroxidase
antibody

Uric Acid

Hormones: FSH/LH, free/total Testosterone, DHEA-S,
Estradiol, Progesterone, Prolactin, SHBG, AM cortisol

Urinalysis

More Advanced Labs

NMR Lipid Panel

Fasting Leptin

IGF-1

F2-Isoprostanes/Creatinine Ratio (urine)

Myeloperoxidase

ADMA/SDMA Ratio

8 OH 2 Deoxy Guanosine

Lipid Peroxides

Glutathione (total and fractionated oxidized/reduced)

24 Salivary Cortisol Curve with Cortisol Awakening
Response.

Stool Testing: GI Map



Alpha Diversity Analysis: Onegevity (dietary
recommendations are likely to be inaccurate)

Nutritional Testing: Genova Nutreval

Toxins:

Great Plains GPL TOX (non metals)

Serum Heavy Metals Panel (including lead, mercury,
arsenic, cadmium, and tin)

Urine Heavy Metals

Probiotics:

I generally don’t think probiotics are necessary on a carnivore
diet, but in cases of constipation or diarrhea, they may have
some utility. If you are going to take a probiotic, I’d
recommend the following strains:

Lactobacillus GG (Culturelle)

Lactobacillus Reuteri DSM 17938 and L. Reuteri ATCC
PTA 6475 (Bio Gaia Gastrus)

S. Boulardii Lyo CNCM l 745 (Florastor)

General “Supplements”:

Bone Meal: Bones from a regenerative-fed farm, like
White Oak Pastures or Traditional Foods Market Whole
Bone Calcium

Collagen: Great Lakes hydrolyzed collagen (1–2 scoops
daily)

Supplements That May Be Helpful for Loose Stools:

Lipase

Desiccated Pancreas/Gallbladder



Ox Bile (in cases of bile acid malabsorption, this may
worsen loose stools)

Egg Shell Powder

Companies Funding The EAT-Lancet Guidelines:

Baker Mackenzie

BASF

Bayer

BCG

Bohler

Cargill

Cermaq

C.P Group

Danone

Deloitte

DSM

Dupont

Edelman Financial

Evonik

Givaudan

Google

Ikea

IFF

KDD

Kellogg’s

Nestle

Olam

Pepsi



Protix

Quantis

Sigma

Sonae

Storaenso

Symrise

Syngenta

Unilever

YARA

Water:

FindASpring.com

Reverse osmosis filters remove flouride and other
contaminants, but filtered water should be
remineralized.
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